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"If the organism carries a s=11 scale model of 
external reality and of its own possible actions 
within its head, it is able to carry out various 
alternatives, conclude which is the best of them, 
react to future situations before they arise, 
utilize the knowledge of past events in dealing 
with the present and in the future, and in every 
way react in a fuller, safer and more competent 
manner to the emergencies which face it". 

CRAIK, K. J. W. (1943) The Nature of Explanation 
Cambridge University Press 
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A MODEL OF THE CONSTRUCTION PROJECT SELECTION AND BIDDING DECISION 

ABSTRACT 

The thesis considers one of the central problems of corporate planning 
for a construction company, the project selection and bidding decision, 

and a model is developed for the entire decision environment. 

The nature of decision systems is examined and considered to consist 

of the identification, evaluation and selection from a range of options. 
Corporate decisions are discussed leading to the conclusion that a 

suitable model is needed. 

A basic model is proposed in which three outcome criteria consisting of 

people, money and property are required to be assessed, the values of 

the outcome criteria being determined by four project characteristics. 

Some approaches to the solution of multiple criteria problems are 

examined. 

The implications of time are next considered and the use of Gottinger's 

sequential machines examined as a means of modelling the complexities 

involved. Non-deterministic aspects of the problem are introduced 

which, together with dynamical considerations, suggest a model of 

intermediate complexity to be appropriate. 

The final chapters of the thesis concentrate on some ways in which the 

computational burden associated with the model can be reduced. The 

role of decision strategies is examined as a means of identifying the 

most suitable options. The suitability of probabilistic approaches to 

modelling non-deterministic aspects is investigated and an empirical 

analysis of three sets of bidding data is made to examine some 

possible simplifying assumptions. 



CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 



1 INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important decisions facing a company in the western 
world is the price to charge for its products or services. For the 

construction company this decision usually forms a part of the process 
of bidding for future projects. The selection of projects and deciding 

on suitable bid levels has attracted a considerable amount of research, 
the majority of which is aimed at maximising profits through optimal 
bidding. A recent study by Lansley (1983), however, has found very 
little evidence of the application of optimal bidding techniques by 

construction companies. One criticism is that such techniques often 
rely on "... oversimplified assumptions of the existence of data that 

are never actually available" (Wagner, 1971, p1273). What is needed, 

according to Wagner, is a substantive and robust analysis of the 

practical issues to identify the truly pivotal factors involved to 

enable, assessment of the practical application of formal solution 
techniques. 

The objective of the first part of the research described in this 

thesis was to conduct just such an analysis. Chapters 2 to 6 examine 
the issues surrounding the project selection and bidding decision. All 

pivotal factors are identified and a preliminary assessment of some 

potential appropriate solution techniques is made. 

The second part of the research, described in Chapters 7 to 10, 

concentrates on the application of one particular solution technique, 

statistical modelling, and a multivariate approach is examined through 

the simultaneous analysis of three case studies. 

The absence of any comparable study of the global aspects covered by 

the first part of the research discouraged the proposition of any a 

priori hypothesis. It was considered therefore that any findings 

should be regarded as essentially post hoc. The subsequent statistical 

analyses contain several hypotheses some of which, for brevity, have 

not been formalised. Full reference, however, is made to previous work 

for comparative purposes. 
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2 ANALYSIS OF DECISION MAKING IN CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES 

2.1 Types cf Decisions 

Ansoff (1965, p18) his identified three categories of decisions, 

strategic, administrative and operating. Strategic decisions "... are 

primarily concerned with external rather than internal problems of the 

firm" involving the consideration of such issues as the nature of the 

firm's objectives and goals, and diversification strategies. 

Administrative decisions are concerned with "... structuring the firm's 

resources in a way which creates a maximum performance potential". 

One part of the administrative problem is concerned with organisation: 

structuring of authority and responsibility relationships, work flows, 

information flows, distribution channels, and location of facilities. The 

other par, is concerned with the acquisiticnand development of 

resources: development of raw material sources, personnel training and 

development, financing and acquisition of facilities and equipment. 

Operating decisions usually absorb the bulk of the firm's energy and 

attention, the object being to "... maximise profitability of current 

operations" involving such major decisions as resource allocation, 

scheduling of operations, supervision of performance and applying 

control actions. 

These categcries, however, are essentially derived from the functional 

divisions cf the organisation, typical of the "management" approach. 

1Management has been defined as "... those senior managers whose 

decisions influence policy and affect the organisation's relationships 

with its external environment", (Bullock & Stallybrass, 1977, p366). This 

corresponds to Ansoff's "strategic decisions". It then follows that 

"administrative" and "operating" decisions are carried out by middle 

management "... whose decisions affect the internal functions of 

production, accounting and finance, marketing, personnel research and 

-development", and operational management at the foreman or supervisory 

levels (Bullock & Stallybrass, 1977, p366). 

Recent studies of leading companies, by Peters & Waterman (1982) for 

instance, suggest that the more successful organisations have little 

regard for such a strict managerial hierachy. Many of the companies 
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investigated were found to have a very loose decision making structure, 
apart from the firm centralisation of "core" values. 

Another classification of decisions is made by Fellows et al 
(1983, pll)in the distinction between "strategic" and "tactical" 

decisions. These are defined as "what shall we do? " and "how shall we 
do it? " decisions respectively. The former includes attempts to answer 

such questions as, "what are we trying to achieve? "; "what are our 

objectives? "; "what opportunities are open to us? "; "what are our 

strengths and weaknesses? "; "what are cur current strategies? "; "what 

strategic choices do we have? "; and "what should we do? " Tactical 

decisions are the operational decisions involved in estimating, buying 

and accounting. Strategic decisions are additionally defined as those 

which are very important to the ccpany, althcugh, as Ansoff (1965, pl8) 

observes "... depending on its position, the firm may find operating 

decisions to be more important than stäategic ones". 

The term strategic in this sense seems to imply the devising of a kind 

of prosthetic "formula", the application of which, despite possible 

short term problems, will provide some long-term benefits. Hence, in 

the military sense - "losing the battle but winning the war". 

Some criticisms of the Fellows et al classification are apparent. The 

reference to strategic decisions as being very important and to 

tactical decisions as being operational indicates a functional 

managerial influence similar to Ansoif's classifications. Also, the 

military analogy has been found by Peters & Waterman to be 

inappropriate in their study of successful companies. 

Despite the wealth of literature on strategy, there appears to be very 
little documentation on the actual decisions available to a company. 

One major aspect is in the relationship with other organisations. 

These factors identified by Fellows et al (1983) are (a) acquisition or 

merger, (b) joint venture and (c) licences or agencies. The acquisition 

or merger involves the permanent unification with another organisation, 

the joint venture is a project-specific temporary unification and the 

licence/agency is a project/process-specific temporary indirect 

unification. 
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Another major aspect is the internal organisation of the company, the 

arrangement of the physical, human and financial resources, often 
termed the organisational structure. 

One vital recurring decision for the construction organisation, and that 

to which this thesis is devoted, is the selection of suitable projects. 

The majority of construction companies rely almost exclusively an 

project work obtained by competitive tender. The type and location of 

projects obtained is by far the most important factor in determining 

the direction of the organisation, (Lansley, 1979). 

2.2 Making the 'Right' Decisions 

One view of the decision making process is that it is essentially a 

question of selection from a set of options. Whilst it is theoretically 

possible to select from a standard (and probably infinite) set of 

options in all decision situations, such an approach is hardly 

practicable. It is necessary, therefore, to reduce the set of options 

to a more convenient size. It is also necessary, as an aid to 

selection, to make some evaluation of each option. This three stage 

process is called the decision choice process (after Johnson & 

Scholes, 1984) involving the identification and evaluation of options and 

the selection of decisions. 

2.2.1 Identification of Options 

The identification of interesting options is often a function of the 

evaluation and selection process. In practice, possible options which 

are difficult to evaluate may be omitted whilst options more easily 

evaluated may be consistently included. Another factor influencing the 

inclusion of a potential option is the quality and quantity of 

information needed and available, and the associated time and costs. 

Time is also a factor in constraining the number of options that can 

be identified, depending on the speed of identification. A further 

factor is the ability and the preconceptions of the optioner himself 

which will be related to some extent to his education, experience and 

motivation. 
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Fortunately, the number of types of realistic options are relatively 

limited for the construction organisation. The major difficulty lies in 

the evaluation stage. However, some recent- findings by Lansley et al 

(1980) suggest that flexibility is an increasingly important attribute 

for the success or survival of the construction organisation. One 

aspect of flexibility would seem to be the willingness to bring an 

increasing variety of options into consideration. 

A popular approach to the option identification problem is to apply a 

feasibility technique which allows a cost effective procedure to reduce 

the option set. This involves quickly sifting out the least likely 

options before employing a more sophisticated evaluation. An often 

recommended procedure is to bring the companies' objectives and 

policies to bear on the problem. A policy to concentrate entirely on 

house building, for instance, would certainly be a very cheap option 

identification aid, but its effectiveness in identifying all the best 

options will depend an the policy formulation procedure. 

2.2.2 Evaluation of Options 

Evaluation of each option implies that some knowledge is available of 

the future outcome of the decision option. As in the option 

identification problem, the extent of this knowledge will depend an the 

quality and quantity of information available, and the associated cost 

and time. 

Accuracy of evaluation will also depend on the evaluator. A further 

aspect of option evaluation is that the outcome of a decision is not 

necessarily independent of the decision maker, who may well participate 

in the implementation process. 

In order to best help the selection procedure, each option will need to 

be evaluated in a similar manner, which implies the presence of some 

criteria. 
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2.2.3 Selection 

Having identified and evaluated the various options available, the 

selection process ought to be relatively straightforward. Difficulties 

occur in accomodating conflicting criteria, particularly those evaluated 

non-quantitatively. The problem can also be exacerbated by the need to 

make several decisions, either simultaneously or sequentially. This 

latter aspect is a decision choice process in itself, involving the 

identification and evaluation of sets of decisions, 

Once again, inforWation, cost, time and the ability of the selector are 
important aspects. 

2.3 Corporate Decisica Syste=s 

2.3.1 Generally 

Construction companies have, for some time now, been urgently 

recommended to exercise some forethought before taking decisions and 

subsequent action. Argenti (1974) and Ansoff (1965) in the general 

business field, for instance, and Grinyer (1972), Diepeveen & Benes 

(1978), Lansley (1981), Fellows et al (1983) and many others in the 

construction literature have all advocated the application of long term 

planning as the basis for short term effective action as ",.. without 

planning, a course of action becomes (if not completely aimless) a 

succession of random changes in direction", (Brech, 1975, chl2). 

Holderman, in his "Characteristics of an Unsuccessful, Contractor" has 

even suggested that "... most companies that fail do so because they did 

not do adequate planning", (Holderman, 1984, p18). 

Corporate planning has been defined as simply "... basing decisions on 

purpose, facts and considered estimates", (Koontz & O'Donnell, 1972); 

or, organisationally, as the "... systematic process of determining a 

firm's goals and objectives for at least three years ahead and 

developing strategies ... to achieve these objectives", (Rajab, 1981, pl); 

or, managerially, as "... a continuous process of making entrepreneurial 

decisions systematically and with the best possible knowledge of their 

futurity, organizing systematically the effort needed to carry out these 
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decisions", (Drucker, 1955). Rajab (1981, pl?? ) has also noted the 
difference between formal and informal planning. 

The notion of objectives is often stated to be inextricably bound up in 
the corporate planning systems. Cheetham (1980), for instance, has 
been a strong advocate of management by objectives - (MBO) for 

construction companies. 

Murray (1978) identifies six basic evolutionary corporate planning 

models; Allison's (1971) "Rational Actcr" model, in which the decision 

maker is a kind of "super-person" who always behaves in a perfectly 

rational manner; the "Organisation Process" model, which emphasises the 

impact of processes and procedures of organisations on the strategic 

planning process in the tradition of crganisaticnal theory; the 

"Bureaucratic Politics" model, in which decision-making is assumed to 

be a political process wherein agreement is reached through bargaining 

games; Steinbrunner's "Cybernetic" made!, in which the central focus of 

the decision process is the business of eliminating the variety 

inherent in any significant decision problem; Steinbrunner's "Cognitive" 

model, containing cognitive models. and belief structures modified by 

inputs from the real world; and Mintzberg's (1975) "Contingency" model, 

in which alternative explanations are provided for phenomena under 

different conditions. 

Many benefits have been claimed for corporate planning systems. Rajab 

(1981), for instance, in investigating the nature and extent of 

corporate planning in construction companies, found that corporate 

planning "... makes managers think about the future and the effects of 

decisions an the future; encourages an understanding of the company 

aims leading to a better understanding of operations; focusses 

managers' attention on developing the business; quicker decision-making; 

better co-operation between departments; increased competency of 

managers by making them face up to key decisions", (Rajab, 1981, p167). 

2.3,2 Use in Construction Companies 

There appears to be little use of formal decision systems in any 

industry. The results of operations research practice, for instance, 

"... are not well regarded or used by decision-makers", 
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(Bander, 1979, p209). Particular problems have been found in introducing 

operations research into such activities as marketing and devising 

competitive strategies (such as product pricing and bidding), 
(Wagner, 1971, p1269) . 

Wang (1978), Stark (1976) and Lansley (1983), amongst others, have 

found that contractors do not favour the use of bidding models. 
Barnard's research (1981) found that,. in the construction industry, "... 

in common with most industries, there is little use made of corporate 
planning". 

Humphrey's study (1977) of 18 Merseyside construction companies, found 

little evidence of the operation of fcrmal policies, although annual 

turnover forecasting was widely practised together with cash flow 

forecasts at monthly and quarterly intervals, mainly to ensure the 

availability of capital to finance projects. 

Cusack's investigation (1981) of decision making in construction 

companies, six in some depth, found "... the picture emerging from these 

investigations is one of intuitive decision-making situations based 

mainly on experience... " (Cusack, 1981, p14). The study did find, however, 

that plenty of information was available but not in the right form: 

Rajab (1981) did locate five companies using corporate planning 

systems, but was unable to determine whether the use of these systems 

benefitted the companies. Some differences were observed between the 

systems operated by the companies themselves, and the systems 

recommended in the literature. For instance, "... a substantial number 

of companies did not carry out very systematic internal appraisals", 

(Rajab, 1981, p163). The relevance of this was not clear, however, as the 

researchers were unable to determine that the companies would be "... 

more profitable if they plan exactly as suggested in the books because 

there is no proof of this", adding that there was "... no real reason to 

believe that it should be true", (Rajab, 1981, p177). 

Another study of 23 construction companies between 1970 and 1976 found 

a "... considerable variability between companies' performance and 

policies", (South, 1979, p292). 
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Studies of organisations outside the construction industry suggest that 

"... the most important contribution of corporate planning systems are 

actually in the 'process' rather than in the 'decision' realm" in that 

"... they create a network of information that would not otherwise be 

available", (Bahrami, 1981, p4). 

Apart from isolated cases, such as Cheetham (1980), MBO has been found 

to be of benefit to "... a large regional construction company", although 

other recent studies suggest that most construction companies are using 

a form of contingency rather than long-range planning, (Edwards & 

Harris, 1979; Lansley et al, 1980). 

2.3.3 Reasons for Lack of Use 

Rajab has identified five major problems associated with corporate 

planning systems in construction organisations: co-ordination of aims 

and objectives of various units in the organisation; communication 

problems; forecasting results and accuracy; restrictions due to capital 

policies; and political or economic uncertainty overseas 

(Rajab, 1981, p166). 

Fryer (1977) has suggested that lack of managerial skills could be 

responsible. In a survey of 29 managers in construction companies, he 

found that, although decision-making was the second highest rated skill 

(after "social" skills), such decisions were normally concerned with 

short term, day-to-day issues rather than strategic aspects of 

management. 

Many of the problems may well be due to special characteristics of the 

industry itself. Economists, for instance, have frequently failed to 

understand the industry due to "... its extremely complex technological 

and institutional constraints; imperfection of knowledge about future 

markets; lack of an adequate theory of human capital; concentration on 

the demand side because of historical excess capacity; lack of 

importance of time in neo-classical production theory; the local nature 

of the industry; and the small effect on the economy prior to 1950", 

(Burton, 1972, p1). The effects of this can be far reaching for, in 

Burton's view "... many current national problems can be traced ... to 

the fact that economists and ... operations research specialists have 
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not provided the level of understanding of the construction industry 

necessary for the solution to these problems", (Burton, 1972, p2). 

Many of the difficulties in objective decision-making appear to stem 
from the complexity of the construction process. The "immense number 

of variables" involved, (Park, 1966), and the "uncertain environment" 
(Cusack, 1981, p14) result in " the absence of ... necessary data for 

managerial decisions", (Burtcn, 1972, p86). Difficulties in accurately 

assessing long term demand and the non-continuous volume of work from 

clients, particularly the government, makes long term forecasting and 

planning "so much guesswork", (Goodlad, 1974, p73). 

Another aspect is the limited amount of time the decision-maker has 

available to make each dec sic. Presae. ^ (1984, p24) has noted the 

difficulties in finding the time to apply 'correct' management 

techniques. 

The combination of lack of relevant i=f= ration and lack of time seems 

to be a big factor in restricting the use of formal decision systems. 

Problems have also been encountered in the relevancy of the techniques 

available, a particular problem being the involvement of specialists. 

Some criticisms of operations research, for instance, are of "... the 

relevance of current mathematical developments" and that "... techniques 

and methods are being developed by individuals who have more of a 

disciplinary allegiance to mathematics and economics", 

(Bander, 1979, p210), resulting in there being "... too much optimisation, 

the results of which are usually irrelevant to decision-making", 

(Jensen, 1976). 

2.4 Aspects of a Decision System 

2.4.1. Scope 

The characteristics of an effective decision system are essentially 

those attributed to effective management but, as Ball observes, these 

are not easy to define in any unique sense 

"... clearly part of the process of defining effectiveness 
is by results ... [but] success also has a time dimension. 
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Short term success can mean long term disaster. The tasks 
and decisions of management have themselves different time 
horizons which have in some way to be brought together to 
show some index of effectiveness. But even when we believe 
that this can be done, it is not enough to stop there 
since, in the social system, both of the organisation and 
of the wider social system of which the organisation is 
part, it is not a matter of indifference as to how results 
are achieved. To some degree, this is because managerial 
behaviour will be governed by acceptable social values and 
modes of behaviour and these values may change over time, " 
(Ball, 1977, p4). 

In identifying, evaluating and selecting decision options, therefore, it 

is necessary to consider the interaction between decisions and the 

environment (social system) over time. One view is that the 

organisation simply responds to direct environmental "stimulus", 

providing a service to satisfy the demands of the environment, the 

"outside-in" approach. A more recent recommendation in the 

construction literature is to adopt a more aggressive policy of 

attempting to influence the environment by promotional activities for 

instance, the "inside-out" approach (Ewing, 1968, ch6). Rajab's study 

(1981) of construction companies indicated that both approaches are 

necessary. 

The construction company's environment is often conveniently divided 

into two separate groups, the internal and the external environment. 

Different compare need to consider different environments. In 

Dressel's view (1965), the essential differences between companies are 

in their "capacity, size and structure". Commonality, however, does 

exist in such basic resources as people, property and finance. 

The shift in emphasis in environmental perception in recent years has 

been marked, perhaps even on the scale of a Kuhn paradigm 

(Cotsgrove, 1980). Table 2.1 indicates some of the changes noted by 

Cotsgrove. Ansoff's retitling (1979) of the firm as an "environmental 

serving orgänisation" further evidences the alternative approach. It 

follows, therefore, that a decision system will ultimately "... need to 

recognise cultural, political and social inputs in an open system, 

renegotiated environment", (Murray, 1980, p200). These considerations 

lead to the increasing necessity to analyse both the internal and 

external environments to identify power groups and individual values 
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Table 2.1 Competing environmental perceptions 

Dc=ir: at social paradigm Alternative paradigm 

Core values Yate_ial (economic growth) Nonmaterial (self-actualisaticn) 
Natural environment valued Natural environment intrinsical-1_v 

as resource valued 
tcniation over nature Harmony with nature 

Eccnc_, Market forces Public interest 
Riss and reward Safety 
Rewards for achievement Incomes related to need 
Dif_e: e_ntials Egalitarian 
Individual self-help Collective/social provisica 

Fciity Authoritative structures: Participative structures: (citizen/ 
(exerts influential) worker involvement) 

Hierarchical Hon-hierarchical 
Law a=d order Liberation 

Society Centralised Decentralised 
Larbe-scale Small-scale 
Associational Communal 
Ordered Flexible 

Nature Ale reserves Earth's resources limited 
Natural hostile/neutral Nature benign 
Environment controllable Nature delicately balanced 

Knowledge Confidence in science and Limits to science 
technology 

Rationality of means Rationality of ends 
Separation of fact/value, Integration of fact/value, though: / 
thoug`-t/feeling feeling 

Source: Cotgrove (1980, p129, table 2) 
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(Johnson & Scholes, 1984) and pprsue social objectives (Andrew, 1973, p18). 
It is important, as Toffler suggests, to recognise in organisations "... 

an array of goals other than economic ones and growing increasingly 

sensitive to changes in the non-economic environment", 
(Toffler, 1971, p409). 

Bahrami's studies (1981) of 14 corporate planning systems found these 

consistent features in all the systems: they facilitated the adaption of 
the company's strategic posture to the emerging opportunities and 
threats to its environment; an integrative function by facilitating 

communication and flows of information; and a control function to 

implement strategic priorities by evaluating proposals and monitoring 

performance. The construction industry, it has been observed, has not 
been noted dor its sueed of reaction to environmental events, such as 

changes is demand. "A sudden and substantial increase or decrease in 

demand in a major sector or geographical area has not normally been 

matched as quickly by an appropriate increase or decrease in capacity", 
(Campbell et al, 19? 4, p21). However, as Sidwell (1984, p22) comments, 

moving into new and unfamiliar markets places greater strain on the 

efficiency and skills of the company. What appears to be needed is 

some preparedness for a future state. Uncertainty of the exact nature 

of future environmental states is a big problem in this respect; but, 

ironically, as Ansoff points out, the greater the uncertainty the 

greater the need to be prepared. 

Lansley (1981) suggests that construction companies who followed the 

'traditional doctrines' in the 1970's either went out of business or 

diminished in size. The only firms who survived were those who were 

flexible and responsive to the needs of the changing market. Diepeveen 

et al (1985, p113) suggest that contractors "... should evaluate future 

technological developments which may affect the business structure" 
implying that "scenario writing" may be an effective approach. It is 

suggested that management should work out "... two or more possible 

future alternatives which are intrinsically consistent", (Genes & 

Diepeveen, 1985, p29). This recommendation closely resembles contingency 

planning, previously found to be successfully employed by some 

construction companies, but ahead of, instead of after, environmental 

changes. One approach to this is through the concept of "weak 

signals", (Ansoff, 1984, ch5.4) where the effects of possible changes in 
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the environment are examined. Another, interdependent, approach is by 

simulation studies. 

One final aspect of the scope of a decision system is the criticism by 

Murray (1980) of Ansoff's approach to strategic management in that a 
"rational-actor" model is assumed, that is the decision maker is seen 

as a dedicated remote "super-person" dedicated to some optimising or 

maximising strategy. The increasing amount of decentralisation of 
decision making currently being repcrted, together with the sometimes 

rather irrational and decentralised met'-ad of the 'excellent' companies 

(Peters & Waterman, 1982) does indeed suggest that Ansoff's assumption 

may be misplaced. In terms of a decision system this implies the 

existence of several eptioz selection procedures. What really seems to 

be needed is a system "... that can inform the executive as to the 

likely effects of decision strategies that he has himself formulated" 

and therefore "... permit a manager to evaluate decisions that satisfy 

his personalised rationality", (Wagner, 1971, p1259). 

2.4.2 Practical Needs 

Analysis of attempts to introduce decision systems into construction 

organisations reveals that certain practical aspects need to be 

considered. 

The major problem is in the cost of implementing and monitoring the 

system. This will depend on the depth to which the decision maker is 

prepared to go. Limiting the set of options, limiting the number of 

evaluation criteria, approximating option evaluations, simplifying 

selection procedures illustrate possible approaches. Neale (1985) 

recommends the adoption of simple systems with a minimum data demand. 

Cusack found no shortage of data, but what was missing was a "... quick 

and accurate method of analysis that enables alternative solutions to 

be compared", (Cusack, 1981, p29). Levinson has suggested using a 

combination of formal and informal methods by allowing "... the 

operations research department to solve those fragments of a total 

problem that are amenable to quantative formulation. The sub-optimised 

solutions can then be considered (by the decision maker] together with 

intangibles, the unquantifiable elements of the problem. The executive 
decision will, in some cases, be based partly on the operations 
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research solutions, partly on other data produced by the company, and 
partly on the judgement and intuition of the management", 
(Levinson, 1953). What is proposed is an economic trade-off between 
more elaborate models that require greater data processing and more 
approximate models that need less data to apply", (Wagner, 1971, p1268). 
The issue is, of course. centred an the tensions between risk and cost, 
the reconciliation of which is a decision problem in itself. 

The number of decision options is a measure of the versatility of the 
system as decision makers "... need alternatives that can provide them 
with more flexibility over time", (Bander, 1979, p211). Retaining the 
flexibility of decision options has been dealt with to some extent by 
Rosenhead et al (1972), Merkhafer (1977) and Pye (1978) by focusing an 
the size of the alternative action space available to the decision 

maker, the flexibility being reduced to zero when a specific alternative 
is chosen. As Merkhafer (1977) notes "... all flexibility is lost when 
an irrevocable commitment is made to a specific alternative". Clearly, 

some compromise between versatility and cost is necessary and "... 

although the versatility ideas are still imprecise, and methods are not 
available to assist in their implementation, we can and should persue 
the spirit of the concept in our planning and analysis support to 
decision making", (Bander, 1979, p222). 

Risk is also a problem associated with the option evaluation process. 
Estimating the outcome of decisions is bound to be a rough and ready 
business, especially when the outcomes are often only fully realised at 
some quite distant time in the future. Unfortunately, the construction 
industry is particularly vulnerable in this respect. The methods of 
obtaining work and the length of contracts, for instance, together with 
the fragmented nature of the industry, the customised product and the 

unstable nature of the environment in which the construction process 
takes place make risk assessment particularly unattractive. In fact 

"... one of the main reasons for the high failure rate [of construction 
companies] is the under-estimation of risks", . _(Langford & 
Wong, 1979, p21). It is possible that risk assessment can be improved by 

formal feedback systems but, in many cases, the decision maker has to 

rely on more subjective information. 
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2.4.3 System Design 

In designing a decision system "... a sensitive system of indicators 

geared to measuring the achievement of social and cultural goals, and 
integrated with economic indicators ... is an absolute 

precondition", (Toffler, 1971, p413). Informational support, it is 

suggested, would come from a Strategic Data Base (SDB) representing the 

major conclusions regarding the environment and the organisation's 

clientele (King & Cleland, 1978, p95). A Management Information System 

(MIS) is a form of SDB, being "... specifically designed to formally 

present information required to support managerial decision making", 

(Bccth, 1981, p5). 

The pr perties of a MIS include: provision of information from both 

internal and external sources necessary to support a range of specific 

management activities and decisions; provision of information in a 

manner and at a time relevant to managerial decision making; and 

flexibility to adapt to and accomodate organisational and environmental 

change", Bcoth, 1981, p6). A MIS in support of the strategic planning 

process would, it is suggested, provide information on the general 

environment, economic, technical and political (including 

legislation); factors of productions; and competition, future demand for 

products/services, policies of competitors etc. 

One approach to MIS design is through analysis of the current decision 

making process. There are, however, some limitations in this approach 

as "... it results in an essentially static. rational view of decision 

making; users descriptions are biased towards expectations; it tends to 

rationalise decision making, over-simplify goals and under-play 

uncertainty; modelling of uncertain/complex phenomena involves 

simplification; and it is difficult to foresee information needs to 

support future decisions", (Booth, 1981, p46). Booth suggests that a 

contingency framework focussing on the 'if - then' relationships of the 

problem situation would provide a more appropriate starting point. 

Information systems are normally associated with some type of 

environmental scanning activity. Aguilar has identified four types, 

undirected viewing, involving considerable orientation by the scanner 

in selection of particular sources; conditional viewing, where the 

scanner is sensitive to particular types of data; informal search, where 
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information wanted is actively sought; and formal search, a programmed 

or quasi-programmed search to a pre-established plan, procedure or 

methodology, (Aguilar, 1967). Etzioni (1967) advocates a method of 

mixed scanning involving broad surveys of the problem area'' and 
detailed investigation of areas adjudged to merit such attention. 

An implicit prerequisite in any information system is to provide 

adequate forecasts of future events. This is a particular difficulty in 

the construction industry where operations are often short-run and on a 

project basis because of the need to continuously re-allocate with 

shifts in market demand. Gill has even opined that "... it is not 

possible to forecast plans from one project through a succession of 

projects" (Gill, 1968). There are, however, techniques available to 

enable some predictions to be made. Raiffa (L968), for instance, has 

shown how probability theory can be employed in general decision 

situations involving risk. Benjamin (1969), Langford & Wcng (1979), 

Wolf & Kalley (1983) andothers have attempted to introduce aspects of 

the decision-maker's preferences into a probabilistic approach by means 

of utility theory. Still others have conducted simulation studies 

(eg. Bennett & Fine, 1980; Morrison & Stevens, 1980). 

Before designing a MIS an understanding of the major underlying 

characteristcs of the system is needed. Booth refers to this as the 

"conceptual design stage" and "... of fundamental importance in MIS 

design" and which requires that "... a clear understanding of the 

decision environment and process is developed" (Booth, 198 l, p232). In 

such complex and dynamic conditions as those prevailing in the 

construction industry, one approach is to model the complexities 

involved. 

2.5 Decision Models 

Several models have been proposed for the construction industry 

decision maker but, as Stark observes in relation to project bidding, 

"It is common for research papers to develop a thesis, usually in the 

form of a mathematical model, without adequate mention or consideration 

of underlying assumptions and characteristics of the bidding 

environment. In many instances, assumptions are demonstrably untenable 
in the market places I have experienced", (Stark, 1976, p22). A similar 
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observation has also been recorded by Lange who, in reviewing pricing 
stategy, concludes that "... despite the enormous literature concerned 
with pricing, economists have-devoted relatively little space -to the 

consideration of pricing in the construction industry. The literature 
that does deal with construction pricing concentrates an the 
formulation of optimal bidding stategies for contracts, while largely 

neglecting the fundamental issue of presenting a detailed analysis of 
the interaction of_ the chief factors, both quantifiable and 
unquantifiable, that influence the contractor's bidding decision" 
(Lange, 1973, p91). 

"What is needed is a model that reflects the truly pivotal factors in 
the environment being modelled, especially with regard to the types and 
amounts of available data and the ability to process this information 

rapidly enough to be useful to the decision maker" (Vagner, 1971, p1273). 
The construction literature reveals no existence of any such substantive 
approach to decision model building. 

The foregoing analysis has revealed, however, that the decision process 

can be considered to be in three stages, identification of options, 

evaluation of options and selection of the best option. Each of these 

stages contains its own problems and involves some knowledge of the 

future. The contingency approach suggests that the identification of 

options should be widened to consider not only the options presently 

available, but also options that may became available. The evaluation 

of options is essentially a report on the likely changes in the future 

environment as a result of the choice of each option. The selection 

process will involve consideration of several, probably conflicting, 

criteria representing interesting aspects of the environment. 

One operational characteristic of the decision model is concerned with 
the sequencing of the three stages - is it necessary to identify all 

options prior to evaluation and is it necessary to evaluate all options 

prior to selection? Booth suggests , 
that the evaluation of options is 

normally done as they are identified as "... search activity is often 

conducted within the constraints of time and cost" (Booth, 1981, p133). 
This approach logically leads to an iterative model of decision making 

where each option is in turn identified, evaluated and compared with 
the previously best selection. This comparison will determine whether 
the previously 'best' selection should be replaced by the current option 
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or not. Such a procedure has the great practical advantage of allowing 
the decision maker to search amongst a feasible set of options of his 

own choosing for as long as he wishes. The basic- model then, 

illustrated in Fig 2.1, is envisaged as an iterative process occuring 

within, and interacting with, the environment. 

Lindblom's (1959) "The Science of Muddling Through" involves a similar 
incremental procedure. Some of the problems associated with this 

approach include the possibility that an important variable is missed; 

policies may be overlooked; it may reinforce indifference to new 
technologies; and that it relies an satisfactory present policies, 

continuity in the nature of the problem and continuity in the means for 

dealing with the problem (Drar, 1964). It is necessary, therefore, to 

identify all of the variables involved and the variety of policies 

available in an open system contingent an environmental change. 

Criticisms levelled at the "muddling through" approach, such as the use 

of subjective evaluations, stopping at the first 'good looking' selection 

and late responses to problems unresolved by earlier decisions 

(Grinyer, 1972, p9) are idiosyncratic of the decision maker rather than 

the incrementation " procedure. The advantages claimed of the 

incremental approach are, however, relevant to the proposed model in 

that it is intended to be relatively quick and efficient, more flexible, 

does not demand explicit objectives and makes use of the decision 

maker's experience (Grinyer, 1972, p9). 

2.6 Conclusions 

There are many decisions faced by a construction company in the 

ordinary course of its business, ranging from the major strategic 

decisions taken by top management to operational decisions taken at 

lower levels. Recent research suggests that the more successful 

companies place more emphasis on the decision than on the level of 

management concerned with the decision. Formal management oriented 

decision aids, such as corporate planning systems, have received little 

attention from construction companies. Major difficulties appear to 

stem from organisational issues and, perhaps, more importantly, 

knowledge acquisition. These two interrelated aspects involve 
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Fig 2.1 Basic Decision Model 
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difficulties in co-ordination of aims and objectives and communication 

in the former and time constrained informational needs in the latter. 

Particularly difficult problems in the construction industry are due to 

its complex and uncertain nature. Another major informational 

difficulty encountered by a construction company is the necessity to 

forecast events over the life span of a project and beyond. 

The basic model proposed in Fig 2.1 represents a possible basis of a 

practical decision system. In order to develop the model further, it 

has been found necessary to concentrate on one particular type of 

decision, referred to as "... one of the central problems of corporate 

planning" (Bischoff, 1975, pl), the project selection decision. In so 

doing, an approach often found in the operations research literature 

has been adopted, in which the uncertain and dynamical aspects of the 

model are treated separately. The following chapter, therefore, deals 

with the complexities of a static/deterministic project selection model. 



CHAPTER 3 

Deterministic project selection models 
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3. DETERMINISTIC PROJECT SELECTION MODELS ' 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter aims to specify the construction company's project 
selection decision problem within the framework proposed in Chapter 2. 
In order to do this it has been, found expedient to restrict 
considerations to 'wisdom' aspects of the problem, that is 'perfect 
knowledge' is assumed to exist. The effect of this is that only the 
kinds of knowledge that 'are directly relevant to the problem are 
examined here (indirect aspects and knowledge acquisition are dealt 

with in Chapter 5). A further expedient has been to largely ignore 
time-dependent- aspects such as cash flow and the impact of current 
decisions on future decisions (these are dealt with in Chapter 4). 
The chapter concludes with the consideration of some possible 
approaches to developing a solution technique. 

3.2 The Decision Environment 

A decision model has been proposed in Chapter 2 in which decisions and 

actions are viewed as a process within, and interacting with, an 
'environment'. This view necessarily implies a contextual definition of 
the environment as anything which affects or which is affected by the 

decisions or actions. The decision environment would, therefore, 

include such bodies as clients, competitors and even governments, in 

addition to personnel, property and finance thought to exist generally 

within the organisation. 

'Resources' are defined here as that part of the decision environment 

which are not at the decision-maker's disposal in accomodating the 

decision. Resources would, therefore, usually include personnel, 

property and finance but not clients or competitors, (Ansoff, 1965, pl7). 

A further point is in the distinction between decisions, actions and 

outcomes. For the purpose of this thesis, a decision is regarded as a 

process involving the three components of option identification, 

evaluation and selection. Actions are presumed to take place once a 
decision has been made. Implementation is taken to be synonymous with 
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action. Outcomes are a set of environmental states or changes in 

states associated with a particular decision-action sequence. With the 

perfect knowledge assumption, the . interest 
. is in the (predictable) 

relationship between the decision and the outcome, and 'action' is 

simply subsumed within 'outcome'. 

The environment is continually changing. The effect of a decision, 

then, is to, produce an outcome which is different to that of other 
decisions, or no decision. The project selection , 

decision problem is 

essentially targetted at identifying the decision which will result in 

the =st favourable outcome. 

The decision maker is interested in two. facets of the environment, 

those aspects of the 
, 
environment which generate work oppcr1. z es 

(projects), and those aspects of the environment which are affected by 

the decision (outcomes). 

3.3 The Outcome Environment 

The outcome environment consists essentially of people (aspirational 

environment) and property (aon-aspirational environment). The 

aspirational environment includes workmen. managers, administrators, 

executives and directors within the organisation (internal aspic ticnal) 

and shareholders, clients, sub-contractors, and competitors outside the 

organisation (external aspirational). The aspirational environment can 

be further subdivided into individuals and groups. 

The non-aspirational environment is often classified into monetary 

aspects (eg. liquid assets and cash) and non-monetary aspects (eg. 

buildings, land, plant and equipment). 

A further convenient distinction between outcome environments concerns 

those aspects directly affected by the decision (resources) and those 

indirectly affected by the decision. The latter environments include 

competitors and the project generating environment. 
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3.3.1 People 

The extent --to which - people, are affected by the 'decisicn process depends 

on their aspirations, expectations, attitudes and personal philosophies. 
These attributes are termed by Johnson & Scholes (1984, p116) as 
"values". Rockeach (1973) makes a finer definition wherein "attitudes" 

are considered to reflect a level of affect towards a specific-object or 

situation whilst "values" are thought to transcend objects and 

situations and be connected with the satisfaction of higher, order 

personal needs, thus occupying a more central position in an 
individual's personality, make-up and cognitive system. This 

distinction has been found useful by Hackett & Guion (1985), for 

exmple, where absenteeism was found to be a result of a decision 

process involving the individual's personal values rather than attitudes 
to job satisfaction. 

Recent studies indicate that the performance of tasks within an 

organisation fulfils some essential psycho-sociological needs of the 

individual. Kahn (1971), for instance, found that about three quarters 

of employed men and the majority of employed women would carry an 

working even if they did not need a wage. The major reasons for this 

were considered to be due to the presence of friends at work and the 

fact that the occupation helped to reduce boredom. 

Many interrelated factors have been associated with individual and 

group needs: activity, meaning, reward and social status (ýaha, I981), 

fcr instance. In the construction organisation context non-monetary 

objectives such as "leisure" or "partaking in civic duties" (Fellows et 

al, 1983, p40), "maintaining a way of life" (Hillebrandt, 1974), "personal 

security" (Fellows et al, 1983, p18) and "serving the general community" 
(Barnard, 1981) are valued. Attitudes to such objectives, however, would 

seem to be tempered by the current state of need fulfilment of the 

individual. 

One study of operative motivation (MacKenzie & Harris, 1984) has used 

Maslow's hierachical need state structure as a framework for comparing 

operatives' and managers' views on operative motivation. Maslow Is 

theory implies the existence of five states of need: psychological; 

safety; belonging; esteem; and self actualisation. An individual is said 
to progress through each state, from psychological to self 
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actualisation, as the needs associated with each state are satisfied. 
MacKenzie & Harris's results together, with the ranking of operatives' 

views of the importance of incentives from -an earlier study by Wilson 

(1979), is shown in Table 3.1. These results, although indicative of 

the type of factors affecting operatives, strongly suggest the 

inapplicability of Maslow's system in providing collectively mutually 

exclusive need states for the operatives. It is possible, however, that 

individual operatives may provide a better fit. 

Despite extensive research into human behaviour, a brief summary of 

which is included in Fryer (1985), there is little concensus on any 

basic explanatory theory. The fundamental problem may be in the 

inconsistency of the human decision process. 

Group behaviour presents no less of a problem. In many respects, the 

needs and aspirations of groups are identical to those of individuals. 

The interactions of individuals within groups are of particular concern, 

however, power and social context being important factors. Recent 

studies by Tjosvold (1985) suggest that social contexts involving co- 

operative, individual or competitive related activities were more 

important than vested power. 

Inter-individual and inter-group relationships are usually referred to 

in terms of such manifestations as "politics" or "power". Here the 

tendency is to rely entirely an overtly expressed values of power 

groups such as unions (Johnson & Scholes, 1984). 

"Corporate harmony" has been implied to be a characteristic of a 

successfully progressing company (Fellows et al, 1983, p48). Recent 

studies by Peter & Waterman (1982), however, have found instances of 

some very successful companies thriving on internal competition. 

One power group that has attracted particular interest in the 

construction literature is that of senior management. Managers have an 

additional role in the organisation, which is to be formally 

responsible for resources. Insofar as human resources are concerned, 

this responsibility requires a concern for welfare (Lansley et 

al, 1980, p43), satisfying employees (Moore, 1984, p20) and their 

aspirations (Barnard, 1981) and encouraging and supporting individual 

growth and development (Fryer, 1985). The basis of this responsibility 
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Table 3.1 Comparison of operative incentive rankings 

Theoretical Ranking 
(After Maslow) 

Operative 
Ranking 

(A. J. Wilson) 

Management 
Ranking 

Physiological Feeds 
Earnings 3 1 
Short travel to and from work 7 - 

Safety Needs 
Physical/Safety/Working Conditions 1 7 
Welfare Conditions 2 6 
Job Security 18 4 

Belonging Needs 
Friendliness of site 4= 10 
Work with people as a team 12 9 
Work an a well organised site 4= 2 
Good relations with management 14 3 
Fringe benefits 15 8 

Needs for esteem 
Recognition from management/workmates 10 - 
Working for a successful company 18 - 
Working for a modern company 15= - 

Need for self-actualisation 
Challenge in the job 17 
Job freedom 91 
Plenty of time for personal/family life 65 
Prospects for promotion 21 12= 
Opportunities for training 20 12= 
Ability to make use of, and develop, skills 8- 

Source: Mackenzie & Harris (1984, Table 3) 
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is, according to Fryer (1985), in the provision of secure employment 
(though not highly rated in MacKenzie & Harris, Table 3.1), a friendly 

and co-operative atmosphere and fair compensation for the efforts of 

employees. Much of this managerial task is covered by such functional 

terms as personnel management, health and safety, and labour relations. 

Conflicts that exist within and between resources are particularly 

notable where managerial responsibilities are concerned. The conflict 
between personal and company interests has been discussed by Cyert & 

Marsh (1963), although Hillebrandt (19? 4, p90) considers such conflicts 
to be minimal in construction companies where there is "... a 

substantial overlap of ownership and control". The major area of 

conflict appears to be in the management and control of monetary and 

non-monetary resources. 

3.3.2 Cc tr l of Resources 

The construction industry, according to Sidwell (1984), "... relies 

heavily on the flexibility and initiative of its people" and as a result 

"... firms which (rely] an standardised systems and procedures (are] 

particularly restrained in this repect" (Lansley et al, 1980, p43). 

Controls based an "performance standards and direct supervision" have 

been found to be less constraining. What appears to be needed is a 

means by which people can obtain "... clear and consistent views of 

their own roles, the roles of colleagues and the firm's objectives" and 

"... co-ordinate their activities", (Lansley et al, 1980. p43). There are 

times, though, when rather more than communicative. and co-ordinating 

support are needed. One such occasion is in the preparation and 

management of change, particularly when resistance to change is 

anticipated. In this case, the system can be used to manipulate 

resources. Similar manipulation activities' occurs in balancing 

resources. A company may, for instance, increase monetary resources at 

the expense of human resource development, and vice versa. The 

provision of such manipulatory facilities are obtained through control 

systems, usually embedded in the organisational structure of the 

company. 

"A wide variey of organisational structures exists in the construction 

environment" (Lansley et al, 1979, pt3, p74). Lansley et al have identified 
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four basic structure types: ideal beaurocratic, with high control and 
integration; mechanistic, with high control and low integration; 

-organic, with-low control and high integration; and anarchic, with low 

control and low integration. Their study of 26 national and regional 
construction companies involved in general contracting, housing and 
services found "... national firms tending to display relatively high 
levels of control but with no one structure being favoured by any of 
the different types of firm although ... there is a suggestion that 

smaller firms had the most organic structures" (Lansley et al, 
1979, pt3, p67). Performance, however, was found to be "strongly related" 
to higher levels of integration, whilst control was of "little 
importance". 

The apparent lack of influence of c--=t=1 may be due to the existence 

of an "adhocracy" farm (Mintzberg, 1979), typically found in construction 

organisations because of the tempcra_ry and diverse nature of project 

activities (Ireland, 1985, p60). As a resýslt, construction organisations 
have been urged to concentrate on developing structures and systems 

which enable effective "... location of technical and specialist support 

and systems an site", "... integration between staff and their 

activities" and ... communication of information" (Lansley et 

al, 1980, p43). 

The relationship between corporate decisions and organisation structure 
has been extensively studied by C brodle (1961) and others, resulting 
in "... the now accepted thesis" (Smits, 1965, p176) that the organisation 

of the enterprise develops to match its decisions. Studies by Newcombe 

(1976), however, of "a number of construction companies of various 

sizes and types" found that delays in developing an appropriate 

organisation structure can be fatal. Ansoff (1965, p179) has proposed 

the adoption of an administrative strategy to manage the organisational 

evolution of the firm. Such an administrative strategy could, according 

to Ansoff, be "... elaborated further into specific organisational 

relationships and provisions for growth of organisational resources" 

(Ansoff, 1965, p179). Several researchers, however, have noted a distinct 

lack of application of administrative strategy in construction 

companies, evidenced by "... the lack of suitable teaching and training 

material which could be used to develop the abilities of the managers" 

(Lansley et al, 1979, ptl, p65), for instance. The reason for this may be 
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that the very factors responsible for the existence of adhocracies 
mitigate against controlled organisational development. 

Peters & Waterman's study (1982) of "excellent" companies suggests a 
simple organisational form of the adhocratic type to be most 
appropriate. This study found senior managers to be relatively few in 

number and demands; the focus of the attention to be on people, 

particularly the customer and the workers, and the product; a bias for 

action, to cause and react quickly to changing circumstances. 

3.3.3 Property 

Property, termed "physical resources" by Johnson & Scholes (1984), 

consists of such physical assets as land, buildings, machines and 
Materials. The extent to which such property is directly affected by 

the project selection decision is often minimal, except perhaps in. the 

case of very large or unusual projects, as many effect` are of a 
temporary nature. Some of the more permanent effects can be the need 
to increase the size of the head office to accomodate an expanding 

permanent staff, which may involve the acquisition of further land and 
buildings. Plant and materials are normally acquired for the duration 

of the project, although the residue of some large items of plant, such 

as a tower crane or batching plant, will have an impact. The 

acquisition of plant or manufacturing facilities for larger projects can 
have longer term implications in generating possible decision options 
involving permanent and separate business operations. 

3.3.4 Money 

Monetary resources are usually classified into long term/medium term 

finance. Long term finance is used "... to purchase buildings, plant and 

equipment and to carry stocks of materials" (Harris & McCaffer, 

1983, p312). Short term finance is used to overcome immediate cash flow 

problems, such as the purchase of materials, plant hire and payment of 

sub-contractors (Harris & McCaffer, 1983, p312). The project selection 

decision will, therefore, predominantly affect short term finance and 

generally only indirectly affect long term finance. Typical sources of 

long and short term finance are given in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2. 
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The acquisition of finance generates benefits (assets) and costs 

(liabilities). The liabilities incurred in the acquisition of finance 

consiStt of internal liabilities,. for example debts owed to ordinary and 

preference shareholders, and external liabilities, such as sums owed to 

debenture holders, the Inland Revenue (for taxes), banks (for loans and 

overdrafts), and trade creditors (Adam, 1965, p226). Liabilities can also 

be short term (current liabilities), such as thise payable to trade 

creditors, or long term (deferred liabilities), usually more than one 

year (Adam, 1985, p226). 

Assets can similarly be divided into current and fixed depending on the 

time period involved. A further relevant distinction is between liquid 

and illiquid assets. Working capital comprises the liquid or near- 

liquid assets needed to lubricate the daily transactions of business. 

It is represented by the difference between current assets and current 
liabilities, and is locked up in a continuous cycle, shown in Fig 3.3 

(Harris & McCaffer, 1983, p315). 

3.3.5 Interrelationships in the Outcome Environment 

Many. aspects of the outcome environment are interrelated and often 

conflicting. A common feature is the clash of interests between power 

groups, such as senior management and unions, where changes in the 

environment which are beneficial to one group are detrimental to the 

other. Similarly improvements in levels of financial resources of one 

groupof people usually implies a reduction in financial resources in 

another. The successful progress of the organisation depends 

exclusively on the balance of benefits received by these sections of 

the outcome environment. 

3.3.6 Measures of Benefits 

The degree of benefit derived depends upon the development state of the 

environment at the time. The effect of earning tl, for instance, depends 

on the number of pounds already earned. 

Measures of satisfaction can be obtained by means of questionnaires to 

provide ranked priorities. Lansley et al (1979, Appendix 



Fig 3.3 The Working Capital Cycle 

Source: Harris & McCaffer (1983, p316) 
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F, p23) have obtained group measures of job satisfaction, company 
satisfaction and company commitment (Fig. 3.4). 

The development states of an individual or a group of people are not 
yet sufficiently understood to allow any universal classification. 

Some of the benefits normally associated with internal and external 

individuals and groups are tabulated using Maslow's needs/drives 

hierachy in Fig 3.5. Although Maslow's system has many defects, the 

P"re, serves to illustrate the general proposition that the size of 
benefit is dependent on the state reached. 

iiea. =cres of mcne-nary benefits are well accepted. 'Profit' and 'turnover' 

are of =ajcr i-=---rest, but several other descriptive statistics are 

used. Calvert (1981) has identified the ratios commonly used: 

1 Current assets to current liabilities (working capital ratio) 
2 Licuid assets to current liabilities 

3 Outstanding debts to sales 
4 Illiquid assets to sales moving annual total 

5 Cash to current liabilities 

6 Current profit to invested capital 

7 Current profit to sales 

8 Direct labour to turnover 

9 Ave-zage credit period 
10 Overhead percentage 

Taxation and cash flow are two further considerations. Real property 

is normally evaluated in monetary terms. Depreciation is an important 

factor in such evaluations and also affects taxation liabilities. 

3.4 Project Characteristics 

3.4.1 Relationship between Project Characteristics and the Outcome 

Environment 

The types and kinds of projects undertaken by a construction 

organisation have a considerable impact on its outcome environment. 
Deliberate moves into a new area of work have been found to be an 
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Fig. 3.4 Measures of satisfaction with job and company 
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important means of developing mobile management, for instance 
(Lansleyet al, 1979, ptl, p59). Project value also has an important 
bearing on financial resources. 

The characteristics of projects are necessarily a function of the 

construction industry itself, which "... encompasses a whole range of 
diverse activities such as civil engineering works, building works, 

public and private sector work, large capital utilities, development 

work and refurbishment" involving contracts obtained under "... 

competition, negotiation or a variety of cost reimbursement forms" 

(Sidwell, 1984, p22). 

In examining the nature of industries generally, Smith has suggested 

key factors as being "... the type of products produced and the market 

served, the technology of production and the nature of the materials 

required" (Smith, 1985, p3). The diverse' nature of the construction 

industry, however, makes these factors rather difficult to define. 

Hillebrandt defines the construction product as basically "... the 

service of moving earth and material, of assembling and managing the 

whole process". However, as this service and management varies 

according to the technical processes involved, the industry is viewed 

as consisting of many sub-industries "... coming under the umbrella of 

the industry concept" '(Hillebrandt, 1974, p24). A'' more appropriate 

analysis is proposed by Hillebrandt to be the market "... in which a 

group of firms, whose products are more or less substitutes for each 

other, operates" (Hillebrandt, 1974, p27). Lange (1978) has termed these 

determinants, with the addition of industry branch 'sub-markets'. Size, 

complexity and industry branch are often referred to as "type" (Lansley 

et al, 1980) or "size and type of work" (Harrison, 1982), Lansley et al 

(1980) proposing "client" as a further sub-market. 

These sub-markets, is type of work, client, location and competitors, 
define the "nature of the work" (Mannerings, 1970) coming from the 

construction company's "immediate environment" (Foster, 1974). A recent 

study by the Building Economics Research Unit (Cusack, 1981) has found 

that the sub-markets collectively account for over 97% of reasons 

underlying the decision to tender for projects, 
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3.4.2 Type of Work 

The type of work available in the construction industry is reflected in 

the activities of large construction companies "... ranging from general 

building and civil engineering to materials manufacturing, property 

development, trade sepcification, and even open cast mining", together 

with "... peripheral services such as materials supply, plant hire and 

... project management" (Fellows et al, 1983, pl). A building company's 

services can include "... a building an its site; a building for assembly 

on a site provided by the client; an assembly service, for a building 

designed on commission to the client; or one of a series of 

contributory services brought together and co-ordinated on behalf of 

the client to erect a building to a design commissioned by him" (Jepson 

& Yicholso, 1972; p5). 

Types of buildings are usually denoted by function: residential, 

commercial, industrial, educational and recreational being typical 

groupings. The building's function will largely be associated with 

benefits to the consumer. 

The physical and monetary size of a project affects the company's 

resources and particularly management and finance. Productivity has 

been associated with project size (Clark & Lorenzoni, 1985). Large 

contracts can develop managerial skills, for instance, provided the 

personnel have reached a suitable stage of development (Harrison, 1982). 

Monetary resources similarly need to be sufficiently high to withstand 

cash flow pressures. 

Lansley et al (1979, pt3, p5) have found that the technology of the 

project, expressed in terms of size, complexity and method of 

construction required, significantly affects organisational and 

managerial aspects of the company when an unfamiliar technology is 

involved. In such situations, the organisational structure tended to 

become more flexible. Different organisation structures occurred on 

large contracts involving many complex tasks (eg hospitals and hotels) 

than on smaller and less complex contracts. Distinctions between 

organisation structures for civil engineering and building projects were 

not found to be significant, however, although many building companies 

considered the acquisition of technical expertise and understanding of 
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the commercial aspects of civil engineering to be an insurmountable 
difficulty. 

'Technology', although of potentially great value in expressing 

relationships between project characteristics and the outcome 

environment, has been found difficult to completely define. Theoretical 

developments are still needed in this respect (Lansley et 

al, 1979, pt1, p64). 

3.4.3 Types of Client 

Jepson & Nicholson (1972, p4) have identified four types of client: "... a 

speculator, investing in building for profit; a public-body, investing 

in building on behalf of or for the benefit of the community; an 

occupier with-a family or commerical 'activity or an. industrial process 

to house; and a person or body seeking a monument". Public construction 

demand is about 30 to 40 per cent of overall demand 

(Diepeveen, 1985, pill). 

Two main client influences on outcomes have been found to be "ability 

to pay" and- "relations" (South, 1979). The latter also includes the 

client's advisors, the architect, engineers and quantity surveyor. 

Relations have been found to affect the contractor's efficiency and 

cause delays in settling variations and the final account, 

(Cusack, 1981). 

The factors related to the client organisation and the construction 

project are procurement methods and contractual arrangements. Ireland 

(1985) has identified six procurement methods in common use: a single 

lump sum contract on a fully documented project; provisional or partial 

quantities contracts; cost reimbursement (cost-plus); package deal 

(design and construct or turnkey); construction management; and project 

management. There appear to be no satisfactory criteria which uniquely 

separate each procurement - method. However, four important aspects have 

been suggested to be N... the arrangements for determining the cost of 

the project and identifying the contractor to be used; --the roles and 

relationships -, of the specialists used, including the possibility of 

having the contractor available to contribute to the design; the 

process structure adopted, including such aspects as the overlap of 
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design and construction, the use of multiple prime contracts and the 

staging of these; and details included in the conditions of contract 

such as provision for extensions of time for industrial disputation of 
inclement weather etc" (Ireland, 1985, p77). 

The value (cost to the client) of the project is considered to be 

related to the cost determination and contractor selection method used. 

lfegotiated contracts are generally agreed to increase value, whilst open 

tenders generally decrease value (Smith, 1979). However, as Adrian 

(1973, p370) observes, the price offered by the contractor needs to be 

comparable with potential competitors, even in the absence of direct 

competition. 

The contr ctcr's cantributicn to the design necessarily affects his 

resources. The overlap of design and construction generally reflects 

the desire for speedy completion. The speed at which the project is 

needed has important repercussions on estimating resources 

(Xannerings, 1970; Scuth, 1979) as well as production resources. 

The conditions of contract mainly affect risk (see Chapter 4). 

Specific instructions regarding the type (eg sub-contractors, materials) 

and use (access, storage, permissible working 'times) of resources' have 

direct implications. 

Some specific cl ents may have a special interest in the company 

through a previous relationship, for instance. In these cases, the 

client may have a particular influence in selecting the second lowest 

tender, for example, and thereby modifying the market value principle. 

3.4.4 Geographical Location 

Dressel (c. 1980, p14) distinguishes between "home" markets (consisting 

of town area, region, county, province and country) and "abroad" 

(consisting of neighbouring country, developing countries and overseas). 

Lansley et al's (1979) studies of several construction companies in the 

South East, South West and East Midlands of Britain revealed that most 

firms worked over a small area, mainly within a maximum 'radius of 

forty miles, from their base. " Even national contracting firms were 
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found to have interests centred upon their local or regionally based 

units, which generally adhered to similar boundaries CLansley et 
al, 1979, pt2, p21). 

The distance of the project from the company's local base affects 

operatives, who appreciate short travel and welcome the extra free time 

it produces (see Table 3.1, ranking 7 and 6 respectively). Local craft 

can, -of course, be employed, but this often adversely affects 

productivity (Clark & Lorenzoni, 1985) and hence monetary resources. 

Transportation costs are another important factor, together with the 

costs incurred by non-productive travelling time and subsistence 

allowances. The organisational structure can also be affected by the 

need to make special communication arrangements between the site and 

local, regional or head offices. Remote sites and overseas projects can 

have special influences due to weather conditions and cultural 

differences. 

3.4.5 Competitors 

From the market viewpoint it is the company's competitors. that 

determine the value of the project and, as the deterministic model 

presupposes that competitors' bids are known, then the value must also 

be known. The factors influencing bid levels of competitors will be 

the same as the company's factors. Ease of entry to the industry or 

market, for instance, simply reflects the position where the option to 

enter the industry or market is associated with beneficial and 

preferential outcomes. 

3.4.6 Summary 

Four project characteristics, type, client, location and competitors, 

have been considered in relation to influences on the outcome 

environment. These characteristics are themselves interrelated as, for 

instance, certain types of client always want certain types of 

buildings, or always build in the same locality. A simple causal model 

is shown in Fig 3.6. A more complex model would accomodate possible 

relationships between type and location (eg. nuclear power stations 
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should be on remote sites), competitors and clients (eg. the existence 
of a well established package dealer may influence the procurement type 
decision), competition and. type (eg. -a company's known. ability to 

produce certain pre-fabricated components may influence the design) 

etc. Other environmental factors such as governmental and social 
legislation also affect the project characteristics. These are dealt 

with in the next Chapter as 'indirect' influences. 

Fig 3.7 summarises the relationships between the project 

characteristics and the outcome environment briefly introduced in this 

Chapter. 

Fig 3.8 shows the essentials of the project selection model, consisting 

of the available projects, decision and outcome, their influences an 

each other together with indirect environmental influences. The dotted 

influence line between outcomes and projects is the dynamical link 

required for the dynamic models examines later. The requirements of 

the contingent approach to decision making demand that potential 

options which may not currently be actual project opportunities are 

considered, and these have been accomodated in the decision 'box' for 

this reason. 

3.5 Selection Criteria 

The project selection decision is a result of considerations of the 

beneficial effects of the decision on the outcome environment. The 

decision-maker, however, places differing levels of emphasis upon 

different aspects of the outcome environment. The internal outcome 

environment, for instance, is usually of more concern than the external 

outcome environment. These aspects of the environment are, effectively, 

project selection criteria and the degree of emphasis placed upon each 

criterion is indicative of its relevance to the problem. Relevant 

criteria are closely associated with the decision-maker's objectives and 

goals. 

The primary objective of the company has been said to be ... in the 

continued existence and further development of the company" 

(Dressel, c. 1980, p2). Special objectives involve market, supply, 

production, financial, personnel and organisational aims 
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Fig. 3.8 Project selection model 
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(Dressel, c. 1980). These are dealt with here as monetary, non-monetary 
and market related objectives. 

3.5.1 Monetary Objectives 

The desired changes in levels of monetary resources are usually 

expressed in terms of profits or profitability. The conventional 

economist interpretation of company objectives is in the maximisation 

of profits, although Simon (1960) has found profit 'satisficing' to be a 

more appropriate description of the general business aspiration. 

Profit -. 4'isaticn has been considered by many writers in the 

construction industry to be a rather naive view of the project 

objective (see Fellows et al, 1983, p40; Hillebrandt, 1974, p89; 

Voodward, 1975, pl70, for instance). It has been suggested that the 

company's primary objective is to make "adequate" profits 

(Hillebrandt, 1974, p92), "normal" profits (Hillebrandt, 1974, p93), "modest" 

profits (Fellows et al, 1983, p40), "target" profits (Niss, 1965; 

Hillebrandt, 1974, p89) or minimize losses. Profits have been measured in 

absolute terms, or as the level of return on investments (Barnard, 1981; 

Mannerings, 1970). A further distinction is between before and, after 

tax profits. 

An alternative approach concentrates on the growth of earnings 

(Barnard, 1981), commonly referred to as 'turnover', where similar 

objectives such as "target" turnover (Hillebrandt, 1974, p91; Niss, 1965) or 

"limited expansion" (Hillebrandt, 1974, p89) have been identified, often 

involving annual turnover forecasts (Humphreys, 1977). 

3.5.2 Other Objectives 

A frequently reported objective concerns the utilisation of resources. 

This includes the efficient use of resources (Fryer, 1985) such as labour 

and materials (Barnard, 1981; Niss, 1965) and filling plant capacity 

(Benson, 1979). Maintaining the size of the workforce (Cusack, 1981) or 

keeping key workers (Niss, 1965) have also been found to be important 

objectives. 
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Objectives involving people in the environment have already been 
discussed to some extent in this chapter in identifying human 
developmental characteristics. Other objectives--include serving the 

client well (Fryer, 1985; Barnard, 1981) also the general community 
(Barnard, 1981) by maintaining and improving quality and service 
(Hiss, 1965) and avoiding such activities which endanger the environment 

and public health (Fryer, 1985). Retaining the confidence of suppliers 

and sub-contractors has also been found to be important 

(Maore, 1984, p19). 

3.5.3 Harket Related Objectives 

Objectives are sometimes more conveniently expressed indirectly in 

terms of the market, instead of as specific desired states in the 

outcome environment. These aspirations, termed product-market scope 

(Ansoff, 1965, p98), include such objectives as increases in market share 

(Fellows et al, 1983, pll8; Barnard, 1981), staying in existing markets 

(Adrian, 1973, p371) such as construction type (Cooke, 1981) or location 

(Foster, 1974), entering new markets (Woodward, 1975, pl70; Foster, 1974) 

and growth in a number of markets (Barnard, 1981; Fellows et 

al, 1983, p27). Product-market scope is, however, a 'means' rather than an 

'end' and, as such, constitutes more of a 'strategy' than an 'objective' 

(Ansoff, 1965, plOO). The decision model adopted in this thesis relies 

purely on the consideration of outcomes arising from the decision. A 

strategy is, therefore, regarded as a means of preempting the workings 

of such a model by some globalising mechanism such as, in this case, 

attributing market related factors to outcomes. Such a globalising 

process, it is maintained, would be only enabled thrcuggh the model. A 

useful purpose can be served, however, in comparing known successful 

strategies with those revealed by the model as part of the validation 

process. These are described in Chapter 6. 

3.5.4 Multiple Objectives 

Studies by Bengtsson (1985) have failed to reveal the existence of any 

single unambiguous company goal. "Multiple objectives are required if 

the relations of an organisation to the environment are to be 

understood" (Bengtsson, 1985, p33). Conflicting objectives were found, 
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particularly between monetary objectives (eg. "profit within own area of 

responsibility", "company profit") and human needs and aspirations (eg. 

" stimulating tasks and internal training programme". "job security", 

"work environment", "safety" etc. ). The emphasis placed on each 

objective, the 'goal profile', was found to differ between individuals. 

An analysis of 86 individuals in construction companies suggested 

differences in goal profiles to be associated with different managerial 

hierachical levels in the organisation and different quantities of 

expertise. There is, as Bengtsson observes, no simple method for 

evaluating goal profiles. 

3.6 Selectica Strtegies 

Selection strategies can be classed as either 'rational' or 'irrational'. 

In both cases the objective must be to make the best possible choice 

from a set of alternatives. The identification of rational strategies 

is referred to as the "optimisation problem" (Bullock & 

Stallybrass, 1977, p444), which is usually expressed in mathematical 

terms, involving the minimisation of some function (the objective 

function or criterion function). In problems where several criteria 

exist, this function is variously referred to as the "vector criterion", 

"multivariate criterion" or a "multidimensional criterion" 

(Mood, 1983, p55) When several criteria are combined into a single 

criteria the resulting criterion is termed the 'scalar criterion'. 

Methods of handling optimisation problems containing several criteria 

are called "multiple criteria" or "multi-attribute" methods. 

3.6.1 Multiple Criteria Decision Evaluation- 

There is a practical need, in the face of multiple decision criteria, to 

develop a_ strategy for "... presenting all those potential courses of 

action which might reasonably be regarded as attractive without 

obscuring what is at best likely to be a complex decision by the 

presence of many less desirable possibilities" (Kmietowicz & 

Pearson, 1981, p106). 
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In recent years, an increasing number of papers have appeared concerned 

with both the theory and practice of multiple criteria decision making. 
French and Dutch authors, in particular, have made significant 

contributions to the field. Whilst the majority of early formal work 

appears to have emanated from psychologists and management scientists 

in the USA, many potential-areas of application exist. Public policy 

decisions, for example, frequently involve the consideration of a wide 

range of consequences which affect many different groups of people in 

different places and in different ways. 

It is apparent, however, that no single multiple criteria technique 

exists which is unambiguously superior to all others, the most 

appropriate method or combination of methods varying from problem to 

problem, (Kmietowicz & Pearscn, 1981, p106>. 

One possible approach is to construct a multi-attribute function 

covering the whole range of monetary and non-monetary outcomes which 

could potentially arise from the decision to be taken. The best known 

methods for reducing multiple consequences to a single dimension are in 

financial appraisal and cost-benefit analysis. In the former case, 

market prices are used to evaluate the different consequences of a 

course of action., In the latter, account is taken of consequences-which 

may not have a market and for which shadow prices have to be 

substituted. 

The multi-attribute function, termed the "global preference function" by 

Ibbs and Crandall (1982, pl9l), can be formulated in several ways. 

Keeney & Raiffa (1976) have considered four of these formulations: 

additive; multilinear; multiplicative; and general. 

MacCrimmon (1973) has identified four major categories of solution 

technique: weighting methods; sequential elimination methods; 

mathematical programming methods; and spatial proximity methods. At 

one point or another, a weighting method is central to the evaluation 

procedure of most practical multiple criteria decision making models, 

the main difference between methods being the techniques used for 

establishing the weights (Kmietowicz & Pearsan, 1981, plO7). 
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3.6.2 Evaluation of the Preference Function 

Examination of the construction industry literature reveals two 

approaches to the formation of the global preference function 

evaluation process in the project selection problem. Although both of 
these approaches-are presented in a non-deterministic context, they, 

nevertheless, serve to illustrate the potential use of the multi- 
attribute technique. 

Study 1 (Fellows & Langford, 1980 and Fellows et al, 1983, ch3) 

Fellows & Langford give an example of a weighted additive multi- 

attribute utility function approach to the construction project 

selection problem. They consider five courses of action (outcomes): 

returning the tender documents; submitting a cover price; providing 

detailed estimates and a tender conversion; preparing a tender based 

upon approximate estimates; or reworking the tender. Each of these 

possible outcomes is evaluated on five criteria: speed of obtaining 

solution; accuracy of solution; cost of solution; client/consultant 

consideration (risk, attitudes etc); and benefits, success potential to 

firm (profitability potential, employment of resources, continuity of 

work etc). Adjustment for the relative importance of each criterion is 

made by a utility weighting device before values are summed into an 

aggregated "outcome evaluation". Under the reasonable assumption that 

the decision-maker is interested in maximising the utility of the 

various consequences resulting from his decision, the 'best' decision 

will be that associated with the highest aggregated outcome evaluation. 

"Sensitivity tests" are recommended by the authors in assessing the 

effect of changes in the utility weightings and "the criteria 

themselves". 

Study 2 (Ibbs & Crandal1,1982) 

Ibbs & Crandall have considered the use of weighted additive and 

multiplicative multi-attribute functions. In their example there are 
three (unspecified) decision options, the outcomes of which are 

evaluated as three criteria: profit return; contract size; and 
"regulatory aspects". 
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The multiplicative formulation relies on the existence of Utility 

Independence (UI) and Multi Utility Independence (MUD. Tests for the 

existence of these states involves the construction. of a standard 

lottery to check the decision maker's indifference to relative changes 

in permutations of criteria values. In the additive formulation MUI 

only is a necessary condition. 

Weighting factors in the multiplicative formulation are required for all 

attributes together with an attribute independent scaling factor. As 

Ibbs & Crandall show, the value of this attribute independent scaling 

factor can be computed from the attribute values and weightings and, in 

particular, that when the attribute independent scaling factor obtains a 

zero value the multiplicative formulation reduces to the additive form. 

Indeed it would seem that the attribute independent scaling factor can 

be used as a decision variable in determining the method of aggregation 

to adopt. 

The resulting global preference function value is computed for each 

decision and, as in the previous Study, the 'best' decision is 

considered to be that associated with the highest valued global 

preference function. 

In addition to the recommendations for sensitivity tests on the 

weighting factors and the criteria used, several further observations 

are made. Precise definition of the decision variables is considered to 

be important in order to avoid confusion of the variables measured. 

'Profit return', for instance, may have a variety of valid submeasures, 

such as absolute monetary profit or return on investment, which reflect 

different value levels. The independence checks, involving all 

permutations of the criterion variables can become "unwieldy" in the 

presence of more than "five or six" criteria. If none, of the 

independence conditions can be found among the decision criteria, other 

steps may be necessary. Special formulations are available, but 

difficult, or some- method of criteria parsimony applied by isolating 

offending variables or combining variables by an orthogonal technique 

such as factor analysis. 

Three final operational comments are made. Firstly, some decision- 

makers have difficulty in expressing a preference function for the 

criteria. Secondly, there are situations in which decision alternatives 
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are assigned scalar values outside the original limits of the analysis. 

It could be, for instance, that the decision maker considers a criterion 

variable to, be more important than another criterion variable which has 

already been assigned a maximum value on the weighting index. Finally, 

a related feature, and one which appears to be a recurring problem in 

the utility approach, is the instability of utility values in the 

weighting scheme. These values, it seems, must be continually 

monitored as the firm's preferences change. 

3.7 Conclusicns 

The project selection problem, in its deterministic and static form, 

centres on the consideration of three fundamental and interrelated 

aspects of the outcome environment, people, money and physical 

property. Four inter elated project characteristics, type, client, 

location and competitors have a significant influence on these 

environmental aspects. 

It is considered that, in order to pursue the successful progress of 

the company, the 'best' decision should be the one which will most 

benefit all these often competing aspects of the outcome environment. 

This will normally entail the evaluation of criteria including profits, 

profitability, earnings and turnover for monetary outcomes, the type, 

value and usage of physical resources, the usefulness and aspirations 

of individuals and groups within the organisation, the level of the 

client and community satisfaction of the company's quality and service 

and the confidence of the suppliers and sub-contractors. The value of 

these criteria, it is argued, will be relative to previous levels, 

referred to as the developmental state. 

The final stage of the decision model outlined in Chapter 2 involves 

the comparison of the evaluated criteria with those of an alternative 

decision. Where only one criterion exists, profit for instance, the 

comparison is trivial. The presence of multiple criteria is, however, 

clearly an essential feature of the problem. Before any attempt can be 

made at a solution, it is apparent that some method of weighting must 

be applied. This is regarded as an aspect of the selection phase of 

the problem in order to preserve the generality of the evaluation 

phase. 



CHAPTER 4 

Time dependent aspects 
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The proposal to combine the weighted criteria into a single scale is, 

perhaps, the most controversial issue. The major criticism with this 

approach is -that, in reducing -the multiple dimensional consequences of 

an act to a single dimensional evaluation, information is inevitably 

lost. "If there is no doubt about the rates at which decision makers 

are prepared to trade off different consequences against each other at 

all different levels of attainment of those consequences, then reduction 

to a single dimension should cause no great problems", (Kmietowicz & 

Pearson, 1981, pl06). Ibbs & Crandall's study indicates that this is not 

likely to be the case, some difficulty being encountered in acquiring 

consistent trade-off values. 

Kmietowicz & Fne rscn (1981, plO6) suggest two possible approaches to 

this problem. One is the ccparison and ranking of selection 

strategies on the basis of mcre than one decision. The other is in the 

reduction of the dn nsionality of the problem by fixing acceptable 

weights to the different consequences of strategies and the exploration 

of the implicaticas of some tolerance in the precise values of those 

weights. 

Both of the studies reported have adopted the latter approach in 

attempting to attach weights to the various criterion variables and in 

recommending some sensitivity analyses. The need to perform extensive 

independence checks and the difficulty in assigning weights suggests 

that the approach may not be without its problems, even in the 

deterministic model. 

It is noted, however, that, whatever solution technique is employed, 

some formalisation of the decision process does have value in helping 

to clarify both what is being aimed at and the relative importance of 

conflicting goals. Furthermore, communication with other decision 

makers and affected parties is facilitated if some framework for 

presenting and comparing the consequences of different courses of 

action exist 
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4. TIME-DEPENDENT ASPECTS 

4.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter was concerned with the relationship between the 

project selection decision and the immediate environment of the 

decision-maker, assuming perfect knowledge and, generally, without 

regard to time-dependent aspects of the problem. The purpose of this 

chapter is to explore such time-dependent aspects whilst still 

maintaining focus on the immediate environment and assuming perfect 

knowledge. 

Time-dependent aspects of the decision making process have two major 
implications in terms of the project selection model. One is the causal 

relationship between the outome environment and projects, shown in Fig. 

3.8 as the dynamical link. The other implication is that time 

introduces a new dimension to the problem. 

4.2 The Relationship between the Outcome Environment and Projects 

The previous chapter examined the problem of selecting a project or set 

of simultaneous projects which would best benefit the outcome 

environment without regard to any further selections that may be 

required in the future. However, it is clear that future decisions will 

be significantly affected by current decisions. The problem can, 

therefore, be restated as that of selecting the set of sequential 

projects which will best benefit the outcome environment. Problems 

involving sequential decisions are said to be dynamical problems 

(Bullock & Stallybrass, 1977, p184). The dynamical version of the project 

decision problem demands knowledge of the effect of the outcome 

environment associated with each project on the quantity and 

characteristics of future projects. 

The generation of project opportunities is normally regarded to be a 

result of some marketing activity. Until relatively recently, marketing 

has not generally been considered appropriate for construction 

companies, as they belong to a service industry largely waiting to be 

asked for their services (Sidwell, 1984). Lansley et al (1979, pt3, p78), 
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however, found some rather more aggressive contractors who actively 

sought opportunities through market research and by cultivating 

contacts-with prospective clients. It was also found that contractors 

who normally adopted a passive attitude became more aggressive when 

work was short (Lansley et al, 1979, pt3, p78). 

The marketing aspects of the project selection decision are -only a 

small part of the total possible marketing effort, and very little 

literature is available an the subject. 

An obvious point of interest is the client, who gis part of the outcome 

environment and project characteristics. -Enhanced benefits for a 

particular client may well generate further project opportunities. 

Jepson & Nicholson (1972) term this general strategy "image building" 

or the development of "goodwill". Such enhancement necessarily implies 

reduced benefits in other aspects of the outcome environment. It may 

require, for instance, "... the unquestioning assumption of liability for 

the errors and failings of,, - employees and associates and that profit 

may thus be lower" (Jepson & Nicholson, 1972, p78). The opposite 

approach, termed 'milking' the project, is aimed, at enhancing non-client 

aspects of the outcome environment and with the possible consequence 

of reduced future project opportunities or modified project 

characteristics. 

This means of influencing potential clients extends to other aspects of 

the outcome environment. - Knowledge of benefits received by one client 

may influence other potential clients. Benefits received by a section 

of the community may also influence potential clients in a similar way. 

Even benefits obtained internally, such as the wellbeing of the 

workforce, may engender a special attitude in potential clients towards 

the benefits they may receive should they wish to employ the company. 

Unless clients possess perfect knowledge, then communication of events 

that take place in the outcome environment to potential clients is an 

important issue. Such communication usually implies some advertising 

or promotional activity by the company. The project selection decision 

can provide some assistance in this through the selection of certain 

prestigious projects, for instance, or projects associated with well 

publicised designers-or causes. -In these cases, enhanced promotional 

benefits may be preferred to short term monetary gain. 
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4.3 The Time Dimension 

The effect of time considerations is- to -introduce an additional 

dimension to the problem, as changes in the decision environment occur 

at different points in time. 

Major implications occur in the outcome environment. The extent of 

benefits received by people is, as discussed in the last Chapter, 

dependent on the stage of development reached at the time. These 

benefits are received continuously, - in the case of human resources, 

resulting in continually changing developmental and aspirational states. 

Also, as people join and leave the organisation, fluctuations in 

quantity as well as quality occur. 

Perfcr-mance levels are affected by time, instanced by such phenomena as 

the Ierraing carve. The time of the year can affect - output by up to 

507. (Cusack, 1981, p54). Overtime working and, bonus schemes also provide 

other time related aspects. Construction sites suffer particular 

difficulties in the co-ordination of sequential activities as operatives 

frequently change work places (Bennett & Fine, 1980). 

The acquisition of a new project involves some degree of disruption to 

personnel, depending on the project characteristics, although craft 

based organisations, such as construction companies, have been said to 

respond quickly and effectively to major changes in demand, 

(Burt�on, 1972, p72). Lansley et al- (1979), however, has found evidence of 

resistance and reluctance to change due to incompatible individual 

development strategies (rigidity of views and attitudes); the frequency 

of changes, especially those not providing benefits to the individuals; 

lack of involvement in the decision, causing the change or its 

implementation; and poor communication of decisions and their 

anticipated effects on the individuals concerned. 

The extent and frequency of change has an effect on the organisational 

structure of the company, a tendency to a more flexible structure 

occuiring with increasing change (Lansley et al, 1980) depending on the 

present size of the company (Lansley et al, 1979). Movements in 

monetary resources are primarily linked with the project duration, 

resulting in the consideration of cash flow implications. Cash flow 

has been found to be affected mostly by such project characteristics as 
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the size of the project, the type of project (eg. speculative housing), 

the client (eg. private work) and bias in the progress valuations 
(caused by "front end loading") (South, 1979). The client's conditions 

of contract further impact on cash flow by restricting income 

(retention) and reimbursement of changes in the value of money 
(fluctuations). The cost of creating liquid assets (interest rates) and 
the timing of payments to suppliers, sub-contractors, shareholders etc 

are further important aspects. 

Time effects on physical property include the provision of temporary 

buildings and the acquisition, maintenance and disposal of materials 

and plant. These aspects are normally treated in monetary terms, such 

as depreciation or sinking fund provisions. 

Changes also occur in the project characteristics. Design modifications 

take place during the course of construction. These affect the 

management and organisation of the work, productivity, cash flow and 

even the contract period. Changes in client or consultant personnel 

can affect working relationships, sometimes quite dramatically. Such 

changes (eg change in Quantity Surveying personnel) can also affect 

monetary resources. 

4.4 Implications for Evaluation and Selection 

Consideration of time related aspects of project selection introduces 

the notion that outcomes take place over time. These outcomes can be 

regarded as being discrete events or as continuously developing, as 

represented by discrete or continuous time systems. An outcome, in 

these terms, is effectively the state of the outcome environment at 

some point in time after the decision has been made. Points of time 

that are of interest occur in the short, medium and long term, 

(Adrian, 19? 3, p370). For construction companies short term is 

associated with the duration of a particular project, medium term has 

been said to be about three years (Bahrami, 1981), although in recent 

changing times twelve to eighteen months has been considered more 

appropriate (Genes & Diepeveen, 1985), and long term some distant future 

of a minimum of ten years ahead. Such distinctions are quite arbitrary 

however. Cash flow analysis, for instance, attempts to predict 

monetary outcomes at quite frequent, usually monthly, intervals and is 
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particularly useful in identifying times when -financial problems will 
occur. Ideally, a system would indicate the state of the outcome 
environment at any , moment in time. 

The influence of the outcome environment on project opportunities 

raises special strategic issues. Sacrificing profits to enhance 

opportunities, for instance, is one such strategy (Fellows et 

al, 1983, p40, p188). Strategies aimed at stabilising profits, return an 
investments and turnover are also evident (Barnard, 1981). Development 

strategies also exist to enable exploitation of opportunities (Fellows 

et a1,1983), particularly organisational development (Lansley et 

al, 1979). Marketing strategies of this nature are termed forward 

integration strategies (Xcss, 1981). 

These considerations suggest that the project selection decision will 

require evaluation of the state of the project generating environment-in 

addition to the outcome environment. Strategic decisions also require 

evaluations of the nature of changes in the relevant environment. This 

would require knowledge of the rate of change or the existence of 
trends- for instance. It is contended, however, that, as noted in the 

previous chapter, such strategy oriented aspects are necessarily 

concerned with behaviours manifested by, -rather than incorporated' into, 

the model, except as a simplifying expedient. 

In the 'systems' context, changes in the environment can be regarded as 

an iterative process and any decisions affecting these changes are 

adjustment processes. The competitive economy, which is a particular 

organisational form in which all members as regarded as- acting in 

competition with each other, has received some attention in this 

respect. The competitive economy has been described as consisting of 

"... agents, involved in a competitive process, who act in response to 

their changing 'environments' and to actions by other agents resulting 

in 'messages' (prices)" (Gottinger, 1983, p178). "... An adjustment process 

. in this organisation is a kind of scheme or process which this 

organisation reveals at each iteration and which would satisfy certain 

properties to the best of all members of this organisation" 

(Gottinger, 1983, p178). In this context, an adjustment process can be 

viewed as "... a sequence of aggregated actions (behaviour patterns) 

taken by each agent" (Gottinger, 1983, p178). 
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For a different class of environment, Hurwicz (1959) has studied 
adjustment processes in terms of differential equations in which agents 
respond to messages from other agents -including. themselves 
(memorising). The behavioural pattern of such an economic system can 
be studied in terms of a particular social welfare function satisfying 
an optimality criterion -given an environment of a particular- kind. On 
the basis of the adjustment process new- states will be geterated'up to 

a point where the final state is compatible with the welfare criterion. 
Some important results in this area have been obtained notably by 
Hurwicz (1959) and Gottinger (1983, pl7g), although always depending an 

some simplifying assumption such as the existence of a 'classical' 

environment or a Pareto-like stabilising tendency. Major criticisms of 
these results turn an informational efficiency, giving rise to 

controversies about the choice of ecancmic systems, and the goal- 

compatible behaviour patterns of economic agents in which a competitive 

system is satisfied, given the classical environment by assuming profit 

and utility maximisation. 

A further difficulty with this apprcach is that the agents in the 

project selection environment do not simply respond to environmental 

stimuli, but attempt to influence stimulatory parts of the environment 
(evidenced by the 'marketing' effort), neither do the agents act' in, a 

purely competitive manner. 

The complexities of the various interactive elements in the decision 

environment over time have been modelled by Gottinger (1983) by a 

device termed a 'sequential machine'. The sequential machine is a 
finite-state dynamic system possessing five general characteristics: 

"(1) A Set of Inputs, eg. thcse changing parameters of 
the environment which will affect the system behaviour in 
a predictable way. 

(2) A Set of Outputs, ie. those parameters which act 
upon the environment leaving observable changes in 

-the relationship between the system and the environment. 

(3) A Set of States, ie. those internal parameters 
which determine the relationship between inputs and 
outputs and which may reveal all necessary information 
embodied in the part. 

(4) A State Transition Function which determines the 
dynamics. of how the state will change when the system is 
fed by various inputs. 
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(5) The Output Function which determines what output 
the system will yield with, a given input when in a given 
state. 11 

(Gottinger, 1983, p1? ) 

A sequential machine is then defined as a function f: EA-*B where A is 
the basic input set, B is the basic output set and f(a,,..., a. )=b� is the 

next input at time j (l(j(n). A is a nonempty set, of EA, ie. 
EA=((a,,..., an): n21 and a, eA). Looking inside the machine, a circuit C is 
defined as a quintuple (A, B, Z, X, 6), where Z is the (nonempty) set of 
internal states, a: AxZ-, Z is the next-state function, and 6: AxZ-4B is' the 

next output function 

C: (a, )=6(a,, z); 
C=(a,,... for n)2 

The basic idea of a sequential circuit C is then 

a, ' a2 a3 a, 

C.: Z=Zo i Z1 -1 Z2 '1 ... 4 Zr, 

d11 
b, b2......... b, 

Gottinger's perspective is to consider sequential machines as basic 

analogues for modelling complex 'humanistic' systems (organisations), 

and to treat adjustment processes in terms of transformations an the 

set of states of a machine. One consequence of the sequential machine 

concept is that any biological, ecological, or economic system evolving 
in time can be viewed as a transformational semigroup (tag) in which 
time is an irreversible resource. 

The first task in building such a machine is to decompose the system 

into component parts or- sub-systems. This is done by first 

identifying the external state vector xe=[x, . t, x2, t,..., x, - . t] representing 

exogeneous factors driving the system from 'outside'. In terms of the 

project selection process, these exogeneaus factors include such 

indirect influences as government policy and social attidudes. 

Exogeneous factors are not incorporated into the decomposition. .r 

The next step is to choose a kind of partition of the overall system 

into parts that comprise the main activities of the system. Gottinger 

suggests that this can be achieved by a decomposition into three types 

of machine, a message machine, a decision machine and a payoff machine. 
In terms of project selection this implies project opportunities and 
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characteristics (message machine), project selection/rejection (decision 

machine) and the outcome environment (payoff machine). The payof f 

machine, for instance, would resemble the configuration shown An Fig 
4.1. Each part enclosed in dotted lines is itself an automaton called a 
component. The interaction of all components with feedback constitutes 
the realisation of the entire system. The transformations relating to 

each component are each described by a set of structural equations 
taking into -account imput or feedback stimuli from other components. 
Each stimulus for a component is composed of an external stimulus, 
together with all state-output configurations of all previous 

components plus the feedback responses to subsequent components. The 

overall design complexity is determined by the structural complexity of 
the components and the computational complexity of the interaction 

between components, the length of computational strings to arrive at 

solutions. The control complexity is a kind of complexity that 

satisfies some bounds in the performance boxes in order to keep the 

system in harmony and stability. A refinement of the payoff machine 

shown in Fig. 4.1 would further decompose the outcome environment into 

individual people, separate types of monetary assets and individual 

items of property. 

Fig. 4.1 illustrates a cascade decomposition. Other types of 

decomposition are available such as serial and parallel decomposition. 

Machines can also be decomposed in similar ways or combination of 

ways. Fig. 4.2. indicates a possible machine configuration for project 

selection. General environmental factors (external stimuli) affect all 

the machines involved. The projects and their characteristics affect 

the decision machine. The outcome environment (payoff machine) loops 

back to influence (future) environmental influences. 

The project selection process is then, in terms of this model, 

controlled by the decision machine, the key developmental results being 

formed in the payoff machine. The solution to the problem must be in 

operating the decision machine in such a manner as to obtain the 'best' 

set of developmental states. 

Three immediate problems arise in the model procedure examined above: 

1. As the number of components (particulary in the payoff machine) and 

sufficiently strong connections among components increase, the 
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behaviour of the system becomes increasingly obscured by complex 
interactions which resemble very much non-linearities in the total 

system's behaviour in correspondence with size. 

2. The structure and size of components themselves present a potential 

source of complexity depending on whether and to which extent a 

component system is sensitive to disturbances, errors, threshold 

phenomena etc. 

3. As the number of components and interdependencies in the system 
enhances, increasingly longer sequences of calculations are 
required to deduce the behaviour of the system which results in 

computational complexity. 

The solution to these three problems would, as Gottinger cbserves, 

enable us to determine the complexity of the system on-line, as it is 

running from some initial time to some target time in the future. But 

knowing the complexity would permit us to design control strategies 

which are effective in guiding the system toward relative stability or 
harmony" (Gottinger, 1983, pll7). In order to understand the complexity 

of the systems it is important, that "... we should be able to 

understand the strongly connected, coupled nature of its subsystems. 
For this purpose we need a measure of complexity that reflects the 

structural performance of each of the connected subsystems in terms of 

state space configurations, plus the number of computational links that 

are established among the various subsystems and that reflect the 

richness of state representations in the global trajectory space of the 

entire system" (Gottinger, 1983, pllg). 

A recent approach to dealing with the computational complexities 
involved has been to reconfigure the computer hardware in such a way 

as to arrange the processing elements to match the structure of the 

problem. This has resulted in an entirely new kind of computer, the 

"connection machine" (Hills, 1985) which, in terms of the project 

selection problem, implies a separate processor for each aspect of the 

problem environment, eg. each individual member of the organisation. 

It is clear from the literature, however, that insufficient knowledge is 

yet available to determine the complexity of the system to the degree 

recommended by Gottinger. Even the assumption that the objective is to 
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"... guide the system toward relative stability and harmony" is as yet 
untested. 

4.5 Conclusions 

This chapter has outlined the dynamical and dimensional effects of time 

on the project selection problem. An approach of conceptualising the 

problem along the lines of Gottinger's sequential machine has been 

proposed as a means of handling the complexities involved. It is 

anticipated that this, together with some type of multi-attribute 

analysis discussed in the previous chapter, may form the basis of a 

useful and realistic approach to developing appropriate solution 
techniques. Before attempting such a task, however, it is necessary to 

consider a further (and most critical) aspect of the problem - the 

effects of imperfect knowledge. 



CHAPTER 5 

Non-deterministic project selection models 
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5 NON-DETERMINISTIC PROJECT SELECTION MODELS 

5.1 Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to consider the implications of relaxing the 

'perfect knowledge' assumption. The effect of this is to reduce our 
decision-maker to a mere mortal faced, as will be seen, with a task of 

rather unearthly proportions. 

Imperfect knowledge introduces uncertainties, in the most general sense, 
into the problem. One such uncertainty, the value of the project, is of 

particular relevance in the competitive situation in that the decision- 

maker can no longer be certain of obtaining the project he has 

selected. Problems involvim!; this characteristic are normally termed 

auction, bidding or tendez--Lng problems upon which a body of literature 

already exists. The fallowing ext..; ct from Woodward (1975) is, 

perhaps, a suitable introduction to the subject. 

"To many people, the whole subject of bidding and tendering- 
appears to defy analysis and is cloaked in a certain amount 
of mystery. One reason for this is that there are so many 
variables that are not well understood when they interact, 
that it becomes very difficult to make specific 
predictions. S of the more important of these variables 
are related to the cost of the completion of the work, for 
example the price of materials, labour rates, labour 
productivity, plant usage, ground conditions, weather, 
variations instructed as to the detailed work to be 
completed and additional costs associated with delays 
caused by shortage of materials or lack of information. A 
second reason for the mystery surrounding bidding is that 
it is a very sensitive area to many contractors and they 
are unwilling to discuss it. This is largely due to the 
desire to keep methods of estimating work and the prices 
used confidential to the company, but a more subtle and 
seldom quoted reason for secrecy is that many contractors 
do not themselves fully appreciate how their prices are 
arrived at, and may indeed have very little or no 
systematic approach to bidding whatever. " 

(Voodward, 1975, pl68). 

5.2 Imperfect Knowledge 

The model of the project selection decision process thus far developed 

relies on the decision maker 'knowing' the exact effect of potential 
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decisions on the outcome environment, placing some value on each of 
these effects and selecting the 'best' decision by comparing these 

values. The reality of the situation, however, is that 'exact' effects 

can seldom, if ever, be predicted. The difference between predicted and 

actual outcomes, termed 'errors' in this thesis, are, therefore, a direct 

result of the imperfect knowledge of the decision maker. The nature 

and magnitude of these errors have a significant impact on the problem. 

If the 'real world' is defined as the 'prototype' (after Aris, 1978) and 

the individual's perception of the real world is defined as the '=cdel' 

(after KeI17,1955) then the fundamental cause of all errors is in the 

discrepancy between the prototype and the model. This does not , of 

course, imply that a model generating no predictive e-. -, --r-. must 

necessarily be a perfect compositional mapping of the prototype 

(although such a model may often be considered to be a 'perfect' model). 

The formula for predicting the expansion of a piece of metal, for 

instance, is not, although virtually error free, in, any way, cc=posed of 

the actual physical process involved. Although, in essence, simple or 

Itop-down' predictive models Csimple' in this context is equated with 

'elegant 1) are highly desirable computational 17, the instability 

associated with non-physical prototypes (people) invariably inhibits 

their development. The logical action, therefore, is to adopt the 

'bottom-up' approach of concentrating an the compositional aspects of 

the prototype, at least until 'top-down' modelling is sufficiently well- 

advanced. 

Compositional discrepancies between the prototype and the individual's 

model are due to the prototype information received or not received by 

the individual together with the individual's ability or inability to 

model the prototype once the information is received. 

Interdependencies have been found to exist between the prototype, the 

individual and information. Skitmore (1985), for instance, in a brief 

review of the psychology of expertise has noted the profound 

dif ferences in the way experts and novices handle contextual 

information. 

In the context of the project selection decision, discrepancies between 

the prototype and the decision-maker's model are frequently termed 

uncertainties (in the general sense). One type of uncertainty has been 

identified as "inherent uncertainty" (Bennett & Barnes, 1979), due to 
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"chance variations" (Gates, 1971), "chance events" (Woodward, 1975, p 12) or 
"lack of predictability" (Ireland, 1985, p62) in the prototype and 
resulting in "an inherent inability to forecast positively the 

efficiency, and therefore the production rate for any given crew for 

any given operation" (Gates, 19 7 1, p277) for example. Inherent 

uncertainty is, therefore, intended to represent the cause of those 

errors which cannot be avoided in any way, in other words, the limit to 

which the model can approximate the prototype. 

Some knowledge of the nature of the prototype/model misfit, however, 

can be useful. A measure of this misfit is called 'risk'. Risk is 

essentially a measure of the strength of belief that an event will or 

will not occur, aad is usually expressed as the chance or probability 

of occurance. The definition of risk is usually extended to all events 
to which the chance of their occurance can be quantified in scme way. 
The definition of uncertainty is then confined to inherent uncertaimties 

for which no measure of their chance occuvance is available. 

A general structure of risk assesment is given by Otway and Paranka 

(1980) reproduced in Fig 5.1. This structure separates the tasks of 

risk estimation, based on intuitive or formal estimates, from risk 

evaluation, based on experimental or statistical data, the object in 

this case being to gauge the environmental consequence of risk 

acceptance. Risk evaluation is a complex process of determining the 

meaning, or value, of the estimated risks to those affected, referred to 

by HEfele (1974) as the "embedding" of risks into the "sociosphere". 

Evaluation has been considered by Otway & PahAer (1980) to be a 

process of ranking risks so that their total effects, both objective 

and subjective, may be compared for acceptability. 

Attitudes to risk vary between individuals from cautious to 

adventurous. Studies by Dickenson (1979) suggect that risk experienced 

people tend to be more cautious in their attitude to risk. Building 

contractors, although no evidence is yet available, are also thought to 

be generally risk-averse and this, too, may be a result of risk 

exposure. Vhilst not wishing to make risky decisions, however, it 

would appear that people in the construction industry are able to 

adequately cope with risky situations. Indeed, the Tavistock 

Institute's study (1966) found evidence of people actually thriving in 

risky and uncertain situations. 
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5.2.1 -Coping with Risk and Uncertainty 

There are two recommended approaches to dealing with risks and 
uncertainties. One approach is to devise methods of exploiting the 

situation, by adapting a more flexible posture, for instance. The 

alternative is to reduce the effects of risks and uncertainties, 

especially those effects associated with environmental disbenefits, ' by 

either -reallocation or by improving the prototype/decision-maker's 

model f it. Reallocation can involve sub-contracting sections of the 

work, insuring risks via external agencies or by partly reallocating to 

the client by means of contingency allowances. Improving the model f it 

involves either changing the model or changing the prototype in some 

way. 

The quality of the model 'is, as mentioned earlier, dependent an the 

interrelated aspects of context, the modeller and the information 

received by the modeller. The context of the project selection problem 
is the entire decision environment which includes not only the 

immediate outcome environment but the whole of the project generating 

environment. The ability of the modeller and the information he 

receives depends upon this contextucLL - state. Lansley et al (1980), for 

instance, have commented on the importance of past experience in 

reducing uncertainties and the need for training to handle unfamiliar 

problems by familiarisation with possible future environments. 
Turbulent environments create special organisational problems in this 

respect, resulting in "difficulties in obtaining a sufficiently detailed 

understanding of the changing business environment" due to staff being 

"unable to keep abreast of change or pursue activities critical to the 

firm's survival, particularly marketing and industrial relations", 
(Lansley et al, 1980, p43). The Icustomised' nature of the construction 

process is a particular source of uncertainty, resulting in "lack of 

routine" and "unfamiliarity" (Ireland, 1985, p62). 

Ansaff (1984), in stressing the need for familiarisation with current 

events and preparation for future events, suggests the development of 

surveillance systems for detecting "weak signals" of future movements 

in the environment. Fellows et al include such action in their 

recommendations for "external appraisal" to "forecast the pattern of 

demand and competition" by identifying competitive, political, economic, 

social and technological trends Ein the project generating environment]" 
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(Fellows et al, 1983, p44). Fellows et al's "internal appraisal" covers 
internal aspects of the outcome environment. Faster (1974) indicates 

the major sources of information of these environmental states (Fig 

5.2) as inputs to his management services system. As Erikson & Boyer 

(1976) observe, however, such information is not always readily 

available, mainly due to the competitive nature of the environment. A 

further problem, as noted in Chapter 2, is that the information does 

not always exist in the most appropriate form. Gilchrist (1984), for 

instance, discusses the problems of aggregated information which may 
be simply averages of some highly variable observations. The 

information may also contain errors which implies the same 

considerations as errors accuring in the decision problems generally. 
Further difficulties occur in interpreting and communicating 

information to the decision maker and assimilation of the information 

by the decision maker. These activities, as Bunn (1975) observes, 

require a careful synthesis of information, predictions and opinions. 

The cost of information is a subject which has attracted many writers 

and, in the context of this thesis, forms a part of the overall cost of 

the decision making process. It is possible, of course, that 

information costs may be distributed amongst the other information 

users where identical information is needed but, as previously noted, 

such compatibility seldom exists in current systems. 

5.2.2 Behaviour of the Prototype 

Empirical research in the physical sciences is di 
* 
rected towards the 

discovery of "laws of nature", underlying environmental behaviour. 

Belief in the existence and immutability of those laws of nature is 

axiomatic in fundamental scientific research. The origins of laws of 

nature may have motivational implications for the scientist in the 

worthiness of the enterprise and optimism of its outcome. "Raffiniert 

ist der Herrgott, aber boshaft ist er nicht" (Subtle is the Lord, but 

malicious He is not - Albert Einstein). The origins of such laws are, 

however, of little relevance to most current scientific research, which 

is essentially concerned with the more pragmatic task of predicting 

behaviour. Laws of nature in this context often implies the scientist 

to be a passive observer of events 'caused' by the laws, in the way 

that an astronomer may observe the apparent movements of celestial 
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Fig 5.2 Basic sources of information 
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bodies, or that we have some control ever 'conditions' (in experimental 
work for instance). In these cases, the view is essentially fatalistic 
in that events are predetermined generally or, predetermined in a given 
set of conditions. 

The belief that there are laws of nature waiting to be discovered is, 
however, more a product of faith than of rationality (Pais, 1982). There 

are also occasions where the observer can have a good deal of influence 

over the occuirance of future events. Typical of this is in the 

occuirance of observer bias in psychological and sociological work. 
Another example is in the interaction between predictions and outc=es. 
Vhilst a piece of metal expands under heat in a way that is 

independent of any predictions about its ultimate state, the s=e 

cannot be said in situations where the experimentee is aware cf the 

experimentor's predictions. 

Interaction between predictions and outcomes exist in the project 

selection problem. In many cases, the decision maker's predi&cn, say 
that a certain profit will be achieved, will be treated as a target. 

Similarly, predictions of low rates of personnel development - can 

generate low expectation of personal progress. Complete interaction 

between prediction and outcome is termed a 'self-fulfilling prophesy' in 

which the prediction can be said to be the cause of the outcome. Some 

further discussion on this aspect is to be found in Skitmore (1981a). 

The extent to which the outcome environment can be manipulated into 

its predicted state depends 'an the decision making processes of 
individuals in the outcome environment. Major inhibitors within this 

manipulation process include errors, unforseen and unpredictable events, 
lack of information and human factors (Cusack, 1981) which are precisely 
the factors associated with the lack of fit between the prototype and 
the decision maker's model. 

5.2.3 Conclusions 

Lack of perfect knowledge opens up whole new areas of the project 

selection problem. As the decision maker can no longer be regarded to 

have direct access to the 'real world' he must attempt to create an 
internalised version from his perception of that world. The closeness 
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to which the internalised model aligns- with the real world, it is 

argued, determines the quality of the model and hence the quality of 
decisions. The degree of alignment is considered to be dependent an 
the contextually interdependent aspects of the madeller and the 

information received by the madeller. 

Little is known of the abilities demanded of the madeller except that 

experience, training, and, perhaps, some inate characteristics are 
beneficial. Informational requirements are, on the other hand, rather 
better known. Information directly relevant to the problem is, however, 

never complete. Some kinds of information are either too costly to 

obtain or simply unobtainable. These practicalities dictate the need 
for relatively inexpensive information concerning the entire decision 

environment. Further issues centre on the accuracy and usefulness of 
information and its relationship with the decision maker. 

5.3 The Decision Environment 

Bahrami (1981) considers the general 'contextual' environment of an 

organisation to consist of: economic factors, including inflation, 

interest and exchange rates; political factors, including the political 

ideology of the government and political developments an the 

international scale; social factors, including changes in life styles 

and values; technological factors, including the impact of new 

technology an specific industries; and legal and legislative factors, 

including the impact of government legislation an such matters as 'lead 

in petral' on oil and motor vehicle companies (Bahrami, 1981, pBO). Smith 

(1985) actually reduces these five factors into four by combining 
legislative with political. factors. These factors have been variously 

termed the organisation's "background environment" (Faster, 1974) or the 

environment "outside the building process" (Tavistock Institute, 1966). 

Political and economic factors are, as Fellows et al (1982, p45) note, 
interdependent. A construction organisation, at the local level is 

affected by the need to obtain planning approvals and also by the state 

of local public sector building programmes. Besides being an important 

client to the construction industry, the national government acts 

indirectly through legislation an safety, tax, noise, employment etc. 
Construction demand is closely related to the health of the economy at 
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local, national and international levels. Economic trends in regional 
development, the treatment of urban decay, the regulation of the 

economy, . -the , manipulation of interest rates, and national economic 

growth and decline are important factors (Fellows et al, 1982). Faster 

(1974), however, considers that the effect of government policy and its 

economic consequences an the industry's output "would not be sufficient 
to disrupt a long range planning exercise", a. rather surprising 

statement considering events taking place at this time. 

Social factors, which include demographic movements, changes in 

education, working hours, housing, leisure, retirement, sports promotion 

and holiday patterns, are said to have an "enormous" impact on the 

decision environment (Fellows et al, 1982, p46). Pressure groups, such as 

those concerned with conservation, have also become a particularly 
important social phenomenon. 

The combination of economic, political and social factors has been 

identif ied by the Tavistock Institute (1966) with sources of 

uncertainty attributable to goverment departments, planning authorities, 

public bodies, client organisations and the general public. The same 

combination has been studied recently by Murray (1980) in respect of 

social values concluding that the type and stability of values are 

dependent upon the interrelationships between social structure, policy 

and culture. 

Technological factors mainly affect the construction organisation's site 

or business systems. There are also technological implications in the 

demand for certain types of construction due to increased need for 

computer component manufacturing facilities ior instance. Faster 

(1974) suggests that there are important informational implications 

caused by changes in technology, knowledge being needed in particular 

of the impact of new materials, new methods and processes, and working 

in new environments. Fryer (1985), however, maintains that "the 

construction industry does not have to cope with rapid technical 

change, but the market for buildings is changeable and unpredictable" 

(Fryer, 1985, pl4). 

The implications of these major environmental factors on the market, or 

in this thesis' terminology, the project generating environment, are 

examined in more detail in the next section. 
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5.3.1 The Project Generating Environment 

Successive -governments of the post-war era have gradually changed in 
their policies from direct intervention towards demand management 
(Budd, 1978). Direct intervention still exists in the construction 
industry in the form of public client organisations such as the 
Property Services Agency and regulative action through building, fire 

and safety regulations and planning legislation. Indirect measures 
occur in the form of grants and fiscal policies which affect the demand 
for construction, the building land market, capital money markets and 
industrial and competitive practise. 

"Changes in government policy as a result of either internal or 
external matters or events can and do affect the demand for 

construction services" (Mocre. 1984, p2l). The size of the government 
budget and changes in public expenditure policy involving cuts, 

reflation attempts and moratoria an cash limits, are particularly 

significant for the industry (Lansley et al, 1979, ptl, pg). Foreign 

policies influence events on the international scene, in construction 
for military projects for instance. Entry to the European Economic 
Community and associated changes in taxation, legislation for equal 

opportunities and protection of employment are further important 

influences (Lansley et al, 1979, ptl, pg). 

Many important economic features are related to the health of the 

economy (Fellows et al, 1982, p3). Balance of payments problems, sterling 

crises, high interest and mortgage rates, high inflation, rising 

unemployment and low economic growth being particular examples 
(Lansley et al, 1979, ptl, pg). Economic factors are, in Clark & 

Lorenzoni's view (1985), of prime importance as the decision to build 

is "... the result of a favourable analysis of the marketing situation 
that shows future increased product demands or the need for new and 
different products or the research department may develop new products 

with high sales potential, or new government or social requirements may 
dictate the need for new facilities ... the ultimate reason, in virtually 

every case, is economic (Clarke & Lorenzoni, 1985, pD. 

Two particular instances of economic' factors are given by Moore (1984). 

One is in the effect of the oil crisis, resulting in a concentration of 

construction activity in offshore projects, in terminal sites such as 
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Aberdeen, energy saving schemes, energy creating projects such as 
nuclear power stations, and projects involving new types of energy 
generation. The other -example - concerns the. growth of container 
transport and the consequent need for projects involving part 
facilities, storage and roads. 

Social factors influencing the demand for construction arise from the 
basic needs and aspirations of individuals and groups of people. In 

general terms these influences are connected with leisure, education, 
shelter, =cbil-it7 and environmental concern (Mocre, 1984). 

Constructional implications associated with leisure include such 
facilities as szcrts and recreational centres, swimming pools, squash 
courts etc.. The increasing popularity of dining out involves the 

ccnst-. uc4. i= of clubs, extensions to hotels and public houses, and car 
parks. Holiday activities create the demand for extensions and 
alterations to hotels, additional aipart buildings and runways, and 
docks and larding facilities for overseas travel. 

Educational and domicilary building activity is affected by changes in 

population levels and the state of the existing building stock. A 

declining birthrate, implies less demand for schools and teacher 

training calleges, for instance, whilst deteriorating housing involves 

the renovation or replace=ent of dwellings -in the form of new housing 

estates tcgethezr with associated amenities. 

Increased mobility and the greater use of the motor car has created a 

need for the provision of more suburban facilities - supermarkets, 
department stores, and surface and multistorey car parks. 

Environmental pressure groups have had a significant impact on the 

nature of construction projects, such as motorways, roads, airports, 

nuclear power stations, and waste disposal plants. 

Science and technology, and also the products of research and 
development, have provided a further impact on the nature of demand for 

construction projects. Technologically based production facilities, 

such as those involved in the manufacture of computer hardware and 

other electronic equipment or those utilising such products (such as 

Computer centres or robotic assembly lines) are typical examples. 
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5.3.2 Predicting Project Opportunities 

Predicting project opportunities clearly involves. obtaining knowledge of 
the frequency and characteristics of future projects. Such knowledge 

is, invariably, acquired through market intelligence. Market 

intelligence can be obtained directly from clients and architects, 

although this approach has its proble=s, for, as Jepson & Nicholson 

observe, "... Architects' offices react unfavourably to the visits of 

salesmen, and the levels at which interviews are usually negotiated 

with local authcrities may be of =cre use to suppliers than to 

contractors" (Jepson & Nicholson. 1 972, p5 l, authcr Is e=phasis). 

An alternative approach is to seek market intelligence indirectly. One 

such indirect method invaving rec" of approved planning applications 

has been found to be significantly associated with the volume of 

subsequent work (SEBI, c1965). Majid (1967) has studied "with some 

success" (Jepson & Nichalscn, 1972, p5O) this use of planning 

applications in predicting housing trends in the Ncrth West of England. 

Difficulties exist, however, in that "Local Authority procedure is not 

uniform and once data are required for a locality extending across 

Local Authority boundaries, then standardisation of the format of 

applications and centralised processing of a periodic summarised return 

from authorities becomes necessary" (Jepson & Nicholson, 1972, p5 0). A 

further problem is that not all relevant information an project 

characteristics is available. There are, however, some commercial 

organisations who exist to provide this type of information to 

contractors. 

The more long term changes in the project generating environment can 

be predicted by assessing trends in the demand for construction. , Such 

assessments depend an knowledge of future changes in the economic, 

political, sociological and technological factors affecting demand. 

Political trends may be observed from statements made by influential 

politicians (see, for instance, Freeson, 1977), Acts of Parliament, white 

and green papers etc. Economic trends may be revealed by economic 

indicators including population statistics, indicators of regional 

prosperity, industrial structure, investment etc. (see, for instance, 

Lansley et al, 1979, pt2, p22). Demographic analysis of census statistics 

have been used to predict changes in housing demand, for example 

(Parry-Lewis, 1968). 
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Many of the inf ormational sources used for evaluating aspects of the 
market are detailed by Harris & McCaffer (1983, pl82-188), including 

such periodicals as 'The Economist', 'National Institute Economic 
Review'; government publications such as the 'Monthly Bulletin of 
Construction Statistics', 'Housing Statistics', 'Sample Census 
Statistics', 'Regional Economic Reports' 'Local Planning Reports'--and 
'Monthly Digest of Statistics'; and other publications such as IBMP 

Weekly Publication' and 'Construction Trends'. 

.CC The extent to which the organisaticn attempts to predict the, a-t4 af 

the project generating environment is largely dependent on its 

ma eting policies. Rajab's survey (1981) suggests that the most 

attent4 . on is paid to externally compiled statistics (100%), exter-zal 

m, arket researchers (33%), trend projections (14%), consumer sý=veys 
(11%) and economic modelling (11%), cammercial intelligence being 

preferred to gaverameat reports (Rajab, 1981, pl64). Most forecasts and 
infcr=ati= on the external environment were found to be obtaized on a 

regional basis by lower management (Rajab, 1981, pl63). 

The general level of accuracy of predictions does not seem to be very 

good, particularly in current economic conditions. "The hard facts of a 

collapsing market, growing unemployment, high interest rates, and the 

dismantling of impressive building concerns have taught us 1---t cur 

forecasts of the early seventies were far from accurate ... 
'chan-ges in 

social, political and economic factors have been so rapid in rLncent 

years that forecasting an the basis of extrapolation of existing ttrends 

is now far from reliable" Genes & Diepeveen, 1985, p27). Causes of 

demand fluctuations have often been attributed to government measures 

to alter the level of activity in construction (eg. public work 

moratoria) or the whole economy through construction (by public 

expenditure cuts) (Campbell et al, 1974). More recently, however, there 

has been some evidence to suggest that the government has tried to 

stabilise demands on the industry by planning its expenditure and 

operating a more effective system of monitoring and controlling local 

authority expenditure (Cannon, 19 78, p 13). Vhether the government has 

been successful in this is not clear far, although it is suggested that 

there are "very few examples of turbulent environments in construction" 

(Harding, 1985, p22 0) and the construction environment only moderately 

uncertain (Brown, 1974), Diepeveen (1985) is still adamant that public 

sector demand is very unstable despite efforts to create stability. One 
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possibility is that the environmental changes occuring are of a more 
fundamental nature outside governmental control, for as Lansley et al 
(1979) observe "... the 1970's have witnessed a series of probably 
fundamental changes both in the determinants and in the structure of 
demand more sporadic and unpredictable than have hitherto been 
experienced since the war" (Lansley et al, 1979, introduction). 

5.3.3 Predictions in the Outc=e Environment 

The bulk of the literature dealin;, with predictions in the outcome 
environment is concerned with monetary aspects and particularly 
predictions of expenditure by the contractor, usually termed the cost 
estimate, Mayles (1978), for im-st-ce, has considered in some detail tne 
factors affecting the acc'==7 of this ccst estimate under the 
groupings labour, materials, plant, sub-contractors, overheads and 
prof it. Fellows et al (1982) use similar groupings as a means of 
identifying fixed, variable and se=i-variable costs (in the economic 
sense) together with direct (pr--Ject related) and indirect costs. 

Fig 5.3 indicates the basic relationship of the factors in the outcc=e 
environment proposed in this thesis, which is essentially concerned 
with project characteristics and their influence on people, money and 
property. The central issue in this model in determining costs is 
that of productivity or perfor=ance which, together with the nature of 
the tasks generated by tie project, largely deter=ine expenditure. 

5.3.4 The Influence of Project Characteristics 

The project characteristics are seen as influencing the tasks to be 
done and the income to be received by the participants in the 

construction process. 

The information available for predicting the extent and nature of the 

tasks is contained formally in tender documents in the competitive 

situation. These, in the UK, may comprise the drawings and 

specification and/or bills of quantities. The accuracy of task 

predictions has been found to be affected by errors and omissions in 

the drawings (ormerod, 1984) or by misinterpretation of contract 
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requirements (Gates, 1971) over, for instance, the suitability of "equal 

substitutes" (Gates, 1971) or "quality of work" (Mayles, 1973, p5l; Bennett 

& Ormerad, 1984). Mistakes occur through computational errors (Langford 

& Wong, 1979) and omission and commission (Gates, 1971). Quantity errors 

are of particular concern (Langford & Wang, 1979) resulting in 

underneasurement or omission of items (Park, 1966). The generality of 

quantity descriptions also provides a source of error, the extent of 

which has been said to be dependent an the level of measurement 

(Bennett & Barnes, 1979). It is possible, however, that misestimates in 

quantities can sometimes be anticipated (Stark, 1976). Many criticisms 

have been made of the lack of association between quantity items and 

the nature of the construction task. Task oriented quantities have 

been prc-posed to improve predictability (Flanagan, 1980 and 

Thc=ps=, 1981, fcr instance). 

Further project associated inf ormation regarding tasks can be obtained 

by site visits and enquiries to the client or his advisors. The kind 

of relati=ship with the client and his delegates has a bearing an this 

and future events (Cauwelaert & Heynig, 1978). 

Difficulties occur due to "unknown work" (Bennett & Ormerod, 1984), 

which in the post-contract period can be a result of design changes, 

which are mostly attributable to client requests (Diekmann & 

Yelson, 1985), involving "major scope changes" (Clark & Larenzani, 1985). 

Delays caused by the client and architect are a further factor 

(Langford & Vong, 1979) which can, in some cases, develop into delays of 

a more permanent nature, such as financial failure of the client 

(Langford & Vang, 1979), resulting in the early discharge of the 

contract. 

Many of the project factors which influence tasks also have 

implications in predicting income. The main determinant of income is 

the price offered by the contractor at the tender stage, this price 

being determined by the project selection decision, one consideration of 

which is the predicted monetary state caused by the amount of 

expenditure incurred. The heavy emphasis usually placed on monetary 

aspects, together with the 
* 

difficulties involved in predicting the 

market value of the Icustomised' construction poject, often results in a 

situation where predicted price and cost are closely related. The 

construction contractual arrangements are, in many respects, aimed at 
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monitoring this relationship by providing some expenditure related 
income adjustments. These are mainly project based in covering such 
events as errors and ommissions in drawings, specification and 
quantities, and client interference in the form of design chages. 
Environmental changes can also be accomodated in reimbursements for 
inflation and other unforseen events. Income fluctuations are, however, 

seldom exactly the same as fluctuations in expenditure as some form of 
surrogate measure is often employed. Design changes, for instances, are 
usually valued by quantit7 related measures rather than by an exact 
record of expense incurre, -J. Time related aspects are also important as, 
in construction contracts, income is received some time after the 

expenditure has taken place. These cash flow aspects can be 

exacerbated by delays in clie: it payments, particularly where outstndinS 
claims are involved. 

5.3.5 Tasks and Perf=ance 

The ways in which tasks are defined and executed are attributable to a 
combination of project characteristics and other events of differing 

degrees of predictability. The weather, especially in the early stages 

of the construction process, is clearly an important factor, as is the 

extent and quality of management and control (Gates, 1971; Duff, 1976). 

Delays in obtaining =an-, Se=ent approvals is a source of variability 
(Bennett & Ormerad, 1984). Adequate advance planning by means of 

network analysis, for instance, can improve predictability but there is 

no evidence of its widespread use in the construction process 
(Cusack, 1981). The complex and dynamic arrangement of tasks an a 

construction site is, as demonstrated by Bennett & Fine's (1980) 

simulation studies, an important cause of variability. 

Performance is influenced by the task and its associated working 

conditions (Manson, 1985), the state of materials and plant resources 

and the development and aspirational state of the operations. The 

degree of difficulty presented by the task is difficult to predict due 

to the variability in tasks and condition between projects. As Mayles 

observes "... a complete workforce is seldom transferred from job to jab 

so whilst a competent site agent may obtain favourable results in one 

situation, there is no guarantee that this programme will be repeated 
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in another" (Mayles, 1973, p46). Predicting learning curves or the 

economies of repetition for similar reasons is also problematic 
(Faster, 1974). Performance is linked to incentives (Mayles, 1973, p4g) 

although 11... the cost of the work often remains the same" 
(Mayles, 1973, p4g), the saving in time and the reduction of people 

utilised, however, can affect expenditure by reducing on-costs and 

overheads. Labour outputs can also vary from area to area as some 

parts of the country have 11... traditionally poor output and strong 

union militancy" (Mayles, 1973, p4g), although these are 11... fairly well 

reccSnised by local and national contractors with experience of wcrking 

in t-lcse areas" (Moyles, 1973, p510). Labour unrest (Gates, 1971), diszutes 

(Baz-nes, 1974) and strikes (Clark & Lorenzoni, 1985) are particularly 

sensitive factors in performance predictions. 

Fryer (1985) intimates several personal factor-- - Pe--scn-"lit7, 

experience, motivation, ability and skill, and stress to be impc. -=-,, 
determinants of human performance. Other factors include role clarity 

and feedback in addition to task de=ands. Feedback, in general, 

not been thought to be adequate in construction Glanagann, 1980), 

although measurement techniques of work study and activity sampling do 

exist. 

Efficient working is also dependent on the requisite materials being 

delivered at the right time and in the desired place (Hcyles, 1973, p5O). 

The use of power tools and other items of plant has a =ajcr impact on 

productivit7 (Niss, 1965; Cusack, 1981). The occurance of illness azd 

accidents are further factors (Clark & Lorenzoni, 1985). 

Many other factors are involved in determining performance levels, a 

complete review of which is beyond the scope of this thesis. It is 

clear, however, from this brief review, that performance rates are 

"highly variable" (Bennett & Ormerad, 1984) and their prediction is 

probably the most uncertain aspect of the entire project selection 

problem. 

5.3.6 Outcome States 

There is very little reference in the constuction literature to the 

prediction of human development. Such literature as does exist is 
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concerned primarily with human development as a means to further 

improve the company's monetary state, via improved efficiency and 

productivitiy for instance. Human development in such cases may be 

measured in terms of responsibility, position in the organisational 
hierachy, remuneration, courses attended and qualifications acquired. A 

more indirect measure of human development (but more directly relevant 
to the monetary state), particularly at the operative level, is 

productivity, which is, to some extent, a reflection of the individual's 

abilities 'and skills, experience and motivation. Predicting human 

development per se, however, may involve the assessment of other 
factors more directly associated with well-being. The only such 

measures that appear to be available at the moment seen to be 

evaluated intuitively, in that "... the wor orce is reasonably content", 

or by the frequency of disputes, which, as has been. noted earlier, may 
be regarded by some individuals and groups to be aspirational events 
in themselves. The only other alter=ative that see"s to available lies 

in the use of questionnaires, although this approach has currently been 

restricted to research activities. 

Predictions of property states are, in the project context, normally 

confined to changes in the materials and plant levels. Various control 

techniques are available to influence the level of stocks and which are 

applied with varying degrees of success. Plant and particularly 

materials supply has been shown to be virtually perfectly elastic 

(Burtan, 1972), although "... delays do occur resulting in variabilities 

caused by late deliveries" (Bennett & Ormerod, 1984; South, 1979), 

mechanical breakdown and malfunction of equipment are a further source 

of variability (Bennett & Ormerad, 1984). 

The price of labour and materials and plant combine to impact on 

monetary states. Material substitutes can affect the accuracy of 

predictions, for ... a careful search of the market alternatives may 

yield better goods at competitive prices" (Harris & McCaffer, 1983, pl8l). 

The acceptability of such substitutes to the client, however, is not 

necessarily assured, though, and is in itself a further cause of 

prediction error (Gates, 1971). The fluctuating prices of materials is a 

cause for concern (Gates, 1971; Case, 1972), although trends can be 

predicted to some extent (Cauwelaert & Heynig, 1978). Fluctuations in 

discount levels are a further difficulty. 
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The ef fect of labour costs an monetary levels is dependent an 
productivity and rates of pay. Rates of pay can f luctuate for many 
reasons, (Caulewaert & Heynig, 1978), including changes in government 
legislation, union agreements, responsibýlity and incentive schemes. 
Labour related expenses also exist in the form of overtime payments, 

supervision costs, national insurance contribution etc. 

Further fluctuating expenses stem f ram changing interest rates 

(Barnes, 1974), inflation (Bennett & Ormerad, 1984) and curre--C7 rates 
(Clark & Lorenzoni, 1985). Prediction errors can also occur in the 

failure to allow a sufficient amount for overheads (Park, 1966). 

5.3.7 The Effect of Sub-Contracting 

-war The incidence of sub-contracting has greatly increased in the post 

era "... probably due to the complexity of modern buildings, labcur 

shortage, structuring of large f irms and taxation policy, " 

(Moyles, 1973, p5g). There are exceptions, however, as some comranies are 

actively pursuing closer links with sub-contractcrs through 

acquisition" Mansley et al, 1979, ptl, p5g). These changes are seen, by 

Lansley et al, as an indication of the companies' preference 11... to 

increase control over their operational environment through 

linternalising' the activities upon which they are dependent cr by 

attempting to reduce uncertainty by externalising parts of their 

business" (Lansley et al, 1979, ptl, p5g). 

The extent to which control is lessened is largely dependent on the 

relationship between the company and the sub-cantractor. The continued 

use of a sub-contractor should be beneficial in this respect, although 

this is not always possible due to contract requirements (nominated 

sub-contracts, for instance) or-financial considerations. The degree of 

uncertainty is similarly dependent an familiarity with the sub- 

contractor. An important source of uncertainty qqcurs when the 

contractor has to estimate sub-contract prices instead of obtaining 

quotations. 

Delays by sub-contractors have been found to be a particular cause of 

prediction error (Langford & Wong, 1979). 
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5.4 The Prediction Process 

The very need to predict future environmental states generates 

processes which themselves affect the decision environment. The degree 

of accuracy of- predictions, dependent an the contextual relationship 
between the predictor and his information, largely determines the level 

of effect. 

Predicting movements in the project generating environment is usually 

regarded as a marketing function. Little is known of the persc--=el and 

monetary consequences of this relatively recent activity in 

construction companies. 

The functional process of predicting changes in the outcome 

environment, especially the monetary, aspects, is better documented. 

Predicting future project related costs is normally performed by the 

estimator or estimating department. The size of the estimating 

department is often related to the company's turnover (Humphreys, 1977), 

the amount of resources needed being determined by project 

characteristics such as the type and size of project, its location and 

the time available for tendering, together with the estimator's 

expertise and information. The time available for tendering has been 

found to be particularly important (Cusack, 1981). The frequency of 

estimates appears to be season related, Humphreys' (1977) study noting 

a peak period between February and March during which tine a total cf, 

14 to 16 estimates were being compiled simultaneously. 

The direct eff ect of the estimating process on monetary states has been 

investigated by several researchers. Broemser's (1968) analysis of one 

construction company found the cost of estimating to represent 9.1% of 

total assets and 1.8% of total receipts, this figure being equivalent to 

0.18% of the value of each project estimated, as only 10% of the 

estimated projects were actually obtained. Park (1966) places this 

figure higher at between 0.5% and 2.0% of project value, -j3ffering a 

rule of thumb used by some contractors on large projects" to be 

total estimating cost = 0.005 x estimated direct materials costs + 

0.015 x esýimated direct labour costs" (Park, 1966), equivalent to 1% on 

a Slm contract. Rubcj & Xilner (1966) suggest that, for a "good bid", 

estimating costs would be "perhaps 1% of the total bid". Harrison 

(1981) is of the view that estimating costs vary quite widely between 
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0.1% and 10% of project value, depending on the degree of repetition 
involved and the experience of the estimator. 

Larew (1976) has used a multiple regression analysis technique to 
identify possible causal associations in the time spent by one 
contractor in estimating 22 project costs in the early 1960's. The 

results of this analysis suggest that high activity may be caused by 

the presence of many speciality items: excessively detailed 

specifications, and reference to exotic standards; high quality finish; 

the insistence that contractors satisfy owners' every desire; and where 
the contractor seems to be held responsible for the errors and 

omissions of the designers. Medium levels of activity are associated 

with some specialities, but not to an excess; reasonable and 

understandable contract documents; the requirements for a good and 

workmanlike finish; the contractor being responsible only for work 

shown on plans and in the specifications; where the designer accepts 

responsibility for the contract documents; and where the contract 

assures a fair, prompt and impartial mediation of disputes. Low 

activity is associated with very few specialities; abbreviated 

specification; open structures with low quality of finish; simplicity in 

every respect; and relatively straight- forward production work is 

needed. Estimating time was also shown to be less for "in -town" 
projects and more for "out of town" projects, due to the necessity for 

the estimator to visit the site. Hiss (1976) has also obtained evidence 
that estimating costs are a logarithmic function of project value. 

All of the research indicated above, however, was conducted prior to 

the introduction of computer aids. Since that time, several inexpensive 

estimating systems have become available an the construction market 
and have attracted some considerable interest. One such system is 

known to be installed in over 1,000 locations at present (Hunt, 1986). 
The effect of this an project estimating costs is likely to be quite 
dramatic. 

5.4.1 Accuracy of Predictions 

As has been previously discussed, the accuracy of predictions relating 
to the project generating environment is not thought to be generally 

very good. There are no specific figures available in the literature 
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concerning accuracy levels achieved and some research in this 
direction, particularly in relation to project characteristics, the 

abilities of the predictor and Information used would be advantageous. 

Accuracy in predicting the outcome environment is, however, known to be 

rather poor. Estimating construction costs is probably the most 

researched area and the process has been found in practise very 
uapproximate and crude" (Benjamin, 1979) relying an "haphazard" methods 

often "grossly in error" (Neil, 1978). Ashworth & Skitmore (1983) have 

examined estimating accuracy in some detail, considering the various 

measures available and noting-the extensive use of subjective judgement 

involved. Their findings suggest that the extent of complexities and 

uncertainties in the process results in accuracy being determined - more 
by t! ýe ability of the predictor than the project information avaialble. 
In view of the facility to 'control' work to some extent in the post 

prediction period. it is reasonable to assume that, the cost estimate 

can often be considered to be self-fulfilling to some extent, in which 

case only a reasonable figure is needed. There is, however, a bias in 

the process due to the need to avoid excessively low estimates of 

penditUre. Such low estimates are avoided by including "contingency ex- 

allowances" (Harrison, 1981) or "risk premiums" (Portsmouth 

Polytechnic, 1974; Barnes, 1974) to cover possible errors, particularly 

t. ýcse caused by uncertainty or risk. This can result in uncertain cost 

being "padded two or more fold" (Case, 1972). Clearly there are limits 

to this procedure as increasing- estimates of expenditure in this way 

will result in a totally false impression of the predicted monetary 

state. A further difficulty is that the predicted price of the project, 

if based on expenditure predictions formulated in this way, may well be 

in excess of the price the client wishes to pay. One way of avoiding 

this is to 11... exclude any allowance for such unpredictable events as 

strikes, bad weather, major scope changes, acts of God, currency 

fluctuations etc from the estimate" and any other item with less than a 

50/50 chance of occuiftnce, and making full allowance for other events 

(Clark & Lorenzoni, 1985, pllD. 

An alternative approach is to consider the probability of occunnce of 

an event and the cost associated with its occuiMnce, the product of 

which is the "expectation value" to be incorporated into that estimate 
(Gates, 1971, p277). The suitability of this approach depends an the risk 

attitude of the decision-maker who may or may not be happy with this 
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averaging technique. Case (1972) and Stacey (1979) have both proposed 

a method of deriving a probability distibution of cost estimates from 

an indication of the most likely lower and upper bounds of the 

predicted cost of individual items. Such a technique is anticipated to 

accomodate the preferences of decision-makers to varying risk 

attitudes. 

5.5 Selection Strategies and the Man- Deter=inistic Model 

K=ietowicz & Pearman (1981, pl05) have considered three models for 

decision-making with multiple criteria. These models cover situations 

of uncertainty, risk and "incomplete knowledge" (where criteria can be 

ranked only). 

Ilthough they acknowledge that it may ultimately be possible to develop 

a strategy for handling simultaneously the twin problems of uncertainty 

and multiple criteria, "current practice is nowhere near this point". 

Four approaches encountered in the construction literature are 

concerned exclusively with the second model where a cardinal scale is 

used to assess the relative importance of different criteria. The-first 

two of these approaches, by Hillebrandt (1974, chl3) and Benjamin (1969) 

attempts to evaluate preferences directly from the decision-maker, 

based an Shackle's (1952) degree of potenti--w-I surprise in the former 

and utility theory in the latter. The two other approaches. by Fellows 

& Langford (1980) and Ibbs & Crandall (1982) -use a multi-attribute 

utility function. 

5.5.1 Study 1 (Hillebrandt, 1974, chl3) 

Hillebrandt's approach is to first construct an index of potential 

surprise of a specified profit/loss outcome for a specified bid value. 

The next step is to identify the prof it and loss outcome an the 

potential surprise index which will generate the greatest stimulus to 

the decision-maker. These outcomes, called standardised f ocus gain and 

standardised focus loss are then evaluated an a gambler indifference 

map to ascertain the ultimate focus gain. Ultimate focus gains are 
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found for all possible bid values and the bid value associated with the 

maximum ultimate focus gain is adjudged to be the best decision. 

Af urther development proposed by Hillebrandt is to allow for 

competitive aspects of the problem by plotting the ultimate focus gains 

and the degree of potential surprise of obtaining the contract 

associated with each bid value on a bidding indifference map. 

Although seemingly complicated, Hillebrandt's approach is simply a 
fcrmalised intuitive procedure. In accomodating a whole range of 

subjective judgements, the approach represents an ad=irable attempt to 

avoid =any of the criticisms normally levelled at bidding decision 

aids. The benefits of this form of analysis are suggested by 

Hillebrandt as being "... helpful for understanding the re--scns for 

decisions an tender prices; in locating the reasons fc-. difference of 

opinion between persons sharing the entrepreneurial functicz within 

cantracting firms; in assessing how the bidding thecry based on the 

probability approach can help in tendering decisions; and hence, 

altogether, in making the process of tender decisions more logical and 

efficient" (Hillebrandt, 1974, pl7g). 

5.5.2 Study 2 (Benjamin, 1969) ý 

Benjamin identifies three aspects of the selection strategy prcblem (a) 

a probability distribution to express the relaticn-shiP between the cost 

esti=ate and the actual monetary cost of performing the work. (b) a 

non-linear utility function which scales the decision-=aker's preference 
for different amounts of money and (c) a means of assessing the 

probability of obtaining the project with different bid amounts. 

In deriving the probability distribution of the cost estimate, it is 

proposed that such factors as sub-contractors' bids, materials 

. availability and costs, labour availability and productivity, methods of 

performing the work, season in which the work is done, location of job, 

type of building or type of construction and supervisory capacity are 

taken into account. 
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The utility function 11... transforms the monetary value of the outcome 

to a different scale which satisfies the decision- maker's ordering of 

preferences for different amounts of profit or loss with a given bid". 

Further work by Villenbrock (1972) has developed the work into a 

sophisticated technique. 

In estimating the probability of obtaining the project the 

characteristics of the project and the "bidding environment" are 

considered. 

5.5.3 Study 3 (Fellows & Langford, 1980) 

The value on the f ive criteria speed, accuracy, cost, client and 

benefits are assessed by the decision-maker. The aggregated outcome 

evaluations, -together with the probability of each outcome are then 

analysed by means of a decision tree. Sensitivity analysis is 

recommended to assist in identifying the best decision route. 

5.5.4 Study 4 (Ibbs & Crandall, 1982) 

The - values of the three criteria profit return, project size and 

's" are assumed to be derived by "conventional "regulatory aspect 

procedures". 

Estimating scalar values f or the pref e-rence function is suggested to be 

an often "imprecise task". For a decision problem such as the search 

for new business markets, the American authors recommend sources such 

as 'Dun & Bradstreet' statistics as providing some relative indication 

of possible expected profit margins. Various government agencies and 

owner's representatives may supply future bidding volume and project 

size information. In the final analysis, though, the authors maintain 

that it is the 11... decision-maker who, with the assistance of the 

decision-analyst, must make these estimates". 

In their example, the mean estimated scalar value and the estimated 

standard deviation about that mean is assumed. A sensitivity analysis 

of the decision alternative is then conducted by a Monte Carlo 

simulation procedure for one hundred iterations. 
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5.5.5 Conclusions 

Of the f our selected published accounts of non-deterministic approaches 
to the construction project selection problem with several criteria, the 
first, by Hillebrandt, relies entirely an the decision =aker's judge=ent. 

Benjamin's approach estimates the monetary effect of a decision based 

on some knowledge of the probability distributions of estimated/actual 
costs and 'our' bid/competitors' bids. These probability, distributions 

are suggested to be obtained as far as possible by objective analysis. 
The estimated value of the preference functicn is derived from some 
non-linear function of the estimated monetary value of the project. 

Fellows & Langford and Ibbs & Cra=dall both esz=lante values of 
individual criteria by relying mainly cm the decision maker's judge=ent. 

Sensitivity tests are recommended to test the reliability Of Outcome 

evaluations. 

The additional difficulties associated with the multiple criteria 
project selection problem in the non-deter=inistic =odel are in the 

reliable assessment of criteria values. Whilst an assessment by 

empirical means would seem desirable, the frequent recourse to the 
decision-maker's judgement in these assessments prompt's the view 

expressed by Hillebrandt (1974, pl84) that "... most of the factors are 

so varied and qualitative that it seems better to use judgement for 

quite wide groups of variables together". 

5.6 Dynamical Aspects 

The effects of imperfect knowledge are essentially two-fold. One 

factor is that uncertainties in the immediate decision environment 
introduce the necessity to consider more indirect influences, 

particularly in the project generating . 2nvironment. These indirect 

influences also result in considerations of other aspects including 

organisation and control together with marketing decisions. In terms 

of the sequential machine approach discussed in Chapter 4, this would 

suggest a revised model along the lines of Fig 5.4 Here the project 
decision machine envisaged as being one of several such decision 

machines including an organisation and marketing decision machine all 
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causally related to the project generating machine and the outcome 
machine. The project generating machine consists of a set of four 
internal 'states', economic, governmental,. societal and technological, 

which are determined by exageneous variables such as government 

ministerial policy decisions, changing international economic 

conditions, shifts in societal attitudes and general technological 

developments, generally influencing, the demand for construction work. 
Other determinants of ýthe project - generating machine states emanate 

endogenously from the outcome machine in what may loosly be termed as 

marketing inputs. The outputs of the project generating - machine 
determine the frequency and characteristics of project opportunities 
fc-. input into the project decision machine. The project decision 

machine output in the non-deter=inistic situation consists not only of 
the dichotomous project selection variable, but also of other features 

which may determine project acquisition, such as the price and contract 
duration offered. - The result of the project decision, together with 

such exogenous factors as societal aspirations, interest and inflation 

rates. forms an input into the outcome machine affecting its three 

states of people, money and property. The connection between the 

outcc=e machine and the project generating machine forms the dynamical 

link in the system and the control link (shown dotted) suggests a 

means by which the decision machine can be automated to respond in a 

rational manner to changes in outcome states. 

The second factor turns an the predictive difficulties associated with 

the system components. The five general characteristics of each 

machine, inputs, outputs, internal states, state transition and output 
functions, have some degree of unpredictability, usually extremely high. 

The way in which environmental changes affect project opportunities is 

largely unpredictable and little appears to be known of the effect of 

project characteristics an the state of personal wellbeing. Perhaps the 

most knowledge that is available concerns the effect of project 

characteristics an monetary outcomes, although, as discussed in this 

Chapter, there is still a considerable degree of uncertainty involved. 

These predictive difficulties are further exacerbated by the need to 

forecast future events, preferably over a period of several Years. 

The situation is, however, not entirely hopeless. One of the great 

contributions of J. von Neumann (1969) is to have proved the fact that 

a predictable system can be built from unpredicatable parts. An 
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outstanding example of this is Bennett & Fine's (1950) construction 

project simulator (CPS) which, by repeated simulation of a stochastic 

construction process model containing many highly varying elements, 

generates fairly stable probability distributions of project cost and 

duration. The CPS typifies what Gottinger (1983) has termed dynamic 

systems of "intermediate complexity". Gottinger outlines four points an 

which he would like to see-camputer models developed in order to cope 

successfully with systems of "intermediate complexity". Firstly, the 

model should be aimed at achieving improvements rather than optimality. 

Secondly, sensitivity analysis should be prefer-red to formal statistical 

hypotheses testing. Thirdly, the computer model should consist of an 

interaction betweeea hu=an beinggs and machines, And, finally, the 

system should be interrated as far as possible with other similar such 

s7ste=s. 

These 'points' coincide well with the work described in the last section 

in prescribing a Judgement-related system with a facility to observe 

the effect of e--. crQ by means of sensitivity analyses. The 

i=prove=ent-related, approach has already been proposed in Chapter 2, 

Fig. 2.1, where options are evaluated consecutively for improvements. 

Relationships with other syste=s has already been considered, and. these 

other systems have been introduced in Fig. 5.4 as other decision 

machines, the crganisational and marketing machines being seen as 

particularly relevant. Computer simulation, an essential ingredient in 

systems of intermediate complexity, also aligns with the need to 

anticipate changes in the envirca ment in contingency planning or other 
'scenario' type approaches to flexible management. 



CHAPTER 6 

The project decision system 
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6 THE PROJECT DECISIOR SYSTEM 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter completes the specification of the project decision system 
by defining the various options available to the decision-maker. Some 

means are discussed whereby the system can be utilised in the search 
for decisions which will best enhance the outcome environment. Further 

references are made to the construction literature to deter=ine 

possible appropriate search methodologies by means of deC4 . Sicn rules 
and strategies. The chapter concludes with a final proposal for a 
project decision system with an indication of sc=e devices necessary 
for its practical operation. 

6.2 Decision Options 

The decision options considered in this section are restricted to the 

set of outputs associated with the project decision machine shown in 
Fig 5.4. Options that are associated directly with organisational and 
control decisions, marketing decisions etc are outside the scope. of 
this thesis. These other decisions, ' however, interact with the project 
decision and references will be made where the interaction occurs. 

Ansoff (1965) recommends five possible alternative courses of action in 

project screening: reject the project; provisionally accept the project; 

add it to the reserve list of approved projects; remove a project from 

the reserve list and replace it with the same project; and remove an 

active project, discontinue it and provisionally accept the present 

project (Ansoff, 1965, pl83). As contractual issues prevent the practical 
implementation of any of these alternatives once the construction 

organisation is formally employed by the client, the relevance of these 

options will be restricted to the pre--ýqontract period and, in 

particular, the tendering (bidding) period. 

The limited amount of time available for bidding limits the use of 

reserve lists to a minimum, the usual options being restricted to 

acceptance or rejection of the project. Harris & McCaffer (1983) 

suggest that this decision to bid must be made at three possible points 
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in the bidding process: during the pre-selection stage, if a pre- 

selection process is being used; after receiving all the contract 
documents; and, after the cost estimate has been prepared. 

The decision that the project is not required generates two options, 

not to bid or to bid with a 'cover' price. The decision 
-that 

the 

project is required generates several options , including alternative 

price levels and what Simmands (1968) terms "non-price featuresm such 

as quality, contract duraction and design facilities (Clark & 

Lorenzani, 1985). The break-down of price also creates options for 

front loading (South, 1979; Diekmann et al, 1982) to enhance cash flow. 

Further options are theoretically available in the combinations of 

price, ncn-price features and loadings. 

6.3 Selection of 'Best' Options 

The basic decision model proposed in Fig. 2.1 involves the sequential 

identification, evaluation and comparison of decision options as a 

means of locating the 'best' option. In terms of the project decision 

system, this would entail the evaluation of various bid levels, non- 

price features and loading arrangements, and all combinations of these, 

for a sequence of project opportunities over a suitable period (about 

1% years). The uncertainties in the system environment imply that the 

frequency and nature of project opportunities, changes in the outcome 

environment and exogenous - variables together with their 

interrelationships are not known very well. 

One approach to finding the best set of options in these circumstances 

would be to evaluate every conceivable combination of options and 

events. There are, however, clearly extremely severe computational 
difficulties in this approach. An alternative procedure is to confine 
the process in some way to a reduced set of alternatives. This 

approach effectively introduces a further decision into the system ie. 

which option or set of options to evaluate next. This decision is 

termed here the option identification decision (OID) and a procedure 

for determining the option identification decision is termed an option 

identification decision rule (OIDR). 
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The literature reveals many (non-random) OIDR's, often of a qualitative 

nature, that are applied by construction project decision makers. In 

almost every case the options considered are whether the project is 

wanted and, if so, the level at which to bid. The next section 

examines the nature of the OIDR's commonly employed. 

6.4 Option Identification Decision Rules 

The magnitude of a decision, it has been said, "... will normally be 

Judged in terms of resource commitment its implementation will require 

and the risk factors associated with this commitment in relation to the 

expected outcome" (Cusack, 19 8 l, p2 4). The substantial effect of project 
decisions an resources together with the associated high levels of risk 

and uncertainty known to exist, indicate that the project decision is of 

paramount importance. The guidelines for making such decisions are 
determined by the organisation's business policy. Business policy 

statements are of the type "When faced with a situation of the type X, 

always choose course of action A, rather than B or C ... 11 

(Kempner, 1971, p62), and as such would seem to be eminently suitable 

potential OIDR's. The rather subjective manner in which policies are 

f ormulated "... as a result of moral, political, aesthetic or personal 

considerations rather than as a result of logical and scientific 

analysis" (Kempner, 1971, p63) and their influence in the project 

evaluation and selection process in determining the choice amongst 

multiple criteria strengthens this view. 

Policies are normally devised to coincide with the Managing Director's 

objectives (Lansley et al, 1979, Appendix E, pll-13), the board of 
directors and senior management (Cusack, 198 1, p39) or in consultation 

within a group of companies (South, 1979). 

Business strategies appear to perform a similar role to policies. 
Strategies have been defined as "broad policies" (Bahrami, l98l. vo12, p5) 

describing "patterns of decisions" (Andrews, 1980) resulting from or 

enabling the "continows process of making entrepreneurial decisions" 

(Drucker, 1959). The distinction between strategies and policies, on 

this basis, is not very clear and, indeed, some *considerable confusion" 

is known to exist (Kempner, 1971, p63). It has been said that "... policy 

decisions refer more often to the character and nature that the company 
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wishes to adopt, while strategy refers to the means to be employed in 
bringing about these desired characteristics" (Kempner, 1971, p63). This 

suggests that, in terms of' the project decision, system, the view on 
what constitutes the most desirable states in the outcome machine is 
determined by policy whilst the Anternal mechanics of the decision 

machine which generate these states is determined by strategy. In 

other words, the OIDR's are determined by strategy and the 'best' set of 
OIDR's are determined by an 'optimal' strategy. 

The high level of uncertainty surrounding the project decision problem 
has an important effect cn strategies and policies (Frazer, 1981), 

mainly due to predict tion difficulties Genes & Diepeveen, 1985). 

Uncertainties can occur excFenously by changes in the levels of demand, 

for instance, amd e=dagemcusly by the results of the decision 

mechanism. The =cmbin-itýrn of these situations is considered here in 

'crs and strategies. terms of high/low risk excz-ous fact 

6.5 Low Risk Exagenous Factors and Strategies 

Harding (1985) has identified two types of low risk exagenous sets of 
factors, the placid, randcmised environment and the placid clustered 

environment. Low risk st: tegies in the placid randomised environment 
Ang" (Peters & Waterman, 1982) in are essentially "stick with the knit. 

th attention mainly focused on the -eristics wit terms of project charact 

outcome environment especially in terms of production (Lansley et 

al, 1981) and backward integration CKcss, 1981). Typical objectives in 

these situations are to "... achieve target profits and monetary return" 
Giss, 1965) and limited or selected growth (Fellows et al, 1983; 

Barnard, 1981; Porter, 19 8 O, pxvii) with some preference for growth 
(Fellows et al, 1983). The emphasis is on the correspondence between 

projects and resources, which Mass terms the focusing effect 
(Moss, 1981) resulting in responses to project opportunities limited and 
influenced by the size of the company (Jarman, 1978; Lansley et 

al, 1979, pt3, p2). This simple response mechanism, termed "operational" 

(Lansley et al, 1979, pt3, p2) or "tactical" (Harding, 1975, p2 16) can 

influence the type of work chosen (South, 1979), although smaller 

builders appear to be less affected (Jarman, 1978). 
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The focusing effect has been observed in most construction organisation 
strategies. South's examination of 23 construction companies, between 

, 
1970 and 1976, found "little -effort Ao change markets" except from 

public to private housebuilding (South, 1979). Most companies had 
limits on work types, geographical range from head office and value 
ranges of work. In comparing differing sized construction companies, 
Jarman concluded that large companies 11... do not tackle business 

ventures with little knowledge or expertise" (Jarman, 1978, p 17 1). Medium 

sized companies 0... usually concentrated in one area, both spatially and 
by product" (Jarman, 19 78, p 165). Small companies speclall ed in 

maintenance and repairs which the large companies generally avoided 
unless as a rolling programme. House builders, on the other hand, 

could do "... any type of job within reason, local authority housing ... 
S. nm II industrial units ... being specified alte=zatives* 
(Jar=an, 1978, pl63). 

Outcome oriented strategies are essentially concerned with the need f cr 

work reflected in the level of utilisation of resources. Low risk 

st-rategies recognise limitations in capability and capacity, 

concentrating an the availability of resources by means at capability 

profiles (Fellows et al, 1983, plS) for instance. Project work load has 

been found to be the single most important factor in deter=ining the 

bidding decision (Mannerings, 1970) affecting the crganisatiam's ability 
to tender and resulting in the decision to return a tender, reduce 
margins or be more selective in projects (Scuth, 1979). 

The availability of personnel has been found to be a major factor 

affecting the bidding decision (Niss, 1965), one reason being due to the 

policy of keeping the work force together (liss, 1965). Plant and 

skilled operative constraints are said to exist (Cusack, 1981), craft 

shortages occuring because of redeployment difficulties caused by 

barriers to entry between crafts (Burton, 1972). Utilisation of 

equipment is one objective of construction companies (Hiss, 1965) and 

materials availability has been found to affect the bidding decision as 
it can influence the contract duration and thus the level of project 

overheads (South, 1979). Low risk monetary oriented strategies include 

minimising capital usage (Rajab, 1981) or utilising available capital 

sufficiently to avoid financial over-extension (Park, 197 1, p24.4), an 

essential constraint being that the project must generate sufficient 

profit to cover overheads (Humphreys, 1977). 
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Harding's second type of low risk exogenous factors, the placid 

clustered environment, implies the existence of some predictable 

movements in the project generating environment which can be exploited 
by the organisation. Such identifiable trends can lead to low risk 
demand related pricing strategies (South, 1979) based an f orecasts of 
future project opportunities and levels of competition (South, 1979). 

Medium sized organisations for instance, being more susceptible to 

down-turns in demand (Jarman, 1978), may respond by increasing 

specialisation (Jarman, 1978) or competitive advantage. A more coherent 

market oriented strategy can be adopted to enhance company, i=age and 

reputation and, to some extent, influence demand by adopting, a passive 

attitude an claims (Harris & McCaffer, 1983, pl8l), co-operating with 

clients in improving the design and contract (H--rris & 

McCaffer, 1983, pl82) and generally increasing client satisfaction 
(Rajab, 1981; Peters & Waterman, 1982). 

Low risk responses to change in demand imply that output trends will 
be a delayed and smoothed version of demand trends. Evidence of this 

lagged and damped effect (South, 1979) suggest that low risk exogencus 
factors and strategies typify the construction industry. 

6.6 High Risk Exogenous Factors and Strategies 

High risk exogenous factors are associated with Harding's (1985) 

disturbed reactive environment and Ansoff's (1979) turbulent fields. 

Turbulent fields imply a gross increase in relo-VYe.. uncertainty where 

effects are amplified and become unpredictable; where there is little 

relationship between a decision, its resulting effects and the next 

decision to be made; and where the future appears to be disjointed and 

discontinuous (Harding, 1985, p220). There are, fortunately, few examples 

of turbulent environments in the practice of construction 

(Harding, 1985, p22 0), the construction environment being foupd to be 

mmoderately uncertain" (Brown, 1974) and not significantly disruptive "... 

other than through the inflationary mechanism" (Faster, 1974). 

Turbulence, however, can be induced if the organisational structure is 

inappropriate to the demands placed on it, or if the quality of 

management declines (Harding, 19 85, p22 0). Low risk strategies of the 

kind outlined in the previous section can have similar effects. 
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Swift change in demand can cause "overheating" in the industry. With 

low risk strategies 11... the various parts of the [construction] industry 

cannot increase or decrease output as quickly as orders. But when 

orders increase too rapidly, the industry becomes overheated and 

contractors spread work forward and vice ve. rza when demand is 

inadequate" (Campbell et al, 1974, pl7). The results of such overheating 

or inadequate demand can be observed by such indicators as the ratio 

of -vacancies to unemployed, level of brick stocks, the rate of increase 

of earnings and bid prices in construction c=pared with other 

industries, architect's new commissions, and bankruptcies in the 

industry (Campbell et al, 1974). 

Perseverance with low risk strategies in high risk environments can 

have undesirable consequences in the form of defensive take-overs 

(Jarman, 1978) or liquidation (Lansley et al, 1980; Taz--=, l978>. There 

are difficulties, however, despite this knowledge, in changing 

strategies to accomodate fluctuations in demand because of commitment 

to the focusing effect (South, 1979) and Seneral, resistance to change 

(Lansley et al, 1979). The project decisicn model implies that 

commitment to the focusin. 5 effect is inappropriate except as one 

means of identifying plausible options. The crganisation and 

management of change is considered to be a function of the 

organisation machine (Fig. 5.4). 

The high risk environment has a twof old ef fect on the organisation. 

The fluctuating and unpredictable changes in demand represent increased 

and varied opportunities and threats. Successful low risk strategies 

are associated with avoiding threats and ccnce=trating an survival 

(see, for instance, Fellows et al, 1983, pI88; Hillebrandt, 1974, p8g, pU; 

Woodward, 1975, pI70; Harrison, 1982), whilst high risk strategies attempt 

to exploit opportunities as a means of further growth (see, for 

instance, Lansley et al, 1979, pt3, p86; Niss, 1965; Fellows et al, 1983, pl88; 

Rajab, 1981). The former strategies can lead to controlled regression 

(Benes & Diepeveen, 1985), decline (Fellows et al, 1983, p32), the desire 

for stability (Niss, 1965; Rajab, 1981) or a constant volume of work 

(Niss, 1965). Growth strategies lead to the desire to progress and 

expand (Niss, 1965, p92 ) by increasing the level of operations 

(Woodward, 1975, pI70), size and turnover (Fellows et al, 1983, pl88). 
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In high risk environments, both low and high risk strategies require a 
certain 'fleetness of foot' regarding market orientation. Low risk 
strategies are essentially passive in that attempts to influence project 
generation are kept to a minimum except in times of need. The accent 
is an market specialism until circumstances dictate otherwise. 
Stability strategies (Lans ley, 1979, pt3, p87), emphasis on quality of 
product (Rajab, 1981; Niss, 1965), strategies to keep out competitors 
(Woodward, 1970) and maintain 'or, -increase market share (Foster, 1974; 

Cusack, 1981; Fellows et al, 1983, pl88) are typical. Entry into new 

markets, when necessary, can present difficulties, however, depending an 
the costs of starting up and the chances of obtaining more work in 

that market (Foster, 1974). One approach to this difficulty is the Ufoot 

in the door" strategy (Foster, 1974) involving a gradual transition 

between markets. Information an new markets is clearly a vital factcr. 

The main emphasis with low risk strategies in high risk environments, 
however, is in the outcome environment. The chances of survival can be 

improved by increased productivity (Harris & McCaffer, 1983, pl57; 
Cusack, 1981; Clark & Lorenzoni, 1985, p55, pp64-72) by better and more 
flexible use of resources through subcontracting (Foster, 1974) or 

redeployment of workmen (Cusack, 1981), for instance, to increase 

efficiency and minimise costs (Niss, 1965). Increased flexibility has 

been f ound in at least two cases, plant and staf f work load, to 

minimise the impact of resource levels on the bidding decision 

(South, 1979). 

High risk strategies, under the definition implied here, are associated 

with aggressive market oriented behaviour. It has been suggested that 

priority to market related objectives is essential for the modern 

company Mansley et al, 1980). Such forward integration strategies 
(Moss, 1981) include expansion and diversification (Dressel, 1965, pl4; 

Fellows et al, 1983, p26) developing merger potential (Fellows et 

al, 1983, p4g) and growth through acquisition (Lansley et al, 1979, pt3, p78)- 
Grinyer (1972) has postulated the incremental nature of strategic 
development in diagrammatic form, from existing expansion and 

diversification to conglomerate diversification (Fig. 6.1). Strategic 

developments on this scale demand close integration of bidding, 

organisational and marketing activities in order to be successful. 

Newcombe (1976), for instance, found incompatibilities between 

organisational and marketing strategies can have a terminal effect an 
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Fig 6.1 Alternative strategies 

Existing services New-but related Yew and largely 
type of services, type unrelated 
construction, or of construction products 
product or product 

Existing clients Existing Expansion Expansion 
in same strategy 
geographic area 

Existing clients T Expansion T Expansion Diversification 
in new 
geographic area 

New clients Expansion Diversificat on Conglomerate 
in same diversification 
geographic area 

New clients Expansion Diversification Conglomerate 
in new diversification 
geographic area 

"Construction firms are normally well advised to explore strategic 
alternatives in the sequence indicated by the arrows". 

Source: Grinyer (1972, pg, Figl) 
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the organisation. Organisational flexibility is needed to prevent 
incompatibility occuiring (Lansley et al, 1979, ptl, pl5). 

High risk strategies continually seek new f ields of endeavour 
(Moore, 1984, p2O) and attempt to create their own demand (Sidwell, 1984). 
Such objectives necessarily imply the existence of good environmental 
information and active marketing together with appropriate management 

and co-operation of those involved in the decision environment to 

overcome long run limitations of size, organisation and markets 
(Mos. 3,1981). 

6.7 Conclusi=s 

The previous examination of the to-cal projec-r, decision problem reveals 
the need to assess multiple canflie-ting criteria under dynamic and 

uncertain conditions. The appropriate decision is selected by 

evaluation and comparisons of apt: L=s over time. The options to be 

evaluated include the decision of whether or not the project is wanted 

and, if it is wanted, the level of price to offer. Options occur due to 

the presence of project opportunities generated by the general demand 

for construction together with the marketing efforts associated, with 

prpvious decisions. The result of the project decision is to influence 

changes in the outcome envircn=ent. The uncertain nature of all 

aspects of the decision problem, and particularly those important 

factors which lie in the future, indicates that values and strengths of 

relationships will need to be estimated. The combined complexities and 

uncertainties of the problem suggest that some simulation model may be 

most appropriate, allowing the implicatica of inaccurate estimates to 

be examined. Fig. 5.4 proposes a schematic system of the project 
decision incorporating major aspects of the problem in terms of project 

generating, project decision and outcome machines. A schemata for the 

project decision machine is shown in Fig 6.2 incorporating a means of 
determining future events by simulation. 

The project decision machine contains an option generator and 

evaluator/comparator. The option generator is activated by incoming 

project opportunities and construction demands together with details of 

the outcome states. Human input is available through the 'people' 
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outcome state., The option generator contains option identification 

rules (strategies) whilst the evaluator/camparator contains rules for 

comparing multiple -criteria (policies). The simulator is a small scale 

model of the project decision model, designed to simulate future 

environments and decisions. The project decision machine contained in 

the simulator has exactly the same configuration as the project 
decision machine illustrated in Fig. 5.4. The project decision machine 

operates, therefore, in a recursive manner, each decision machine 

containing a nested version of itself. The satisfaction of some 
termination criterion results in the output of t! ie currently 'best, 

decision. Decision reliability is estimated by some form of sensitivity 

analysis. 

A typical medium term decision hcri== far a medium sized construction 

arganisation would see= to be about 1%6 years, during which time the 

organisatian will typically receive about 75 project opportunities. An 

exhaustive search of all possible options will certainly present some 

serious problems for a sub spe-ed-of-lightcomputer, even when the 

oDtions are restricted to two, to bid or not to bid for each 

opportunity. The number of iterations in this case are 27r- which, even 

assuming an extremely fast 1 nanosecond per iteration, will still take 

almost 1.2 million years of computer time! A method of limited search 

is clearly necessary. 

Searching problems occur in expert systems, problem solvers and robot 

controllers, where the search is for operations that transform the 

current state into a state that =eets some desired criteria. 

Sowa (1984) has identified seven Ncertain features" of searching 

problems of this nature: 

"Deptb. Every search is characterized by a depth n, which 
is the number of steps from start to finish. If a problem 
has no solution, n may be infinite. If a problem has 
multiple solutions, n_pay vary for different search paths. 

Branching Factor. At each step in the search there may be 
many possible ways to proceed. The branching factor k is 
the number of options at each step. 

Direction. A search may be data-directed when it goes 
forward from the original data, it may be goal-directed 
when it starts at the goal and goes backward, or it may be 
bi-directional when it does some searching from both ends. 
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Scheduling. A breadtb-first search proceeds along all 
options in parallel, and a depth-first search takes one 
option at each step, until it reaches either a goal or a 
dead end then backs up to take a previously untried 
option. A best-fIrst search keeps an agenda of options to 
try, and uses an evaluation function to choose the most 
promising one at each step. 

Pruning. An exhaustive search tests all possibilities, 
and pruning eliminates the unlikely ones. In forward 
pruning some of the options are rejected before any 
searching is done. In backward pruning information gained 
while searching one branch is used to select or reject 
alternatives on other branches. The a1pba-beta algcrit2= 
is a common form of backward pruning for searching S-r 
trees. 

Te. rminatlcn. To determine when a goal is reached there 
must be some criterion for testing whether the current 
state is the end. For some searches the criterion is the 
binary, choice ... for other searches there is a measure of 
goodness for each state, and the criterion is either to 
find the best state or find one that exceeds a certain 
threshold. 

Heuristics. A systematic guessing strategy can guide or 
speed up a search. Heuristics may select the best option 
to try, reducing the branching factor by pruning options 
or test the current state against the termination 
criteria". 

(Scwa, 1984, pl98) . 

Strategies for controlling complexity include the introduction of 

constraints to eliminate redundant or dead-end files; shallow searches; 

special cases; generate and test plausible solutions; large knowledge 

bases; and special hardware (Sawa, 1984). Various systems combine these 

strategies. The chess computer, Belle, which has reached master level 

in competition with human players, uses the alpha-beta algorithm to 

prune options, an arbitrary cut-off to limit the search, special cases 
for forcing sequences, heuristics for ordering the search and 

evaluating positions, a knowledge base of opening moves derived from 

grand master practice and parallel hardware for generating legal moves 

and computing the value of a position (Condon & Thompson, 1982). 

Many of these devices are also applicable to the project selection 
problem: 
1. The problem is likely to have multiple solutions, especially after 

sensitivity testing, so n may vary depending on, the search path. 
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2. The branching factor k is potentially very large, even infinite, 
if all real 'numbers are considered for the set of potential bids. 
Sensitivity testing, however, is unlikely to indicate that prices within 
the range ±va% or greater will be sufficient. 

3. The project decision model represented in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 6.2 

implies the use of a data directed search, no specific goal other than 

an 'improvement' in outcome state being defined. it is possible, 
however, that some abitrary goal such as target profit or turnover may 
be found desirable in which case a goal directed or bid directed search 

could be used. 

4. A breadth f irst search could be used to secure short-term 

solutions say the best bid to make f or the current opportunity 
irrespective of future opportunities. Sensitivity tests may well reveal 
that increasing uncertainties of future events reduce their impact on 

current decisions. The various strategies outlined in this Chapter 

indicate possible heuristic evaluation functions for the best first 

search. The indications are that a consistent "stick with the knitting" 

market strategy combined with a resource utilisation strategy would 

suffice unless faced with undue changes in demand in which case a 
broader search may be more appropriate. 

5. Forward pruning could be utilised to remove obvious opportunities 

that are well outside the organisation's area of expertise. Backward 

pruning is a possibility where the selection of several contiguous 

projects is patently linked to create work load or cash flow overload. 

The alpha-beta algorithm has a potential application in bidding by 

enabling some pruning to be made based an the likely actions of 

competitors leading to a rapid decision not to bid against a leading 

competitor for instance. 

6. The incremental approach proposed by the model implies that 

lines of option search are improving the results. A termination 

procedure might be adopted, for instance, based an a non-improvement 

heuristic resulting perhaps in an entirely different search strategy. 

7. One constraint is immediately apparent - there will be a limit 

below which certain resources cannot fall. Monetary resources, for 

example, will have a minimum level. A minimum resource constraint may 
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also be necessary an a continuous basis. A certain sequence of 

projects could easily generate this state. Sensitivity tests may well 

reveal the possibility of constraint violation for most combinations of 

projects. 



CHAPM 7 

Statistical =odels 
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7 STATISTICAL MODELS 

7.1 Introduction 

The previous Chapter introduced some ideas to ease the computational 
burden of the project decision problem mainij centering on possible 

search heuristics for 'best' decisions. This chapter examines another 

possibility, the use of statistical models, as a means of reducing some 

aspects of the problem at least to manageable proportions. 

7.2 Uncertainty, Risk and Probability 

It is clear from the preceding Chapters that uncertainties and risks 

are likely to be major aspects of the project decision problem. One 

approach to dealing with these aspects, sensitivity analysis, has 

already been discussed. Sensitivity analyses, however, exist in many 
forms although all such techniques are essentially concerned with 
investigating the effects of uncertainty by inducing peturbatiornsin the 

data. It is important, therefore, as Bacarreza (1973, pl29) observes U ... 
to develop techniques that will permit representation of, the 

uncertainties ... as accurately as possible". A popular technique for 

representing uncertainty is by a statistical model in which some 

variable aspects of the problem are modelled as random events. 
Heisenberg's "uncertainty principle" is an obvious example. The 

advantage of this approach is that the assumption of purely random 

events implies a special kind of stability, indeed, as Pierce (1980) 

asserts, "... nothing could be imagined to be more systematic". A 

further advantage is that the statistical approach, enables a 

potentially substantial amount of theoretical knowledge to be applied 

to the problem. 

There are, unfortunately, few events - (if any) which occur in the 

prototype which will be truly random in the statistical sense,, as there 

are equally few events that are truly deterministic. The best that can 

be expected, therefore, is a statistical model which will 'reasonably, 

map some aspect of the prototype. The 'reasonableness' of the mapping 

is to be Judged by the consequent performance of the decision system, 

and not necessarily the degree with which the model 'fits' the 
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prototype. This will, of course, depend an the 'robustness' of the 

system in the same sense that statistical tests for means (robust) 

are less reliant on the assumption of the 'Normal' distribution than 
tests for variance (non-robust). 

The f irst task, however, is to identify those aspects of the system 
likely to be amenable to statistical modelling and the type of model 
which may be most appropriate. The remainder of this Chapter, 

therefore, contains an examination of the literature relating to the 

statistical nature of variables contained in the project decision model 

outlined in the previous Chapters. 

7.3 Construction Demand and Project Characteristics 

Most mcdellers consider total demand to be infinite (Atkins, 1975) and 
that project opportunities occur in an infinite (Oren & Rothkopf, 1975) 

or unending sequence (Agnew, 1972). Benson (1970) assumes the number 

of opportunitities occuring in a given time interval is known or 

estimated from previous experience without reference to any frequency 

distribution. Hossein's (1977) empirical analysis of 106 projects, 
however, found the frequency distribution of the size of project 

opportunities to be Exponential as adjudged by the chi-square test at 
the 99% confidence level. 

Ortega-Reichert (1968) suggested the work content of the project to be 

a random variable. This approach has been developed by Morrison & 

Stevens (1980) in a simulation study involving the random generation 

of such constructional features as gross floor area. number of storeYs, 

column centres, building plan, the occurence and size of basements and 
types of roofs. Project opportunities were, in this case, generated 

randomly from a distribution based an the total industry turnover 

target, average project size and duration. 

Models representing the number of competitors bidding for a given 

project start with Friedman (1956) who suggested a Poisson distribution 

to be appropriate, an assumption subsequently adopted, but not tested, 

by Hossein (1977), for instance. Friedman also suggested several 

methods of estimating the 'average' number of bidders. "In many cases 

there is information available to a company about the intentions of its 
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competitors. , This information - combined with the experience of the 

executives of the company may give a good estimate of the number of 
bidders" , (Friedman, 1956, p 109), an approach reiterated by Rubey & Milner, 

(1966) with particular reference to the type and size of the project 
involved. 

A further approach considered by Friedman, based on an assumed 

relationship between project size and the number of bidders, was to 

regress the number of bidders against the company's cost estimates an 

previous bids. Such a regression has been applied by Wade & Harris's 

(1976) analysis of 136 bid tabulations from three small to medium 

sized general construction contractors located and working in Ann 

Arbor, Michegan, indicating that a logarithmic relationship between the 

number of bidders and project value. 

A similar analysis has been conducted by Gates (1967), however, but 

with very poor predictive results. Sugrue's (1977) analysis confirmed 
this by finding no significant relationships between project size, 

number of bidders, number of suppliers -and sub-contractors involved. 

Park (1966) has suggested that a non-linear relationship may exist but 

no evidence has been found to adequately support this notion. 
Skitmore's (1981) analysis of bidding data indicated a relationship 

between the number of bidders and market conditions, although no model 

was developed. Such lack of predictive models has led researchers to 

conduct simulation studies based an a randomised number of bidders 

(Rickwood, 1972). 

The identities of competitors vary, according to Benjamin (1969), with 

the type and size of project, the client and the location. Some 

evidence was found in support of this in "... the records of the 

contractor who provided data for this study". However, Morin & 

Clough's (1969) "... inspection of real world data ... showed that 

different competitors were met on different classes of work", the 

extent of such differences though, were not revealed. Wade & Harris 

(1976) have suggested that the identities of the various individual and 

combinations of competitors can be treated probabilistically whilst 

Shaffer & Micheau (1971, pll6) briefly mention a predictive technique 

termed the multidistribution model (MD) which "... represents the local 

structure of the construction industry, a structure which allows the 

contractor to predict with a high level of confidence who his 
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competitors will be an a specific project". The details of this model 
are apparently given in Casey & Shaffer (1964), a publication to'which 
this writer has been-unable-to gain access. 

Difficulties in predicting the identity of certain competitors, 
particularly those of whom the company has little or no knowledge, has 
led to the separate treatment of "strangers" and "key" competitors. 
These and other competitive aspects, however, are examined later in 
this chapter. 

7.4 The Out zcc=e Eavircnment 

Vhilst no evidence of probabilistic approaches to modelling human 
develc-,, =ezl% and aspirations was located, some considerable literature 

is available conce--minir the physical and particularly monetary aspects 

of the cutco=e environment. Monetary aspects are dependent an two 

major factcrs, the probability of acquiring the project and the 

probability of the cc--urance of certain monetary states conditional 

upon the project being acquired or lost. This latter factor is exa=ined 
first, on the assumption that the project will be acquired, in terms of 

expenditure (cost) and income probabilities. The probability of Project 

acquisition will be considered in the final section of this Chapter. 

7.4.1 Expenditure 

7.4.1.1 Cost and Estimated Cost Variables 

Although some models assume future project expenditure to be known 

with certainty (Agnew, 1972; Gates, 1960; Park, 1966; Broemser, 1968; 

Edelman, 1965; Morin & Clough, 1969, for instance) it is clear that this 
is far from the case in the prototype. Several attempts have been made 
to formulate the problem in a quantitative manner which allows 
treatment of the variation between expenditure and estimates. One 

approach adopts the concept of 'true' cost (Whittaker, 1970), sometimes 

expressed as God's cost (McCaffer, 1976a) or the Devil's cost 

(Fine, 1974). This is essentially that of Friedman's (1956) approach 

who takes the view that "... the true cost can only be known after the 
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job has been completed" and assumes that the distribution of the ratio 
W of the true cost to the estimated cost can be determined from the 

contractor's records, this ratio being "... . clearly a random variable" 
(Benjamin, 1972). As the estimate is often assumed to be "correct on 

average" (Capen et al, 1971), the population mean of this ratio is, 

therefore, unity with a dispersion, according to determinists, of zero 
(Casey & Shaffer, 1964). Weverberg (1978) also refers to the random 

variable 'S' as the ratio of real and estimated costs, where real costs 

are implied to equal true costs. 

A different perspective is provided by McCaffer (1976b) whose model is 

derived on the basis that *... different estimators will obviously 

assess the effects of factors on costs differently and hence a number 

of estimators are liable to produce a r-=ge &- lesti=ateddl costs". This 

suggests a probability distribution of es-ti=tes arcumd some mean. 

This mean has been te--=ed 'the likely C--s"-" (Cauwelaert & Heynig, 1979) 

and several simulation studies (Fine & E--ck=ar, 1970; '. Rickwood, 1972; 

Morrison & Stevens, 1980, for instance) have been ccmducted an this 

basis. The advantage of the likely cost approach is that each project 

cost estimate can be considered to be a random value drawn from a 

distribution of possible cost estimates unique to each project, whilst 

Friedman's approach implies one distribution to apply irrespective of 

non-random differences that may occur between projects. This, 

according to Benjamin (1969) is an important factor fcr, in his view, 

0... there is no single distribution of the ratio of true cost to 

estimated cost that applies to all jobs without regard to the 

characteristics of the job". Curtis & Maines (1973) have similar 

reservations regarding the Friedman approach. 

An alternative line has been adopted by Park (1966) who takes the view 

that the actual project costs are distributed about the estimated costs, 

this distribution being regarded by Vegara (1977) as symmetrical 

around estimated costs with actual costs being equal, on average, to 

estimated costs. This approach suggests that the estimated cost is 

somehow the target figure, a possibility discussed earlier. 

The difference between the 'true' versus 'likely' cost and the 'actual' 

cost models is essentially that "... some authors consider estimated 

costs as a stochastic variable and the true cost as non-stochastic, 

[whilst], others take the true cost as being stochastic and estimated 
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cost to be non-stochastic" (Naert & Weverberg, 1978, p362). In 
statistical terms, this difference, according to Naert & Veverberg, 
basically boils down to taking a classical versus a Bayesian point of 
view". 

An alternative way of dealing with this difference has been to treat 
both the costs and the estimates as random variables (Fuerst, 1977; 
Rothkopf, 1980). There is some Justification for this approach fcr, as 
Fine & Hackemar (1970) demonstrate, variability in estimates of 
production and costs exists both before and alter the event as 
estimates are guesses at future costs and accounts are guesses at past 
costs". In their view, the two variables may not be strongly causally 
dependent, certainly as far as feedback is cczncerm-e-d, fcr "... in theory 
the estimator's guess should be based on accounting data and should be 

obtained from these by a process of data manipulation and calculation. 
In practice data of this kind are of little concern to anyone involved 
in the process" (Fine & Hacke=ar, 1970pl). 

7.4.1.2 The Suitability of a Statistical Xcdel 

Vhittaker noted in 1970 "... that the estimated cost is a stochastic 
variable has been recognised by almost all previous investigations" 
(Whittaker, 1970). There has been no discernable chansze in 

circumstances since that time, Fuerst (1976) suggesting the cost 

estimate to be a random variable; Vegara (1977) using probabilistic 

estimates to treat the cost of the project as a random variable; Carr 
(1982) assuming estimates of total cost to be random variables; and 
Rothkopf (1980) considering both cost and estimates to be random 
variables. Very little evidence exists, however, to support the 

assumptions and some criticisms have been recorded. Curtis & Maines 

(1973), for instance, consider that cost estimates are not random but 

depend on the company position. Ortega-Reichert (1968) implies the 

cost to be conditioned by the work qqntent of the project. Stark & 
Mayer (1971, p474) suggest that "... cost dependencies can exist in which 

economies are anticipated from executing certain combinations of 

contracts eg. the efficient utilisation of supervisory personnel for 

nearby construction sites. Firms which contract for large construction 

projects and hence consider fewer bid opportunities might expect their 
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costs to be independent. However, as the number of opportunities to 

bid increase, cost interactions between projects are more pronounced". 

Severa aspects of costs and cost estimates have been proposed that 

may be amenable to statistical modelling. These have been studied, to 

some extent, by Green (1978) and Vegara & Boyer (1974). Bacarreza 

(1973) considers the main random variables to consist of: cost 

percentage of, for instance, labour, materials, plant and overheads; cost 

'variances'; cost curves; bidding curves; and contract duration. At a 

more detailed level, random variables have been said to include the 

following: 

1. Labour Costs 

Site activity has been modelled as a series of stochastic independent 

events by Fine (1970) and subsequently by Bennett & Fine (1980), 

Bennett & Ormerod (1984) and Wilson (1982) amongst others. Armstrong 

(1972) has also modelled trends in wages, outputs and perfcr=ance 

standards and the ease or difficulty of performing the work in a 

similar manner. Benjamin (1969) suggests that "... labour costs 

associated with the costs of performing the work are random variables 

whose behaviour may be described by a probability distribution" and 

Gates (1971) has suggested some typical coefficients of variation 

(Table 7.1). 

2. Material Costs 

Trends in material costs have been modelled stochastically by 

Armstrong (1972), Benjamin (1969) suggesting that the theory of 

stochastic processes (time series analysis in particular) may be used 

to predict the probability distribution of the cost of materials at the 

time they are to be purchased. 

3. Sub-Contractors' Costs 

Benjamin (1969) suggests that the receipt of a low bid from a 

subcontractor could be treated as a Poisson arrival and the relative 

amount by which it is a low bid could be described by some other 

probability distribution. 
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Table 7.1 Goef f icients of variat Ion V% of est irmted product Ivi ty for 
various operations In building construction industry 

Omration V% Operation Vz 

Unloading and stacking Concrete for=wc. -k Packaged material 10 Fabricate 10 
Brick, block 10 Erect 10 
Loose lumber, bars 20 Striv. clean, oil 10 

Re; al-r 20 
Site i=rovements 
Clearing 10 Conc-etizz 
Grubbing 20 Placinz - 15 
Pe=ve pa-. e=emts 15 F-Itish-7-- 

'5 Fire culverts 15 Curing 10 
15 

Fine grading 10 Pein! =rci=r steel 
'FaviZE Faý: ri Cate _tars 10 
Sidewalks 10 Set bars 7.5 
Power lines 20 Wire =es! i 10 
Fence 10 

St: -. ctural steel 
Manual exca-atica Fitri=ate 1! 
L:: Sez s: 1.1 Erect 10 

and cast 1= Dec'r a-4 TjA4= 
Bact! ill IM 

Cc=--ct 20 MIS_ 

Trl-= s-. c=e 
set stc=e 

Nechazical excavatica Lav tlcc*-k & t4-lj 7.! 
1=11 e: 'ji; -_ezz 20 1: -; - 20 

20 
Larre t: ui; =emt 1! R=. jZh C&-e=-: - 

Truck baul 10 Y_. nual 
Pcweer 10 

Drill blastholes 15 Fra-_1 ng 
In$tall 

S'. 2eet piles; drive rte=7e 15 
Brace and pull 15 Flooriar, sheathizz 10 

Plaster tc---d 7.5 
Foundation piles 20 

Finish carze=t'-7 
Precast concrete Extericr il. diftE 10 

Manufacture 10 Exteric. - t:, = 20 
Erect 15 I=te: -I. cr ra=e1_11=2 10 

Inter, =- t: t= 15 
ItsulaticM 10 Cabinet wc:, -, 15 

Stairs 20 
plastering Bans dccrs 15 

Lat!: to walls 7.5 Install W-1--4=ws 15 
Lath to ceilings 10 
Stucco netting 10 Rccling 
Plaster 10 ShinLrl* 15 
S'. uc: o and sumite 10 Built-up tar & Sra7e! 10 

Flashing 10 
Painting 

Walls, floors, ceilings 7.5 Electrical wcr-- 
Dcars. windows, trim 10 Conduit, cable & wire 10 
Structural steel 10 Install fixtures 15 
Wallpapering 20 Buried cable 10 

Floor, ceiling= and wall tile Plumbing 
Ceramic, quarr7, structural 10 Exterior-pipinS 15 
Asbestos, asphalt, acoustic 7.5 Interior piping & tubing 10 

Install fixtures 10 
Glazing 10 Cut and thread 10 

Heating and air conditioning 
Pipe and duct runs 10 
Fittings 10 
Insulation 7.5 
Install fixtures 15 

0 

Source: Gates (1971. p294, Table 2) 
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4. Quantity Related Costs 

Gates (1971) has proposed that errors caused by mistakes are 
distributed triangularly and symmetrically. Mistakes, according to 

Gates, include "... gross mistakes, foolish mistakes and unpardonable 

mistakes due to carelessness or ignorance". "Quantity take-off results 
in mistakes from plan reading, measurement and related arithmetic as 

well as ambiguous or incomplete plans. Carelessness results in missing 

some cuantities and even items of -Work" (Gates, 197 1, p278). Fine & 

Hacke=ar (1970) and Grinyer & Whittaker (1973) also advocate the use 

of probabilistic models for mistakes of this nature. 

5. Ef f ec+. s of Weather and Seasons 

Benjamin (1969) suggests -that "... since the accuimnce of different 

weather conditions in differemt seasons are random variables, the costs 

associated with changes of weather are also random", a view endorsed 

by Hillebrandt (1974) and adopted in Armstrong's (1972) simulation 

studies. 

6. Costs of Estimating 

Leech & Jenkins (1978) have performed a stochastic simulation of the 

tendering system using a distribution of activity times, based an 

evidence provided by Leech & I-E-a-throwl (1972). 

7. Additional Costs 

Gates (1971) considers that additional costs required by the Engineer 

can be dealt with by probabilistic modelling. The acceptability of 

substitutes is also recommended for treatment in a similar manner 

(Gates, 1971). 

8. Other Costs 

Benjamin (1979) suggests that other costs, such as insurance costs, 

bonding costs and fringe benefits, which are functions of the above 

costs are also random variables. 
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Statistical approaches to modelling cost and estimate variability have 

not gone unchallenged, however. Hillebrandt (1974), in distiguishing 
between risk (where probabilities can be determined) and uncertainty, 
(where probabilities cannot be determined) suggests that most of the 
foregoing aspects are uncertain rather than risky and, therefore, 

considers it 0... questionable whether probability is the right tool" 
(Hillebrandt, 1974, p183). 

The criticism, however, is not that probabilistic modelling is 

inappropriate pe-- se but that estimation of the parameters involved is 
likely to be the difficul. ty. 

7.4.1.3 E-=t: LmzL-zicz cf Parameters 

The c=plette specification of any probability distribution involves 

three para: meters which have been referred to as shape, s-- .... ead and 
location (Spiegelhalter, 1983). Although the distribution c--- c--sts and 

estimated cost is, as Naert & Veverberg (1978) point cut, not 

observable, several indications are available. 

7.4.1.4 Shape 

A wide range of shape parameters have been assumed by =cdelle--s of 

project costs. Vickrey's (1961) early work an the application of game 
tzlecU to auctions assumes costs to be Uniformly distributed, an 

assumption also adopted by later researchers in this field (Gries=er et 

al, 1967, for instance). Fine (1974) and Hackemar (1970) also adopt the 

uniform assumption in their simulation studies of construction projects, 
together with McCaffer (1976b), Cauwelaert & Heynig (1979) and Harris & 

McCaffer (1983), who all assume 11... the range of estimates produced to 

be the likely cost ±A%" (Harris & McCaffer, 1983, p226) or in the range B 

to 1/B, where B= (100 + D/100 (Fine, 1974). Beckmann (1974), Naert & 

Veverberg (1978), Rickwood (1972) and Mitchell (1977) assume a Normal 

(Gaussian) distribution of cost estimates to be a reasonable assumption 

particularly 11... in those situations where a cost estimate is the sum 

of a large number of cost components" (Mitchell, 1977, pl92), as implied 

by the Central Limit Theorem (Case, 1972). 
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Capen et al (1971) and Zinn et al (1975), an the other hand, prefer the 
Lognormal distribution an the assumption that the cost estimate is the 

product of variables, Smith & Case (1975) opting for the Loglogistic 

model for similar reasons. Rothkopf (1969,1980), Oren & Rothenkopf 

(1975) and Zinn et al (1975) assume the two parameter Weibull 

distribution to be N... particularly appropriate because it is a limiting 

distribution in the 
. 

the=y of extreme value statistics" 
(Rathkopf, 1969, p363), expressinS surprise that the Weibull model is not 

adopted more frequently. 

An alternative approach has been to model components of cost as 
individual probability distributicns. An early example of this is Case 

(1972) who assumed each cost c--=pcnent to be represented by a Beta 

distribution. A similar p-. cced., -, -e has be-en advocated by Stacey (1979) 

and others. Spooner (1974) has suggested using the triangular 

distribution to =cdel c---st c--=--cne=ts, an approach adopted by Wilson 

(1982), mainly for its si=Plicit7. Recent simulation studies by Bennett 

& Fine (1980) and Bennett & Or=erod (1984) use a variety of 

probability distributiczs to represent the variability of ccst 

components. The resulting total cost and estimate probability 
distributions in these cases is clearly determined by the degree of 
dependency between the ccm-Donent cost variables. No studies of these 

dependencies have, however, been reported. 

Construction companies, it appears, have little knowledge of the 

frequency distribution of costs and estimates as generally 11... no use 

is made of statistics and probability to systematically evaluate the 

uncertainty and risk inherent in construction" (Neil, 1978), perhaps 
because methods of estimating costs N... do not attempt to quantify the 

variability of actual costsm (Larew, 1976). Benjamin (1969) has 

suggested the use of three methods to determine the distribution of the 

total cost of performing the work "... by convolution of Normally 

distributed random variables whose elemental distributions are 

determined by multiple regression; covolution of Beta distributed 

random variables whose elemental distributions are determined 

subjectively by the construction cost estimates; and by examination of 

historical data without regard to the elements or activities of which 

the Job is completed". The first method requires the assumption of 

stochastic independence which, in Benjamin's view is "not unreasonable". 

Ashworth's (1977) attempts to apply the method, however, encountered 
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severe difficulties in devising suitable explanatory variables. The 

second method also relies, as mentioned above, an the independence 

assumption, but no practical applications have been located. The third 

method, direct assessment, also presents some difficulties for, as 
Vhittaker (1970) has found, details of actual project cost are "... often 

not available to the contractor since bulk buying and general stores 

complicate the task of determining the cost for the project". Further 

difficulties in estimate/actual cost, comparisons are created by post- 

estimate design changes, for instance. 

Despite the difficulties associated with direct assessment, several 

attempts have been made to determine the probability distribution of 

costs and* estimates in this way by analysis of the ratios of estimated 

tual costs f or a sa=ple of completed projects. The earliest to act 

example of this is by Fried=an 
. 
(1956) who found the Gamma distribution 

*frequently furnishes a fit" far projects of an unspecified nature. 

Gates' (1967) analysis of 110 projects completed by a large highway 

contractor for the Connecticut State Highway Depart=ent between 1963 

and 1965 found the actual/esti=ated construction cost ratios to be 

approximately Normally distributed. Morin & Clough's (1969) analysis 

of a "limited sample" of a contractor's cost and estimating data found 

the distribution of the ratio of actual to estimated cost to be 

symmetrical. Vhittaker's (1970) analysis of 153 construction projects 

completed by a contractor between 1968 and 1969 showed, that 11... the 

use of the Uniform distribution for cost estimates is consistent with, 

and provides an adequate description of, the real system". Leech & 

Earthrowl (1972), from a limited amount of information, and Smith & 

Case (1975) - have found a multiplicative model with Lognormal 

distributed estimates to furnish a reasonable approximation of an 

actual auction for oil tracts. 

An alternative approach, based on the assumption that the difference 

between different bids for a project is largely determined by the 

random nature of the costs and estimates, is to estimate the shape of 

the distribution of bids. McCaffer (1976b), however, suggests that this 

may be misleading and Skitmore's (1981) analysis of 269 building 

contracts, -Indicating a systematic parameter change more closely 

related to income (price) than costs, would seem to offer some 

confirmation. 
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7.4.1.5 Spread 

It has been said that contractors should estimate with, . an error of 

considerably less than 10% of their total final cost (Rubey & 

Milner, 1966) and, generally, of the order of ±5%, given a set of 

quantities and sub-contractors' quotations (Park, 1966). Experience in 

process engineering contracts suggest that ±5% is a reasonable figure 

(Liddle, 1979). An opinion survey taken amongst construction 

contractors at a seminar in Loughborough also confirmed the view that 

-1-5Z is generally appropriate, notwithstanding the lack of supporting 
data (Moyles, 1973). Simulation studies have indicated higher figures to 

more closely represent those acually obtained by a leading contractor. 

t5% to ±11% (Fine & Hackemar, 1970), usually rounded to ±10% (Fine, 1974) 

has been quoted, together with figures between : t5% and ±15% 

(Hacke=aar, 1970). Morrison & Steven's (1980) simulation used ±20% labour 

rates, ±10% materials and ±30% output, the results indicating a mean 

accuracy of 5% to 7.5%. 

Barnes 
.& 

Law (1974) judge the average spread for process plant 

contractors to have an average coefficient of variation (cv) of 7%, the 

perfor=ance of particular companies "... varying widely fro= this 

average, certainly from 4% to 15%11. Beeston (1974) reported a cv 4% 

found by one civil engineering contractor after "... careful analysis of 

the extent of agreement among his estimators" when estimating the same 

project. Gates' (1967) analysis indicated an approximate cv 7.5% whilst 

other researchers suggest a cv 5.5% for engineering services "from 

experience" (Case, 1972) or a cv 2% from an analysis of a "... limited 

sample of contractors' cost and estimate data" (Karin & Clough, 1969). 

Barnes (1971), in attempting to overcome some of the difficulties 

mentioned earlier, has used the ratio of the actual total cost to the 

estimated total cost multiplied by the ratio of the tender sum to the 

final account to measure spread. His analysis of data collected for 

160 completed British construction contracts indicates a cv 5.8%. 

7.4.1.6 Location 

In common with most statistical models, the mean or expected error is 

normally taken to be the same as the 'true' value. Vhere the ratios of 
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actual to estimated casts are used, this implies a value of unity, an 
assumption made by Rathkapf (1980) for instance. Naert & Veverberg's 
(1978) 11... discussions with executives frequently engaged in closed 
sealed bidding Efor construction projects] suggest that the expected 
value of the ratios is often close to unit7u. Willenbrack's (1972) 

analysis of data supplied by a road contractor for 20 completed 
projects, however, showed a 3% increase in costs over the estimate 

after deduct -ing change orders and claims. 

The=etical considerations of the competitive aspects of the situation 
i--plies that sc=e bias must be present in order to avoid the effects of 
the *winne. -Is curse". Winner's curse is said to apply in situations 

where acquisiticn of the project is not independent of the cost 
es-1-1--. ite. Thus, for instance, an underestimate of costs is associated 

with, and partlially responsible for, the acquisition of a project 

resulting in the expected value of estimated costs conditional upon 

acquiring the project being somewhat lower than the unconditional 

expected value of the estimated costs. Friedman (1956) has proposed a 

=eans of unbiasing estimating costs but, as Simmonds (1968b) observes, 
the distribution of actual/estimated cost ratios is the conditional 
distribution and, therefore, already debiased to some extent. The 

situation is, however, complicated by factors associated - with 

cc=petitive aspects, for, as Weverberg (1981) and others have shown, 
the degree of bias is likely to be closely related (negatively 

c=. -related) to the probability of acquiring the project. 

Winner's curse may also be an. artifact of the model employed. 

Dependencies a=ong errors of estimation between bidders and differing 

amounts of information (is bidders with different distribution 

parameters) can remove the effects of the winner's curse completely 

(Winkler & Brooks, 1978). Dependency between estimated and actual costs 

can also have a similar effect if the estimated cost, as discussed 

previously, has some predetermining effect an the actual cost of the 

project. 
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7.4.1.7 Relationships between the Probability Distribution of 
Expenditure and Other Factors 

It has been suggested that the probability distribution of cost will 
change with the project characteristics. As "... the variance of the 
probability distribution of cost is an indication of the riskiness of 
the job" (Benjamin, 1969), then it follows that increases in spread are a 
function of increases in risk. Risk has been said to depend on the 
type of project (Case, 1972), lcwer risk levels being associated with a 
company's specialty work and less complex projects (Benjamin, 1969) and 
higher risk levels with large and complex projects (Heil, 1978). Both 
large and small projects. and projects demanding either low or high 

work inte=sity, have been as-Sociaý. edý with high risk (Broemser, 1968), 

although Benjamin considers low intensity projects to produce lower 

risks. High levels of subcontracting are usually associated with low 

risk (Broemser, 1968), providing quctati=s have been obtained in 

advance. 

One approach to reducing spread is by increasing the estimating effort. 
Smart (1976) has discussed the possible effect of increasing tendering 

effort in reducing the variability between costs and estimates. 

7.4.1.8 Su==ar7 of Overall Expenditure Distribution Parameters 

Project expenditure has been modelled extensively by probability 
distributions. Table 7.2 summarises, in alphabetical order, the overall 

shape, spread and location parameters adopted in the cases reviewed in 

this section. 

7.4.2 Income and Cash Flow 

Income is normally assumed to be some function of the value of the bid, 

the majority of madellers assuming a one to one relationship. It is 

clear, however, that a one to one assumption is far from realistic in 

the prototype, many factors influencing changes between the bid value 

and the income ultimately received. Most of the factors involved are 
dealt with an a contractual basis, remuneration often being provided 
for unpredicted events such as inflation, additional work caused by 
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Table 7.2 Distribution parameters for costs/estimates 

Modeller Shape Spread Location 

Barnes (1971)" cv 5.8% 
Barnes-& Lau (1974)- cv 4-15 
Beck=ann(1974)- Normal 
Beeston (1974)9 cv 4% 
Capen et al (1971)- Log--or=l 
Case (1972)'= cv 5.5% 
Cauwelaert & Heynig (1979)- Uniform. :t A% 
Fine (1974)" Uniform, :t 10% 
Fine & Hacke=ar (1970)1:, Uniform :t 8-10% 
Fried= (1956)c G?, =-A 
Gates (1967),; ' Ncr=l cv 7.5% 
Grei-amer et al (1967)- unifcr= 
Hacke=r (1970)1ý ± 5-15% 
H=-is & XcCaffer (1983)- Unifor= t A% 
Leech & Earthrowl (1972)c Lognormal 
Liddle (1979)- * 5% 
Mitchell (1979)- Normal 
Morin & Clough (1969)c Symmetrical cv 2% 1.0 (median) 
Morrison & Stevens (1980)- :t 5-7ýi%(=ean) 
Moyles (1973)1 5% 
Naert Veverberg (1978)1 close to 1 
Oren Rothkopf (1975)- Weibull 
Park (1966)- ±5% 
Rickwood (1972)tý Normal 
Rothkopf (1969)- Veibull 1.0 (exp. val) 
Rothkopf (1980)- Weibull 
Rubey & Milner (1966)- less than 10'. ' 
Smith & Case (1975)c Lognormal 
Smith & Case (1975)c Loglogistic 
Vickrey (1961)- UniA'or= 

Vhittaker (1970)- Unifor= 
Willenbrcck (1972)J + 3% 

assumed for theoretical purposes 
assumed for simulation purposes 
source of data unknown 
analysis of 110 USA road projects 
analysis of 153 UK construction projects 
opinion survey of UK contractors 
analysis of extent of agreement between UK construction estimators 
analysis of 160 British construction projects 
discussion with Dutch construction companies 
analysis of 20-USA road projects 
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design changes, uncovering suspected (incorrectly) faulty work, changes 

caused by fire and flood, andquantity errors and delays outside the 

company's-control. Further income may accrue outside the contractual 

position in the form of ex gratia payments for perhaps exceptionally 

inclement weather, interest received an invested capital, receipts from 

the leasing of advertising space on hoarding etc. Of these variations 

in income only one factor, the incidence of design changes, has been 

modelled statistically. 

Profit, however, is another matter. Estimates of profit are, invariabl7, 

taken as the difference between the bid and the cost estimate, usuall7 

in percentage terms, and the prcbabilit7 distribution of profit as the 

difference between -167le bid (a constant) amd the cost (a variable). It 

is clear, though, that the p=lzabildt7 dis-cribution of profit is the 

difference between the two variables, income and expenditure. As the 

mechanism of the bidding process often is recognised as being such 

that the bid is a multiple of a cost estimate (Curtis & Maines, 1973), it 

would seem -appropriate that income, expenditure and profit are regarded 

as being a function of the estimated cost, conditional an the multiple 

(mark-up) applied. The degree of mark-up will also have a bearing on 

the likelihood of acquiring the project, an issue which is dealt with 

later in this Chapter. 

Models of income and expenditure over time, cash f low models, have been 

developed. The DHSS's curve formulae, for instance, provide a 

deterministic apprc3xi=ticn of expenditure flows based on projected 

work value modelled c---ntinuously over the project duration, for 

differing sizes of projects. Similar models have been used by Atkins 

(1975) to represent the "cash flow pattern" for differing project sizes 

and types. The only probabilistic model that has been identified in 

the work reviewed in this Chapter is that adopted by Kangari & Boyer 

(1981) in the form of a Beta distribution. 

7.4.3 Conclusion 

Project opportunities and the outcome environment, particularly 

expenditure, f or an individual company have received some attention 

from statistical modellers encountered in the literature and the 

indications are that the assumptions implied by the statistical 
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approaches, ie the existence of random variables with estimable 
parameters, may well be appropriate in some instances. 

A particularly significant factor in determining the state of the 

project decision system is whether the project will be acquired or not. 
This factor would seem to be dependent to some degree on the estimated 

cost of completing the project and the mark-up applied. Other 

companies also have a considerable influence in the ultimate 

appropriation of the project. The next section examines some 

approaches to modelling the behaviour of these competitors before 

finally considering probabilistic aspects of project acquisition 

7.5 Modelling Competitors' Bids 

Researchers since Friedman (1956) have assumed that "... by keeping a 

record of the competitors' past bids it is possible to evaluate its 

bidding habits ... by tracking competition we can develop its bidding 

behaviour [and] that history usually can be used as a basis for 

predicting competitive bid levels just as statistical sampling is used 

to predict election results" (McCall, 1977). The prediction of election 

results, however, by these means, has sometimes achieved spectacular 
failures. It is not surprising, therefore, to find some criticism of 
this approach insofar as construction project bidding is concerned. 
One major criticism is that the events taking place are not truly 

random in the classical statistical sense as "... the basis of classical 

statistical theory is that there is an experiment that can be repeated 

many times in order to gather data from which the. parameters of the 

probability distribution of some random variable of interest can be 

estimated. A sequence of bidding situations is not really a sequence 

of performances of the same experiment land] each job is unique" 
(Benjamin, 1972). Whilst there is no denying the truth of the statement, 
the same can equally be said for all observed phenomena, as discussed 

earlier in this Chapter. Mecclassical theory simply utilises 

statistical techniques an the assumption that the underlying mechanisms 
in the data 'reasonably' resemble the statistical premises, the degree 

of 'reasonablnessl- being determined pragmatically rather than by 

'goodness of fit'. 
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Empirical criticisms are more serious. It has been claimed, f or 
instance, that the assumption of randomness is invalid "... as we know 

that many subjective factors influence bidding behaviour" (Curtis & 

Maines, 1974, pl8l). Spooner (1971) has also suggested that "... a random 

selection process is not a rational representation of behaviour" in 

these circumstances, a view endorsed by Simon (1957,1979) who also 
believes that the uncertainty of bidding can and will not be solved 

through the adoption of probabilistic techniques. The evidence upon 

which these views are based, however, appears to be rather more 

circu=startlml than factual, and there is a substantial body of opinion 

holding the opposite view. The general opinion relies an the existence 

of stable distributions of cost generating stable distributions of bids 

(Bec-1-am, 1974) based an 11... the long reccgnised fact that there is a 

stability in mass data, although the mass is comprised of erratic 

inAividual cases" (Gates, 1960, p22). "This fundamental precept ... 0, 

accar ing to Gates, "... underlies the basis of actuarial science and is 

the foundatica of the insurance industry" for instance. 

A second, and related, criticism concerns what has been termed "... one 

of the most serious limitations of the statistical approach" which is 

*... the basic assumption that competitors will follow the same general 

bidding patterns in the future that they have in the past" (Park, 1962). 

An individual competitor may, for instance, N... change his strategy, 

thus rendering past data about him misleading" (Beeston, 1983, pll4). 
This criticism is essentially aimed at all inductive approaches, for 

induction necessarily extrapolates from past events to future events. 
Induction, however, does not attempt merely to extend into the future 

repetitions thit have occured in the past, -but rather by creating the 

conception of a mechanism Emodell that explains the past from which 
the future may be deduced (Adler, 1 963, p23 6)., McCaffer's (1976a) 

analysis of individual bidders suggests that some contractors behave in 

a matter not entirely consistent with the random model. His series of 
time based tests, however, were generally inconclusive and further 

research may well indicate possible predictor variables in this 

respect. Despite their reservations, both Park and Beeston concede that 

in the absence of other information, probably the best guide to the 

future is the past and that statistical modelling may provide benefits 

to the organisation. 
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Some models do, in fact, incorporate other information such as project 

characteristics and measures to deal with the degrading ef fects of 
time, and some of these will be examined later in this section. Two 

other aspects, which are related to some extent, dependent and non- 

serious bids, together with problems caused by data acquisition are 

also addressed later in this section. 

7.5.1 The Behaviour of Competitors 

The project decision model, prcpcsed in this thesis, is intended to 

apply to any construction organization, including competitors. It is 

clear, however-, that the informaticn. and camputational burden problems 
implied by, attempting to irLc=-,, =te complex models, of competitors' 
behaviour will be largely insurmountable. This section, therefore, 

examines some relatively simple models of competitors' 'behaviour, both 

collectively and individually. 

7.5.2 Collective Behaviour 

Probably the most detailed and sophisticated analysis of individual and 

collective bidding behaviour of construction companies has been made by 

XcCaffer (1976a), who found, from his Belgian data, "... substantial 

evidence that existing bidding processes ar-- little more than random". 

The reasons for this may be attributable to- the mechanism of the 

bidding process by which "... each competitor calculates his cost 

estimate, which is a random sample taken from his cost estimate 

distribution, and multiplies it by his mark-up" (Curtis & Maines, 1973). 

The implication, therefore, is that each cc, =petitar's cost, estimate is 

taken from the same distribution and that the mark-up may also be 

treated as being taken from a distribution of mark-ups in a similar 

nanner. 

The notion of some commonality between competitors' cost estimates 

does *seem, to hold some attraction for, as Park observes, "... taking a 

single job, most of the competing contractors can also be expected to 

encounter roughly the same costs of performing the work; they are all 

subject to the same costs of operation, have access to the same "labour 

supply, use the same types of equipment, obtain supplies and materials 
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from the same sources, and have somewhat comparable, if not equal, 
supervisory capabilities" (Park, 1 972, p2 4.1). As a result, it is claimed 
that "... in general building, where there is not a large element of 
highly specialised work and where there is a number of contractors of 
similar efficiences, especially in areas where staff and labour move 
from company to company, a simplification assumes that the 'likely 
cost' of a contract to each company is similar" (Harris & McCaffer, 
1983, p226). Many modellers have consequently adopted the assumption 
that each bidder has identical estimated costs (Larew, 1976), true costs 
CRothkopf, 1980; Rickwood, 1972) or that estimated costs are similar 
CBrcemser, 1968) or vary around some common mean (Oren & Rothkopf, 1975; 
Morrison & Stevens, 1980). 

The applicat' on of statistical models to the cost/esti=ate va-riable has 

alreandy been e---"=ined in the previous section. The var-4-bility of 
mark-ups has been modelled in a stochastic simulation by Rickwood 

(1972) by the Normal distribution. Grinyer & Whittaker (1973) found 

mark-ups to vary very little within firms (6.8% -t 0.35%) and their 

discussions with other firms have "... confirmed the impression that 

mark-up ps do not vary greatly between firms". A similar analysis of 
Shaf. 'Fer & Micheau's data (1971) however indicates an average mark-up 

of 5.40% (1.844 standard deviation), quite different figures. 

Similarities between bidders were observed in Whittaker's (1970) study 

of UK construction companies who "... used almost identical methods of 
determining costs and then all used almost the same percentage mark-up 
to arrive at their bid prices" inviting the conclusion that 0 ... 
different fir=s attempt to place the same value on a specified 

contract. The differences that occur between, estimated costs are 

primarily attributable to uncertainty" and that 11... the statistical 
techniques which average the behaviour of competitors and aggregate the 

results of past competitions are the most appropriate methods with 

which to study the situation". 

Many models -assume competitors' actions to be "purely random" (Karin & 
Clough, 1969) and, therefore, amenable to treatment as random variables 
and description by appropriate probability density distributions. The 

distribution of competitors' bids is sometimes expressed in terms of 
the distribution of the bid/cost estimate ratios, where the cost 

estimate value is that known by one of the bidders, or bid/average bid 

ratios (Whittaker, 1970; McCaffer, 1976a; Carr, 1982). It then follows that 
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*... each time the decision maker bids an a contract against n 

competitors, a sample of the size n is drawn from this distribution of 

competitor bid to cost ratios" (Sugrue, 1980, p5OO). 

The assumption that all bidders take their bids from the same 
distribution enables estimation of the distribution parameters to be 

made-by direct observation of the bids entered for each project. 

7.5.2.1 Shape 

Vickrey's (1961) early work ass=es that all bids are drawn from the 

tic simulation studies by Fine & same Uniform distribution. Stcchast 

Hackemar (1970) have used the asssu-pticn that bids are taken from a 
Uniform distribution claiming that bids generated in this way compared 

very favourably with the distribution of bids found in the Costain 

construction company records. Cauwelaert & Heynig have also assumed a 

Uniform distribution for mathematical convenience, although they do 

claim that the assumption is "... perhaps not far from the truth" 

(Caulewaert & Heynig, 1979, pl5). Vhittaker's (1970) analysis of bids for 

153 construction projects by four companies between 1968 and 1969 

purported to show the Uniform distribution to be a reasonable model. 

Vhittaker's method of analysis, dividing each bid on each contract by 

the mean bid for that contract and pooling the resulting ratios, has 

A. nvalid" (McCaffer, 1976a) mainly been severeLy criticised as being 0.4 

because of the distorting effect of the standardising procedure used 

and the information loss caused by pooling. 

Several models have been proposed based on the assumption that bids 

are taken, from a Normal distribution (Alexander, 1970; Emand, 1971; 

Mitchell, 1977 and Carr, 1983, for instance). Morrison & Stevens (1980) 

also adopt this assumption in their stachasUc simulations. Benjamin & 

Meador (1979) point out that it is the bid/cost estimate ratios that 

are often taken to be Normally distributed. McCaffer's (1976a) study 

of bids for 384 road aqLd 190 building projects in Belgium found the 

Normal distribution to be the most appropriate model, especially for 

the building projects. Various trend analyses were performed by 

McCaffer an these data but with little success, inviting the conclusion 

that the assumption of randomness was perhaps reasonable. CauWe-Laert 

& Heynig (1979, plS), in reviewing McCaffer's work, suggested that the 

conclusions regarding the Normal distribution and randomness were 
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consistent with the work of other researchers" neglecting, unfortunately, 
to provide any further information-. 

Park (1966) has used a statistical model of bid/cost estimate ratios 
that is positively skewed, a model considered to be appropriate by 
Beeston (1974) for bids for construction projects required by the 
Property Services Agency. The degree of skewness however, according to 

Beeston, was only slight and "for practical purposes" a Normal 

distribution would suffice. Ano-16- ", er re-oc. -It on McCaffer's roads data 

proposed an identical conclusion (McCaffer & Pettit, 1976). 

The assumption of a Lognormal distribution to model bids is, according 
to Veverberg (1982), N... not dci=S 16--a bad ... at leas', as af irst 

approximation". Klein (1976), fc. - =1--tance, has assumed the Lognormal 

distribution to be appropriate for bids and Capen et al (1971) have 

adopted the distribution in modelling estimate value/bid ratios for oil 
tracts. There would seem, in fact, to be a degree of conSensus 

regarding the Lognormal assumption for oil and mineral tract. bids 

(Arps, 1965; Brown, 1966 and Crawfcrd, 1970). The consistency in the 

standard deviation implied by the Lo==al assumption has also been 

observed by Hansmann & Rivett (1959) and Felto (1970) in their 

analyses of oil tracts and mineral rights sales. 

Friedman (1956) suggests a Gamma distribution to be . generally 

appropriate, an assumption adopted by Doghert7 & Nozaki (1975) for oil 

tract bids. Analysis of pooled bid/cost estimate ratios for 545 civil 

engineering and 63 mechanical engineering projects has indicated a 

Gamma distribution to be the best fit (followed by the Lognormal and 

Normal distributions) (Hossein. 1977). 

Finally, Oren & Rothkopf (1975) have proposed a two parameter Weibull 

distribution to be a suitable model of bids in auctions generally. A 

summary of shape parameters is given in Table 7.3. 

7.5.2.2 Spread and Location 

Several researchers have estimated the average spread of bids f or 

individual contracts. These estimates are given without discussion in 

Table 7.3. 
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Table 7.3 Distribution parameters for bids 

Modeller Shape Spread Location 

AICBOR (1967)- 
Alexander (1970)cl 
Arps (1965)cl 
Barnes (1971)- 
Beeston (1974)1 
Brown (1966),: ' 
Capen et al (1971)cl 
Cauwelaert & Heynig (1979)- 
Cauwelaert & Heynig (1979)g 
Crawford (1970),:, 
Dougherty & Nozaki (1975)cl 
E=ond (1971),: ' 
Fine & Hackemar (1970)1ý 
Friedman (1956)- 
Grinyer & Whittaker (1973)c 
Hossein (1977 )k 
Klein (1976), ' 
McCaffer (1976a)- 
McCaffer (1976a)- 
McCaffer (1976a)- 
McCaffer & Pettit (1976)d 
Mitchell (1977)- 
Morrison & Stevens (1980)- 
Oren & Rothkopf (1975)- 
Park (1966)" 
Pelto (1970)cl 
Shaffer & Micheau (1971)p 
Skitmore (1981a)l 
Weverberg (1982)- 
Whittaker (1970)c 

cv 6.8% 
Normal 
Lognormal - 

cv 6.5% 
Pas. skewed cv 5.2-6% 
Lognormal 
Lognormal 
Uniform 
Normal 
Lognormal 
Gamma 
Normal 
Uniform cv 5% 
Gamma 
Uniform cv 6.04% 
Gamma 
Lognormal 
Normal cv 6.5% 
Normal cv 7.5% 
Normal- cv- 8.4% 
Pas. skewed cv 8.4% 
Normal 
Normal 19. 1% av. range 
Weibull 
Pos. skewed 
Lognormal 

cv 7.65% 
cv 6.4% 

Lognormal 
Uni f orm 1.068 

a Assumed for theoretical purposes 
kD Analysis of an 'adequate' sample of UK construction projects 
C Analysis of 153 UK government construction projects 
CS USA oil and mineral tracts - source of data unknown 
- Assumed for simulation studies 
f Analysis of 183 Belgian building projects 
Via "consistent with work of other researchers" 

USA construction projects - source of data unknown 
Large sample of PSA projects 

J Analysis of 384 Belgian roads contracts 
Analysis of 545 US civil engineering and 63 mechanical engineering 
projects 
Analysis of 269 UK building projects 

rn Analysis of 159 UK construction projects 
" Analysis of 16 Belgian bridges projects 
W Analysis of 213 UK motorway projects 
P Analysis of 50 USA construction projects 
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The location parameter will, of course, depend upon the size of the 

project. In the absence of any further information, the location 

parameter may be estimated for each project from the bids for that 

project. Location parameters for bid/cost estimate ratios represent, 
under the assumptions of the collective model, a measure of the 

relationship between a company's cost estimate and bid, in other words, 
the mark-up. 

7.5.2.3 Relationships -between the Probability Distributions of Bids and 
Other FactCrs 

Johnston's (1978) analysis of bids far road projects found a 

significant positive skewness during the years 1970 to 1972, and a 

sli!; htly negative skew--ess during the years 1973 to 1975, a change 

that John-. -. = attributed to the changing volume of project 

opportunities. Skitmcre's (1981a) analysis of bidding projects data, 

however, f=d an opposite trend to exist. Further analysis by 

Skitmore of parts =0 bids suggests some relaticuship of an 

indeterminate nature may exist between skewness and market conditions. 

The spread af bids has been analysed against project value by McCaf fer 

(1976a) and Skit=ore (1981a) and a possible but unconfirmed negative 

correlation obtained. A similar negative correlation has been observed 
by Morris=(1984) and Flanagan & Norman(1985). Beeston (1983) has 

suggested t-Irat changes in bid spread may be associated with changes 
inconditions aver a few months, the rate of change being an important 

factor. Skit=cre's (1981) analysis over time shows a dramatic increase 

in spread in the year 1974 (Fig. 7.1), which coincides with some rather 

extreme movements in the market at that time. Further analysis by 

Skit=ore of parts of bids, implies some relationship of an 
indeterminate nature to exist between spread and market conditions. 

It would seem perhaps that, in view of the indications revealed above, 
that some further studies of the influence of market conditions may be 

beneficial. 
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Fig. 7.1 Variance aver time 
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7.5.2.4 Distribution of Low Bids 

An - alternative approach is to model the winning bids as a probability 
density function. In this case, the usual procedure is to model the 

winning bid/estimated project value ratios (Hansmann & Rivett, 1975) or 
the winning bid/cost estimate ratios (Ackoff & Sasieni, 1968; Sugrue, 1977 

& 1980). These ratios are often assumed to follow a Normal 

distribution (Ackoff & Sasieni, 1968; Sugrue, 1980), an assumption tested 

empirically by Beeston (1983) and Sugrue (1977), the latter's chi- 

square test flailing to reject the Normal assumption for 68 road low 

bid/cost estimate ratios. A slightly different version by Sasieni et al 
(1959) considers the ratios CB - K)/K, where B is the winning bid and 
K the cost e--ti=--te, to also fcllcw a Ncr=. 11 distribution. 

Veverberg (1977) has can, s., 21e-red, in same detail, two possible 

procedures, maximum likelLhccd and an iterative minimum mean square 

error procedure, for estimating two parameters of the Joint distribution 

of estimated costs and lowest =zcsing bids. It was concluded that the 

minimum mean square error method compared favourably with maximum 

likelLhccd estimation, although the =ethod of maximum likelLhood was 

particularly appropriate in estimating parameters of multivariate 

Lognormal distributions, as would be expected. An unfortunate aspect 

of this study was that both methods resulted in considerable estimation 

errors, especially for nedium. sized samples (Weverberg, 1977, pl97), 

although it was considered that with "fairly good" a pz-icri knowledge 

of the parameters of the marginal distribution of estimated costs U ... 

estimation of the remaining parameters of the Joint distribution would 

be much easier and mare efficient". 

Three sets of data have been published which allow some analysis. 

Broemser's (1965) data from one contractor bidding for 76 USA 

construction projects indicates that the frequency distribution of low 

bid/cost estimate ratios has a sample mean of 0.993 with a standard 

deviation of 5.49%. Similar data published by Shaffer & Micheau (1971) 

from one contractor bidding for 50 USA building projects have a sample 

mean of 0.991 (8.19% standard deviation). Benjamin & Meador's (1979) 

data covers 131 USA construction projects over a three year period, the 

distribution of low bid/cost estimates (which the authors assume to be 

Normal) has a sample mean of 0.996 (6.8% standard deviation). The 

similarity of the means of these independently obtained ratios is 
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striking and strongly suggests that the expected value of the cost 
estimate may be -quite close to the project value as defined by the 
lowest bid. 

7.5.3 Individual Competitors 

Broemser (1968) has observed that, although bidders' cost estimates may 

well be very' similar due to common factors and that 11... these common 
factors would probably account for a large proportion of the volume &- 
the job, the things that would be different among contractors would be 

the management skills in, planning and using labour, materials, 

equipment - and vjIbcontractors". In addition, the bids depend upon the 

cc=zetit=sl =ark-up which will reflect "... the bidding policies which 

are chosen to achieve their own objectives" (Mercer & Russell, 1969). It 

follows, therefore, that I... every competitor will exhibit different 

bidding characteristics; some bid consistently high, some bid 

consistently low, some spread their bids uniformly over a wide range 

and some may bid within a fairly well-defined and narrow limits 

(Park, 1972, p2 4-2 7). Differences in level of bid Ue consistently high 

or consistently low) have been termed 'proximity' differences 

(Skit=cre, 1981b), said to reflect the relative efficiency 
(KcCaffer, 1976a) or 'competitive advantage' of competitors. Competitive 

advantage, according to Fuerst (1977) includes differences between the 

0... methods, used, the efficiency and availability of equipment, 

ownership of supply sources, proximity to home office or sites of 

current - contracts, and managerial skill in performing the work. Both 

policy dictated -=ark-up' decisions and competitive advantage have been 

modelled as random, variables" (Mercer & Russell, 1969; Fuerst, 1977). 

Several researchers have modelled individual bids, starting with 
Friedman (1956) and including Taylor (1963) and Morin & Clough (1969). 

The approaches are similar to that of modelling competitors 

collectively in that competitors' bid/cost estimate ratios are obtained 

and probability density functions fitted to the ensuing frequency 

distributions (Friedman, 1956; Taylar, 1963; Benjamin, 1972, for instance). 

Beeston (1982) has suggested using D ratios, in a similar manner to 

Sasieni et al, where D= (Gowest bid - estimated cost)/estimated cost) 

expressed as a percentage. Morin & Clough (1969), on the other hand, 
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have used the relative frequencies of competitors' bid/cost estimate to 

own bid/cost estimate ratios. 

Whilst all of the distribution parameters postulated f or collective 

models necessarily apply to individual bidders, some modellers have 

proposed probability distributions specifically for the individual case. 
Griesmer et al (1967) assume bidders draw from a Uniform distribution 

unique to each, and Winkler & Brooks (1980) have proposed models in 

which differing amcunts cf infc=. at4. cn (ie different variances) exist 
between bidders. Caren et al (1971), Curtis & Maines (1973) and Fuerst 

(1977) have atte=pted 1.0 derive parameter estimates for each bidder by 

simulation techniques. Veverberg (1982) has used a multivariate 

-a es4,4=ate par=etezrs of ccalition bidding for oil leases, technique 4.6 

assuming the wi-rl-s bid to be a c--=stant. Skitmore (1982) has 

proposed a multivariate approac2h to a part of the parameter estimation 

problem, involving the solution of two sets of simultaneous equations 

to determine the variances and the relative means of the log 

transformation of bid values. Hultivariate methods, however, often rely, 

on the assumption of independence between bidders. 

7.5.3.1 The Independence Assu=ption 

Nast modellers since Friedman (1956) assume that errors in an 
individual bidder's cost. estimates are independent of errors in 

previous cost estimates (within bidders) and also independent of errors 

in'other bidders' cast estimates (between bidders). This assumption 
has also been generously applied to bids within and between bidders 

and also the true cost or actual cost/cost estimate and bid/cost 

estimate ratios. True or actual cost/estimated cost interactions have 

already been discussed. The way in which competitors behave in 

bidding may be influenced by several factors. These factors are 

considered to be those associated with the project decision 

environment. The effects of collusion are treated separately. 

7.5.3.2 The Project Decision Environment 

Several models -have been proposed which incorporate features of the 

project generating environment in order to utilise any error trends 
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within bidders. Park (1980), for instance, has suggested, that models 

of competitors' bids should incorporate the effects of changes in 

market conditions and Whittaker (1970), in using a discounted cash flow 

technique for the time element, has adjusted the assumption that past 
bidding behaviour of competitors is a good indicator of future 

behaviour to take account of the state of the market. Carr & Sandahl 

(1978) have used multiple regression analysis (MRA) to predict the 

lowest bid of any competitor by incorporating a variable representing 
the "economic environmentu. , Neufville et al (1977) have found "economic 

conditions" to be an important factor affecting bidding behaviour. 

Project characteristics have also been recommended as predictor 

variables (Christenson, 1965; Broemser, 1968; Benjamin, 1972, - leufviue et 

al, 1977; Sugrue, 1977; Carr & Sandahl, 1978; Mcrin & ClauSh, 1969). 

Relationships with the class of ccnstrUcticn. have been postulated 
(Shaffer & Micheau, 1971 and Cooke, 1981), Morin & Clough (1969) finding 

the ratios of bids by one contractor to cost estimates by another 

contractor to have a mean of 1.133,1.232 and 1.333 fEcr three classes 

of work. The influence of project size an bidding behaviour has been 

analysed by McCaffer (1976a), who found no correlations, Harvey (1979), 

whose MRA attempt to predict low bid/engineers' estimate ratios from 

variables including job size, and Lange (1973) who found a sharp drop 

in his SECLOW quantities (the percentage difference between the lowest 

and the second lowest bidders) associated with the size 'of 451 

Massachusetts projects. , An analysis by Yeufville et al (1977) also 

found the size of project to be important. Felto (1971) has fitted a 

complicated function to bidding data (for oil tracts) involving. project 

location, a variable also usedý in Harvey's MRA. Surprisingly no studies 

have been documented using the client as a predictor variable. 

Several writers have considered the effect of competitors. The number 

of bidders has been associated with the distribution of bids by 

McCaffer (1976a) (inconclusively) and Felto, (1971) in his model. 

Benjamin (1970) and Harvey (1979) have also used the number of bidders 

as a predictor variable in their MRA's, although Broemser (1968), in a 

similar study, found the number of bidders to be of no statistical 

significance in his regression model for predicting the distribution of 

low bids. Carr & Sandahl (1978) include the "make-up of competitors" 

in their MRA to predict low bids. A further discussion an the effect 
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of the number and identify of bidders is provided later in this 

section. 

Several researchers have considered the implications of each bidder 

adapting similar (non-random) strategies (Rothkopf, 1969; Oren & 
Rothkopf, 1975; Banerjee & Ghosh, 1969, for instance), Whilst some 

results of theoretical importance have been obtained, they only apply 

under certain restrictive assumptions. Some of these assumptions are 

of significance in the construction bidding situation for, as has been 

observed, when considering a competitor's reaction to a bidder's new 

strategy "... the degree of reaction will probably depend on the number 

of institutional factors not represented by the model [including] the 

speed and certainty with which competitors can discern a policy change 

and the extent to which the competitors in one auction are likely to be 

the same as the competitors in the succeeding auctions" (Oren & 

Rothkopf, 1975, plO88). 

Some evidence also exists which indicates that likely outcomes have a 

bearing. an competitors' behaviour. -In, Sheldon's investigations in the 

process, plant industry "... nine [managers] stated that each contract 

was unique, hence information relating to past contracts would only be 

of use if each firm offered homogeneous equipment and technologies, and 

if contracts were undertaken at similar sites in similar conditions. 

The conclusion of most firms was that evidence on past bidding 

patterns was too difficult to quantify" (Sheldon, 1982, pl2). It is 

interesting to note, however, that - whatever - information was available 

was used by these organisations. Sugrue (1977) has also examined the 

effect of union labour on the distribution of low bid/cost estimate 

ratios for his 68 road projects. No differences were found between the 

unionised and non-unionised projects in this respect. 

The degrading effects of time have been accomodated in Morin & Clough's 

(1969) model by weighting the more recent data. A similar weighting 

was also applied to the bids of those competitors who most frequently 

competed for the same projects. 

The association of bids with aspects of the decision environment has 

clearly been of interest to researchers in the field. The use of 

multivariate analyses would seem to be particularly apropriate in 

examining potential correlations between bids and likely 
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characteristics of the project generating and outcome ''environments. 
Little conSensus is apparent as yet an the impact of any of the 

predictor variables employed except perhaps project size, which has 

received frequent attention. Further work an this aspect of the 

problem would appear to be desirable. In Benjamin's words "... one of 
the most important directions for future research in the competitive 
bidding area is in , the development of satisfactory multivariable 

statistical models' to predict the behaviour of the competition in the 

bidding situation" (Benjamin, 1972, p328). 

7.5.3.3 Collusion 

All of the models consulted rely an the assumption that no 

collaboration takes place between the bidders. However, as Mitchell 

(1977) has pointed out "... in any, real-life bidding situation, there are 

many complicating factors; not least the possibility of collusion". 

Sheldon (1982) has examined the aspect of collusion in some detail. In 

view of the uncertainty of competitive bidding and the degree of 
interdependence between firms engendered by such uncertainty, Sheldon 

holds that bidding may be conducted a pr-iari through collusive 

agreements. ý He considers. that such agreements would be "... an 

attractive means of maintaining a steady flow of work and achieving 
higher joint, risk-adjusted, discounted profits". Little evidence of 

collusive agreements seems to be available however, which is perhaps to 

be expected. Sheldon's view of the process plant industry is, that the 

variety of process areas in contracting and also periodic excess 

capacity would be a destabilising factor in any such agreements. 
Barriers to entry of the industry are also discussed but it is 

concluded that "... the ability of firms to actually raise bid prices in 

excess of an average cost is a function of the buyer's sensitivity to 

price and non-price factors in a bid, rather than a function of the 

barriers to entry, and hence the ability of firms to actually limit 

prices is curtailed by the buyer's power". Insofar as the construction 
industry is concerned, collusive bidding seems even less likely than 

the process plant industry as barriers to entry are far less severe and 

the proliferation of projects is extensive, especially small projects. 

Collusion, if practised at all in the construction industry, must surely 
be restricted to a very limited number of specialised projects. 
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A more realistic proposition is that correlations exist between bidders 

due to some commonality between companies. "Common training, 

experience and information" (Winkler & Brojoks, 1978) particularly in a 
"localised construction context" (Stark & Mayer, 1969) support the view 
that upositive correlations seem to be more appropriate than negative 

correlations" (Winkler & Brooks, 1980). The vary mechanism of the data 

generating process, where cost estimates are drawn independently, 

providing a basis for assessing competitors' bids, implies a dependency 

of some kind (WeverberS. 1981). 

Flanagan & Ncr=an's analysis of bids entered by three construction 

companies far 39 county council projects, found a discernable trend 11 ... 
between specific contractors when bidding in competition, and that this 

trend can be expected to vary with different types of work, with work 

of different value ranges, or as a result of varying workloads of the 

contractors" (Flanagan & Norman, 19 82, p2 9). An empirical analysis of 68 

USA road cont: -acts, an the other hand, found no evidence of any 

correlation between bidders (Sugrue, 1977). 

7.5.3.4 Non: -Serious and Unrealistic Bids 

Vhittaker (1970), as a result of his interviews with several 

-ion companies, reported that "... the management concerned construct 

stated that all bids were 'serious and competitive' ... these were 

contracts that the company would have liked to win". McCaffer (19760a), 

hcwever, who has some considerable experience in this field, has warned 

that some allowance may be needed for unrealistic bids in modelling 

competitors' bids. 

One type of non-serious bid is known as the 'cover price', where the 

bidder enters a bid the value of which is advised by a competitor. The 

Institute of Quantity Surveyors (IQS) Sussex branch (1979), in an 

opinion survey involving 11 ... a few individuals earning their living in 

preparing bills of quantities, estimates, managing contracts and 

business", found that cover prices are taken notwithstanding attempts 

to prevent the practice, adding that "... the responses showed a marked 

unanimity". The report concluded, however. that the cover prices "did 

not distort market prices". Daniels (1978), in describing the work of 

the Builders' Conference, revealed that bidders admitted to the use of 
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'cover prices' because of the cost of bidding, the high risk of losing, 

not wishing to offend and the short period allowed for building 

preparation. Moyles (1973) -has suggested . that, because - of these 

constraints 11... contractors will usually give detailed attention only to 
desirable contracts", the remainder being "... prepared in a more 
approximate manner with a risk allowance to cover for unforseen 

circumstances and for the less accurate method of. estimating". Indeed, 

discussions at a conference entitled "Estimating, the Way Ahead" (1979), 

organised by the Building Trades Journal, openly revealed the practice 

of taking such cover prices, discussing alternative methods of 

acquiring such prices 

The methods adopted by researchers in discounting these non-bona-f ide 

bids 'have been inconsistent. Scu-chwell's attemots (1971) to model bid 

sets simply excludes non-serious bids without further comment. Franks 

(1970) in comparing the variability of students' estimates with bids 

obtained for several "live" projects, arbitrarily excludes the upper of 
20% of bids as being probably non serious. Norrison & Stevens (1980) 

have considered excluding the highest two bids in each set, whilst 
Whittaker's analysis (1970) of 153 contracts excluded all bids 

exceeding the average bid by a factor of 6 and any obviously abnormal 

sets (for instance where one bid was more than 21% higher than the 

next highest bid) were eliminated. Whittaker also imposed an 

additional restriction by including only the bids which satisfied the 

condition 

(highest bid - lowest bid)/mean bid (24% ' 

Pimm (1974), on the other hand, along with the majority of bidding 

strategists, does not advocate rejecting bids that look "wrong", 

although he suggests excluding bids his own firm know to be wrong 
because of arithmetical or Judgemental errors. 

McCaf fer (1976a) claims to have discovered the presence of outliers 
during the performance of the Anderson-Darling test, 'due to the 

formation of unexpectedly long tails in the analysis. Since his data 

appeared to have been drawn from a general Normal distribution, a test 

developed by Grubbs (1950) is recommended. The test, however, has been 

criticised as inappropriate in this case, as the sample sizes are too 

small and that the presence of outliers is more likely to be indicative 
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of a wrongly assumed shape parameter than an 'unrealistic' bid 
(Skitmore, 1981a). 

Johnston (1978), far from eliminating suspect bids, considers them to 
be of great importance and, in calculating skewness, has suggested a 
possible correlation with the industry's work load. Analysis by 
Skit=cre (1981) of a different set of data has rejected Johnston's 
f indinSs. 

A further re--scn for retaining the so-called 'unrealistic' bids is that 

some companies have been found to have quite distinct biddinz 
behaviour and what appears to be an unrealistic bid may be a genuine 
bid in some cases. In any event, non-serious bidders are not likely to 
have amy effect. on low bid =cdels (Weverberg, 1981; Beestan, 1983). It is 

concluded, therefcre, that, in the absence of any reliable predictor of 
known ncn: -sericus bids, it would be advisable to retain all bids in the 

model. 

7.5.4 Data Limitations 

A major criticism of models of competitors' bidding behaviour is based 

on the difficulty in obtaining the necessary data. Friedman's (19-56) 

model is particularly susceptible to this criticism, demanding, as it 
does, the collection of bid/cost estimate ratios against each competitor 
in order to construct a frequency distribution of sufficient dimensions 

to enable a probability density function to be fitted. Such a quantity 

of data does not seem to be generally available in the construction 
industry (Grin7er & Whittaker, 1973), a difficulty considered by some to 
bring into question the entire applicability of bidding models in the 
industry (Cooke, 1981, p6l). The situation deteriorates further when 

considering combinations of specified -competitors due to the reduced 

amount of data available -(Beeston, 1983) to assess the Joint probability 
distribution of each possible sub-set of competitors, 2- for n 

competitors (Christenson, 1965). Added to this are the typical 

characteristics of the construction bidding situation -in that "... past 
histories of bidding behaviour are relatively short and only a small 

number of potential competitors participate in a particular contract" 
(Weverberg, 1981). It is not surprising to f ind that 11... the experience 

of the contractor studies seems to indicate that it is of little value 
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to try and estimate the distribution of the bid-cost ratios of known 

competitors ... [as] there are relatively few competitors who are bid 

against often enough to provide sufficient - information to estimate 
these distributions with any confidence" (Benjamin, 1972, p328). A 
further difficulty that has been encountered is that not all (if any) 

competitors may be known for a project. 

Data difficulties -and- unknown competitors have been anticipated by 
Friedman's (1956) collective competitors model, termed 'the average 
bidder', where all competitors are assumed to behave in a similar 
manner, that is, their bids are considered to be drawn from ident -ical 
distributions. The majority of empirical studies rely on the collective 
competitors model, the individual competitor model be4--; r restric. ed to 

competitors encountered most frequently Ckey' cc=petitcrs), mainly due 
to the extreme difficulties involved in cbtaizzing stable parameter 
estimates for individual competitors (see Capen et al, 1971; Curtis & 

Maines, 1973 and Fuerst, 1977, for instance). 

Apart from resorting to modelling the distribution of low bids, with 
the accompanying loss of information, only two approaches appear to be 

feasible. The first is to use the collective competitor model on the 

assumption that competing bidders do behave in a similar manner, and 
the second is to adopt a multi-variable approach along the lines of 
Weverberg (1982) and Skitmore (1982). There are some grounds for 

accepting the first approach to be reasonable for "... although for some 

companies quite distinct bidding behaviour in terms of mean and spread 

are found, pooling of companies into 'average competitors' does not 

seem to be a major cause of bias: for many companies behaviour is 

sufficiently similar" (Weverberg, 1982, p26). In the context of the 

bidding problem it would seem that differences in spread are of more 

concern than differences in mean (Weverberg, 1982, p62). Insofar as the 

second approach is concerned, data can be collected an all contracts 
irrespective of whether the collector enters a bid or not, thereby 

reducing -the informational problems of the uni-variate approach 

normally employed. Success is not guaranteed, however, for, as 
Veverberg (1982) observes 10... naive approaches based an pairwise 

independence and assuming univariate analyses are inevitably quite 

unreliable. Even using multivariate methods differences in bidding 

behaviour are not easy to detect". 
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7.5.5 Project Acquisition 

The allocation of projects by potential clients depends an the client's 
allocation criteria which nay include such factors as price, speed, 
quality, reliability, flexibility and control. These criteria determine 
the global procurement methods chosen (such as traditional, design and 
build, or management contract), the construction companies to be 
involved, and the value of the project. It is generally assumed that 
the price of the project is the client's main interest and, in the 

majority of cases, this is reflected in the competitive traditional 

approach where the lowest bidder is awarded the project. Such an 
approach is not the universal practice however. There are instances of 
projects being awarded to construction companies offering slc: tter 
durations or, directly or indirectly, greater reliability, e.. e: - cU-" . 

L' "" 
. 

1-4 47 

and greater financial security. On some occasions the second cr even 
third lowest bidder has been known the acquire the project. One reascz 
for this is the view that the lowest bidder may have entered a 
'suicidally' low bid due to, perhaps, some gross deficiency in his ca-st 

estimate. Cauwelaert & Heynig's (1978) 'Belgian' solution proposes a 

method of identifying such low bids in order to avoid allocating 

projects to these bidders. 

Simmonds (1968a) has proposed a method of modelling the various 
features offered by the company in its attempt to acquire a new project 
in terms of mark-up or mark-up equivalent. By this method, non-price 

'cr their features relative to competitors, are evaluated subjectively f 

likely effect on project acquisition. 

Very little evidence appears to be available an the impact of non-price 
features and the allocation of project to bidders other than those 

entering the lowest bid. Benjamin's (1969) analysis of 125 

construction projects found only one case of a project being awarded to 

anyone other than the lowest bidder. 

7.5.6 Factors Affecting the Likelihood of Entering the Lowest Bid 

The competitive pressures in the construction industry, it has been 

said, are probably more intense than any other industry 

(Park, 1 972, p2 4.1). In the presence of such competition it is not 
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altogether surprising to find that "... Judging from the attitudes of 

some companies, competitive bidding does not result in competition 
based upon costs or profit margins, but actually produces a lottery in 

which the inherent uncertainty of the process decides the winner" 
(Vhittaker, 1970). Indeed, McCaffer (1976a) has found "... substantial 

evidence that existing bidding processes are little more than random". 
Pim's (1974) analysis of the number of projects awarded to four 

construction companies indicates that the average number of projects 

acquired is generally, the reciprocal of the average number of bidders 

c=pet: Lng, the proportion that would only be won by 'chance' (Table 

7.4). 

Table 7.4 Frequenc7 of low bids 

Company NO. Of No. of Bids per % win by % actually 
Projects bids project chance won 

A 41 249 6.1 16.4 17.0 
B 36 183 7.0 14.2 15.4 
C 19 88 4.6 21.6 21.1 
1) 35 202 5.8 21.6 17.1 

Scurce: Pim (1974, p541) 

This would suggest an extremely simple model in which the probability 

P of entering the lowest bid is the reciprocal of n, the total number 

of bidders. The value of n, however, may not be known with certainty 

but may, as has been discussed earlier, itself be modelled by a 

probability density function say f(n). 

Research by Broemser (1969), however, indicates that n is not 

significantly correlated with P, although many consider n to be a very 

important factor (Park, 1962, for instance). 

Empirical attempts to link other factors with P have also met with 

limited success. Gates (1967) and McCaffer (1976a), for instance, have 

examined (inconclusively) the influence of project size, and Broemser's 

(1968) MRA using several predictor variables was unable to explain 

most of the variance, concluding that 11... we expect most of the 
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remaining variance, ie, the standard error of 5.18%, is due to the 

difference between cost estimates". 

A great deal of attention has centered at the theoretical level an the 

actions of individual competitors, information about which has been 

regarded as "critical" (Griesmer et al, 1963). Mast models implicitly 

require the analyst to develop probability distributions for any 

competitor's bid (Neufville et al, 1977), which means that the model 
builder is faced with "... the problem of explicating probability laws 

for opposing bids" (Veverberg, 1981). Carr (1982) has shown that 

differences in assumptions of the spreads of opposing bids can have 

significant effects an results, alt! Lcugh asjrhmetrical information 

(different spreads) produce a "very messy" theory (Klein, 1976). 

Edelmann (1965) and Flanagan & Y=An (1982) have, nevertheless, 
derived a matrix of award probabilities fcr each bidder. 

In recognition of the inf ormational diff iculties, Park (1966) has 

suggested considering individual commetitors when six or less are 

present and Morin & Clough (1969) have used the 'key' competitor 

analysis for those competitors encountered an in least 40% of bidding 

situations. 

The most popular factor that his been associated with P is the 

difference between the bid and cost estimate, commonly termed the 

'mark-up', as this represents 0... the underlying assumption of bidding 

theory in that for each marginal change of mark-up there is a 

corresponding change in the probability IF] of success 

(Cooke, 1981, p6l). 

7.5.7 The Probability (P) of Entering the Lowest Bid as a Function of 

Mark-Up 

It has been assumed that a company may estimate the prior probability 

of P for a "particular bid", this probability being determined from the 

company's expectations of its competitors' bids. It follows, therefore, 

that P 11... will vary continuously with the amount bid which may be 

varied almost continuously" (Benjamin, 1970). Edelmann's (1965) model 

relies an the intuitive assessment of the value of P as a function of 

the bid. An alternative approach has been to f it a curve to the 
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percentage cumulative observed rate of bidding success for a given cost 

plus -a percentage mark-up (Bensan, 1970). Friedman (1956) has 

suggested that a value for P for. a particular. project can be estimated 
by combining the probabilities of underbidding each individual 

competitor. Friedman's model has been described many times, probably 
the most cogent description being that of Fuerst (1976): 

"Assume for a letting under consideration that the bid of 
each cc=etitor, Ci, i=l,..., n, is independently drawn 
from Si(b0c) -a probability density function of the bid 
of Ci, canditional upon the actual cost, c. Also, any 
cc=pe4-itor winning the contract is assumed to have the 
same actual cost. Therefore 

P(Ci wins) = 
jgi(bi) Tg2(b2 

... 
Tg,, 

(b,, )db. ... db2, dbi 

i= which, fcr notatianal ease, Sj. (b0 has been writtem 
fcr gi(bLIc)" 

(Fuerst, 1976, pl74). 

If bidder C, 's bid is replaced by cast estimate ci, plus a mark-up 

then the abcve bec=es 

P(Ci winsim) fI (cl )+m. g2 (b2) ... 
db2, dc, 

c -in -0 tý-C, 4ýft 

Friedman then advocates obtaining fi (c i) and Si (b 0 empirically, based 

on observations f ram past lettings, from the frequency distributions of 

actual cosIt/cost estimate and bid/cost estimate ratios respectively. 

However, as Fuerst (and others) observe "... both a cost estimate and a 

competitor's bid should be considered random variables, and the density 

function of the ratio of two random variables is almost always 

complexly related to the density functions of the individual random 

variables". A further problem that occurs with the use of ratios is 

that, if the ratio of bids and cost estimates is to be considered as 

trul-4, - independent of the bids and cost estimates, then the ratio must 

always be constant, as proved by Rathkopf (1980). 

Two alternative approaches appear to be available in circumventing 

these problems. One approach adopted by Grinyer & Whittaker (1973) 

assumes that the ratio of bids to average bids, for any project, form a 

Uniform density function and then estimating, via a combination of 

managerial judgement and past data, the value of the mean of the 
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density function for each contract to be bid. Grinyer & Vhittaker's 

assumption of Uniformly distributed bids has, however, been rejected by 

McCaffer (1976a) on methodological grounds, - as previously -mentioned. 
McCaffer (1976a) has also questioned the accuracy of prediction of the 

mean bid by this approach. 

The other approach has been to utilise the distribution of low bids, 

irrespective of the identity of the bidders, by compiling a frequency 

distribution of low bid/ccst. estimate ratios. This approach, whilst 

overcoming the prcblt----is to s=e extent, suffers from informational 

loss, as already discussed. It has, hcwever, been claimed to be 

increasingly beneficial as individual cc=-Detitcrs' distributions differ 

(Veverberg, 1981, pl9). This must clearly depend an the predictability of 
the identity of the individual c=petitLU5. Estimates of P based an 
the low bid distribution are likely to be rather poor in the absence of 

a consistently keen, but absent, cc=-zetitcr, for instance. 

A third and, as yet untried, a-ovraach avoids the use of ratios entirely 

in estimating function parameters by a multi-variate technique 

(Skitmare, 1982). The advantage of this approach is that it avoids the 

usual problems associated with ratios by dealing with the log values of 

the bid and cost estimate variables, thus enabling these variables to 

be handled separately. Some aspects of this approach are examined in 

the next Chapters. 

A further difficulty that arises with the above formulae is that bids, 

as has been discussed, are not expected to be independent, for several 

reasons. Ya models have been proposed, however, to deal with this 

problem in situations where mare than two bidders are involved. 

Two theoretical conclusions are of interest with the Friedman model. 

Firstly, where symmetric information exists (identical functions) for 

all competitors, a value of P can be estimated by order statistics 

(Curtis & Maines, 1973; McCaffer, 1976a; Klein, 1976 and Mitchell, 1977, for 

instance); and secondly, it has been shown that, under certain 

restrictive conditions, the expected value of the winning bid "... is 

surely equal to the true value" of the project (Wilson, 1979 and 

Milgrom, 1979, for instance). - 
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Summary and Conclusions 

This chapter has examined in some detail the possibility of simplifying 

some aspects of the project selection decision by means of statistical 

models. The frequency distribution of the size of the project 

opportunities has been found, in one case, to be Exponential and the 

work content of the projects modelled as a series of random variables. 
A Poisson model has been proposed to model the distribution of the 

number of competitors involved and several regression models have been 

devised to predict the number of competitors, none of which appears to 

have been been particularly successful. A predictive technique termed 

the multidistribution model (ND) has been used to predict the identitiy 

of competitors and further models have been developed which purpcr-',,, to 

give the probability of certain competitors being present in a prcje--t 
bidding situation. 

Actual and estimated costs have been extensively modelled 

stochastically, the degree of independence between these two variables 

being a major debate. Individual aspects of costs and estimated costs 
have been considered amenable to statistical modelling, including 

labour, materials, sub-contractors, quantity related costs, weather and 

seasons, costs of estimating and additional costs. Many proposals have 

been reviewed defining the nature of cost distributions and these are 

summarised in Table 7.2. 

Relatively little attention has been paid to modelling project in--=e in 

a statistical manner, except that a Beta distribution has been applied 
to cash flows. 

The bidding behaviour of competitors, both collectively and 

individually, has been the subject of many statistical models, the 

distributional characteristics of which are summarised in Table 7-3. 

Some possible effects of market conditions have been noted. The 

distribution of low bids in relation to cost estimates has also been 

treated in a similar manner, a Normal probability density function 

often being considered appropriate. An interesting result arising from 

the analysis of three sets of published data indicates the expected 

value of low bid/cost estimate ratio to be approximately unity. 
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The behaviour of individual competitors has been modelled separately in 

some cases. The assumption that the behaviour of bidders is 

independent of events, including the actions of competitors,. 'economic 

conditions', type and possibly size of project and location has been 

questioned as being an oversimplification although little evidence 

appears to be available to determine the significance of this. The use 

of MRA has been recommended in identifying correlations of these 

events with individual bids. 

The possibility of collusion has also been discussed and is considered 
to be rarely practised in the construction industry. It is thought, 

however, that a subverted form of collusion may exist because of 

commonalities between companies. Non-serious and unrealistic bids have 

also been considered for possible separate treatment with the 

conclusion that, in the absence of any identification procedures, such 
bids may be more fruitfully retained in any general analysis. 

Data limitations appear to be severe except f or collective competitors, 
low bids and certain key competitors. A multi-variate technique, 

however, has been proposed which may alleviate the problem. 

Project allocation has been considered to depend on many possible 

client controlled factors and a method has been reviewed which 

aggreSates these factors into a mark-up adjustment. 

The effect of the mark-up an the probability (P) of entering the lowest 

bid has been found to be contained in a model f irst proposed by 

Friedman (1956). The model essentially requires some knowledge of the 

probability distribution of bids for each competitor and the 

probability distribution of actual/estimated costs of the decision- 

maker's organisation. The problems associated with bid/estimated cost 

and actual/estimated cost ratios indicate that an alternative approach 

may be required. The use of collective and low bid model has been 

considered and the multi-variate approach again identified as a 

possible suitable alternative. 

Statistical models would appear to be reasonable approximations of 

many aspects of the project decision environment, if only because of 

the volume of studies reported, only a sample of which, have been 

reviewed in this Chapter. Perhaps the most important aspect of the 
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entire project decision system is whether a project is acquired or not, 

as this event will have a considerable impact an the state of the 

outcome environment, both initially and particularly over a period of 
time. The liklihood of project acquisition would seem, as has been 

seen, to be a strong candidate for modelling in a statistical manner in 

terms of the probability of entering the lowest bid for the project. 
An estimate of this probability, if it can be obtained with sufficient 

accuracy, could then be applied to the model states previously outlined 
by inputing a probabilistic element to those states of the model that 

have "'itherto beeen regarded as conditional upon acquisition. 

The remaining Chapters describe an empirical study investigating the 

suitability of simple statistical modelling, including some of those 

re7iewed in this Chapter, of aspects of the project selection and 
bidding problem. 



CHAPTER 8 

Analysis of bidding data 
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ANALYSIS OF BIDDING DATA 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter contains a summary of the first part of an empirical 

analysis of bidding data for construction projects. The data 

consisted of three sets (referred to as Cases 1,2,3) of bids entered 
for projects in two geographical locations of the UK. Details are 

provided in Appendix B. 

Three aspects are examined to identify the suitability of modelling 
the data in a simple statistical manner, the frequency of project 

values, the frequency of the number of bids entered for each project 

and the distribution of bid values for each project. The second part 

of the analysis, which examined aspects involving the individual 

bidders, is continued in Chapter 9. 

8.2 Project Values 

8.2.1 Distribution of project values 

Figures 8.1 to 8.3 show the frequency of project values (lowest bids) 

as histogram for each of the 3 cases studied. Cases 2&3 provide 

data for all projects let in two geographical regions whilst Case I 

covers only projects in which bids were entered by one firm. The 

histograms for Cases 2&3 suggests that an exponential model may 

well approximate the data and a chi-square test may also indicate a 

good fit (cf. Hossein, 1977). However, closer inspection of the 

left-hand tails of Cases 2&3 (Figures 8.4 & 8.5) suggest that lower 

valued contracts do not behave as expected by the exponential 
distribution as the frequencies flatten out and start to fall with 

very low value projects. Several parametric distributions thought to 

have a similar shape to the shape indicated by the histogram were 
fitted to the data and tested for-goodness of fit. 

8.2.2 The Exponential model 

The Exponential distribution was fitted to the standardised values Yi 

= xi/3Z and the observed frequency of yi compared with the expected 
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Fig. 8.2 Case 2: Frequency distribution of project size (low bids) 
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frequency Pr(yi) = 1-e-Yi. For Case 1, both the chi-square test 
(X2(s) = 8.9) and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S(si) = 0.16) do not 

reject the null hypothesis at the 5% level. Case 2 (; K2(16) = 164.6), 

K_S(218) = 0.28) and Case 3 (X2 (24) = 92.5; K-S(373) = 0.12), 

however, do reject the null hypothesis at the 5% level. This result 
is not surprising for it is known that, for the Exponential 

distribution uy=cry which implies for these standardized values that 

sy approximates to unity, which clearly does not apply in Cases 2 and 
3. 

8.2.3 The Gamma model 

The Gamna distribution was fitted to the values xi such that fW= 

), (Ix)k-1, e-xx/r(k), where k= 3Z2/sx2 and X= R/s. 2. The observed 
frequency of xi was compared with the expected frequency of f(x). In 

all cases except the K-S test for Case I the null hypothesis was 

rejected at the 5% level. This result is also not surprising as, for 

values of k less than unity, the shape of the Gamma distribution is a 

reverse J shape similar to that of the Exponential distribution. 

Such a shape, as was previously noted, is not likely to be very 

representative of the distribution of the observed values. 

8.2.4 The Beta model 

The Beta distribution of the first kind was fitted to the 

standardised values yi = (xi-min x)/(max x-min x) 

f (Y) - 
r(t) 

yr-i (1-y)t-r-1, values for r. and t being 
L kr) Lkr. -r) 

estimated from 1: and sy2 = r(t-r)/t2(t+l). The observed 
t 

frequency of yi was compared with the expected frequency of f(y). In 

all cases both the chi-square and K-S test reject the null hypothesis 

at the 5% level. A comparison of the observed coefficient of 

skewness Yty and that expected of the Beta distribution ie. 

yl =1r 
(r+2)(r-1) 

_ 
3r(r+l) + 

2r2l 
03 t 

[(t+2)(t+l) 

t(t+l) t2 

indicates the differences (Table 8.1). 
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Table 8.1: Project values and the Beta distribution ý 

comDarison of expected and observed coefficients 

of skewness 

Statistic Case 

2 

Expected Yly 1.25 3.01 2.73 

Observed Yly 2.31 4.34 5.51 

8.2.5 The Normal model (log transformation) 

The Normal distribution was fitted to the standardized log values, zi 
= (yi - Y)Isy where yi = 2n(xi) and the observed frequency of zi 
compared with the expected frequency of N(0,1). All tests except the 
K-S test for Case 2 failed to reject the null hypothesis at the 5% 
level. 

8.2.6 The Normal model (logýlog transformation) 

The normal distribution was fitted to the standardized logýlog 

values, zi = (yi - Y)Isy, where yi = 2n [2n(xi)], and the observed 
frequency of zi compared with the expected frequency of N(0,1). All 

tests failed to reject the null hypothesis at the W. ' level. The 

chi-square tests of the standardized values for Case 2 is given in 

Table 8.2. 
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Table 8.2: Case 2- Log-log transformation contract size (low bid) 

distribution 

Chi-Square Test of Fit 

Normal Distribution 

From To Obs z PHI EXP CLM EXP x2 

-INF -1.750 11 -1.750000 0.040059 8.732896 8.732896 0.588552 

-1.750 -1.500 5 -1.500000 0.0666807 14.563970 5.831074 0.118449 

-1.500 -1.000 16 -1.000000 0.158655 34.586845 20.022875 0.808252 

-1-000 -0-750 8 -ý-0.750000 0.226627 49.404763 14.817917 3.137013 

-0.750 -0-500 26 -0.500000 0.308538 67.261183 17.856421 3.713952 

-0-500 -0.250 28 -0.250000 0.401294 87.482021 20.220838 2.992723 

0-250 0.000 23 0.000000 0.500000 109.000000 21.517979 0.102072 

0.000 0.250 16 0.250000 0.598706 130.517979 21.517979 1.415007 

0.2.00 0.500 16 0.500000 0.691462 150.738817 20.220838 0.881045 

0.500 0.750 17 0.750000 0.773373 168.595237 17.856421 0.041075 

0.750 1.000 14 1.000000 0.841345 183.413155 14.817917 0.045147 

1.000 1.250 14 1.250000 0.894350 194.968349 11.555195 0.517263 

1.250 1.500 7 1.500000 0.933193 203.436030 8.467681 0.254389 

1.500 +INF 17 +INF 1.000000 218.000000 14.563970 0.407461 

218 218.000000 15.022399 
Chi-square of 15.022399 (13 df), has probability of 0.305937 

8.2.7 Conclusions 

Table 8.3 summarises the results of the various models applied to the 

project values. As can be seen from the table, only the Log- 

lognormal model appears to fit all cases without rejection by the 

tests applied. 
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Table 8.3: Modelli g-project values 

Statistic Case 

2 
Exponential (yl=xi/R) 

7 1.00 

sy, 1.008 
x2 8.88*(6) 
K-S 0.16*(Sl) 

1.00 
2.031 

164.6(16) 
0.28(210) 

1.00 
1.596 

92.5(24) 

0.12(373) 

Gamma 
5? 1639369 

SX 1652622 
k=ýR2/SX2 0.984 
X--R/Sx 2 6.002 E-07 
X2 23.23(7) 

K-s- 0.16*(Sl) 

138398 

281-142 

0.24Z 

1.751 E-06 
37.78(10) 
0.269(218) 

457650 

730440 

0.393 

8.578 B-07 

89.45(lo) 
0.265(373) 

Beta fyi=(xi-min x/(max x-min x)) 

min x 248733 

max x 7831865 
y 0.183 

SY 0.218 

r 0.395 
t 2.153 
x2 26.16(g; ) 
K-S 0.232(51) 

1172 
2257024 
0.061 
0.125 
0.163 
2.678 

28.34(g) 
0.388(218) 

8941 
85533QO 

0.053 
0.085 
0.305 
5.808 

84.995(lo) 
0.309(373) 

Lognormal 

y 

SY 

x2 

K-S 

13.945 

0.834 

9.29*(6) 

0. log*(51) 

10.731 
1.463 

32.76(14) 
0.073*(Zle) 

12.421 
1.066 

12.68*(17) 
0.038*(373) 

Log-lognomal (yi=2n(2n(xi))) 

y ý 2.633 2.364 2.516 

SY 0.059 0.137 0.086 
X2 6.68*(S) 15.02*(13) 7.37*(16) 
K-S 0.107*(51) 0.055*(210) 0.021*(373) 

* Null hypothesis not rejected at 5% level 
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8.3 The Number of Bidders 

8.3.1 The distribution of the number of bidders per project 

Friedman (1956) has suggested that the number of bidders k might have 

a Poisson distribution. That is if ), is the estimated number of 
bidders then: 

9(k) = ), k-l- e-X/k 

Estimates of X= Tc, where xi is the number of bids recorded for each 
project, were obtained from the data and the Poisson function g(x) 
fitted (Figures 8.6 & 8.7). In all cases the null hypothesis was 

rejected by the chi-square test at the 5% level. 

Friedman (1956) has further suggested that better estimates of ). may 
be obtained by predictions obtained from regressing the project value 

on the number of bidders. A regression was performed on the data of 
the project values (low bids) on the number of bids entered for each 

project (Table 8.4). 

Table 8.4: Results of regression of project value on the 

number of bids per Project 

Case <X Prod. mom t (9--0) 

corr. coeff 

1 5.825 2.501 E-07 0.282 2.06*(49) 

2 5.245 3.037 E-07 0.378 6.00*<216) 

3 4.918 4.729 E-07 0.178 3.48*(371) 

* rejects null hypothesis at 5% level. 
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Fig. 8.6 Case 1: Frequency of bids per project 
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Fia-. 8.7 Case 3: Frequency of bids per project 
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Although the product moment correlation coefficient was quite low, 

the t-test rejection of 13 =0 hypothesis was taken to be an 
indication that some relationship between project value and the 

number of bids per contract may exist. However, such small values of 
A were found difficult to handle computationally and, in view of the 

advantages found with the log transformation of project values in the 

previous section, it was decided to use the log project values to 

predict the number of bids per project. The average log project 

values were calculated for projects containing x=1,2,.. bids. As 

Figure 8.8 shows, there appear to be marked differences in absolute 

values between the three cases although a similar trend is apparent 
in each case. For ease of comparison the log project values were 

plotted against the number of bidders per project and a polynomial 
least squares regression line fitted (Figures 8.9-8.11). Although 

some evidence was fotmd in the Case 3 data of a curvilinear 

relationship, it was decided for the sake of simplicity to adopt a 
linear model. The results of the linear regression of log project 

value on the number of bidders per project are given in Table 8.5. 

A second regression was performed, forcing the regression through 

zero for comparative purposes (Table 8.6). 

Now having obtained a least squares linear prediction of the number 

of bids for a project, Friedman's assumption that the actual number 

of bids is a Poisson. distribution can be tested as follows: - 

Let the observed number of bids for project i be xi 

and the expected number of bids for project i be Xi 

then the probability that 04 Xi 4 xi is 

Pr(xi) = 4> X2 (2(xi+l)l 2(Xi) 

and for all projects (i = 1,2 ...... c), Pr(xi) will be uniformly 
distributed between zero and unity. The calculations for Case 1 are 

shown in Tables 8.7 and 8.8. Table 8.6 summarizes the results in all 

three cases. 
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Table 8.5: Distribution of observed number of bidders around 

rezression prediction 

nj = (x + Ayij Case 

23 

Restression Results 

yij = 9n (xij) 

Prod. mom. corr. coeff. 0.2714 0.489 

a (SE) 

A (SE) 

t-test (A = 0) 

Residuals 

Test for Poisson distn. 

X2 

K-S 

-0.4129 -2.4455 
(3.3737) (0.9931) 

0.4767 0.75585 
(0.2415) (0.0917) 

1.97*(49) 8.24(216) 

45.1(4) 29.83(g) 

0.231(51) 0.134(219) 

Test for Normal distn. 

0.460 

-5.2745 
(1.0483) 

0.8380 
(0.0841) 

9.97(371) 

63.53(g) 

0.136(372) 

X2 10.11*(S) 8.49*(S) 10.06*(S) 

K-S 0.117*(Sl) 0*060*(217) 0.041*(372) 

* Null hypothesis not rejected 
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Table 8.6: Distribution of observed number of bidders, around 

regression prediction (forced through zero) 

nj = Ayij Case 
2 3 

Regeression results 

yij = 2n (xij) 

Prod. mom. corr. coeff. 0.2714 0.489 0.460 

a (SE) 0 (0) 0 (0) 6 (o) 

Is (SE) 0.4472 0.5321 0.4164 
(0.0143) (0.0125) (0.0074) 

t-test (J3 = 0) 31.66(so) 42.56(219) 56.20(372) 

Residuals 

Test for Poisson distn. 

x2 41.77(4) 48.7(g) 57.10(g) 

k-s 0.226(51) 0.113(217) 0.107(270) 

Test for Normal distn. 

x2 10.11*(S) 14.78*(g) 17.67(g) 

k-s 0.113*(Sl) 0.072*(217) 0.071(372) 

* Null hypothesis not rejected 
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Table 8.7: Rezression predictions of number of bids Der Project 
fCase 1) and Poisson probability Pr(n. j) of residuals 

Project 
(j) 

No 
Bids 
(nj) 

Value 
Rn (xij) 

Pred 
nj 

Pr 
(nj) 

1 6- 14.186 6.350 0.5503 
2 4 13.126 5. M 0.3064 
3 7 14.052 6.286 0.7037 
4 6 13.366 - 5.959 0.6129 
5 6 12.872 5.724 0.6506 
6 9 14.565 6.531 0.8747 
7 7 14.936 6.707 0.6422 
8 4 15.747 7.094 0.1646 
9 6 13.678 6.108 0.5890 

10 4 13.877 6.203 0.2588 
11 6 14.381 6.443 0.5355 
12 6 13.935 6.230 0.5694 
13 4 13.346 5.950 0.2918 
14 6 13.279 5.918 0.6195 
15 6 14.173 6.344 0.5513 
16 3 13.644. 6.092 0.1432 
17 10 12.010 5.790 0.6401 
18 6 13.010 5.790 0.6401 
19 9 14.866 6.674 0.8620 
20 8 15.874 7.155 0.7087 
21 7 15.132 6.801 0.6283 
22 6 13.259 5.908 0.6210 
23 5 14.292 6.401 0.3836 
24 8 13.995 6.636 0.5053 
25 6 14.785 6.636 0.5053 
26 7 13.060 5.813 0.7693 
27 4 14.239 6.375 0.2380 
28 7 14.460 6.529 0.6686 
29 6 13.122 5.843 0.6315 
30 6 14.786 6.636 0.5052 
31 6 13.304 5.0-29 0.6176 
32 6 13.196 5.878 0.6259 
33 6 13.584 6.063 0.5962 
34 7 14.550 6.524 0.6693 
35 6 13.619 6.080 0.5935 
36 6 13.520 6.032 0.6011 
37 9 15.707 7.075 0.8228 
38 5 13.140 5.851 0.4698 
39 7 13.197 5.878 0.7887 
40 8 14.552 6.524 0.7887 
41 6 14.223 6.368 0.5474 
42 8 15.103 6.787 0.7564 
43 6 13.352 5., -953 0.6139 
44 5 14.628 6.561 0.3603 
45 4 14.000 6.261 0.2516 
46 7 14.835 6.660 0.6493 
47 8 14.151 6.333 0.8110 
48 7 13.456 6.002 0.7437 
49 5 12.424 5.510 0.5272 
50 5 12.791 5.685 0.4975 
51 6 13.176 5.869 0.6274 

Total: 318 318.000 
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8.3.2 Conclusions 

Table 8.5 indicates that the regression does go some way towards 

predicting the number of bids from the project value (lowest bid), 
the 9 coefficient being significantly different to zero for Cased 2 

and 3. The Poisson model for the distribution of the observed number 

of bidders around the predicted value was not found to be appropriate 
by the tests used. The Normal model, however, was found to be 

satisfactory. 

8.4 The Distribution of Bids for Each Project 

8.4.1 Shape 

8.4.1.1 First impressions 

A first impression of the shape of the distribution of bids was 

gained by calculating the weighted average of the third and fourth 

moments of the bids for each project as these moments are independent 

of the first and second moments. 

The weighted averages of the coefficients of skewness and kurtosis 

were obtained in the manner of McCaffer (1976a) as follows: 

c 
) Yjj kj 

j=l 

r'2 Y2j kj 

where Y, and Y2 are the coefficients of skewness and kurtosis 

respectively (see 'Appendix A), k is the number of bids entered for 

projects j=1,2 . ..... c and 
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c 
N kj 

j=1 
The full calculation is shown in Table 8.8. 

An approximate test for departure from the normal distribution was 

made from the standard error of the coefficient of skewness (SEy, 

A6/df)) and kurtosis (SEY2 = v'(24/df)) where df = kmk. Under the 

null hypothesis that the bids are normally distributed it was judged 

that SEyl, and SEy2 would have to be less than 1.96. Some values 

greater than 1.96 were recorded as indicated in Table 8.9, and in 

particular the significantly positive skewness coefficients in all 

cases. Reference to previously published work suggest that most data 

of this kind may be skewed in a similar manner (Table 8.10). 

Table 8.10: Summary of weighted shape statistic for project 
bids 

Av. Av. 

Skewness Kurtosis 

Analysis Coeff. df Coeff. df 

McCaffer's (1976a) bridges 

Skitmore (1981) 

Case 2 

McCaffer's (1976a) roads 

Case 3 

Case 1 

-0.01-9 108 0.642 ME 

0.165* 1631 0.204 1590 

0.175* 1189 0.219 1141 

0.210* 1721 0.200 1721 

- 
0.267* 1835 0.273* 1676 

0.472* 318 0.102 315 

McCaffer's (1976a) buildings 0.518* 1114 0.082 1114 

* null hypothesis rejected at 5110 level 
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8.4.1.2 The relationship between the coefficient of skewness and the 

number of bidders 

It was considered possible that the number of bidders for the project 
may be associated in some way with the coefficient of skewness. A 
test was made for correlation by a linear regression. As Table 8.11 
indicates, some correspondence does appear to exist between 

increasing numbers of bidders and increasing skewness, although the 

test used did not reject the null hypothesis. It was also considered 
that the observed correlation, such as it was, may well be a result 

of the confounding effects of project value. 

Table 8.11: Results of regression of number of bidders per 

project aninst skewness coefficient 

Regression Case 

Yjj = (x+. Bnj 23 

Product Moment Corr. Coeff. 0.268 0.111 0.048 

cc 0.5349 0.2227 0.1850 

A 0.0836 0.0347 0.0321 

t-test (j9=0) 1.94(49) 1-55(193) 0.87(331) 

8.4.1.3 The relationship between the coefficient of skewness and 

project value 

Figure 8.12 shows the coefficients of skewness recorded for each 

project plotted against the log project value (lowest bid) for all 

cases together with the fitted second degree polynomial regression 
lines for each case. The plot suggests little correlation to exist 
between project value and the individual coefficients of skewness. 
The product moment correlation coefficients and t-tests on the A 
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coefficients of the linear regression generally confirm this view, 

certainly for Case 2 and 3 (Table 8.12). 

Table 8.12: Results of regression of project value on the 

coefficients of skewness for each project 

Case (X Prod. Mom t (A--0) 
Corr. Coeff. 

1 0.183 1.432 E-07 0.273 1.93(49) 

0.123 1.158 E-07 0.021 0.43(193) 

3 0.206 9.591 E-08 0.061 1.31(331) 

The results for Case I do indicate some correlation but the 

relatively small number of projects involved (51) suggests that the 

correlation may be spurious. 

8.4.1.4 Tests of distributional shape 

8.4.1.4.1 Introduction 

As no satisfactory evidence was found to suggest that the shape of 

the distribution of bids for each project was dependent on either the 

number of bids or project value it was decided to test the assumption 

that the shape of the distribution of bids for each project was the 

same for each project. In order to do this it was necessary to find 

a parametric shape that would reasonably model the distribution of 

bids for each project. 

More formally, it is assumed that "each of a set of observations x= 

fxýL, ... , xn) is independently drawn from a density p(xile, CF, A), 

where e and a are location and scale parameters, and A is a shape 

parameter that indexes a parametric family that contains the 

simplifying assumption as a special case 130. " Spiegelhalter (1983, 

p401). 
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In the present context, where there are several sets of observations 
(one set for each project) for each case, the notation xj {x1j, 

xnj) is adopted and the density is 

P(xijlej, clj, g) for the jth project (i = I...., c). 

No global procedure appears to be available to estimate A from the 

data. It has been suggested that "we can go a long way in the 

process of approximation if we make the distribution used have the 

correct values [estimated from the data] of its first four moments" 
(Pearson, 1963, p109). In deter-mining A this implies the use of the 

third and fourth moments only and in particular the coefficient of 

skewness (YI) and kurtosis (Y2). which are independent of any linear 

transformation of x. Two particular problems exist in this approach 

to these data. Firstly there are several sets of observations and 
therefore several estimates of Yj and Y2, that is Y11, Y121 ... I YIC 

and Y21, Y229 **- Y2C* Secondly, each set of observations contains 
different, and few, values. It is clear therefore that some 

knowledge is needed of the distribution of small sample estimates of 

the standardized third and fourth moments of potential models. A 

procedure will also be required to combine the moments obtained from 

different sample sizes. In view of these considerations it was 

decided to limit the range of possible -distribution options to those 

suggested in the literature, that is the Uniform, Normal, Ga a, 

Weibull and Logýnormal distributions (Table 7.2). 

The preceding preliminary conclusions on the shape of the 

distribution of bids strongly suggest a lack of symmetry (positive 

skewness) to exist and therefore that the Uniform and Normal 

distributions will not be appropriate. McCaffer (1976a), however, 

although finding a substantially high average coefficient of skewness 
for his Belgium building contracts later concluded, after a more 

sophisticated analysis involving small sampling distribution of the 

Anderson-Darling statistic, that the data could be regarded as 
Normally distributed. In addition, both the Uniform and Normal 

distributions have been frequently adopted in bidding models as 

particularly suited to further theoretical treatment. It was decided 

therefore to retain the Uniform and Normal models in the analysis. 
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Several tests are available to compare the five selected 
distributions. The ratio of geometric to arithmetic means for 

instance has been shown to be the uniformly most powerful (UMP) 

invariant test statistic for the gamma shape against exponential 

alternatives (Shorack, 1972). ' Englehardt & Bain (1975) use the 

maximum likelihood estimate of the exponential distribution to test 

against various Weibull alternatives, whilst Farewell & Prentice 

(1977) have parametised the comparative tests for Weibull, Gamma and 
LogýNormal by embedding in an extended generalized gamma family. 

No UMP test for the Normal shape against parametric families appears 

to exist as yet. The optimal test for the Normal against Cauchy 

distributions has recently been obtained by Franck (1982); Geary-s 

test statistic, the ratio of mean deviation to standard deviation has 

been shown by Uthoff (1973) to be asymptotically equivalent to the 

optimal test between the Normal and Laplace shapes; and Uthoff (1970) 

has also shown the ratio of range to standard deviation to be the 

optimal test between the Uniform and Normal shapes. 

Shapiro et al (1968) have studied nine - statistics for testing the 

Normal assumption, Shapiro-Wilks IW', the coefficient of Skewness Y1, 

the coefficient of kurtosis Y21 the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic K-S, 

Cramer Von Mises statistic CM, the weighted CM statistic WCM 

(Anderson-Darling), a modified K-S statistic D, the chi-square 

statistic X2 , and the studentised range g. The statistics were used 

in testing 45 alternative distributions in 12 families and 5 sample 

sizes (10,15,20,30,50). Neither the Lognormal or Weibull 

distributions were examined. For the Group 5 distributions, that is 

where JY114 0.3, a typical value for bidding data, "none of the tests 

showed much sensitivity against the alternatives in this group" 

(Shapiro et'al, 1968, p1366) as no power exceeded 24% at o: = 5100. The 

WCM (Anderson-Darling) test was found to exhibit "surprisingly low 

power", contrary to popular belief. The size of the samples used was 

found to be an impoý_tant factor, sometimes having a dramatic effect 

on the power of the test. 

On the evidence of literature it would appear that the 

unpredictability of small sample test statistics, certainly for 

almost symmetrical distributions, precludes the selection of a 
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particularly most powerful statistic and that a battery of such 
statistics would be needed. It was considered, however, that tests 
between the fixed shape Gamma, Weibull and Lognormal distributions 

would best be conducted by the parametised approach of Farewell & 
Prentice and possibly by a comparison of log likelihood ratios. 

Of the five types of probability distributions, only three, the 

Normal, Lognormal and Uniform distributions can be tested for shape 

without the need for estimates of parameters. These are usually 

referred to as parameter-free tests (Kendall & Stuart, 1963). The 

general Lognormal test involves the log transformation of the data 

and is discussed in a later section. 

8.4.1.4.2 Tests for Normal and Uniform shape 

Several tests are available for distribution shape, mostly tests for 

departure from Normality. Pearson & Hartley (1966, p67) indicate two 

methods of dealing with the problem in common use: 

A Normal curve is fitted to the sample data and the X2 [or 

Kolmagorov-Smirnov] test for goodness of fit appled. 

Certain functions of the moments of the sample are 

calculated and the significance of their departure from the 

expected value for a Normal population is examined. 

The same methods can, of course, be applied for distributions other 

than normal. 

For small samples (eg. n4 14) the test (i) is unlikely to provide 

any meaningful results. 

The most suitable approach would seem to be that adopted by McCaffer 

and Pettit (1976) which involves calculating thd'moment statistic for 

each sample (project) and testing the distribution of that statistic 

against the known distribution of the sample statistic for a 

theoretical universe. To do this, it is first necessary to know the 

distribution of the sample statistic for the various theoretical 

distributions under consideration. 
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Five different sample test statistics were considered as possible 
candidates for this purpose: 

1. The sample coefficient of skewness, Y, 

2. The sample coefficient of kurtosis, Y2 

Geary's 'a' statistic 

4. The sample studentized range W/S 

Anderson-Darling's A2 statistic 

The sample coefficient of skewness, YI. 

The formula for calculating this statistic is given in Appendix 
A. The 5'0 and I% points of the distribution_of Yj for samples 
from a Normal population have been tabulated (see Pearson & 
Hartley, 1966, Table 34B, p207). The points were obtained from a 
t-distribution approximation (except for n=25 where a Hansmann 

curve was used) (Pearson, 1963, p106). As yet the exact 
distribution of Y1. is unknown for any distribution being 

considered in this study and even approximations are difficult as 
the sample size becomes small (McKay 1933a, b and Geary 1947a, b). 

2. The sample coefficient of kurtosis, Y2 

The formula for calculating this statistic is given in Appendix 
A. The approximate upper and lower 5% and 1% points of the 
distribution of Y2 for samples from a Normal population have been 

tabulated for samples of size 50 and upwards (see Pearson & 
Hartley, 1966, Table 34, p208) by fitting a Pearson type IV curve 
to the first four moments. Pearson (1963, p106) shows that the 
third and fourth moments of Y2 follow a "very strange" trend for 

sample size n< 50 when the problem becomes even worse than the 

Yj statistic. Pearson further adds that the distribution of the 

reciprocal may be easier to predict but no further information is 

available. 
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3. Geary's 'a' Statistic 

Geary (1935,1936) has suggested an alternative statistic which 

may be used for detecting changes in kurtosis, particularly when 

samples contain less than 50 observations. This statistic is 

a= 
mean deviation 

n 
standard deviation {n (Xi 

The exact upper and lower 10,5, and 1% points of the 

distribution of a few samples from a Normal population have been 

tabulated for sample of size n= 11,16,21, ... (see Pearson & 

Hartley, 1963, Table 34c, p207). No details are available either 

in Geary's original papers or elsewhere of the percentage points 

for other sample sizes and other parent distributions. 

4. The Sample Studentized Range, W/S 

McCaffer & Pettit (1976a) have used the studentized. range 

statistic, W/S, to test a set of 350 roads and 185 building 

contracts. The test was applied to indicate whether the data 

more closely approximated a Normal or a Uniform parent 

population. 

The statistic is: 

W/S = 
range 

standard deviation 

max(xi) - min(xi) 
{(n-l)-i _r(Xi - R)21M 

i 
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The exact upper and lower 0.0,0.5,1.0,2.5,5.0 and 10.0% 

points of the -distribution of W/S for samples from a Normal 

population have been tabulated for samples of size ný3 (see 

Pearson & Hartley, 1966, Table 29c, p200). McCaffer & Pettit 
(1976, Table lb, p837) have also tabulated empirical upper 10% 

points of the distribution of W/S for samples from a Uniform 

population by simulation of 1000 samples for n= 3(1)18. No 

tabulations are readily available for further percentage points 

or for other population distributions. 

5. Anderson-Darling's A2 Statistic 

McCaffer & Pettitt (1976) have used the Anderson-Darling 

statistic, A2, to test the assumption that their data were 

obtained from a Normal population. The statistic is calculated 

as follows: 

x 

Let ti = -O(yi) with 0(x) 1 e-, ýIy2dy 

/ (27T) 
00 

where yi 
xi R 

Then 
n A2 E (2i- 1) {2n zi + 2n (1 - zn-i+l))/n -n i=, t 

where z, =i th smallest of (tj, ---9 tn) 

The approximate 0.5 (0.5), 0.95,0.975,0.99% points of the 

distribution of A2 for samples from a Normal population have been 

tabulated for samples of size n=4,5,6,.. (see Pettitt, 1975, 

Table 2). The points were obtained from 10,000 simulated samples 

for each n and after applying a smoothing technique. No 

tabulations are readily available for percentage points from 

other population distributions. 
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The Anderson-Darling A2 statistic is closely related to the 
Cram6r-von-Mises W2 statistic which, according to Pearson (1963), 

has a small sampling distribution as equally difficult to 

approximate as the Y2 statistic discussed above. 

Generation of Approximate Sampling Distributions 

It is clear that some difficulties exist in determining even 
approximations of the sampling distributions of the above test 

statistics. Work on the coefficients of skewness and kurtosis for 

normal populations has been continuing for over 50 years with limited 

success. The necessary percentage points for all but the 
Anderson-Darling A2 statistic for a normal population require some 
degree of preliminary analysis and even these will probably involve a 
lengthy quadrature process to achieve a reasonable approximations. 

It was decided at this point therefore to generate the approximate 

percentage points by simulation (without smoothing) in order to gain 

an indication of the likely values. 

As a major point of interest in the bidding literature centres; on the 

Normal/Uniform assumption, it was decided to approximate the unknown 

percentage points for each of the five statistics for each of the two 

distribution. In doing this two alternative approaches are 

available. Firstly, the percentage points may be estimated by using 

one long run simulation and alternatively the percentage points may 
be estimated by taking the average of several small simulations. The 

point has been resolved by Juritz et al (1983) who conclude that the 

occurance of bias is smaller in the former case. 

The Department of Civil Engineering's prime computer was therefore 

assigned the task of generating 20,000 random samples of size n= 
3MI4 (n = 4(1)14 for the Y2 Statistic) for aill the percentage 

points required. Each table took about 2 hours to compile (Tables 

8.13 to 8.22). 

Percentage points (where comparable) from the literature are included 

as a check against the accuracy of the programs. 
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The Joint Assessment of the Shape Assumption of Several Samples 

Five methods of combining each statistic were considered: 

1. Fishers method 
2. Kolmogorov-Smirnov D- statistic 
3. Kolmogorov-Smirnov D+ statistic 
4. Rolmogorov-Smirmov D statistic 
5. X2 test. 

1. Fishers Method 

Pettitt (1975) has discussed the use of this method 

when testing for Normality with the Anderson- 

Darling A2 statistic. If ai is the sample value of 

the statistic Az then 

k 
S= -2 9n (ITP i) Pi = P(A2 4 ai) 

i 

has a X2 2k degrees of freedom when the null hypoth- 

esis of Normality is true. 

2. Kolmogorov-Smirnov's D- Statistic 

Pettitt (1975) suggests this alternative let ki, 

k2l .... k1o, where kj is the number of samples 

with values of significance probability, Pi, in 

the range {(j - 1)/10, j1101 j=1, ... , 10 

i 
Then T= suP{i/10 -E ki/k) 

j 

is approximated by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic 

D-, calculated from continuous data, with P(Týx) 

4 P(D-ýx). 
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov's D+ Statistic 

McCaffer & Pettitt (1976) use this method in 

analysing their building data. The formulae are as 
in 2 above except only positive deviations are 

considered. The distribution of D+ for categorized 
data is given by Conover (1972). McCaffer & 

Pettitt (1976) found the 1,2.5,5,10 and 15 

percentage points by simulation. 

4. Kolmogorov-Smirnov's D Statistic 

This two-sided test again uses the formulae above 
but for the modulus of all deviations. 

X2 Test 

Letting kj, ..., kjo, where kj is the number of 

samples with values of significance probability, 
Pi, in the range {(ji/10) - 0.1, ji/10) i=1, ... 
10. 

Then T= (ki - i/10) 2 

i/10 

is approximated by the X2(9) statistic, providing 

i/10 ý5 (a usual empirical constraint) 

Discussion 

Method I requires the probability Pi to be known for each value. 

Pettitt suggests interpolation of Table 8.21(b) in his example. Such 

interpolation would, it was considered, be an over-approximation. 

Methods 2&3 are both one-sided tests and their choice therefore is 

dependent on the alternative hypothesis. Not wishing to accept such 

a restriction at this stage a two-sided test was considered more 

appropriate. 
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Method 4 is a two-sided test but is intended for continuous 
distributions only. An adjustment such as Conover's (1972) or a 
simulation study was considered but it was decided to confine 
attention to Method 5, the Chi-Square test, at least until some 
initial assessment becomes available. 

8.4.1.4.3 Test for fixed shape Gamma, Weibull and Lognormal 

distributions 

Unlike the Normal and Uniform distributions, the fixed shape Gamma, 
Weibull and Lognormal distribution shapes are a function of their 

parameters. In order to test the distribution shape (under the 

current assumption that the distribution shapes are ccmmon for all 
projects), it is necessary to first estimate the parameters of the 
distributions. 

The Generalized Gamma distribution which encompasses all three 

distributions requires the estimation of 3 parameters: a (location), 

b (shape) and k (a constant) where b=1 for Weibull and k for 

Lognormal (see Appendix A). 

For bidding data: 

f(xj) = -- 
b 

xjbk-I exp 
f 

-(xj/aj)bl x>0 
aj. rRc F(k) 

The log-likelihood function is then: 

Ccc 9n L=N 9n b-N 9n r(k)-bk E nj Rn aj + (bk-1) E Ej Rn xij 
j=1 J=I j=. t 

c nj EE (xij/aj)b 
j=1 i=1 

where xij is the ith bid for the jth project (j=l, 

C; i=l, ..., nj) 
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nj is the total number of bids for the jth project 

c is the total number of projects 

c N= 
jl:, 

nj is the grand total number of bids 

Values of aj and either b or k can be obtained by solving the 
following formula obtained from the partial derivities of 2nL with 
respect to aj and b: 

cc n- c nj- Nb-1- -kE nj 2n aj +kEF 2n xij -.; j=i j=l i=l J-1 

{(xij/aj)b 2n (xij/aj)} 0 (2) 

nj 
where aj = (r-=, Xbj/k 

1/b 
iI ni) 

For computing purposes: 

aj = xj 
f (knj )_ln2 (xij/5Zj)b /b 

j=l 
I 

In testing for a Gamma disribution for instance equation (1) should 
be maximum when b=l. In testing for a Weibull or Lognormal 

distribution the maximum likelihood ratio is: 

MLR = 
gn LCI 

2n Lc2 

where 
2n Lct is the maximum log-likelihood function 

(Eqn. 1) at k=c, 

9n LC2 is the maximum log-likelihood fuction at 

k= C2 
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c, j is a small value 

C2 is a large value 

should have the property that: 

for 0< 2nLc. 1,0 < 2nLC2 

MLR > 1.0 for the Weibull distribution 

MLR < 1.0 for the Lognormal distribution 

and the reverse for 0>. gnLc,,, 0<2nbC2 (this latter case applied with 
these data). 

For the Gamma distribution an estimated value of bzI is 

anticipated, irrespective of MLR. 

Because of the problem of roundoff errors it was found necessary to 

restrict the computations for values of c, =I and C2 = 10- 

The approximate distribution of the MLR test statistics were 
determined for each of the cases under study as described in the next 

section. 

8.4.1.4.4 The Approximate Disribution of the Test Statistics 

It was decided, in the absence of any a-priori hypothesis, to include 

all the tests in a battery as shown in Table 8.23. 

An approximation of the distribution of the probability of the X2 
test statistics for for Test 1-10 and the test statistic for Test 11 

were obtained by simulation. 

The simulation procedure adopted was to generate random values from a 

specified distribution via the NAG pseudo-random number generator 
(initializing to a non-repeatable state after each simulation) for 

each project. 
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Table 8.23: The Test Batter 

Test Table for 
Test No. Description for Distn. Statistic X Points 

1 Skewness Test Normal Y, 8.13 

2 Kurtosis Test tv Y2 8.15 

3 Geary's Test tr $at 8.17 

4 Studentized Range Test ft W/S 8.19 

5 Anderson-Darling test tv A2 8.21 

6 Skewnes Test Uniform Y, 8.14 

,7 Kurtosis Test tr Y2 8.16 

8 Geary's Test ft sap 8.18 

9 Studentized Range Test it W/S 8.20 

10 Anderson-Darling Test if A2 8.22 

11 Generalized Ga a Test Weibull/ LLR - 
Log-Normal LLR 

12 Generalized Gamma Test Gamma b 

* Table 8.216was, supplemented by Table 8.21(a) for sample sizes of 3 

In order to simulate the data as closely as possible, estimates of 
the parameters were made for the jth project as follows: 

1. Normally disributed bids 

The population mean nj and variance Cj2 

xi 

ler 12=s12 
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Uniformly distributed bids 

The population minimum ccj and maximum Aj 

6: j = Rj - (12sj2) 

Pj = Ycj + ((12sj2) 

3. Fixed shape Ga a, Weibull and Lognormal distributions 

For the Gamma distribution the estimated population location aj 

and the constant k were obtained by solving Eqn, (2) with b=1. 

It was, unfortunately, not possible to generate pseudo-randcm 

values from the Gamma distributions except for integers and half 

integer values of k. As values of k were estimated from the data 

(given b= 1) the Gamma simulation and therefore Test 12, had 

to be abandoned at this stage. For the Weibull and Lognormal 

distributions the population location aj and shape b were 

obtained by solving Eqn (2) with k=I for Weibull and k= 10 for 

Lognormal. 

For the Lognormal distributed bids, estimates of the population 

mean Mj and variance Cj2 were 

Ij j aj r (k + b) 

r (k) 

21 

erj2 = g1j2 
[ 

r(k + 9) r(k + G) 21] 

F(k) r (k) 

Bids were generated via the following NAG routines: 

/ 
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Table 8.24: Random Number Generation 

Distribution Type NAG Routine Parameters 

Uniform C05DAF aj, ýj 

Normal G05DDF j1j. bj 

Log-Normal G-05DEF Aj, Bj 

Weibull G05DPF &jS 

Where the Lognormal Aj and Bj are 

Aj = 2n. (rjj2 + 1) 

Bj = 2n fjj - dyj2/2 

aj2/pj2 

Eact case was simulated 1000 times for each of the four 

distributions, a total of 12000 iterations. Test statistics I to 10 

were computed on each occasion a Normal and Uniform distribution was 

used and test statistic 11 was computed each time a Weibull or 
Lognormal distribution was used. The 1000 values of each of the 11 

test statistics for each case were ordered and assigned probabilities 

calculated as follows: 

Pr (ti) =i1 (i = 1, ... ''1000) 1000 2000 

where ti is the ith lowest test statistic. 

The resulting 1,2,4,5,95,97M and 99% percentage points estimated 
for each test-statistic for each case are given in Tables 8.25 and 
8.26. 
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Table 8.25: Critical Percentage points obtained from simulated shape 
tests 

(a) Case 1- Normal distribution 

Test Statistics at: 
5% 95? /. 97 99% 

Test 

1 0.008454 0.019291 0.054539 0.950548 0.967323 0.989106 

2 0.010237 0.023545 0.058984 0.955835 0.971699 0.991468 

3 0.009723 0.022057 0.048105 0.950548 0.980082 0.994888 

4 0.012826 0.028742 0.061746 0.950548 0.980082 0.989106 

5 0.008454 0.028742 0.054539 0.950548 0.980082 0.989106 

6 0.004791 0.011172 0.022057 0.904842 0.950548 0.980082 

7 0.000034 0.000199 0.000700 0.657933 0.779188 0.883171 

8 0.000026 0.000109 0.000600 0.612637 0.772760 0.876297 

9 0.000001 0.000005 0.000036 0.493241 0.653447 0.734017 

10 0.000947 0.005529 0.016854 0.904842 0.967323 0.980082 

- Uniform distribution 

1% ZA 5% 95% 9 7) ft% 99% 
Test 

1 0.007344 0.019291 0.042374 0.929683 0.950548 0.980082 

2 0.000003 0.000029 0.000123 0.657933 0.779188 0.980082 

3 0.000007 0.000127 0.000515 0.694070 0.809752 0.904842 

4 0.000001 0.000004 0.000022 0.493241 0.612637 0.772760 

5 0.003590 0.009723 0.019291 0.904842 0.929683 0.980082 

6 0.002682 0.008454 0.019291 0.904842 0.950548 0.980082 

7 0.008879 0.026948 0.058984 0.955835 0.971699 0.991468 

8 0.011172 0.022057 0.042374 0.950548 0.967323 0.989106 

9 0.011172 0.025193 0.048105 0.950548 0.967323 0.989106 

10 0.011172 0.025193 0.054539 0.967323 0.980082 0.989106 
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(b) Case 2- Normal distribution 

Test Statistic at 
Test 10 2XO/. 500 95% 97)0. ' 99% 

1 0.009998 0.027940 0.046361 0.934858 0.968223 0.990192 

2 0.006047 0.023007 0.053655 0.946195 0.970175 0.983535 

3 0.017137 0.037947 0.058318 0.955604 0.978372 0.991867 

4 0.008961 0.027940 0.051180 0.945790 0.968223 0.991867 

5 0.008638 0.016540 0.043382 0.940463 0.968223 0.981226 

6 0.001150 0.002501 0.006196 0.872546 0.940463 0.975257 

7 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.032247 0.064022 0.1217430 

8 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.037947 0.082824 0.184626 

9 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.002501 0.006431 0.018393 

10 0.000046 0.000321 0.001106 0.700892 0.811408 0.945790 

- Uniform distribution 

Test 

1 0.001294 0.004594 0.013351 0.880457 0.934858 0.981226 

2 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.009040 0.019754 0.068652 

3 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.043382 0.068505 0.142810 

4 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.001106 0.002700 0.008327 

5 0.000033 0.000296 0.001063 0.690341 0.811408 0.928977 

6 0.002599 0.007186 0.017755 0.902773 0.9C5790 0.981226 

7 0.011023 0.028839 0.051775 0.940402 0.961578 0.990458 

8 0.008638 0.022700 0.044849 0.955604 0.975257 0.986182 

9 0.010751 0.022700 0.041960 0.945790 0.968223 0.983827 

10 0.014865 0.021169 0.052886 0.934858 0.968223 0.990192 
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(c) Case 3- Normal distribution 

Test Statistic at 

Test lw ýo 2h% 5% 95,010 97)0.1 99% 

0.005791 0.022434 0.055721 0.947984 0.974830 0.990735 

2 0.007422 0.026435 0.049846 0.948439 0.969690 0.987608 

3 0.010817 0.023849 0.053632 0.947984 0.976707 0.991703 

4 0.006458 0.023368 0.045968 0.950904 0.974830 0.993429 

5 0.008552 0.026393 0.046868 0.956453 0.972862 0.988578 

6 0.000257 0.001151 0.002385 0.819409 0.909625 0.961618 

7 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.005033 0.010341 0.032767 

8 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.006600 0.018649 0.075286 

9 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000109 0.000499 0.001737 

10 0.000003 0.000042 0.000163 0.665235 0.780283 0.888579 

- Uniform distribution 

1 0.001946 0.004969 0.013084 0.917432 0.953727 0.981798 

2 O. Oooooo 0.000000 0.000000 0.000580 0.002099 0.008879 

3 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.006892 0.016815 0.045968 

4 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000038 0.000213 0.001074 

5 0.000005 0.000051 0.000270 0.658995 0.774503 0.888579 

6 0.000777 0.002729 0.008552 0.879577 0.935349 0.972862 

7 0.014334 0.029094 0.053383 0.955190 0.980883 0.991468 

8 0.011286 0.025347 0.052614 0.938651 0.972862 0.989694 

9 0.005306 0.017527 0.053632 0.947984 0.970802 0.991703 

10 0.008552 0.023849 0.044216 0.947984 0.972862 0.989694 
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Table 8.26: Critical percentaae points obtained from the Weibull & 
Lognormal distributions (Test 11) 

Case 

1 

% Points Weibull Lognormal Weibull Lognormal Weibull Lognormal 

I., 140 0.99215 0.99951 0.99234 1.00051 0.99350 1.00045 

29M 0.99303 0.99984 0.99300 1.00073 0.99370 1.00068 

510, 0.99354 1.00024 20 0.99= 1.00110 0.99389 1.00078 

95% 0.99809 1.00361 0.99604 1.00314 Oo99600 1.00227 

97%*/. 0.99859 1.00394 0.99627 1.00334 Oo99617 1.00248 

99% 0.99894 1.00427 0.99670 1.00360 0.99634 1.00271 

8.4.1.4.5 Results of Shape Tests 

Having obtained the approximate critical values of the ten test 

statistics for Uniform and Normal distributions, and the one for the 

fixed shape Weibull and Lognormal, for each case, the next step was 
to decide which of the test statistics to apply to the data. There 

are clearly four hypotheses for each case, that the bids for each 

project can be adequately modelled by the (1) Uniform distribution 

u(o: j2, Aj2) (2), Normal distribution N(9j2, Cyj22) (3), Weibull 

distribution W(b2, aj. Q) (4), Log Normal (Aj. Q, Bj_o) where 2=1.2.3. 

the number of cases studied and the various parameters are estimated 

by the methods defined previously. A further hypothesis generalises 

to all cases by stating that the shape A is the same for all cases, 

ie. 01 = ie2 = 03' 

At first glance it would seem rather unreasonable to apply all the 

tests available as the chances of the correct hypothesis being 

rejected would seem to be increased by the imposition of each further 

test. The degree to which such chances are increased is determined 
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by the degree of independence between tests. In this respect tests 
1-10 are not entirely independent. Indeed, a detailed examination of 
these tests reveals a great deal of similarity. The major 
differences between the tests are centred on the use of Y, 1 and Y2 

statistics which may or may not be correlated depending on the 

particular functional shape. In many cases, it was judged Y, and Y2 

are interrelated and thus the chances of a false rejection of the 

correct hypothesis would not be substantially reduced by the 

introduction of further tests. 

Test 11 is rather different from Tests 1-10 in that distinctly 

different parameters are involved and these two sets of tests may 

well be quite independent of each other. On the other hand these 

sets are testing for different shapes and it would therefore be 

entirely satisfactory if, say, normal distribution hypothesis was not 

rejected by Tests 1-10 and Test 11 did reject both the Weibull and 
Lognormal distributions. The uses of multiple tests is not without 

precedent in modelling data, Ali & Giacotto <1982), for instance, 

have tested the identical distribution hypothesis for stock market 

prices by using all their tests for alternatives. Hsu (1979) has 

noted that "when faced with the formality of significance testing, 

one may find difficulty in determining the overall significance level 

of the results of multiple tests. In the spirit of data anal_4s*s , 
however, it seems sensible to examine different aspects of the data 

by a variety of tests to help illuminate the nature of the data". 

Difficulties could, however, occur if Tests 1-10 do not reject either 

the Uniform or Normal hypothesis and Test 11 did not reject either 

the Weibull or Log-Normal distributions, the next step must then be 

to devise a further test to distinguish between the non-rejected 
hypotheses. An alternative is that all hypotheses are rejected in 

which case a different model will be needed either by hypothesising 

another simple parametric distribution or by some simple 
transformation. 

In the event it was decided that all tests should be applied at the 

51 level (two-tailed), this being regarded as not particularly severe 10 
although the ultimate effect on the decision model was not clear at 

that time. In addition the final hypothesis, that the distribution 
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shape is the same for all three cases was considered to offer 
particularly strong evidence of the suitability of a general 
hypothesis across all data of this kind. 

The test statistics obtained from the data are provided in Table 
8.27. It can be seen that for all cases the Uniform and fixed shape 
Weibull and Lognormal hypotheses must be rejected. The Normal 

distribution appears to fit reasonably well in Cases I&2 (except 

for Test 6 in Case 1) but not for Case 3. These findings do not 

confirm with the findings and assumptions of many researchers (see 

Table 7.3) although it should be recognized that in many cases the 

researchers are either concerned with the ratio of bids to cost 

estimates or different industries. 
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Table 8.27: Shape test statistics obtained from the data 

Test Case 

2 

Test 

Statistic 

Hypo. 

Rejected 

Test 

Statistic 

Hypo. 

Rejected 

Test 

Statistic 

Hypo. 

Rejected 

1 0.042374 0.052886 0.000024 U, N 

2 0.816537 u 0.341961 u 0.003218 U, N 

3 0.734017 0.423196 u 0.007515 N 

4 0.809752 u 0.461272 u 0.252199 u 

5 0.321175 0.160300 0.085634 

6 0.001998 U, N 0.126959 0.000022 U, N 

7 0.319084 0.000001 u 0.000000 u 

8 0.734017 0.000000 u 0.000001 u 

9 0.292183 0.000018 u 0.000000 u 

10 0.455567 0.583886 0.475795 

11 0.99868 W, L 1.00049 W, L 1.00005 W, L 

U Uniform distribution 

N Normal distribution 

W Weibull distribution 

L Log-Normal distribution 

8.4.1.5 Transformations 

In the event of the rejection of all hypotheses in all cases, two 

alternative courses of action are available as discussed in the 
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previous section, that is to try another parametric shape or 

investigate a suitable simple transformation. 
-The 

difficulty with 

the former alternative is that the laborious procedure for generating 

an approximate distribution of the appropriate test statistic is 

required for each new hypothesis. The transformation option, 

however, offers a far simpler procedure in that Tests 1-10, which are 

parameter free may be used without modification. A further advantage 

of the transformation option is that a transformation may be found 

which enables the Normal model to be applied. Such a model would 

offer some considerable benefits in further testing. Barlett's test 

for equal variances, for instance, is particularly sensitive to the 

Normal assumption. 

Two types of transformations were attempted, power and log 

transformations: 

Power transformations 

The data were transformed to yij = xijI/P and test statistics 1-10 

calculated for each value of p=1,2, ... , 10. The hypothesis 

rejections are given in Table 8.28. For Case 1&2, values of p=2, 

3,4, &5 appear to provide values of yij approximating the Normal 

distribution. This cannot be said however for Case 3 where all 

values of p failed to remove the positive skewness denoted by test 

statistic 1. - 
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Table 8.28: Results of Power transfomations 

Case 

23 

Data Dist. Test Fails Dist. Test Fails Dist. Test Fails 

Normal Uniform Normal Uniform Normal Uniform 

yij = xij I/P 

1 6 2,4,6 2-4,7-9 1-3,6 1,2,4,6-9 

2 2,4. 2-4,7-9 1,3,6 2-4,6-9 

3 2,4 2-4,7-9 1,6 2-4,6-9 

4 2-4 2-4,7-9 1 2-4,6-9 

5 3,4 2-4,7-9 1 2-4,6-9 

6 3,4 10 2-4,7-9 1 2-4,6-9 

7 3,4 10 2-4,7-9 1 2-4,6-9 

8 3,4 10 2-4,7-9 1 2-4,7-9 

9 3,4 10 2-4,7-9 1 2-4,7-9 

10 394 10 2-4,7-9 1 3,4,7-9 

Log transformations 

The data were transformed to yij = 2n(xij - mcj) where values of cj 

were obtained by two methods, the average bid value cj = Rj and the 
lowest bid value cj = xj (min) expressed as cj = xjj. The test 

statistics of values of yij obtained from m=0,0.1,0.2, ... , 0.8 

were computed and the test fails recorded. Table 8.29 indicates the 

results obtained. It would appear that for all cases values of m= 
0.1 to m=0.5 provide a suitable transformation to the Normal 

distribution for cj = mi and m=0.1 to 0.4 for cj = xii. 
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Table 8.29: Results of log transformations 

(a) yij = Rn (xij - mRj 

m 

Dist. Test Fails 

Normal Uniform 

Case 
2 

Dist. 
Normal 

Test Fails 

Uniform 

3 
Dist. 

Normal 

Test Fails 

Uniform 

0 4 10 2-4,7-9 1 2-4,7-9 

0.1 4 2-4,7-9 2-4,7-9 

0.2 3,4 2-4,7-9 2-4,7-9 

0.3 3,4 2-4,7-9 2-4,7-9 

0.4 3,4 2-4,7-9 2-4,7-9 

0.5 3-5 2-4,7-9 2-4,7-9 

0.6 8 3-5 4 2-4,7-9 

0.7 8 3-5 4 2-4,7-9 

0.8 - - 

(b) yij = 2n(xij - mxjj) 

0 4 10 2-4,7-9 1 2-4.7-9 

0.1 4 2-4,7-9 2-4,7-9 

0.2 3,4 2-4,7-9 2-4,7-9 

0.3 3,4 2-4,7-9 2-4,7-9 

0.4 3,4 2-4,7-9 2-4,7-9 

0.5 3,4 1 2-4,7-9 2-4,7-9 

0.6 5,8 3,5 1,6 2-4,7-9 2-4,7-9 

0.7 5,8,9 5 1,4,6 1-4,6-9 4 2-4,7-9 

0.8 -- 1.6 1-4,6-9 - 2-4,7-9 

(-] no result available 

0 
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8.4.2 Spread 

8.4.2.1 General 

Three commonly used statistics are available for expressing the 

spread of observations, the variance 02, the standard deviation 0, 

and the coefficient of variation cv = (100 CY)/9- Estimates of these 

quantities are provided by the data in the form S2, s and cv 
(100s)15? (see Appendix A). 

For cases 2=1,2,3 and projects j=1,2, ... , c2 

av. Rjq 
C9 

J=j 

av. s2= 
Ng-C. 9+1 

sj22 (njq 

J=j 

av. cv2 
C2 

C 
where N. 2 1: 2 

J=Tjg 

7 (Ioosjg/Rjg) 

j=j 

Table 8.30: Spread statistics obtaine from the data 

Statistic Case 
23 

No. of Projects: 51 218 373 

Av. Rq 1691402 138605 493558 

Av. s. 9 125003 24135 54378 

Av. cv2 = (100sglRp 6.8 13.5 7.8 
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For data of this kind where the standard deviation is expected to be 

closely related to the value of the project the average cv is in 

popular use. -Table--8; '31 provides a comparison of the cv's obtained 
from these data and those of other researchers. 

The assumption that the project standard deviation was correlated 

with the project value (low bid) was examined by plotting the values. 
Figures 8.13 to 8.15 show the plots for all cases. A general trend 

is observable. The product-moment correlation coefficients tend to 

confirm this (Table 8.32). Tables were also constructed for the log 

transformations known to provide Normal distributions (Table 8.33). 

Table 8.31: Mean coefficients of variation of construction bids 

Source Mean cv No. of Projects 

Fine & Hackemar (1970) 5 "Adequate" 

Beeston (1974) 5.2 to 6 "Large" 

Grinyer & Whittaker (1973) 6.04 153 

Skitmore (1981) 6.4 269 (unweighted) 

Barnes (1971) 6.5 159 

McCaffer (1976) 6.5 185 

AICBOR (1967) 6.8 213 

Case 1 6.8 51 

McCaffer (1976) 7.5 16 (bridges) 

Case 3 7.8 373 

McCaffer (1976) 8.4 384 (roads) 

Case 2 13.5 218 
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Table 8.32: Results of regression of Project value on the standard 

deviation of each Project 

Regression Case 

1 

oxi = cc + 'a xii 

Prod. mom. corr. coeff. 0.823 0.869 0.802 

cc 13748 652 4555 

A 0.04355 0.05381 0.04860 

yij = 2ri (xij) 

cij =a+ Ayij 

Prod. mom. corr. coeff. -0.248 -0.482 -0.283 , 
a 0.21228 0.41038 0.20688 

A -0.01131 -0.02714 -0.01157 

On this evidence the least squares approximation appears to provide 
reasonable predictions of the standard deviations. A plot of the 

residuals however suggests that the error term may be greater for 
larger project values, indicating a power or log transformation to be 

appropriate. 

Estimates S2 of variance are, however, known to be sensitive to 
distribution shape. For example, if the measure of kurtosis is Y2 = 
1, the variance s2 is about 1.5 times as large as it is in a Normal 

population (Snedecor & Cochran, 1980, p8l). A further difficulty is 

that the regression technique assumes the error term is normally 
distributed whilst S2 is of course distributed as X2. A better 

approach therefore was considered to be to attempt some variance 

stabilizing transformation. 
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8.4.2.2 Bartlett's Test 

The criterion statistic chosen for testing the successfulness of a 
variance stabilizing transformation was Bartlett's statistic where 

c 
Vj Sj2 

c2 
N 2n {N-1 E= ;v. J? n s. 

iL J=j 

c 
with parameters k'= c and cjL = 1: vj JL - N- I 

c 
where v- = nj -1 and N=1: vj i j=l 

for projects j=1,2, c (Sj2 and nj are defined in 

Appendix A) 

The criterion statistic M/C where C=I+ cl. /3(k - 1) is closely 

approximated by X2 for (k-1) degrees of freedom. 

Bartlett's test has been studied by several people, some comments by 

Pearson & Hartley (1966) are worthy of mention. 

1. Box (1953) has found that discrepancies from asymptotic Normal 

theory become larger as more variances are compared. 

2. From Normal theory, all tests on variances depend on the ratio Z 

= 1: (Xi - R)2/C, 2, which is distributed like X2 with (n-1) 

degrees of freedom. This makes the test particularly sensitive 
to deviations from mesokurtosis. 

3. Suppose that c samples of sizes nj (i = 1,2, ... , c) are drawn 

from populations each of which have the same variance Cy2 and the 

same kurtosis coefficient Y2 then the LR criterion for comparing 

c Normal variances (Barlett's test) is that -2 Qn 2*/(1- + RY2) 

itself is distributed asymptotically as x2 with (k-1) degrees of 
freedom. The effects of this correction can be quite extreme. 

For instance, when Y2 = -2 the true probability of exceeding the 

asymptotic Normal theory critical value for a=0.05 is 0.498 for 

30 samples. 
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4. The lack of robustness in the variance test is so striking that 
Box (1953) was led to consider -Q* as a test statistic for 
kurtosis and found its sensitivity to be of the same order as the 
generally, used tests for kurtosis! 

There appear to be several practical approaches available: 

1. Box and Anderson (1953) have suggested the correction : 

M' = M/(1 + hY2) where Y2 is the population kurtosis coefficient. 

The correction however is generally applicable when the 

population coefficient is known and therefore may be misleading 

when Y2 is estimated from the data. In addition, investigations 

conducted by Nair and Bishop & Nair showed that the correction is 

not always adequate if some of the rj are 1.2 or 3. 

2. Cox (1955, p28) has suggested using tests based on sample range 
for small companies (up to size 7 or 8). 

3. Graph the estimated sample variances against some variable, say 

xj, and look for marked deviations (Anscombe, 1955, p29). 

4. Divide the sample variances into groups of, say, project values 

and conduct an analysis of variance (ANOVA). Bartlett & Kendall 

(1946) have shown the value of the logarithmic transformation for 

this approach. 

The simplest procedure was found to be to restrict the use of 

Bartlett's test to transformed variables considered to be Normally 

distributed thereby diminishing the impact of any distortions 

resulting from the use of non-Normal variables. To overcome the 

problem of small samples it was decided to conduct a simulation to 

determine the approximate distribution of the probabilities given by 

the original Bartlett statistic. 

8.4.2.3 Simulation Programme 

A simulation programme was devised to ascertain the percentage points 

of the probabilities associated with Bartlett's statistic for each of 

the three cases under study. To match the data reasonably closely 
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and in anticipation of future analysis, the logs of the recorded bids 

were used yij = Rn(xij) were used. The overall average variance for 
the case S2 was obtained and, together with the sample averages Yj, 
the bids were simulated from N(Yj, s2) for the j=1,2, ... ,c 
projects. Bartlett's test statistic was then computed and the 

probability recorded. The procedure was repeated 1000 times for each 
case and the critical percentage points noted. The results of the 

simulations are provided in Table 8.34. The percentage points and 
the 'probabilities' are, as can be seen, roughly equivalent, 

approximate values at the 51-41 level being 0.049,0.055 and 0.079 for 

Cases 1,2 &, 3'respectively. 

Table 8.34: Simulated variance tests 

Critical values of Barlett's probability (log simulation using 

average variance, normal distribution, 1000 trials) 

Test Statistic Case 

2 3 

0.007647 0.016044 0.018292 

Dr. ' 0.016298 0.026412 0.045380 

5 4% 0.048815 0.055181 0.078796 

7M 0.070782 0.094707 0.112430 

10 % 0.086277 0.115414 0.145023 

95 % 0.942019 0.956412 0.965519 

97)f*/. 0.967351 0.976530 0.981440 

99 % 0.987894 0.994715 0.995163 

8.4.2.4 Variance stabilizing transformations 

An advantage of applying variance stabilizing transformations is that 

the same transformations "often serves to normalize the distribution 

to which they apply" (Kendal and Stuart, 1961, p469). It is likely 

therefore that the reverse will also apply in that known Normalizing 

transformations may have a variance stabilizing effect. 
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It was found in the previous section that the transformation 
yij = 2n (xij - mkj) m=0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5 and 
yij = 9n (xij - mxi. ) m=0.1,0.2, OA, 0.4 
provided a reasonable Normalizing effect in all the cases. These 
transformations were therefore applied and the 'probability' 
estimated by Bartlett's statistic compared with that associated with 
the critical value at the 5% point in Table 8.34. The results of 
these tests can be found in Table 8.35. These results are quite 
conclusive in rejecting all the variance stabilizing attempts. 

Further, casewise transformations were attempted for the power 
transformations yij = xijl/p (p = 2,3, ... , for Case 1; p=1, 
5 for Case 2) which also resulted in conclusive rejections. 

Table 8.35: Results of tests on variance stabilizinr transformations 

'Probability' predicted by Bartlett's statistic 
Transformation Case 

23 

yij=Pn(xij=miRj) x2(, So) 'prob' X2(217) 'prob' X2(372) 'prob' 

0.0 175.3 0.000 622.0 0.000 834.0 0.000 
0.1 175.4 0.000 623.3 0.000 834.3 0.000 

0.2 175.8 0.000 626.2 0.000 835.2 0.000 
0.3 176.6 0.000 632.2 0.000 837.6 0.000 
0.4 178.5 0.000 645.3 0.000 843.0 0.000 
0.5 182.5 0.000 678.2 0.000 855.0 0.000 
0.6 194.1 0.000 - - 888.4 0.000 

yij=2n(xij-mxjLj) 

0.0 175.3 0.000 622.0 0.000 834.0 0.000 
0.1 171.0 0.000 607.1 0.000 819.9 0.000 

0.2 166.0 0.000 590.0 0.000 803.1 0.000 
0.3 160.1 0.000 570.0 0.000 783.0 0.000 
0.4 153.1 0.000 546.2 0.000 758.4 0.000 
0.5 144.5 0.000 517.4 0.000 727.4 0.000 
0.6 133.7 0.000 481.6 0.000 687.1 0.000 
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A refinement of cj = mRj and cj = mx1j in the above transformation 

was considere-d'by the 3 parameter Lognormal model 2n (xij) = yj -N 
(rj, gj, aj2). 

Using Aitcheson & Brown's (1963) notation, ie. rj is the 'location' 

of the parent variable X (where y= 2nX) and 9j and C2 are its 

parameters. 

These methods of estimating ri, Mj and c72 were considered. These 

were in Aitcheson & Brown's order of preference: 

M Cohen's least sample value method 
(U) The method of maximum likelihood 

(iii) The method of moments 

(i) Cohen's least sample value method 

Estimates cj of rj are obtained from the equation: 

1 
nj 

1 
nj 

0(cj) = Sn(xlj - cj) 9n(xij - cj) -v- (2n(xij-cj))2 
nj nj 

ýj 12] 
L 2n(xij - cj) 

nj 

nj 
Where mj 

7 2n (xij - cj) L 
nj i=l 

n- 
Sj2 2n (xij - cj) Mj2 (3) 

x1j is the lowest value in the jth sample 

is the N(0,1) quantile of the order nii/nis and 

cj, mj, and sj2 are estimates of rj, lij and Cj2 

respectively. 
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Applying Aitcheson & Brown's rule of false position technique a 
solution to equation (1) was attempted, the results obtained being 

shown in Table 8.36. As can be seen only a few results were 
available. All other projects failed to produce a root of equation 
(1). The problem was probably caused by small sample sizes and the 

method had to be abandoned. 

Method of maximi, likelihood 

This method was not recommended by Aitcheson & Brown on theoretical 

grounds and on some tests done by them with simulated data (where the 
least sample value method was said to be more reliable). However, it 

was considered that the method of M1 may converge better with these 

sample sizes. 

In this case: 

(cj) = 
nj n- 

(Xig - Cj))2 
n- )j Un gn (xij - cj) 

xij cj nj nj 

nj 
2n (xij - cj) 

12] 
+ 

n- 2n (xij cj) 
nj2 xij cj 

and mj and Sj2 are obtained from equations (2) and (3) above. First 

attempts at evaluating equation (4) resulted in most low values of rj 
satisfying the equation. The best method was found to be to take cj 
as high as possible cj -+ xjj and take incremental reductions until 
(4) is satisfied. 
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Table 8.36: Estimates of the location parameter ci usinz Cohen's 

Method 
Case 1 Case 2 

Project Ci Project Ci 
(j) (j) 

3 1230385 32 19551 

20 7703505 57 22634 

21 878621 108 395101 

32 150505 110 233835 

47 1284251 148 40944 
150 80949 
165 102416 

168 11211 

193 4480 

196 8312 
198 1675 

Case 3 

Project Ci Project Ci 

(j) (j) 

20 204407 310 493965 

34 174476 311 263673 

60 817300 338 1135994 

66 324919 340 301972 

112 328319 343 123776 

128 126932 344 106893 

146 63853 361 6266600 

180 378960 364 257940 

195 753144 372 339484 

231 333831 373 85002 

238 424462 

253 324945 
280 2888649 
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This method, though better than the least value method, was not 
considered suitable as some solutions could not be obtained. 

(iii) The Method of Moments 

By this method estimates are obtained from: 

s2= . 
9n (1 + Mj2) 

mi =h (2n 22j - 2n {Ilj2 (I + gj2))] 

cj = . 
2ij - elai (1 + gj2))l 

Values of Mj and 2 being obtained from the moments. However, as 
Aitcheson & Brown observe, this method is not efficient except for 

small values of Cy2, which certainly do not exist in the parent 

populations under study. 

A further approach was devised which utilized the homoscedasic 

assumption, ie. 2n (xij) = yij - N(Mj, 02) as follows: 

Let yij = Rn (xij - cj) where yij 3 Yj -N (Ilj, C2) 

and xij 3 Xj -f (Mj, Sj2) 

and zij = eYij zij 3 Zj 'g (aj, bj2) (6) 

Then it is known that: 

C12 = -Qn 
[ bj2 

+1 
a2 iI 

and thus aj = bj (eC72 - j)-h (7) 

But, from (5) and (6) 

Zii ý' Xii - Ci 

so, aj = mj - cj 
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and bj2 = S2 i 

Therefore substituting in (7) 

Cj = Mj - S2j (eC2 - l)-h 

Estimates of mj and S2j can be obtained from the data 

ni fnj 1: 
= 

xij FJ7 iI 

1n- Ej - iaj) 
Ei=I i=I 

(xij 

(8) 

It can be seen therefore that cj is a function of C2, the common 
variance. The problem now is to find values of C2 which will satisfy 
the Normal assumption. 

This was done by a trial and error method involving guessing values 

of c2, solving (8) for cj, inserting cj values into yij = Rn (xij - 

cj) and subjecting the resulting yij values to Shape tests 1-10 

described in the previous section. The values of c2 which satisfy 

all the tests for the normal assumption were found to be 0.05 < c2L < 

0.9 for Case 1,0.056 <a22<0.062 for Case 2, and 0.04 < C2 3< 0*1 

for Case 3. It can be seen therefore that 0.056 < 022 < 0.062 for 

all cases 2=1,2,3. 

The next step was to attempt to predict the cj values obtained above 
from the project values xij for each case. A plot of the calculated 

cj values for each case for C2 = 0.60 is shown in Figure 8.13. A 

linear regression was performed of xij on cj for each case and for 

the pooled values of all cases. (Table 8-37). 
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Table 8.37: Results of regression of Project values (xii) on 
threshold values (c. j) for c2 = 0.60 

Case (X se A se 

1 -43640 28462 0.8785 0.0122 

2 -10909 1881 0.8541 0.0060 

3 -14006 4694 0.8595 0.0055 

1-3 -15517 3244 0.8650 0.0034 
(pooled) 

The standard errors of a and jS suggest the ranges shown in Table 
8.38. 

Table 8.38: Ranzes of cc and A 

Case C( A 

From To From To 

1 +13284 -100564 0.8544 0.9029 

2 - 7147 - 14671 0.8420 0.8661 

3 - 4618 - 23394 0.8486 0.8704 

1-3 - 9029 - 22005 0.8581 0.8719 
(pooled) 

Values for cj were then calculated from -9000 < cc < -24000 and 0.858 
<A<0.872 for each case and the resulting Yij = Rn (xij - cj) 
subjected to the tests for Normal shape and homogeneity. No cases 
were found where the data passed the Normal and homogeneity tests. 

Futher analyses, not reported here, were conducted of the 

transformation yij = 9n (xij - cj) for cj =a+ mxij with limited 

success for Cases 1 and 3. An additional model cj =a+ mxij + bXij2 
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was also introduced for Case 2 but with no improvement. 

8.4.3 Conclusions 

Five models of distributional shape of bids for each project were 

examined, Uniform, Normal, Weibull, Lognormal and Gamma. The 

evidence suggests that none of these first four shapes model all the 

data satisfactorily. The transformation yij = 2n (xij - cj) was 
found to provide values approximating the Normal distribution for cj 

= m5? j (m = 0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5) and cj = mx1j (m = 0.1,0.2,0.3, 

0.4). 

Estimates of the spread of bids for each project are not readily 

available. Several variance stabilizing transformations were 

attempted with little success. The main problem is that the test for 

Jett's test) is dependent on the values being homoscedasity (Bart 

Normally distributed, this severely limiting the transformations 

available for these data. It is -possible, however, that a 

non-parametric test for homoscedasity may be of benefit. It would 

seem therefore, in the absence of any further analyses, that 

approximate values of spread will have to be obtained by regression 

on the project values. 



CHAPTER 9 

The individual bidders 
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9 THE INDIVIDUAL BIDDERS 

9.1 Introduction , 

The objective of this chapter is to identify simple statistical models 
of individual bidders sul Senerls. The first section proposes a 
procedure for estimatinS the probability that a specified bidder will 
enter a bid for a project. The second section examines the 
distribution of bids. 

9.2 The Probability that Certain Bidders Bid for a Project 

The probability that a bidder i bids for a project J (i j 

1,2,..., c) is given by 

Pr W= ni/c 

where n, is the number of projects an which bidder i has bid. 

Therefore, it can be stated, rather naively, that the probability of 
bidder i entering a bid for project c+1 is Pr W= nL/c and the 

probabilifty of any . set of bidders say i. -1 1+1' 1+2 is 

Pr(i). P-. Ci+l). Pr(i+2), assuming independence. The independence 

assumpticn is, of course, not likely to hold with these data as it is 

generally believed that the same bidders frequently bid for the same 

projects. One approach to this is to estimate the covariance matrix of 
Pr(i) Pr(i+D from the data and further matrices for the higher order 

covariances Pr(i) Pr(i+l) Pr(i+2)... It is not likely, however, that 

sufficient data will be available for this procedure. An alternative 

approach is to estimate Pr(i) as some function of the project value, a 

procedure which, as it is generally considered that certain bidders are 

associated with certain project characteristics, should go some way 

towards removing interdependencies amongst bidders. 

The procedure adopted was to attempt to predict the likelihood of 

bidder i bidding by regressing the project value xii on the binary k--l 

if a bid was entered and k=O if no bid was entered for project J. The 
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predicted values of k can then be treated as proxy probabilities f or 

the probability that bidder i bids given a project value of x. The 

regression results for several- of the- most. frequent bidders in Case 3 

are given in Table 9.1. No tests were made to ascertain the 

distribution of the residuals, but a reasonable assumption is that they 

are normally distributed, the standard error of the cc-ef f icients can, 

therefore, be utilised in estimating the necessary distributional 

parameters. 

This procedure can clearly be extended to a MRA involving several 

predictor variables representing project characteristics, none of which 

were available in the data studied. 

Table 9.1. Results of reg-xessicu of lcS project value (lowest bidder) an 

probability of a specified bidder entering a bid 

Pr (i bids) = ai + Aiyj 

Yj = lrl(Xlj) 

Bidder No of attý (SE) ýcj. ) (SE) t-test 

W Bids (9=0) 

55 33 -0.45342 0.17036 0.04363 0.01366 3.19* 

115 32 0.24042 0.17010 -0.01245 0.01364 0.91 

152 34 -1.21123 0.16133 0.10485 0.01294 8.10* 

173 36 0.24485 0.17940 -0.01194 0.01439 0.83 

175 51 -0.26855 0.20784 0.03263 0.01667 1.96 

268 57 0.82035 0.21601 -0.05374 0.01733 3.10 

294 30 -0.52286 0.16235 0.04857 0.01302 3.73 

*null hypothesis rejected at 5% level (2 tailed) 
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9.3. The Distribution of Bids Values Entered by Each Bidder 

9.3.1. Introduction 

Skitmcre (1982) has proposed the model 

ln(xii) = ytj 3 Yij -f (a, +Aj , o,: 20 (1) 

Vhere xii is bidder i's bid for project j (i = 1,2,..., r; j=1,2,..., c) and 

xi. j is another bidder lls bid for project J (1 = 1,2,..., c; 1#D. Then, 

assuming bids are independent, estimates of the parameters in (1) may 
be obtained fc 

yi y2. = o: i - ai 

by solving the two sets of equations: 

E [Yi 1- E IYi 1 ý Ei i 
E [Yl 3- E UM] = ii -- 

E [Yll - E LY, 1 = Z, - 

E IM - E IM and (2) 

Var ly, 1 + Var ly, 1 s211 
Var ly, 1 + Var ly21 5212 

Var EY, 1 + Var [YA = s21, p 

Var IM + Var [YA = s2". (3) 
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Where Zili -'ý (yij - y1j) 

Zil 6i-li Zili 
niL J-1 

S2i: L (--t3. j 

C 

=z 

4- 1 

1 when bidders i, and I both enter bids for 
project J, 0 otherwise 

The problem can, theoretically, be solved by the standard regressioz 

procedure as follows. 

Letting the event that bidder i bids aSainst bidder 1 be denoted by 

11 21 ... il ... rl 
12 22 ... 12 ... r2 

11 21 ... il ... rl 

lr 2r ... ir ... rr 

which is indexed by:, 

k=l for W12, k=2 far V 1: 3. k= 1- 1 for VI I, k=r-1 for V'r 

k=r for V23, k=r+l for V24, k=r+1-3 for W: 21, k=2r-3 for V--l' 

k=2r-2 for W34, k=2r-1 for W35, k=2r+1-6 for V31 , k=3r-6 for WOr 

t-I L-1 
=((i-l)r -Z p)+l for Wl, "' ... k =((i-l)r -Z p)+l for Wil 

p- I P-1 

L 
k= ir -Ip for Wil' 

P-1 
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Zp) for W-1- 
P-1 

Then if 

Xkij =1 when the event indexed by k occurs, which includes the 
lower numbered bidder i, on contract J, and 

L.: tj =-1 when the event indexed by k occurs, which includes the 
higher numbered bidder i, on contract J, otherwise XkiJ =0 

and ZkJ is the difference in bids between the two bidders when e7ent k occurs on contract j 

The nornal equations are 

biXiii + b2Xi2i + baX,: 3, ++ brXiri = zi, 
blX-mli + b2Xmm, + baXm3i ++b, X2, i = zz, 

biXk-li + b=Xk2i + bzoL. 3i ++ bXkrl = Zkl 

biX. ii + b2X. 12. i + b3X., ai ++b,. Xmri ý zmi 

t-iXii2 + b2Xi---- + boXi3: 2 + + bXil-2 = Z12 
biX2im + b2X222 + baX=32 + + b, X2,2 = Z22 

k: IlXk-12 + b2ik22 + b3Xk-32 + + b, Xkr2 = Zk2 

biX. li2 + b2X. 22 + baX,,,. 32 + + b, Xý12 = Z. 11 

biXii. + b2Xi2. + baX13. + + b, Xi, -. = zi. 
biX2. ic + b2X22. + baX23,. + + b,. X2, ý z--c 

blXki, + b2Xk2-C + baXk 3. + + b, Xk 
rc= Zk c 

biý. i. + b--i,,, 2c + baX., a. + + bX., c = z,,, c 
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Estimates of EIYO, ECY=. ],... will therefore be provided by the 
vector 

B= C-ID 

Vhere 
ni c 

B= bi DE1 Xkli zki 
bm 

S1 xk: 24 zi.: i 

b, - 

Z xwrj zwä 

/mi 
E X: 2klj ZZ XkIJ)ý, 

2J 
kj1. j 

EE Xk2jXk-Ij 

Ic i 

EZ XklJXkIJ 

kj 

ZE X2k2J 

ZZ XkljXk, 
-J 

I Xk=JXkl-J 

Z*Z L.:, 
jL, =j ... 

I'l XkrJ- 

k11.1 (4) 

And the variance of b, is estimated by 

Var b, 

fn c 
Where S=EI( zkj - (b, XkIJ + b2Xk2j ++b, Xk,. j) )2 

kJ 

and'I is the total number of paired observations. 

The major difficulty with this approach is in the sparseness of the 

matrix system. In each row (in eqn 4) there are r-2 empty cells. 
Afifi and Elashoff (1966) have reviewed the literature on the problem 

of handling multivariate data with observations missing for some or all- 

of the variables under study noting that the estimation problems can 

often. be simplified if the missing data follows certain patterns. 

Hocking & Smith (1968) have used estimates of parameters from one part 

of a (mulitvariate normal) data structure to insert into the other 

parts prior to using an iterative procedure. Elman (1982) has 
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considered the use of direct and iterative methods of solving large 

sparse nonsymmetric systems of linear equations finding difficulties 

with direct methods due to the factoring process generating many more 

non-zeros than the coefficient matrix, thereby increasing the 

computational storage size needed. A further problem encountered was 
that the number of arithmetic operations could become excessive. His 

general conclusion was that 11... although progress has been made in the 

development of arderings for the unknowns that decrease the complexity 

of directness for solving sparse problems ... many large sparse 

problems cannot be solved by direct methods an present day computers". 

Some early tests an the data using matrix methods confirmed Elman's 

view that direct methods were unsuitable. The extreme sparseness of 
the data under study, i-a -1--he cr to c(r-2), produced results 

severely distorted by =putational rounding errors. It was, therefore, 

considered that an iterative procedure would be more appropriate. 

9.3.2 The iterative procedure 

The model adopted was, from eqn (1) 

yij = a, + Aj + cii 
'Where cij is f(o, ir2i), 

(5) 

(it was noted that Y1-. j - 71.. ' = at - a, + Eli - eiiL, where erij - ELI is f 

(o, cr: 2i' + v2z) and that, although appropriate for differences, eqn (5) 

was preferred as less infcr=ation is lost). 

Assuming f is N (c, w2i) 

yi.., has a pdf 1 exp (-I (yij - at 
0.2 J. 2 (r -- j, 

The log-likelihood is 

r. rc 

lnL I (ni/2)ln a-2i EE sij (yij-aL-jRj)-- 
A-1 1-1 J-1 

Where Kroneka's 6, j =1 if bidder i bids for project j 
=0 if bidder i does not bid for project j 

c 
E 6is = number of bids made by bidder i 

J-1 
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The MLL over als, A's and v2 is 
r 
Z SiJ (yLj-ai-gj)lvli =0 

601 1-1 

6ij (yij-cc, )/ni 

UnIT, 
6aL J-1 

c 
at Z 6LJ (YLJ-PJ)/IIL 

J-1 

6-1-nL = --n ,+1-; 
6cr2 , 2o, --, L 2(r4 'J- 

C 

02j = 
_J.. z 

�1-1 

. C=S The procedure used was to initialise all ai =0 and iterate eqUat4 
(6) and (7) to convergence. The estimates of a, --i were adjusted fc: - 
bias by the approximation 
A 

o, =i = Q'=i ni 

N-r 

c 
where N=E ni, the total number of observations 

J-1 

For computational purposes it is unnecessary to introduce once only 
bidders, ni=l, until after convergence of the iteratica procedure. 
Convergence was taken to have occund when the change in estimated 
value of any ai in consecutive iterations was less than e,., where e. is 

small (the appropriate value of e,. was found, after various trials, to 
be 0.000001). 

The data were transformed by y. Lj=ln(xij) and the values of pi, ai and 

(r=, obtained for each Case. The results for Case 1 are given in Table 

9.3. 

The distribution of the residuals was then inspected to obtain some 

impression of the nature of f (0, (y2) of cij. 
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Table 9.2 Sample of predictions from iterative procedure for Case 1 

(a) aL & o, '2, values 

Bidder M No of bids (ni) ai 0,2, 

6 2 0.01667 0.00052 
a 1 0.00717 

12 1 -0.00871 
20 1 -0.07646 
24 7 -0.04071 0.00099 
31 1 -0.03508 
55 20 0.03154 0.00253 
60 2 0.015268 0.00292 
64 1 -0.03523 
72 1 -0.02970 
73 1 0.00579 
75 2 -0.02239 0.00273 
79 4 -0.04906 0.00042 
83 2 0.09766 0.00361 

As values 

Project Q) OJ 

1 14.18677 
2 13.15789 
3 14.09286 
4 13.42515 
5 12.88743 
6 14.58104 
7 14.95664 
8 15.82349 
9 13.70479 

10 13-90194 
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9.3.3 Distribution of aggregated residuals 

9.3.3.1 Shape 

Figs 9.1 to 9.3 indicate the frequency distribution of the residuals zu 
= ytj - a, - Aj, yij = In (xii) for each of the three cases. The shape 
indicated in all the cases suggested that the Normal distribution may 
be an appropriate model. The cumulative probability plots (Fisz 9.4 to 
9.6), however, indicate that the Normal model may not be the =--St 
appropriate, the data being rather heavy tailed. Superimposition of tl: e 
Normal curves an the histograms (Fig 9.1 to Fig 9.3) illustrates the 
position. 

The plots suggest that the distribution of residuals may be s4-ilz-- ! zr 

each Case. This was tested by comparing the frequency distribution cf, " 

residuals for each Case with the frequency distribution of the pccled 

residuals for all Cases. On the assumption that the pooled residna-Is 

represent the total population of residuals, the chi-square test was 

applied to test the hypothesis that the residuals for each Case were 

samples from the total population. The results of this test indicated 

that the hypothesis should not be rejected, chi-square values of 2.9 

(8df), 3.6 (10df) and 4.0 (14df) being recorded for Cases 1,2 and 3 

respectively, after having standardised the residual values by dividin. 5 
by the estimated standard deviation for each Case. 

Having concluded that the distribution of the (standardised) residuals 

could be considered to be the same for all Cases, the residuals were 

pooled and some tests applied to determine the shape of the resulting 
distribution. 

9.3.3.2 Normal model 

Visual inspection of the frequency distribution of the pooled residuals 

suggested the Normal model to be a possible approximation. On 

attempting to fit a Normal distribution of zero mean and unity variance 
it was immediately apparent that a smaller variance would provide a 

better visual fit. Several variances were, therefore, attempted (Fig 

9.7). Plats of Normal order statistics against the frequency of the 



Fig. 9.1 Case 1: Distribution of residuals 
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Fig. 9-3 Case 3: Distribution of residuals 
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pooled residuals were made. Fig 9.8 shows the plot against N(0,1) and 
Fig 9.9 against N(0,0.6). This visual inspection suggested the N(0,0.6) 

model to be the best. approximation. This visual fit was -not confirmed, 
however, by the chi-square and Kolmagorov-Smirnov goodness of fit 

tests (Table 9.3). 

Table 9.3 Goodness of fit tests for various Yormal distributions to 

the standardised pooled residuals 

K-S 

X2423) D Statistic 

0.2 = 1.0 204 0.047 

0.9 229 0.063 

0.8 322 0.126 

0.7 547 0.203 

0.6 876 0.298 

As the critical values at the 5% significance level are X2e. 23) < 35.17 

and D<0.024 nortof the Normal distributions attempted were Judged to 

be of a sufficiently good fit. The results for v, 2 = 1.0 are, of caurse, 

not surprising as w2 = 1.0 is the best estimate for - standardised 

values. 

The visual closeness of the distribution of the pooled residuals to a 

Normal distribution suggested that some function of the Normal 

distribution would be the best approach. Pearson's distributions were 

first consulted to check the possibility that a relatively simple unique 

function may suffice. 

9.3.3.3. Pearson's distributions 

The criterion k was calculated from the formula 

= 81 (&ý- + 3)2 
-- 

4 (20: 2 - 3A, -6)(40: z - 3AO 
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Fig, 9,8 Plot of Normal order statistics N(OI ) against the f requency of 
the standardised pooled residuals 
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Fig. 9.9 Plot of Normal order statistics IT(0,0.6) against the frequency 

of the standardised pooled residuals 
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and f ound to be between zero and unity, suggesting the Type IV 
distribution as the most appropriate. However, as Type IV distribution 

requires repeated numerical integration of the pdf An its application, 
it was decided that a ccmputationally more efficient distribution 

should be adopted. One distribution of this type is the Gram-Charlier 

Type A series or the Edgeworth expansion. 

9.3.3.4 Gram-Charlier series of Type A and Edgeworth's form 

Kendall & Stuart (1963, pl62) note that the Type A series can encounter 
difficulties when cumulants above the fourth are included, unless the 

skewmess coeff icient is "close enough" to zero. A coef f icient of 1A ,I) 
0_275 will produce a non-unimodal distribution with Edgeworth's form. 
Si=ilarly, IA21 ) 0.50 produces negative frequencies. The Gr=-Charlier 

series has a wider range of acceptability, but certainly non-unimodal 
if [ý, I)0.7. 

As the skewness coefficient of the pooled residuals was 0.05748, it was 

considered that both Gram-Charlier and Edgeworth's form of Type A 

series would be appropriate for more than the fourth cumulant. Further 

considerations (see Appendix A) on the similarity between the Gram- 

Charlier and Edgeworth form indicated that only the Gra=-Charlier 

series need be used. 

The f irst 4 terms of the Gram-Charlier Type A series give a Cdf as 
follows: 

a* 
Cdf W= (1/(2x), *) 

fexp 
(-%x: 2)dx - 1(1/(2x)'*exp(-ýfix-2)) ((, ua/6)(x2- 

+ (1/24)(pA-3) (X3-3x))] 
where x is standardised. 

The population moments ya and ju4 were estimated from the data as 0.16 

and 6.03 respectively. 

After a series of trials it was f ound that a value of 4.5 for the 

fourth movement produced a more satisfactory fit (Fig 9.10). See 

Appendix A for estimating moments of population. Tests of goodness of 

fit resulted in e(27: 1 = 32.7 and Kolmogorov's D=0.012 - the 

theoretical distribution not being significantly different from the data 
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(at 5% significance). A casewise check was made to establish that the 

model was appropriate in all Cases, by fitting the model to the 

standardised residuals of each of the three sets of residuals (Figs 
9.11 to 9.13). 

Table 9.4 provides the results of the goodness of f it tests. 

Table 9.4 Gram-Charlier Type A series - goodness of f it tests 

Case x= Df Crit Value Kolmogorov's D Crit Value 

1 13.3 15 25.0 0.035 0.081 
2 19.8 23 35.0 0.016 0.040 
3 3 1. -5- 24 0.019 0.032 

all cases 32.7 27 0.012 - 

As a final check, a simulation exercise was conducted in which r---d= 

stan-dardised values were generated f or each bidder : fz a Grm--- 

Ch-, -lier Type A distribution for 
jua = 0.16 and uA = 4.5 (see Appendix A 

f or details). The chi-square and K-S tests both failed to reject the 

null hypothesis in each and every Case. It was, therefore, concluded 

that the Gram-Charlier series with parameters pa = 0.16 y, & = 4.5 was a 

reasonable model of the standardised residuals. 

9.3.3.5 Discussion 

The discovery of high peaked, heavy tailed distributions is not a -new 

phenomenon in empirical studies of data of these kind % Ali & Giacatto 

'at (1982), for instance, in their study of stock market prices found t. 

"... the empirical distributions of price changes are usually high 

peaked with heavy tails when compared with the normal distribution". 

Studies by Clark (1973) and Hsu et al (1974) of similar data suggest 
that "... if the price changes are normal but not identically 

distributed, it is likely that the empirical distributions would be 

highly peaked and heavy tailed compared to the Normal distribution" 

(Ali & Giacotto, 1982, plg) the major differences being attributed to the 

lack of tenability of the constant scale assumption. 
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On this evidence, therefore, it was decided to test the distribution of 
individual bidders' bids as determined by the distribution of the 
residuals obtained for each bidder. This was conducted along the lines 
of the previous Chapter in which the distribution of bids for each 
project was separately assessed before aggregating the test statistics. 

9.3.4 Distribution of individual bidders' bids 

9. ". 4.1 Sl--pe 

nie dis-=ibutiorL shape under consideration is that of the values YL4-FJJ 
A 

ar. -UM. a L. 

It was ex--ected that the distribution of yij-, ej around a, the estimated 

values wculd have been modified by the estimation process, so a 
simulati =. szudy was conducted by generating the appropriate values of 
yis from a S(yj, o,: 2j) distribution where yj and r2., were estimated by 

li i=1n (3EJ )- ; ýO, 2j 

(r: 2 j= lnWE2j/s2j)-I) 

Ri and s2. j being obtained from the raw data. The resulting simulated 
bids were ',: aen subjected to the iterative procedure, values for a, and 
AJ computed and thence the values zij = yij - Aj. The zij values were 
then subjected to each of the shape tests in a similar manner to the 

last Ch_-=ter, except that tests statistics were derived for each bidder 

i instead of each project J. The probabilities of each resulting 

statistics were tested for Uniform distribution and the probability of 
the chi-square statistic obtained for the Case exactly as before. The 

process was repeated 1000 times for each Case and then again for the 

Lognormal distribution. 

The critical values estimated from these simulations are shown in Table 

9.5a. The critical values obtained for tests 6-10 were considered to 

be of little use at this stage, due to their lack of relationship with 

the expected values. Tests 1-5, however, were remarkably unaffected by 

the iterative procedure, the probabilities being very close to those 
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Table 9.5a Si=lated test shape 

Critical values (simulation of log values obtained by iteration, 

average variance, 1000 trials) 

Case 1 

Test statistic at 
Test 2 V2% 5% 95% 97%% 99% 

Icrml distribution 

1 0.009706 0.023149 0.043157 0.964295 0.964295 0.9945233 

2 0.009594 0.023754 0.042327 0.939987 0.939987 0.9L14533 

3 0.009706 0.028577 0.052778 0.934318 0.964295 0.994533 

4 0.012107 0.035174 0.052778 0.934318 0.964295 0.984058 

5 0.012107 0.028577 0.064317 0.934318 0.964295 0.984058 

6 0.003923 0.018700 0.043157 0.934318 0.964295 0.994833 

7 0.000064 0.000364 0.001945 0.726796 0.811000 0.939987 

8 0.000104 0.001212 0.003113 0.845066 0.934318 0.934318 

9 0.000038 0.000220 0.000954 0.788728 0.845066 0.894201 

10 0.002465 0.012107 0.028577 0.934318 0.964295 0.964295 

Uzifcrm distribution 

1 0.009706 0.023149 0.043157 0.934318 0.964295 0.984058 

2 0.001945 0.009544 0.031802 0.883825 0.939987 0.976507 

3 0.002465 0.012107 0.028577 0.934318 0.964295 0.984058 

4 0.003113 0.012107 0.028577 0.934318 0.934318 0.964295 

5 0.012107 0.023149 0.043157 0.934318 0.964295 0.984098 

6 0.007764 0.023149 0.052778 0.934318 0.964295 0.984058 

7 0.002696 0.007207 0.023754 0.883825 0.939987 0.976507 

8 0.003923 0.012107 0.028577 0.934318 0.964295 0.984058 

9 0.000588 0.003923 0.015065 0.894201 0.964295 0.984058 

10 0.004935 0.012107 0.035174 0.934318 0.964295 0.984058 
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Case 2 

Test statistic at 
Test 1% 21ý6% 5% 95% 97%% 99% 

Ncrml distributicn 

1 0.012055 0.025360 0.045444 0.941662 0.968055 0.985481 
2 0.007634 0,024786 0.043348 0.958286 0.976185 0.992385 
3 0.012055 0.027091 0.051552 0.941662 0.968055 0.985481 
4 0.012914 0.028931 0.045410 0.941662 0.968055 0.985481 
5 0.014811 0.025360 0.045444 0.930522 0.974825 0.985481 
6 0.001736 0.006892 0.015855 0.906175 0.9416,52 0.974825 
7 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.002416 0.007000 0.026883 
8 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.019421 0.04512410 0.106543 
9 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000354 0.001388 0.006892 

10 0.000058 0.000222 0.000884 O. f, 96088 0.811546 0.930822 

Uniform distribution 

1 0.005980 0.012914 0.032966 0.918984 0.941662 0.980619 

2 0.000005 0.000034 0.000160 0.587075 0.711896 0.783571 
3 0.000022 0.000303 0.001109 0.716158 0.862344 0.918984 
4 0.000005 0.000050 0.000222 0.614674 0.755509 0.877806 
5 0.004826 0.016969 0.037518 0.951484 0.974825 0.989467 

6 0.006892 0.020769 0.035174 0.960281 0.980619 0.989467 

7 0.000008 0.000074 0.000417 0.687154 0.783571 0.888457 

8 0.000101 0.000327 0.001109 0.793358 0.862344 0.941662 

9 0.000000 0.000002 0.000011 0.439086 0.574097 0.755509 
10 0.000139 0.000653 0.003616 0.829151 0.906175 0.968055 
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Table 9.5b Results of tests of distribution shape f or each bidder 

Test results (* no fails) 
Transformation Case 

123 

yij = ln(xij - n7, cj) 

=--0.0 2,3,5 
m=O. 1 2,3 
m=O. 2 5 2,3 
m=O. 3 -k 5 2,3,5 
m7-- 0.4 2,5 2,3 
r, - 0.5 2,3,5 
=-- 0.6 2,3,4 

yij = ln (xij - mmi) 

==O. 0 f 2,3,5 
=-0.1 f 4 2,3 
m=O. 2 4, t 2.3 
in--0.3 f t 2,3 
m=O. 4 f 1 2,3,4,5 
M7-0.5 2,5 

=--0.7 
=--0.8 

=--0.95 

Yij -2 xi, ", r, 

P=j 2 1,2,3,4,5 1.2,3,4,5 
p=2 1 2,5 1,2,3,4.5 
p=3 1,2,3.5 
p=4 3,4 1,2,3 
p=5 2,3 
p=6 2.3 
p=7 3 2.3 
P=8 2.3,4 
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expected. It was decided, therefore, to concentrate an Tests 1-5 to 
determine the suitability of the Lognormal model. 

Table 9.5b gives the results of the shape tests for all Cases, using 

similar log and power transformations to those used previously. 

9.3.4.2 Spread 

The possibility was considered that the distribution of Bartlett's test 

statistic may be affected by the iterative procedure in addition to the 

different sample sizes caused by the analysis of bidders instead of 

projects. ,A further simulation study was, therefore, conducted by 

generating Lognormal bid values for each bidder with an equal variance 
(estimated from the data). The iterative procedure was implemented and 
the probability of Barlett's statistic computed fro= the residuals yI. J - 
Ai f or each bidder. This was repeated 1000 times for Cases 1 and 2, 

100 times for Case 3, due to the length of time for each trial (20 

minutes for Case 3). The values at the critical percentage points are 

shown in Table 9.6. The low values obtained f or Case 2 were 

unaccounted for but, as the same computer program was used f or all 

cases, the values were accepted as being correct. 

The results of the analysis of the actual Case data are given in Table 

9.7 for the various transformations 

Table 9.6 Simulated variance tests 

Critical values of Bartlett's probability (simulation of log values 

obtained by iteration, average variance, Normal distribution) 

Test Statistics CASE 
at 23 

1% 0.010030 0.001980 0.003340 
2%% 0.029890 0.003500 0.019610 
5% 0.051730 0.008940 0.036155 
M 0.084520 0.016180 0.051650 

10 % 0.117130 0.021650 0.066625 
95 % 0.953750 0.771060 0.935750 
971% 0.976570 0.828170 0.978470 
99 % 0.990170 0.932930 0.993800 
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Table 9.7 Results of tests for hamoscedacity of bidders (Bartlett's 
test) 

Transformation 

x2 <49) 

1 
prob' 

Case 

X2CI27) 

2 
'prob' 

3 
X2<231) prob' 

y 

Mr--0.0 60.6 0.124 257.0 0.000 446.0 0.000 
M--0.1 60.1 0.133 258.3 0.000 446.0 0.000 
m: =0.2 59.5 0.145 260.6 0.000 446,5 0.000 
=: =0.3 58.8 0.159 264.7 0.000 448.0 0.000 
==0.4 r-8.1 0.176 272.9 0.000 451.9 0.000 
Mr-0.5 57.2 0.197 - - 462.9 0.000 
=: = 0.6 Md. 1 0.225 485.7 0.000 

yti = ln(xij-=7j) 

=--0.0 60.6 0.124 257.0 0.000 446.0 0.000 
m=O. 1 59.6 0.143 253.5 0.000 438.7 0.000 
m--0.2 58.5 0.166 249.7 0.000 431.0 0.000 
m--0.3 51.4 0.192 245.5 0.000 422.5 0.000 
m=O. 4 56.2 0.223 240.8 0.000 415.2 0.000 
m--0.5 55.0 0.259 235.6 0.000 398.2 0.000 
m--0.6 53.6 0.300 229.8 0.000 358.4 0.000 
=--0.7 52.4 0.344 223.8 0.000 358.4 0.000 
la--0.8 51.9 0.361 218.5 0.000 330.9 0.000 
==0.9 52.6 0.335 219.5 0.000 290.3 0.005 
m--0.95 42.1 0.745 234.7 0.000 260.5 0.089 

YLj 2'-' xii", p 

P=j 125.5 0.050 1400.1 0.000 1733.1 0.000 
p=2 76.9 0.007 339.3 0.000 709.9 0.000 
p=3 62.1 0.098 204.6 0.000 540.6 0.000 
p=4 59.6 0.143 183.8 0.000 474.3 0.000 
P=5 58.8 0.160 183.4 0.000 449.4 0.000 
p=6 58.5 0.166 187.7 0.000 439.1 0,000 
p=7 58.5 0.167 192.9 0.000 434.4 0.000 
P=B 58.5 0.166 197.8 0.000 432.2 0.000 
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9.3.4.3 Location 

A simplification of the model is that each bidder has the same location 

parameter ie a, = a2 = ... = at = ... = a,. An approximate test: chosen 
was the analysis of variance (ANOVA). The ANOVA relies an the 

assumption that the data are Normally distributed and the variance are 
equal, although the test is known to be robust certainly as far as the 
Normal assumption is concerned (Kendall & Stuart, 1963, p4 65). 

The ANOVA, in this case, involves the test statistic 

F= SSQ/(r-2) 
SSQ, J (-c-r+1) 

Where 

SSQ- ýZZ 6j. 
-i (yij - aL 

Ii 

SsQrm. n, (ai 

Z ni ai/Z ni 
Ii 

And F follows the F distribution with I-r-c+1 and r-2 degrees of 
freedom. An example f or Case 1 is given in Table 9.8. 

Table 9.8 ANOVA exa=ple fcr Case 1 ýyij = lri(xij)) 

Source SSQ df mean F Prob. 
Square 

Between bidders 1.1312 91 0.0124 5.263 0.000 
Vithin bidders 0.4134 175 0.0024 

Total 1.5446 266 0.0058 

The results obtained for the various transformations are provided in 

Table 9.9. Apart from the raw data for Case 3 (which is considered to 

be highly non Normal and heterogeneous and, therefore, inappropriately 

tested by the F test), these results clearly indicate that the bidders 

cannot be modelled as bidding from a distribution with the same 
location parameters. 
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Table 9.9 ANOVA results for all Cases 

Transformation 1 
F Frob 

Cases 
2 

F Prob 
3 

F Prob 

Yij=ln(xij-MRj) 

M=0.0 5.26 0.000 4.54 0.000 2.59 0.000 
m=0.1 5.29 0.000 4.54 0.000 2.59 0.000 
m=0.2 5. IJ5 0.000 4.53 0.000 2.58 0.000 
m. = 0.11 5.42 0.000 4.51 0.000 2.58 0.000 
m=0.4 5.57 0.000 4.48 0.000 2.58 0.000 
m=0.5 5.67 0.000 4.40 0.000 2.08 0.000 
==0.6 6.30 0.000 - - - - 

) 

= 0.0 5.25 0.000 4.54 0.000 2.59 0.000 
== 0.1 5.20 0.000 4.55 0.000 2.60 0.000 
== 0.2 5.13 0.000 4.57 0.000 2.61 0.000 
== 0.3 5.04 0.000 4.58 0.000 2.62 0.000 
== 0.4 4.93 0.000 4.59 0.000 2.63 0.000 
== 0.5 4.80 0.000 4.61 0.000 2.65 0.000 
== 0.6 4.62 0.000 4.62 0.000 2.67 0.000 
== 0.7 4.40 0.000 4.63 0.000 2.69 0.000 
== 0.8 4.08 0,000 4.60 0.000 2.71 0.000 
== 0.9 3.58 0.000 4.48 0.000 2.71 0.000 

= 0.95 3.18 0.000 4.27 0.000 2.70 0.000 
= 0.99 2.57 0.000 3.68 0.000 2.57 0.000 
= 0.999 2.58 0.000 3.12 0.000 2.33 0.000 

Yii---XLJ", p 

p 2.58 0.000 1.93 0.000 1.11 0.104 
p=2 3.70 0.000 3.32 0.000 1.87 0.000 
p=3 4.23 0.000 3.87 0.000 2.16 0.000 
p=4 4.50 0.000 4.10 0.000 2.29 0.000 
p=5 4.66 0.000 4.22 0.000 2.37 0.000 
p=6 4.77 0.000 4.30 0.000 2.41 0.000 
p=7 4.84 0.000 4.34 0.000 2.44 0.000 

p=8 4.90 0.000 4.38 0.000 2.46 0.000 
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9.4 Analysis of one bidder 

9.4.1 Introduction 

The Case 1 data provided in Appendix B consists of a sub-set of 
material obtained from one constructica company, referred to as bidder 
304. The total set of data for bidder 304 contains details of all (85) 

projects in which the company was i--vclved during the period under 
study. Much of these data are of a confidential nature, details of 
which are available from the writer', subject to bidder 304's prior 
consent. A brief summary of these projects is given in Table 9.10. 
The Table indicates a ratio of 0.192 f= projects acquired to the known 

results, * and 0.152 for those cb-týd in cc=petit. 4"Ve tender, that is 
Type 1 and 2 bids. (Type 1 bids; are those c==cnly termed genuine or 
bcne fide bids, Type 2 are cover prices). 

Table 9.10 Project details 

Type Von Lost Total 

Package deal - 1 1 
Negotiated 2 - 2 
Schedule of rates - 2 2 
Aborted NA 1 1 
Type 2 bids - 21 21 
Type 1 bids 11 43 54 
Type 1 or 2 bids (undistinguished) 1 3 4 

Total 14 71 85 

Details were not available of competitors' bids for several projects, 

although mark-up percentages were more freely available. Table 9.11 

summarises the frequency of such projects where the relevant data was 
available. Table 9.12 indicates the projects wan and lost where details 

of competitors' bids were_ known. It is interesting to note that no 
Type 2 bids were responsible for obtaining projects, although 
discussions with bidder 304 indicated that projects were occasionally 

obtained on this basis. 
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Table 9.11 Data available 

Mark up all Low bid 
Type known competitors' only 

bids known known 

Type 2 bids NA 17 
Type 1 bids 57 34 7 
Type 1 or 2 bids (undistinguished) -- -- - 

Totals 57 51 7 

Table 9.12 Competitors' bids known 

Type Won Lost Total 

Mark ups 10 47 57 

Type 2 bids -- 17 17 
Type 1 bids 8 26 34 

Several analyses were conducted on these data to gain an indication of 
the modelling implications. 

9.4.2 Detecting Type, 2 bids 

Three methods of detecting Type 2 bids were attempted., the highest bid 

in each contract, the highest bids relative to a bidder's alpha 

estimate, and the highest bids relative to a bidder's cost estimate. 

9.4.2.1 The highest bid in each project 

Bidder 304 recorded the highest bid on 14 projects as shown in Table 

9.13. 
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Table 9.13 Projects in which bidder 304 entered the highest bid 

Project no Bid Type 

3 1 
5 1 

11 1 
13 1 
17 2 
26 1 
27 1 
34 2 
35 2 
'. 29 1 
40 2 
45 2 
49 2 
51 1 

The there-Ocre, detected six Type 2 bids out of 14 atte=pts, a 
fal-tcr at succesSS of 6/14 = . 429. 

The actual number of Type 2 bids for bidder 304 was 17 out of 51, a 
factur of 17/151 = . 333, and it would therefore seem that the method 
gives slightly better results than that would be obtained by pure 
chance. 

9.4.2.2 The highest bids relative to a bidder's alpha value 

On cc: =mletion of the iterative procedure described previously, the 

values of y3o4.1 - Aj - acoL Q=1,2,..., c) were computed and the 10 

highest values recorded, as shown in Table 9.14. 

Table 9.14 Highest valued residuals for bidder 304 

Project No 
(j) 

Y304 - Ai - aaoA Bid Type 

40 0.146415 2 
27 0.103807 1 
51 0.088718 1 
26 0.062546 1 
17 0.057663 2 
11 0.053072 1 
13 0.047439 1 
5 0.045233 1 

43 0.038940 2 
35 0.036022 2 
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The success rate here is 4/10 = . 4, slightly worse than method 1, and 
thus not considered to be appropriate. 

9.4.2.3 Comparison between bidders 

The most frequent competitor to bidder 304 was bidder 55, who entered 
bids for the same project an 20 occasions. A comparison was made of 
bidders 304 and 55 of cost estimates and bids, providing the ratios 
shown in Table 9.15. 

Table 9.15 Ccmparison cf bidders' 304 and 55 esti=ates and bids 

Proj ect 55 P4dS 55 P4 ea. = 

No 304 Estimates 304 Bids 

1 1.092 1.027 
5 1.038 0.957 
7 1.120 1.067 
13 1.022 0.955 
15 cover 1.136 
18 cover 0.924 
19 1.156 1.111 
20 1.034 1.009 
21 1.072 1.030 
25 cover 0.971: 1 
26 0.945 0.900 
29 cover 0.919 
30 1.128 1.084 
32 1.147 1.087 
33 cover 0.993 
42 1.062 1.036 
44 1.090 1.058 
45 cover 0.979 
47 1.094 1.052 
48 1.121 1.068 

As Fig 9.14 shows, there appears to be a reasonably close 

correspondence between Bid/Cost Estimate and Bid/Bid ratios to Justify 

the use of the latter ratios as a ranking device for the former. This 

is illustrated in Table 9.16, where both sets of ratios are rearranged 
in descending order. Thus the 5 highest ranked ratios are from 

identical sequence numbers far each ratio group. 

Now let us consider bidder 55's attempts to identify cover prices 

submitted by 304. The obvious cases to look for are those where 304 

bids are high relative to 55 estimates. But we do not know 55 
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estimates. However, his bids provide a reasonable substitution as we 
have seen, so let us now present the picture as 55 night see it for all 
cases (Table 9.17) 

Table 9.16 Bid/estimate ratios 

Project number 
Ranking 55 Did 

- ratio ratio 
304 Estimate 304 Bid 

19 19 
2 32 32 
3 30 30 
4 48 48 
5 7 7 
6 47 44 
7 1 47 
8 44 42 
9 21 21 
10 42 1 
11 5 20 
12 20 5 
13 13 13 
14 26 26 

Table 9.17 As bidder 55 might see bidder 304 

Project ratio Ranking 
No 55 Bids 

1 0.974 10 
5 1.045 5 
7 0.937 15 
13 1.047 4 
15 0.880 20 
18 1.082 3 
19 0.900 19 
20 0.991 9 
21 0.971 11 
25 1.029 6 
26 1.111 1 
29 1.088 2 
30 01022 17 
32 0.920 18 
33 1.007 8 
42 0.965 12 
44 0.945 14 
45 1.021 7 
47 0.951 13 
48 0.936 16 
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Now the assumption that the highest ratios predict 304's Type 2 bids 

can be examined (Table 9.18). 

Table 9.18 Bidder 55's prediction of bidder 304's Type 2 bids 

Project numbers for Project numbers for 
actual Type 2 bids predicted Type 2 bids 

15 26 
is 29* 
25 18* 
29 13 
33 5 
45 25* 

* successful predictions 

In this case the success rate is 3/6 = 0.5 which is slightl7 betýer 
than the previous two methods. 

9.4.2.4 Conclusion 

Whilst all three methods detect Type 2 bids better than by pure chance, 
that is better than a rate of 0.333, it was not considered tht any of 
the prediction methods were particularly successful or, consequently, 
that the presence of Type 2 bids would significantly distort the 

distributional analyses. 

9.4.3 The distribution of mark-up values 

The first analysis was to check if mark-up values were different, that 

is lower, for projects won from those where projects were not won. A 

total of 57 mark-up values were available, 46 of which were for 

projects not won. The average percentage mark-up value for the 

projects won was 5.265 (s = 2.543) whilst for those projects not won a 

value of 5.648 (s = 2.178) was obtained. There is clearly little 

difference between these averages, confirmed by the t-test at the 5% 

significance level. 
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The distribution of mark-up values was then examined both for the 
percentage mark-up and the mark-up multiplier for possible parametric 
models. The frequency distribution of m is shown in Fig 9.15. The 

chi-square test was applied to test the goodness of fit of Normal 

models resulting in ecs) = 5.781, which is well below the critical 
value at the 5% levels. A further chi-square test indicated that the 
log of the mark-up multiplier m' = ln (bid/cost estimate) could also be 

regarded as Normally distributed )(2crs) = 3.065. It was concluded, 
therefore, that Normal and Lognormal models provided a reasonable 
approximation to the percentage mark-up and the mark-up multiplier 
respectively. 

9.4.4 The distribution of low bid/cost estimate ratios 

The data provided a total of 42 low bid/cost estimate ratios. Where 

bidder 304 entered the lowest bid himself the second lowest bid was 
taken. The mean value of 0,9896 is similar to the value obtained from 

data in the literature. The made is 0.999. The frequency distribution 

of the ratios is shown in Fig 9.16. The literature suggests that the 

ratios can be considered to follow the Yormal distribution. The chi- 

square test produced a value of X2c4) = 10.041 which has a probability 

of less than 0.05 and was taken to provide sufficient evidence to 

reject the null hypothesis. A similar test of the distribution of log 

ratios, however, resulted in X2(4) = 7.06, the probability of which is 

greater than 0,05. It was concluded, therefore, that the Lognormal 

model provides a reasonable approximation to these data. 

9.4.5 The probabilit7 of enterinS the lowest bid (ordinal scale 

estimation) 

An empirical estimation of the probability of bidder 304 entering the 

lowest value bid was made an the ordinal scale. 

Pr (x: ao4i < xii, for all xi, i * 304) =I- R4 
(nj+l) 

Where R is the rank of bidder 304's bid compared with 
bids for project j and nj is the number of bids 
entered for the project. 
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Fig. 9.16 Frequency of low bid/cost estimate ratios 
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Thus, say, a bid which is ranked third f or a project receiving a total 

of 5 bids in all, will be accorded an estimated empirical probability 

of 1- 3/(5+1) = 0.5. In this example, the lowest bid (ranked 1) and 
the highest bid (ranked 5) will be accorded an estimated empirical 

probability of 0.83 and 0.16 respectively. This, albeit rather crude, 

statistic was derived from the data available for bidder 304 

partitioned into Type 1 and Type 2 bids. The resulting means, 0.490 

(s=0.253) and 0.382 (s=0.305) for Types 1 and 2 respectively, were 

compared by the t-test resulting in a value of 1.42 with 59 degrees of 
freedom. The indication given by this rough test again cc=11-r--s 
difficulty in distinguishing between Type 1 and Type 2 bids. 

A plot of the e=pirical probabilities esti=ated in this way is provided 

in Fig 9.17 to ascertain any correlation with =ark-up values, Visi-, al 

inspection suggests that no such correlation exists. 

A more detailed analysis of the probability of entering the lowest. bid 

is contained in the next chapter. 

9.5 Summary and Conclusions 

A method has been proposed for estimating the probability that a 

particular bidder will enter a bid for a project of a certain value. 

The assumption is that the estimates of this probability are Ncr=ally 

distributed, although this assumption was not tested. This technique, 

it has been suggested, could be extended to a multivariate approach 

using other project characteristics as predictor variables. 

The distribution of bid values entered by each bidder has been examined 

in relation to a linear model (1) in which the project size is isolated. 

Some approaches to estimating the parameters of this model have been 

proposed and, in view of the sparsity of the implied matrix, an 

iterative procedure proposed. This procedure was applied to the data 

to obtain the required parameter estimates. 

Inspection of the aggregated residuals resulting from fitting the linear 

model indicates that all three Cases are similarly shaped, a 

distribution fam a Gram-Charlier Type A series being fitted. Reference 

to the literature suggests that a highly peaked, heavy tailed 
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Fig. 9.17 Plot of mark-up against estimated empirical probability of 

entering the lowest bid 
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distribution of this kind may reflect differences in distributions for 
individual bidders and a further analysis was conducted to test for the 

existence of such differences. A procedure similar to, that used in the 

previous Chapter was employed to determine the suitability of the 

normal model for individual bidder's bids. Such a model was found to 

be a reasonable approximation of suitably transformed bids in all three 

Cases (Table 9.5). Tests for variance stabilisation after similar 
transformations revealed that some degree of homascedacity could be 

achieved (Table 9.7). 

Comparisons of Tables 9.5b and 9.7 indicates some quite pronounced 
differences between the three Cases. Case 1 bidders appear to be 

modelled well by the Normal diazribution for most of the 

transformations apPlied, the variances a-2: L being generally common 

amongst bidders. C, ---e 2 bidders, however, seem to fit the Normal model 
better by the yij = ln(xii - mxt., ) transformation, for values of O(Mý0.8 

but with no commensurate commonality of variance. Case 3 bidders, an 

the other hand, appear to be approximated by the Normal distribution 

formation for m. V. 6, with common after the yij = ln, (xii - x, j) transIf 

variances where m=0.95. 

Tests for commonality of the location parameter indicated that., with 

the transformation attempted, no such commonality was found to exist. 

In examining the data obtained for Case 1 it was seen that bidder 304 

entered Type 2 bids on one third of occasions. Seve-ral approaches to 

detecting the presence of Type 2 bids were attempted but none succeeded 

in identifying more than one half of these bids. The conclusion 

reached was that, as such bids were difficult to detect, their presence 

was unlikely to have any major influence an the analysis of 

distributions. 

The distribution of bidder 304's mark-up values was found to be 

adequately modelled by the Mormal distribution (for percentage mark-up 

values) and the Lognormal distribution (for the mark-up multiplier 

values). 

The distribution of low bid/cost estimate ratios was not found to 

follow the Normal distribution, the Lognormal. madel was, however, found 

to provide an adequate approximation. It was also noted that the mean 
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of this sample of ratios, 0.9896, was similar to other recorded 

instances of this statistic. 

Finally, a crude approach to determining the probability of entering 

the lowest bid was advanced in which an estimate of the empirical 

probability was derived from the ordered bids. This estimated 

empirical probability was then compared with Type 1 and 2 bids and 

mark-up values for any indication of possible trends. Little evidence 

of any such trends was detected. 

Table 9.19 summarises the various models and applications, together 

with the parameter estimates, found to be appropriate for the aspects 

of the bidding model examined in Chapters 8 and 9. 

The fOllcwing Chapter considers some implications of these =clusions 

cn, the project selection/bidding model outlined in the earlier Ctapters. 

I 
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Table 9.19 Summary of models successfully fitted 

(1) Project value Pr(xii) 

(i) Xodel: w,, -Expno, ) 
Transformation: wj=xlj/3Ej 
Parameter estimate: 

Case I X=l 

(ii) Xcdel: yj-N(, u, r2) 
Transformation: yj=ln(xij) 
Parameter estimates: 

Case 1 y=13.945 Case 3 u=12.421 
a- 0. H4 a- 1.066 

(iii) Model: zs-I(y, w2) 
Transfar=ation: zj=ln<ln(xjj)) 
Para=eter esti=ates: 

Case I y= 2.633 Case 2 ýL=2.364 Case 3 u=2.516 
Q- 0.059 o, =O. 137 v-0.086 

(2) Number of bidders Pr(nj) 

(i) Model: nj=j3yj 
Transfar=ation: yj-, =ln(x, j) 
Parameter estimates: 

Case 1p =0.4472 Case 2g =0.5321 
SE=0.014', "d SE=0.0125 

(ii) Xodel: nj=a+Pyj 
Transformation: yt=ln(xli) 
Parameter estimates: 

Case 1a =-0.4129 Case 2a =-2.4455 Case 3a =-5.2745 
SE= 3.3737 SE= 0.9931 SE= 1.0483 
P=0.4676 ý=0.7559 9=0.8380 
SE= 0.2415 Sr-= 0.0917 SE= 0.0841 

(3) Specified bidder enters a bid Pr(i) 

M Model: i=ai+Ajyj 
Transformation: yj=ln(x,. j) 
Parameter estimates: 

calculated for each bidder eg. Case I ass =-0.4534 
SEss= 0.1704 
Ass = 0.0436 
SEss-'2 0.1366 

(4) Bid values Pr(XLJ) 

(i) Xodel: vijcp:, -N(.,. ) 
Transformation: v,. j(p)=x: LjllP 
Parameter estimates: 

Case 1 2(p, <10 Case 2 0(p(5 
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(ii) Model: 
Transformation: yjj(. )=Jn(xjj-m: %'j) 
Parameter estimates: 

Case 1 0.0(n<, 0.5 aico. c. )=0.2.1228-rO.. 0113yi4c,. o) 
o, j<<), iý, =0.23945-0.0129yj<o., ) 
Tj<o. =)=0.27489-0.0151yj(o. =) 
(Yjco.: a), =0.32312-0.0181yjco. a:, 
irjco. 4>=0.39291-0.0226yjco. 4) 
Tj<o. s)=0.50400-0.0300y, jco, r. ý Case 2 0.1(m(, 0.5 c-j<o, i)=0.45703-0-0306yjco. i) 
Tj<o. 2)=0.5l693-0.035lyjco. =) 
Q'j(o. 3)=0.59735-0.0413yjco. a) 
o, j(o, A:, =0.71294-0.0506y, jeo. 4) 
wjco. s:, =0.9016S-0.0664yjco. s) Case 3 0.1(m(, 0.5 (Yj<o. i)=0-23144-0-0131yjco. i) 
0-sco. =:, =0.24724-0.0140yjco. =:, 
vjco. o)=0.30487-0.0178yjco. 3) 
vj<o. 3)=0.36377-0-0218yjco,, &;. 
vjco. s)=0.45335-0-02581. sco. s:, 

(iii) Model: 
Transformation: yjj, ý, =Jjj(xjj-mxjj) 
Parameter estimates: 

Case I 0.0<, m, <0.5 vjco. o)=0.21225-0.0113yj<o, oý 
wj(o., )=0.23037-0.0123y, jco,, ) 
(rjCO, 2:, =0.25206-0.0135yj(o. =) 
vj4o. o), =0.27858-0.0150yjco. 3) 
vjco. 4)=0.31184-0.0168yj<o..,, 
Tjco. s)=0.41348-0.0246yjco. r. ) 

Case 2 0.1(m<, 0.6 wjco,, )=0.44080-0.0293yj<o. i) 
(rjco. 2)=0.47654-0.0318yjco. 2) 
vj<o. 3)=0.51922-0.0347yjco. 3) 
WJ(O. A)=0-57125-0.0384yjco.,, ) 
wj(o, s)=0.63641-0.0429yjco. s) 
rico, r. ý, =0.72105-0.0489yjco. r. ) 

Case 3 0.1(n4,0.6 vjco., ý=0.22519-0.0127yj<o. i) 
wjco. 2)=0.24724-0.0140yjco. 2) 
vjco. 3)=0.27436-0.0156y. tCO, 3) 
VJ(O. A)=0.30861-0.0176yjco. Aý 
wjco. s)=0.35337-0-0203yjco. s) 
o, jcc,. r. ý, =0.41470-0.0239yj<o, c.:, 

Uv) Model: where ecp), -N(O, r2, Lcpj, ) 
Transformation: VLJ=Xij"'P 
Parameter estimates: 

Case 1 3, <p<, 6 Case 2 p=3,5,6,8 
at and 9j estimated by iterative procedure 

(v) Ilodel: where ec. )-N(O, r2i(. )) 
Transformation: yij=ln(xij-mRj) 
Parameter estimates: 

Case I 0(m, <0.6 Case 2 0(m(O. 1 
aj and Pj estimated by iterative procedure 

(vi) Model: yLjc. )=aic. ), +Ajc. )+e(. ), where ecm)-N(O, r2jLc. )) 
Transformation: YLS=lU(XLJ-ILXIJ) 
Parameter estimates: 

Case 1 O(M<, O. 95 Case 2 O(m<, 0.8 Case 3 0.6(m(O. 9 
ai and Pj estimated by iterative procedure 
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(5) Mark-up values Pr(bj) 

(i) Xodel: bj-A(ji, w2) 

Transformation: bj=100(xj/cj)-100 
Parameter estimates: 

Case I )i=5.573 
o-2.2542 

(ii) Xodel: bj-l(; l, w-2) 
Transformation: bj=ln(x., /ci) 
Parameter estimates: 

C2, se I li=0.05022 
(r=0.01748 

(6) Low bid/cost estimate ratio Pr(Rj) 
M Xodel: Rj=AOl. r2) 
Transformation: Rj=xij/ci 
Parameter estimates: 

Case 1 U=0.9896 
a-0.0710 



CHAPTER 10 

On estimating the probability of entering the lowest bid 
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10 ON ESTIMATING THE PROBABILITY OF ENTERING THE LOWEST BID 

10A Intrcductirn 

, of the project selection and bidding decision is that A major aspect 

some pricr knowledge is needed of future events. The effect of 

statistical mcdellinff is to enable an indication of the liwihood or 

probability of occurrence of future events to be estimated. One of the 

most im-, c: -t=-'. of these future events is whether, a project will be 

obtained, which, in many cases, is determined by entering the lowest 

bid. This Chapter examines the application of models identified in the 

previcus two Chartar-s in deriving the probability of entering the 

1cwest bid. 

10.2 Genez-al p. -c-mcsition 

. C. -CS4-1-. 4-cr. is that a bid can be mde-,., ---, -el7 modelled --5 The geme: -all p- 
being a r--:: d--= value fr-cm a probability distribution unique to t-"e 

bidder at tbe time cr: bidding. 

Some comments are particularly relevant: 

(1) The bid is a value entered supposedly simultaneously with bids 

: L-= other c--=petitars for certain rights, eg. to obtain 

property In return for the value of the bid, ar to deliver 

services in return for the value of the bid. 

(2) Phil zscphically, there can be no certainty in attributing 

causal rules to phenomena, the best hope being to devise a 

model exhibiting similar behavicural. characteristics. The 

adequacy of the model depends an the circumstances. One method 

of measuring the degree of adequacy might be to examine the 

cost consequences of differences between the behaviour of the 

model and that of the 'real world'. 

(3) A random value is regarded in the strict statistical sense, 

sometimes termed the noise' in the system. 

(4) Associated with random values is the statistical concept of 
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the probability of a value occuiring. Many theoretical 

probability distributions have been studied and, in some 
cases, their properties well defined. 

(5) Each bidder has his own unique probabilit7 distribution, 
different from other bidders. 

(6) Changes in bidding behaviour take place over time. 

(7) A major difficulty is in predicting the aurr=riate 
probability distributions from the inf cr=atica available. 

10.3 Probability of entering the 1, -wes-1. bid 

Let xý. represent a possible bid by the ith bidder for a project then, if 
the competition is modelled as the joint distribution f two or more 10 
variables, the probability that x, enters the lowest bid is given by 

Pr (x, < xi fcr all i, i# 1) = 

f'» fo 
... 

1,0 
f (xi, x2, x x�) dm, dx: a dxz dx', (1) 

Xi =-Co xm=xl xaýxi Xn-ýXi 

If the above, for instance, is a multivariat te ncr=al distribution 
then 

(Xltx2tx3t X, ) = 

dF = (2 ir) -l* <->1 Vý ,1e xp (-; j (x - 11. ) V- 1 (x - ju. 
) > Trdx (2) 

(Kendall & Stuart, 1963, val. l. p349) 

Where x is the vector of xi, x2, xa.... 9XI-I 
; L. is the vector of means for xi, x2, xa...., X,, 
V is the variance/co-variance matrix eg. 

V= (P(r2i, 
pviv) for the bivariate normal distribution 

0,10,0.22 

ITow assuming that the non-diagonal elements of V are zero, ie the 

variables are independent if normally distributed, it follows from (1) 

that 
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Pr (xi < xi for all 

w0 
rt 

(. 'ci IT f, (x, ) dxi dxt (3) 

Xjý-Xj 

In the case of the uniform (rectangular) distribution, it follows 
that 

bi bt 
Pr (xi < xi, 1 #1) (b, -a, )-1. rs (bi-ai)-'dXL dxi ff 

1T 
f 

al 1-2 xi=xi (4) 

Similarly, in the case of the Normal distribution 

Pr (x, < x� 

Mir)"l)-l exp(-ýix2i). ((27r)16)-l exD(-ýW-0 dx, dxi 

2. -2 
Tr 

Xi= Or I X1 +Jul -)li )(rL- I 

written in standard form. 

And for the special case where fl(Xl)=f2(X2)= =f,, (X,, ) 

Pr (x, ( x� i# 1) = n-, 

10.4 Identity of bidders known 

The analysis of bids in Chapters 8 and 9 indicates that eqn (6) is 

likely to be an oversimplification. The transformation yij --o ln(xis - 
mx1s) (( 0.6 (m(0.8) has been found to have a normalising effect 
(Table 9.19, Model 4vi), which suggests eqn (5) to be the most 
appropriate. On the assumption that the distributions successfully 
f itted to the data would apply to future events, the transformation yLi 

= ln(xi., - 0.8x, j) was performed, the iterative procedure described in 

Chapter 9 applied and estimates ai and s2i obtained. Once only bidders 

(ni=l) were assigned an 'average' variance 

521 E 6IJ 

The resulting estimates are reproduced in Appendix C. 
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The estimated expected probability E[p] of entering the lowest bid can 
now be obtained by inserting the estimates of pi and w2i into eqn (5) . 
It is clear that estimates of y, and o, 2,, though efficient and largely 
unbiased, may not be very precise. A simulation study was, therefore, 
conducted to gain an indication of the distribution of P. This was 
conducted an the bidders involved in the first project in Case 1, 
bidders 55,73,134,150,154 and 304. The estimates a and s2 for 

ju 
and a-2 fcr these bidders are, from Appendix C, 0.05083 (0.03510), - 
0.06594 (0-03277), -0.01402 (0.02540), -0.11644 (0.01256), -0.03027 
(0.05618) and 0.00000 (0.03204). (Bidder 304's ju is fixed at zero, the 
estimate of ;i for the other bidders being relative to this, only the 
dif-fe-rence between y's being required by eqn (5). New estimates of y, 
and a-: --, L wL--e generated from the a, and s2i values in accordance with 

appr---: L=ate sampling distribut ions. 

Ai -N (ai, S2, /ni) 

tr2i (ni-l)/s2i - X2 (ni-1) ni > 

a2i (N-c-r+D/s2i - X2 (N-c-r+l) ni = 

The probabilit7 of bidder 304 entering the lowest bid against the f ive 

competitors was computed from eqn (5) and repeated 100 times with 
different values of P, and The resulting frequency distribution of 
P is shown in Fig 10.1. 

The results conf irm the suspicion that estimates of P may not be very 

precise w it! i values ranging from 0 to 0.25. 

10.5 Identity of bidders not known 

In the absence of knowledge of the identity of competitors on a future 

project, two possible approaches were considered. One approach is to 

model all competitors as equal, Friedman's 'average bidder'. This 

approach, however, was considered to be an oversimplification as a 

result of the analysis in Chapter 9. 

The alternative is to attempt to predict the identity of competitors. 

This approach was adopted by utilising the results of the regression 
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Fig 10.1 Frequency of probability of bidder 304 entering lowest bid 

against bidders 55,73,134,150,154 
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analysis described in Chapter 9. The regression coefficients and 

standard errors were obtained for all bidders (Appendix D). 

A simulation study was conducted, as described in the previous section, 

with the additional ý feature of the identity of the competitors being 

predicted by the regression formula (Table 9.19, Model 3D. The 

procedure adopted was to compute the probability of each bidder 

entering a bid 

pr(i) = ai+biyi 

where a, and b, were obtained frc= Arpendix D and yi = ln(xii) 

(x, i= 1454515 in t-is ex=-,, le) . 

In order to accommodate the im-recisica of the estimates of a, and b, 

the standard error of the estimates was utilised in generating new 

estimates of a, and b, for eac'-- iteration in accc-rdance with their 

approximate sampling distributicts 

ai - X(dip SE2.0 

bt - 1(bi$ SE--t. 0 

The five bidders with the highest values of pr(i) were selected and the 

procedure outlined in section 10.4 repeated. The resulting frequency of 

probabilities is given in Fig 10.2. 

The results in this case indicate a somewhat greater spread of 

probability estimates together with many more low values of p. The 

explanation of the increased frequency of low P values is due to 

occurrence of bidders with substantially lower )i values and/or greater 

r2 values. 

10.6 Number of bidders not known 

From the analysis in Chapter 8 it would seem that some estimate of the 

number of bidders competing for a project can be made based an the 

project value. In Case 1, for instance, the number of bidders is 

predicted by 

ni = -0.4129 = 0.4676 yj 
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Fig 10.2 Frequency of probability of bidder 304 entering lowest bid 

against 5 unspecified competitors 
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where yj = ln(xlj), the standard error of the coefficients being 
3.3737 and 0.2415 respectively, nj being rounded to the nearest 
integer (Table 9.19, Model 211). 

The simulation described in section 10.5 was repeated but, with the 

number of bidders being obtained by simulation of the coefficients in 

accordance with their avproximate sampling distributions. A total of 
150 iterations were made and, in 22 cases, the number of bidders was 
predicted to be one or less. The frequency distribution of the 

resulting 128 probability, estimates is given in Fig 10.3. 

The results indicate a wider spread of P estimates and a considerable 

number below 0.025. 

10.7 Project value not known 

Where the project value is not known even approximately, a simulation 

procedure can be invoked utilising the results of the analysis in 

Chapter a. 

For Case 1, a prediction of project value may be obtained froia the 

result 

zi N(2.633,0.059--) 

where zi ln Un(x, j)) (Table 9.19, Kodel 1iii) 

Once again, a simulation study was conducted to generate project values 

and, hence, the probability of bidder 304 entering the lowest bid. The 

results for 50 iterations are given in Table 10.1. On 7 occasions the 

number of bidders predicted was one or less. The probabilities of 

entering the lowest bid are shown for the remaining cases, together 

with an indication of expected income ie project value x probability of 

entering the lowest bid. 

The major criticism is that the number of bidders generated by the 

model appears to be rather wild. The reason for this may be due to 

the insufficiency of data in the Case 1 analysis. 

The procedure was repeated for Cases 2 and 3, for bidders 2 and 3 

respectively, using Models 4vi, 31,211 and 1iii (Table 9.19) for the 
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Table 10.1 Results of simulation of bidder 304's bidding for projects 

of unspecif ied value 
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appropriate Case. Only the simulations generating the predicted 
presence of the reference bidder were recorded (Tables 10.2 and 10.3). 
The, -Case .2 -simulation of 500 -iterations produced only one project with 
one or less bidders and Case 3 with 500 iterations produced only four 

such project 'S. 

, bid for a given mark-up 10.8 The probability of entering the lowest 

Considering a bid x to comprise a ccs', es-ýinate c and a =ar*-up 

=ulti-plisr =, then let-ziinS mg (c) =f, (xi ), it f c1laws f rom eqn (2) t2iat 

fi(xi) d--t do (6) Tr 
1-2 xi=mc 

tributicn ani therefcre, for the Uniform dist 

n b.:, 
TT (bi-ai)-l dxi dc (7) 

and fcz- the lornal distribution 

Fr(=c<xi) = 

TT -I. exp(-ýix2i, ) dxi dc 
:L-:. 

Iý 
(2 n) '*) 

-00 x I. = )Q'i-' 

I 

written in standard form 

A special case is where 

fz: (x=) = f3(xa) == fý(Xý) 

which provides the general result, from eqn(6) 

M CO n_1 
Pr(nc<xi) I mg(c). If, (x,, ) dx, n dc 

-0) XL=Mc 

for the Uniform distribution, from eqn(7) and (9) 

b. n- I 
Pr(nc<xi) =I dxý, dc 

ac Xrl== 
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Table 10.2 Results of simulation of bidder 2's bidding (Case 2) 
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Table 10.3 Results of simulation of bidder 3's bids (Case 3) 
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and for the Normal distribution, from eqn(8) and (9) 

Pr(mc<xi) = 

02 co n- I 

i 
M( (21r) exp (-%c: 2). 

I 
dx,, do 

-03 xrlý (M(rc+n4c-)11-1)0'%-%-' 

Analysis of the data indicates that a similar form to eqn(8) is 
desirable. Ean(5), bcwe7e--, assumes that the cost estimate can be 

considered to be adequately =cdelled by the Normal distribution. This 
is, of course, not necessarily the case for, if the bid is assumed to be 
three parameter Logmncr=117 distributed with threshold parameter r, 
then it is highly =IJ e17 -. 2: at the ccst estimate will also be 

similarly disltribtrtted excep-c in rather special circumstances (r=O for 
instance). 

Several approaches appear to be available 

(1) Include the cost estimate as another bidder in the iterative 

procedure described in Chapt T 9. This will provide estimates of P and ,e 

0,: 2. An indication of the appropriate distribution model may be 

obtained by fitting candidate parametric distributions to the ensuing 

residuals. One of the Pear-son or Gram-Charlier forms may be 

appropriate. 

(2) Utilise the probability dis4tribution of the mark-up in some way, eg. 
by simulation of 

ln(ci-O. Sx, j) = lnl(exp(ai+ýi)-O. Bxii(mj-l)Y/miI 

where a: L and mi are random variables with assumed distributions and 

estimated parameters (Table 9.19, Model 511, X-A<0.05022,0.017482) 

(3) Utilise the knowledge that Elxi j/cjl *1 or the ratio distribution 

generally (Table 9.19, Model 6D. 
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10.9 Ccnclusions 

This -Chapter has provided an introduction- to -an application of the 

models fitted to the data analysed in the previous two Chapters. This 

application, estimating the probability of entering the lowest bid for 

future projects, is clearly in its infancy insofar as the multivariate 

approach adopted in this research is concerned. The present 

indications are, however, that the estimates of probability are not very 

precise. The implications of imprecise probability estimates derived 

in t1iis mmanner is considered to be wcz hy of further study. Additional 

work is also needed in devising a suitable model of the cost esti=ate 

distribution and hence the distribution of expenditure, income and 

pr--44 1C. 
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11 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The thesis has examined the construction organisation's project 
selection and bidding decision to identify suitable models for 

conceptualising and formulating the problem. 

Chapter 1 introduced the subject of decisions and their relationship 
with objectives indicating "luck" and "foresight", in the face of some 
degree of Ouncertainty", to be key elements, demanding supportinz 
knowledge of available decision options and outcomes. 

Chaptez- 2 e=-ired the types of decisions made by constructic= 
C: -7 azi ti mad the decision choice process involving the 

-1 n identificaticn, evaluation and selection of options. Ccrporate decis, c 

truction companies were discussed. Sc=e syste=s azd their use in ccm--4. 
reasons for the lack of use of such systems were identified, includinz 

prcble=s asso-cianted. with the level of managerial ability, the c-- 

ordination of aims and objectives, communication, accuracy of forecasts, 

capital policies, and political or economic uncertainty overseas. The 

special charac-ceristics of the industry and the complexity of the 

construction process, together with the time and informational 

consIt. -raimts, an=rear to be further factors. The relevance of existing 

problem. solvi--g techniques was also regarded as an important issue. 

The sccpe ef a decision system was considered to involve internal azd 

external e=vL-a=ents and an array of both economic and social goals 

over a period of time. plans, it would seen, need to be made ahead of 

environmental changes and an a contingent basis to suit the decision- 

maker. This requires some indication of future events which may be 

gained by a device such as Ansoff's "weak signals" or simulation 

studies. 

The practical needs of a decision system are centred an the tension 

between risk and cost in striving for simplicity and, at the same time, 

versatility in accommodating the potential preferences of the decision- 

maker. 
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In designing such a system, the 'accent is an providing suitable 

management informational support to provide the necessary sensitive 

system of indicators. This requires information from both internal and 

external sources in the appropriate manner and time, covering relevant 

aspects of the general environment, economic, technical and political 
factors of production, competition and future demand. Difficulties were 

anticipated in determining the exact nature of informational needs by 

analysis of the current process. A mcre suitable approach was 

considered to be through the development of a conceptual model which 

reflects the pivotal factors of the problem. No such =cdel, however, 

appeared to be available in the present ccntext. A basic model was, 
therefore, proposed (Fig 2.1) in which options are identified, evaluated 

and selected an an incremental basis by ccmparison with the previous 

'best' selection. 

* selection decision Chapter 3 extended the basic model into thle project 

-ic aspects cf the problem. The decision by considering determinist 

environment was defined and divided into the project generating and the 

decision outcome environments. The outcome environment was further 

divided into aspiraticnal (people) and non-aspiraticnal (money and 

property) aspects. Maslow's needs/drives hierachy was tentatively 

proposed as a means of determining effects of decisions on the. state 

of the aspirational environment (development states) and some measures 

of non-aspirational states noted. The resolution of the conflict 

between different aspects of the outcome envirc=ent was discussed in 

terms of resource control, in which -the type of crganisational 

structure is seen to be a major facýcr. 

The relationship between project characteristics and the outcocne 

environment was examined and four major and interrelated factors - 

type of work, client, location and competitors - identified as 

accounting for over 97% of reasons underlying the project selection 

decision. 

The criteria for project selection were examined in terms of company 

objectives, suggesting that multiple and conflicting objectives often 

exist. Some proposals were considered for formulating and solving 

multiple attribute problems of this nature. 
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Chapter 4 introduced time-dependent aspects of the decision. These 

were considered to be implicated in the causal relationship between the 

outcome environment and projects together with the dimensional effect 

generally. The effect of time was seen to redefine the problem from 

that of simultaneous to sequential selection. The effect of a decision 

an further project opportunities was discussed in terms of marketing. 
The implications for evaluation and selection are that knowledge is 

needed of states at any moment in time. 

Gottinger's 'sequential machine' model has been applied to the decision 

system as a means of accommodating the dynamical complexities 
introduced by the time considerations, a possible configuration being 

outlined in Fig 4.2. 

Chapter 5 introduced the aspect of imperfect knowledge and the 

considerable uncertainties that inure the decision environment. The 

subject was addressed in terms of the relationship between the 

prototype (real world) and the model (perception of the real world). 

Various approaches were outlined in which changes in the prototype can 

be modelled and predicted by the use of proxy measures. The volume 

and type of project opportunities was considered to be related to 

political, economic, social and technological factors. Further 

information appears to be available directly through market 

intelligence activities. 

Predicting events in the outcome environment has been discussed, based 

an information of project characteristics and the nature of tasks and 

performance. The prediction process itself has been examined and 

several approaches to anticipating its actions and accuracy considered. 

Four separate studies were consulted to identify project selection 

methods for non-deterministic models with multiple criteria, indicating 

that some aspects of the problem may be dealt with probabilistically 

but that sensitivity tests together with the decision-maker's subjective 

judgement should also be employed. 

A final conceptual model was provided in Fig 5.4, which incorporates 

the major features of the decision. This was conceived as consisting 

of several machines, by Gottinger's definition, representing the project 

generation, decision and outcome events. Such a model typif ies a 
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system of "intermediate complexity", suggesting that the model should 
be aimed at improvements rather than aptimality, sensitivity analysis 
to formal hypothesis testing, an interaction -between humans and 
machines, and the system should be integrated with other systems. 
Computer simulation was also associated with systems of this type. 

Chapter 6 completed the specification of the project decision system by 
defining the va-rious options available to the decision-=aker. Several 

general decisicn strategies were considered as possible option 
identif icaticn, rules. Low and high risk exogencus factors and 
strategies were identified as two general groupings, lcw risk strategies 
being commonly adopted except in unusual circumstances. 

Considerati= of fitT=e decisions led to the proposal of a nested set 
of decision =acýj-ýes with, a facility to simulate future events. 

The f inal ve--si---= cf the camplete system was then examined in terms of 
computational. 1--d. The major difficulty was found to be in the sizze 
of the set cf potential option combinations and some possible 
strateSies identified to alleviate the situation. 

Chapter 7 c-cutinued the examination of simplifying models by 

considering stat. 4s. tical, approaches to some aspects of the problem. 
Models of cn--, truction demand and the occurrence of project 

characteristic=- were discussed together with such aspects of the 

outcome enviz=emt as cost and estimated cost. Various likely 

probability dis-tribution types and parameters were introduced and these 

are summarised in Table 7.2. Income and cash flow were examined 

similarly. 

Statistical models of collective competitors' bidding behaviour were 

considered (Table 7.3) together with the relationship with other 
factors such as the state of the market. The distribution of lowest 

bids was examined in relation to cost estimates and a close similarity 

noted between the expected value of the cost estimate and lowest bid. 

Models of individual bidding behaviour were f ound to be usually derived 

from bid/cost estimate ratios, although multivariate methods have been 

proposed. The independence assumption was also noted. 
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Several models were f ound to incorporate features of the project 
generating environment in order to utilise error trends. These include 

game theoretic approaches, where each . bidder As . assumed to adopt 
similar (non-random) strategies. The degrading effects of time on the 
data was also considered. 

Collusion was not generally thought to be prevalent in the construction 
industry and it was considered that non-sericus and unrealistic bids 

should not be removed from any analysis without any reliable means of 
dete=cion. 

Data limitations were considered to be a major problem in atte=pting to 

fit models to bidding data by univariate analysis. Two approaches were 

considered to be feasible, using the collective c=-p&,. itcr model or a 

mult'LvarA. able procedure. 

Project acquisition was considered and some wcrk on excluding 

SuiCida117 low bids noted, together with Si==cnds' proposals for 

accomcdating non-price featurv-S. 

There appears to be a great deal of support f cr the view that the 

likelihood of entering the lowest bid for a project is largely 

determined by chance, the popular view being that , f--r each marginal 

change in mark-up there is a corresponding change in the probability 

of success. An expression of this conditional prcbability has been 

included. 

Chapters 8 and 9 describe an analysis of three sets (Cases) of bidding 

data for indications of suitable models. Several parametric 

distributions were posited for the frequency of project value (lowest 

bid), the Log-lognormal model being found the most appropriate for all 

three Cases. Friedman's suggestion that the number of bidders followed 

a Poissan distribution was not found to be appropriate, a regression 

prediction on log project value with Normally distributed errors being 

preferred. 

The distribution of bids was found to be generally positively skewed, 

coincident with other work in the field. No significant relationship 

was found between the. number of bidders or project values and the 

coefficient of skewness. 
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Several tests were considered to evaluate models of distributional 

shape of bids. Due to the small sizes of the samples involved, the 

-percentage points of the distribution of -the sample statistics for each 
test had to be estimated by simulation (Tables 8.13 to 8.22). Further 

simulations were carried cut an the data structure for each Case to 

ascertain the critical values (Tables 9.25 to 9.26). The results of 
these tests suggested that neither the Yormal, Uniform, Weibull or fixed 

shape Logncr=al models would be appropriate in all Cases. Various 

power and log transfc. -maticns were applied with some success. 

Several power and Icz variance sta-bilising transformations were 
attempted and tested by a version alf Bartlett's test. An atte=Dted 
three parameter log tr--=s1. =-, ticn was also made by estimating the 
threshold value in t2ie -nn "-, (--- prescribed by Aitcheson & Brown. None. of 
the recommended =e-', hcd-- were f-u=d ac---e:; table but a further app-. -ach 
utilising the ha=csced4----ic assu=ption achieved a satisfactory scluticz. 
It was not found possible, however, to predict the threshold values 
from the project value. It was concluded, tiLerefore, that the spread 

parameter would have to be predicted by a si=ple regression on project 

value. 

A method of predicting the identity of the bidders was proposed, in 

which the 'probability' c. 4 a bidder entering a bid is estimated by a 

regression of (log) project value. 

The distribution of bids entered by, each bidder was investigated by a 

multivariate analysis. The standard regression method was found to be 

inappropriate due to t! ie larEe sparse matrices involved. An iterative 

procedure was devised and the distribution of bids analysed indirectly 

through the residuals obtained after fitting the model to the log data. 

The distribution of the pooled residuals was not found to follow a 

Normal distribution, but the Gram-Charlier Type A series provided a 

reasonable approximation with ya = 0.16 and jua = 4.5 in all three 

Cases. 

Some consultation with the literature suggested high peaked, heavy 

tailed distributions of this kind to be associated with the aggregation 

of values from different distributions. It was, therefore, decided to 

test the distribution of individual bidders' bids. This was done in a 

similar manner to that described for the distribution of project bids, 
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by simulating bids for individual bidders and tabulating the critical 
values of the statistics for both the shape and variance (Bartlett's) 
tests (Table 9.5a and 9.6). The results of these tests indicated marked 
differences between the Cases, although the transformation yIj = ln(xii 

- nx, j) (0.6 (m(0.6) did appear to produce a Normal distribution in 

all Cases. Tests for the homoscedasic assumption met with little 

success and tests for equal location parameters also failed generally 
for the power and log transformations applied. 

Analyses of details obtained from an individual bidder supported the 

view that Type 2 (cover) bids are very difficult to detect, the best of 
the methods applied only detecting three in six attempts. The 

distribution of the mark-up values were considered to be Normal and 
Lognormal for the percentage and multiplier mark-up values 

respectively. The distribution of low bid/cost estimate ratios was 
found to be more appropriately modelled by the Lognormal distribution 

than the Normal distributions. 

A summary of the models successfully f itted to the data was provided 

in Table 9.19. These models are concerned with six variables: (1) 

project value; (2) the number of bids entered for a project; (3) the 

probability that a specified bidder enters a bid; (4) the bid values: 

(5) the mark-up value; and (6 
f) 

low bid/cost estimate ratios. 

The Exponential model was found to fit the distribution of project 

values for Cases 1 and 3 data and the Lognormal model for all Cases. 

The numbers of bidders were predicted by the standard regession of log 

project value (forced through the origin) for Cases 1 and 2, and for 

all Cases when not forced through the origin. 

The probability that a specified bidder enters a bid was predicted by 

the standard regression on log project value (parameter estimates for 

all bidders are contained in Appendix D). 

The distribution of bids for all (unidentified) bidders followed a 

Normal distribution after a suitable power transformation for Cases 1 

and 2, and a three parameter Lognormal distribution for all three 

Cases. The distribution of bids for identified bidders was found to be 

Normal for Cases 1 and 2 after a suitable power transformation, three 
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parameter Lognormal for Cases 1 and 2 with the threshold parameter 
estimated from the mean bid, and three parameter Lognormal for all 
Cases with the threshold parameter estimated from the lowest bid. 

The Normal and Lognormal model was found to fit the distribution of 
mark-up values expressed as a percentage and ratios of bid to cost 
estimates respectively. 

The Lognormal model was found to fit the ratios of low bid to cost 
estimates 

Chapter 10 examined the application of the models identified in the 

empirical analysis in deriving the probability of entering the lowest 
bid. The general proposition is made that a bid can be adequately 

modelled as being a random value from a probability distribution unique 
to the bidder at the time of bidding. 

The theoretical probability of entering the lowest bid was advanced and 

empirical estimates obtained in a series of examples. The examples 

considered the cases where (1) the identity of the bidders is known, 

(2) the number of bidders is known (3) the project value is known, (4) 

none of the above is known. The distribution of probabilities was 

found to be rather imprecise. 

Some f inal considerations concerned the probability of entering the 

lowest bid for a given mark-up. The theory was advanced and some 

approaches proposed for modelling the distribution of cost estimates. 

Suggestions for further research 

The f irst part of the research proposed a conceptual model of the 

project selection and bidding environment. As the model is the f irst 

to encapsulate all the factors involved it is necessarily of a post boc 

nature. The next step would be to examine the validity of the model by 

empirical analysis by means of a structured questionnaire and case 

studies. In addition to verification and modification where necessary. 

an important contribution would be to estimate the strengths of 

relationships between factors. The dynamical nature of the situation 

under study suggests that a form of causal analysis may be appropriate. 
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A natural development on completion of such an analysis would be then 
to construct a practical decision system for testing and development in 

a 'live' situation. 

Statistical modelling of factors is, despite over 30 years of research, 

clearly still in its infancy. A substantial amount of further empirical 

analysis is yet needed to establish the reliablity of such models. 
Some of the apparently important factors identified in the first part 

of the research, such as project characteristics and the project 

generating environment generally, have not received any attention at 

all. 

Two fundamental approaches appear to be available. One is to start 

with the assumption that the problem is purely deterministic, develop 

solution techniques, and gradually relax the assumption by introducing 

appropriate random variables. The alternative approach would be to 

consider the whole problem as probabilistic and gradually introduce 

deterministic or partially deterministic decision or explanatory 

variables. The first of these approaches is exemplified in Chapters 2 to 

6 of this thesis as a convenient means of analysing the literature. 

The second approach has effectively been adopted in the subsequent 

statistical analyses of some empirical data. The intention in both 

parts of the research has been to establish a sound foundation for both 

approaches. 
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A STATISTICAL FORKULAE 

1 Calculation of mean, variance and coefficients of skewness and 
kurtosis 

For- a sample of values of xi (i=1,2, ... n), the mean, variance 

ccef-ficients of skewness and kurtosis (3F, s2, Yi. Y2 respect Avely) of 
t"-e population were estimated as follows: r 

n 27 = (l/n) Z x, 

Y, u-a/sI, 2 

Y2 0a4/s') -3 

where 

, 
u3 n m13 

(n-1)(a-2) 

JU4 
= n2 -< 

(rL+1 ) zm4 -3 (n-1 ) tl; 2) + 3s-- 

(n-1)(n-2)(n-3) 

and 

(xi-x)r 
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2. Probability distributions 

(a) The Uniform (rectangular) distribution. U(a, p) 

f(x) = (P-0-3 a<x<g 

F(X) = (x-a)/(A-a) 

Elxl = (O+a)/2 

Var[xl = (P-02/12 

Yl =0 

Yz = -1.2 

a is esti=ated b7 x (-T-Jm) 

is est. ti=ated b7 x ý=x) 

Randcm nu=7ber gen----- NAG: GCI, ý.,, AF (para=eters a& A) 

(b) The Normal (Gaussian) distribution. 

f(x) = -W<X<W, 0')0 

FW is intractable 

F(z), the stand-ard Icr--AI deviate, where z= (x-x)lv, is 
available in tabul--- far= or NAG: Sl5ABF 

EC x] = )i 

VarE x] = o- 

Yi =0 

Y2 =0 

Random number generator, NAG: G05DDF (parameters p&0 

(c) The Exponential distribution. Expn(X) 

f (x) = Xe->-- 0(X(W, X)o 

F(x) = 

Elxl = X-' 
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Varl x] = X-2 

Y, =2 

(d) The Poisson distribution. PW 

f (x) = x=0,1,2,... 
X)o 

F(x) =Z0, re->-)/r! 

EE x] =X 

Varl x] = 

Yi = X-, * 

(e) The Ga= di-st ýbuticn. G(a, X) tri 

f(x) = x(Xx)--e---/r(a) - O)x)w, 00, X>O 

FW, no fc. -= found, the approach taken was to evaluate 
X Sf(x)dx by numerical integration 

El x] = a/X 

Var[xl = a/X2 

Y, = 2a-I 

a is estimated by 3Z2/sI. 

X is estimated by Vsl. 

(f) The Beta distribution of the first kind. BT(a, b, a, p) 

f. (x) = r(a+Q) (x-a)--l (b-x)"'-' a(x(b, a, A>O 
r (a) r (P) 

F. W = F, ((x-a)/(b-a)) obtained by NAG: GOlBDF 

Elxl - a+a(a+P-1 (b-a) 

Varlxl = (b-a)2aA(a+P)-I(c(+A+D-' 

Y, = 20-a)(a+B+Dý* 
(a+A+2) (aA)II 
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Estimates of a, b, a and A were obtained by letting 

(min) 
(max) 

and solving 

x= a+a(a+o)-l (b-a), and 
S. ' = (b-a)2aO(a+p)-2(a+p+l)-" 

(S) The Lcgzcr---l distribution A(g, T7-) 

f (x) =1ZxnN (ju, e, 2) OýxýO 

F(x) z ln xn N(p, cr2) - see Normal distributian 

EI Z] = exp 

Va--(x) = exp(c--)(exp((r; 2-1))exp(2jL) 

Yi = fex- p 0-2) +2) (exp W2) -1) 

R=d= n=' er 
-generator, 

NAG: GODDIF (parameters a, A) 

where a= 
A= 
T2= 01 2/ )IM 

The Weibull distribution. W(m, X) 

(x) = X=--lexp(-Xx-) 

FW = 1-exp(-Xx-) 

Estimates of X and m. were obtained by solving 

nx-, + E ln x, - X-ln XZ x-i =0 
. 1-1 1-1 . 

where X= (nOn Z 
I 

Random number generator, NAG: G05DPF (parameters m, X-) 

(i) The Generalized Gamma distribution. G(a, b, k) 

(x) = b(a--r(k»-Ix"lK-1. exp(-(x/a)Iý) x>O 

x) 

Stacey(1962) 
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This distribution subsumes several others for 

G(a, b=l, k--l) is the Exponential distribution 
G(a, b, k=l) is the Weibull distribution 
G(a, b=l, k) is the Ga-A distribution 
G(a, b, k4co) is the Lognormal distribution 

amongst others (Stacey & Xilhram, 1965) 

The lcg-likelihood function is 

lnL = nln b- nInr(k) - bkn In a +(bk-1) Z In x, -Z (xi/a)" 
1 -1 1 -1 

Vie partial derivities with respect to a and b, are 

SCI-D- = ub-I - ka ln a+kI ln xi, -I ((xL/a)'=ln(x, /a)) 
6b 

6(7-7r)-= b.. "- Z : en, - bkna-I 
6a I 

Maxi== likelihood estimates of a and b, are therefore obtained 
by solving (for a given value of k) 

: Cb-' - ka ln a+kZ ln xi -E ((Xi/a)`lM(xi/a)) =0 

where aI X'L/kn)'-"* 
L 

As I X-L can be ver7 large, for computational purposes 

3E((kn)-l E 

Esti=ate of k were then obtained by observing the value of k 
which -. -xi=ises the log-likelihood function above. 

(j) The Gr--=-Charlier Series of Type. A 

The series gives an expansion of (2r)-'*. exp(-%x2) as follows: - 
G 

pdf(x) = (2x)-l',. exp(-ftl) Z C,. H,. for the first seven degrees 
r-O 

where Co 
Ci 
C2 

C3 

CA 

CS 

Cr. 

and 
Ho 
Hi 
H: 2 
Ha 
HA 
Hs 
Hr. 

I 
0 

(1/24) Ou-6y2+3) 
(1/120) Ois-10lia) 
(1/720) (, ur. -15, u4+45, u---15) 

I 
x 
X2--l 
x; 3-3x 
X4-6x2+3 
xG-lOx3+15x 

xG-15x4+45x'-15 
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and ; 12,113, ... )l,. are the rt-11 moments about the mean in the 
data, yr = n-I I (x-, ui)ý, where 

n= the number of data points 
PI = n-I Ix 

The Cdf (x) = ý(x) - «21r)-1). exp(-lexl). Z C,. H"-i 

where IW (2z) exp (-%t: 2) dt 

Random mu=ber generatc: -. - 

Considering the stazd---disad values 

Pr(x) =IW-I ((pa/6) (xý7--D+ 
+ (1/24) (, u, &-3) (z-ý-3x) )I 

For a given probability, F: -(z), the value of x can be cbzained 
by solving the tran-se=d-ental equation by a Newtcn-Raphsc-- 
procedure 

-izz a ra=A-= value for Fr(x) from a Unifcr= Thus by generat - distribution (range 0 to 1), an appropriate value of x can be 
computed. 

Although appearing rather laborious, values of x were found to 
be generated at the rate of approximately 100 per second! 

(k) Edgeworth's form of the Type A Series 

Pdf (x)=((2n)-'*). e=(-1,2x2). El+(ka/6)Fa+(k4/24)HA+(ks/120)Hs+ 
+((ks+lOk23)/720)H3] 

where ka, kA, ks and k. - are the 3', 4", 5ý-" and 6t-'*, cumulants 
of the data respectively, and the data is standardised. In 
this case the Cdf(x) is given by: - 

Cdf(x) = j(x) = ((21c)-'*)). exp(-Iixl). 10+(k3/6)H2+(k4/24)Ha+ 
+ (kr. / 120) H4+ý (kr. +lOk2) /720) Hs3 

where j(x) S((2x)-', 6). exp(-%t) dt 

Note: for moZents about the mean 

k2 Y: 2 

k3 )1: 3 
k4 pA-3A22 
ks ps-10yaju2 
kG y6-15j14, U2-10yla+30ji32 
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Comparison with the Gram-Cbarlier Type A Series 

The. Gram-Charlier. Series is 
6 

aWZC, H, 
r-O 

where a(x) 

and 

Ci =0 
c2 = Ih (p: z- 1) 
Ca = ga/6 
c4 = (p. 4-62+3)/24 
Ca = (ga-lOpa/120 
ce = (; Ls-15p4+45A2-15)/720 

The Edgewc. -4.2i f arm is 
ds 

a(z) Z cýHý 
"-0 

where a(x) and H, - are identical to the Grazt-Charlier ý"eftes (in 
standard fc-, -=), but 

Co =1 
Ci 0 
c2 0 

Ca ka/6 
C. t k4/24 
Cs ka/120 
CG (Irs+10k2a)/720 

Expressing the Gram-Charlier Series in terms of k (and 
standardising) we obtain 

CO =1 
C, 0 
Cm 0 
C3 ga/6 = k316 
C4 (g4-6y2+3)/24 4 k4/24 
Cs (ýLs-10ya)/120 -t ka/120 
C's (ps-15, uL+45y2-15)/720 4 (kr. +lOk23)/720 

Therefore, for the first seven terms, the formulae are 
identical. 
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B BIDDING DATA 

Case 1 

Case 1 data were donated by a construction company operating in the 

London area. The data covered all the company's bidding activities 
during a twelve month period in the early 1980's for a total of 86 

projects. Due to the confidential nature of the data it has not been 

possible to reproduce all the information available in this thesis. Of 

the data that has been reproduced, certain minor changes have been 

made to obscure the identity of , 
the company involved. The project 

numbers, for instance, are not reproduced in chronological order. 
Si=ilarl7, the codes given to the various bidders are not in 

aliDhabetical order. The bids themselves, however, remain intact. 

Details of the type of projects were available but not used in the 

analysis. Some of the data were incomplete, that is the value of some 
bids or the identity of bidders were not known by the company. In 

several cases it was possible to supplement these data from the Case 3 

source. 

The resulting number of projects for which a full set of bids, together 

with the identity of the bidder, were available for analysis totalled 

51. 

The number of occasions that the same two bidders were in competition 

with one another is given in the following table. 

Number of occasions 
met 

Number of pairs 

1 438 
2 94 
3 20 
4 11 
5 4 
6 3 
7 3 
8 3 
9 1 

10 2 
12 2 
20 1 
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The most frequent competitors were bidders 55 and 304, who met an 20 

occasions. 

Details were also available of bidder 304's cost estimates for 34 of 
the projects. 

Project number Cost estimate 

1 1386652 
2 505291 
3 1271146 
5 389214 
6 2058210 
7 2919754 
a 7035339 

10 1012702 
11 1811845 
12 1053099 
13 652341 
19 2884614 
20 7646123 
21 3705840 
22 5580203 
23 1558574 
24 1179413 
26- 515061 
27 1770389 
28 2062491 
30 2538005 
32 530190 
35 830407 
36 754737 
37 7067819 
38 550787 
41 1530976 
42 3641105 
44 2187217 
46 2787585 
47 1381542 
48 751767 
50 351803 
51 645858 

A total of 93 bidders entered 318 bids for the 51 projects. A full 

data listing follows. 
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Case 2- 

Case 2 data were donated by Lancashire County Council for project bids 

over approximately four years prior to July 1982. Details for 258 

projects were provided in precoded format. In some cases, codes were 
missing or no tender had been received. In other cases the codes or 
bids_ were illegible. The resulting number of projects for which a full 

set of bids, together with the identity of the bidder, were available 
for analysis totalled 218. 

The number of occasions that the same two bidders were in competition 
with each other is given in the fallowing table. 

Nu=ber of cccasicts Nu-, ýber of pairs 
met 

1 1224 
2 264 

99 
4 62 
5 34 
6 25 
7 15 
8 16 

10 6 
11 5 
12 5 
13 8 
14 4 
17 4 
19 2 
20 1 
21 1 
26 1 

A total of 187 bidders entered 1235 bids for the 218 projects. A full 

data listing follows. 



Lancashire 
County 
Counc 

Mr. R. M. Skitmore, 
25 Meadway, 
Penwortham, 
Nr. Preston. 

Please ask for 
Mr. H. Edwards 

Preston(0772) Your ref 
263153 

Roger Booth DipArch(Dist) RIBA FRSA 
County Architect 

PO Box 26 County Hall Preston PR1 8RE 

Ourref 
Q/HEIJM 
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Date 
19 July, 1982 

Dear Martin, 

enclose with this letter some 258 copies of tenders received for County Council 
projects to assist you with the Paper that you are preparing on Contractors' 
Success or otherwise in tenderingw 

As I explained to you on the telephone, I wish to preserve the confidentiality of 
the tendering procedure and this has been'achieved by giving every firm that has 
submitted a tender a number-and recording that number against the respective 
tender list for which that firm quoted. 

I hope this will assist you in carrying out your'analysis. The period of time for 
which these tenders cover is approximately four years and relates to capital works 
as opposed to maintenance contracts. 

I tried to contact you by telephone, but I appreciate you may now be away on leave, 
hence the purpose of forwarding these schedules to you. Should you require any 
further assistance, no doubt you can let me know. 

Kind regards. 

All replies to be addressed to the County Architect 

You 

ti. tawaras 

0 

MWIR 
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Sample data proforma for Case 2 data (project 3) 

COST FLUCTUATING FMI PRICE 

I 
Clause 23 (j) 
Deleted 

A l 
Clause 23 
Deleted 

! H', zý, 
LL 9 4. C---21 1 

. 12: 1 
cn 

CIO 
'f Is.. ;zI 

iC3 
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Case 3 

Case 3 data were obtained from the records of a bidding information 

agency in the London area. The agency held details of most bids for 

=ostw projects in the London area in card form. A period of one week 
was spent copying a sample of project data for the period November 

1976 to February 1977. The bids and associated bidders' manes were 

recorded and the names later encoded for analysis. The resulting 

number of projects for which a full set of bids, together with tle 

i-d-em-tity of the bidders, were available for analysis tctalled 373. 

The -n=ber of occasions that the sa=e two bidders were in co=petition 

witb, eac! i is given in the floll. -wims table. 

Nu=ber C-0 Occasions yu=be. - c: f pairs 
me". 

1 2817 
2 473 
3 132 
4 6 C3 
5 21 
6 8 
7 7 
a 1 

A total of 356 bidders entered 1915 bids for the 373 p=jects. A 
full data listins follows. 
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Esti-mates of regression coefficient. - 

a: L + 0, for prediction of 
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